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Introduction

OPENING STATEMENT
The seventh section of the Chåndogya Upaniƒad begins with a dialogue
between Nårada and Sanatkumåra. Nårada approaches his teacher
and asks for instruction in the typical manner for Upanishadic students. Sanatkumåra, however, demands to know his educational background before taking on Nårada as his pupil. Nårada responds:
Sir, I know the §gveda, the Yajurveda, the Såmaveda, the
‹tharva£a as the fourth, the history and legend (itihåsa purå£a)
as the fifth Veda, the grammar, ancestral rites, mathematics,
fortune telling, treasure-finding, the dialogues, the narrow path,
the knowledge of the gods, the knowledge of brahmins, the
knowledge of the spirits, the knowledge of kƒatriyas, astrology, and the knowledge about serpent beings. So I am, sir, a
knower of the mantras, but not a knower of the self (åtman).
(7.1.2–3)1
Nårada’s response is illustrative of the interests of a number of individuals throughout the Upani∑ads. He is unhappy with the traditional
education that he has already received and recognizes that to be truly
knowledgeable he must learn about the self (åtman). As we will see in
this book, the Upani∑ads present several different, and sometimes
conflicting, teachings about the nature of the self, but throughout the
texts the self remains a central concern.
The Upanishadic orientation towards the self marks a significant
transformation in relation to previous Vedic literature, which primarily
focuses on the description and meaning of ritual actions. Indeed, this
shift has been recognized by the Indian tradition, as exemplified in the
traditional Vedånta division of the Vedas into karmakå£¿a and jñånakå£¿a.
1
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According to this classification, the Saμhitås and Bråhmaˆas are considered karmakå£¿a as they are the sections of the Veda that deal with
ritual, while the Upani∑ads, as well as the ≈raˆyakas, are called
jñånakå£¿a as they deal with more philosophical subjects.
Modern readers have also noticed the change in orientation from
the ritual texts to the Upani∑ads. Romila Thapar, for example, describes the emergence of the Upanishadic material as a paradigm shift
in the constitution of knowledge in ancient India, observing that “the
nature of the change was a shift from the acceptance of the Vedas as
revealed and as controlled by ritual to the possibility that knowledge
could derive from intuition, observation and analysis” (1993, 307).
Modern translators of the Upani∑ads, including Max Müller ([1879–84]
2000), Paul Deussen ([1897] 2004), Robert Ernest Hume ([1921] 1975),
Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan ([1953] 1992), Patrick Olivelle (1996), and
Valerie Roebuck (2003), have all recognized this philosophical orientation of the Upani∑ads, especially in discussions relating to the self.2
Similarly, this book addresses knowledge about the self in the
Upani∑ads. However, what makes this study different is that it will
approach the texts paying close attention to the literary presentation
of the ideas. Included in the diverse material contained in the Upani∑ads
are a number of stories and dialogues.3 These sections use narrative to
introduce teachings about the self (åtman), and related ideas such as
the bodily winds (prå£ås), and the knowledge of the five fires
(pañcågnividyå). I will demonstrate that these narrative sections are not
merely literary ornaments, but are integral to an understanding of the
philosophical claims of the texts. In fact, the paradigm shift noted by
other scholars does not pertain merely to a change in the content of
the Vedic texts, but also, as I will argue, is marked by innovations in
the style and structure of the texts. As such, much of what makes the
Upani∑ads unique in relation to previous material is the literary presentation of the texts themselves.
As in the dialogues of Plato, in the Upani∑ads philosophical claims
are often introduced in the form of a conversation, thereby presenting
philosophical ideas within the context of specific individuals and social situations. The dialogues tell us who is speaking, to whom, where,
under what conditions, and what is at stake in the discussions. When
we pay attention to these details, we see that the narratives not only
contextualize the teachings, but also characterize the knowledge, and
outline how and by whom these teachings should be practiced in the
social world. While the teachings emphasize the åtman, the dialogues
reinforce this focus on the individual by presenting us with specific
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selves, the literary characters. In this way, the distinct characters and
how they achieve selfhood are an integral part of the Upanishadic
discourses about the self. As such, the Upanishadic notion of self is
not merely a philosophical insight, but a way of being in the world.
WHAT ARE THE UPANIS. ADS?
The Upani∑ads are some of the most well-known and well-appreciated philosophical texts in the world. In the modern era a number of
intellectuals from Europe and India not only have recognized their
profundity, but also have developed a personal affinity for these texts.
For example, Arthur Schopenhauer viewed the Upani∑ads as “the most
profitable and sublime reading that is possible in the world; [they
have] been the consolation of my life and will be that of my death”
([1851] 1974: 397). In the preface to his translation of the Upani∑ads,
which constitutes the first installment to the Sacred Books of the East
series, Max Müller proclaimed: “My real love for Sanskrit literature
was first kindled by the Upanishads” (1879–84, lxv). Vivekananda,
one of the first Indian reformers to relate his reading of the Upani∑ads
with the nationalist movement, declared before an audience in Madras: “The truths of the Upanishads are before you. Take them up, live
up to them, and the salvation of India will be at hand” ([1922] 1973,
225). Similarly, Radhakrishnan connected the Upani∑ads to a national
Indian identity: “For us Indians, a study of the Upani∑ads is essential,
if we are to preserve our national being and character. To discover the
main lines of our traditional life, we must turn to our classics, the
Vedas and the Upani∑ads, the Bhagavad-g¥tå and the Dhamma-pada”
([1953] 1992, 9). As we can see from these quotations, the Upani∑ads
have made a personal impact on Indian and Western scholars alike,
inspiring distinct interpretations among different audiences. Before describing my own approach and the structure of this book in more detail,
let us first familiarize ourselves with what the Upani∑ads are and which
specific texts will constitute the source material for this study.
The Upani∑ads are ancient texts from India that are traditionally
regarded as the fourth and final section of a larger group of texts
called the Vedas. The oldest parts of the Vedas are the Saμhitas, followed by the Bråhmaˆas, the ≈raˆyakas, and then the Upani∑ads. In
addition to the four types of Vedic text, there are four different collections or branches (ßåkhå) of Vedic material: the §gveda, the Yajurveda
(consisting of two sub-branches: the Black Yajurveda and White
Yajurveda), the Såmaveda, and the Atharvaveda. In this book we will
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concentrate on the Upani∑ads that constitute part of the first three of
these four branches of the Vedas. The dates of the Upani∑ads—as well
as the other sections of the Vedas—continue to be contested, yet most
scholars estimate that they were composed between 700 and 300 BCE
(see Olivelle 1996, xxxvi–xxxvii; Roebuck 2003, xxiv–xxvi).4 It is important to point out, however, that there are hundreds of texts that are
known as Upani∑ads, because texts that called themselves by this name
continued to be composed long after the Vedic corpus was closed.
After the Vedic period, a number of devotional texts have referred to
themselves as Upani∑ads, with the Bhagavad G¥tå (18.78: ßr¥madbhagavadg¥tå upaniƒada÷) as the most famous example. Additionally, there is a
Muslim devotional text composed during the Mughal period called
the Allopaniƒad.
A number of scholars claim that the Vedic Upani∑ads mark the
birth of philosophy in ancient India.5 There are, of course, potential
problems with this claim because the earlier Vedic texts also contain
material that could be considered philosophical, and contention surrounds the word ‘philosophy’ itself as not appropriate for the Indian
context.6 Despite these hesitations, it seems fair to say that the
Upani∑ads occupy a similar place within the Indian tradition as the
writings of the pre-Socratic philosophers do in the history of Western
philosophy. Like the pre-Socratics, the Upani∑ads mark the beginning
of a reasoned enquiry into a number of perennial philosophical questions concerning the nature of being, the nature of the self, the foundation of life, what happens to the self at the time of death, how one
should live one’s life. In this way, the Upani∑ads establish a set of
questions and provide a terminology for addressing these questions
that would remain influential throughout the subsequent Indian textual tradition. This book, like so many others that engage the Upani∑ads,
assumes their status as the birth of philosophy in ancient India. However, rather than focus on the philosophy as such, we will pay particular attention to how the Upani∑ads present their ideas.
Our primary focus will be on the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, the
Chåndogya Upaniƒad, the Kauƒ¥taki Upaniƒad, the Taittir¥ya Upaniƒad, and
the Aitareya Upaniƒad, all of which are considered to be the early
Upani∑ads, composed sometime before the time of the Buddha and
Mahåv¥ra, most probably between the eighth and sixth centuries BCE.
These five early Upani∑ads are composed in prose, as opposed to the
post-Buddhist Upani∑ads, which are presented in verse form. The later
Vedic Upani∑ads, which would include the Kena Upaniƒad, the Ka†ha
Upaniƒad, the Īßå Upaniƒad, and Ívetåßvatara Upaniƒad, represent a fur-
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ther shift in philosophical orientation.7 It is important to distinguish
the early Upani∑ads from these later texts, because a number of important ideas generally assumed to be representative of the Upani∑ads
as a whole—such as saμsåra (cycle of life, death, and rebirth), mokƒa
(final liberation), and yoga—are only developed in the later texts.
As our focus is on the literary presentation of ideas, we will
concern ourselves primarily with the sections of the early Upani∑ads
that contain narratives and dialogues. We will also be looking closely
at some other sections, including speculations about the Vedic sacrifice, creation myths, genealogies of teachers and students, magical
formulas, and procreation rites, insofar as this material helps contextualize the stories and dialogues. As will become clear, the early
Upani∑ads consist of a diverse set of material, much of which either
existed independently or formed parts of other texts before being
collected in one of the Upani∑ads.
We will also consider sections from the Bråhmaˆas and ≈raˆyakas, particularly the Íatapatha Bråhma£a and Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a, as
they contain some of the initial examples of the kinds of narratives
that appear in the Upani∑ads, and the later portions of these texts are
connected to the Upani∑ads based on how they have been handed
down in the oral tradition. In this respect, the ≈raˆyakas are especially intertwined with the Upani∑ads, as a number of the early
Upani∑ads have been transmitted as material entirely embedded within
the ≈raˆyakas. For example, in the textual tradition of the §gveda, the
Aitareya Upaniƒad appears within the Aitareya ‹ra£yaka.8 In the school
of the Black Yajurveda, the Taittir¥ya Upaniƒad consists of a portion of
the Taittir¥ya ‹ra£yaka.9 In the White Yajurveda, the B®hadåra£yaka
Upaniƒad, as the name suggests, is considered both an ≈raˆyaka and
an Upani∑ad.
In addition to a connection at the textual level, another common
feature of the late Bråhmaˆas, ≈raˆyakas, and early Upani∑ads is a
shift in focus to the meaning of ritual actions, rather than the literal
descriptions of how to perform the ritual. The ≈raˆyakas, for example,
have a number of discourses that are considered secret and equivalent
to ritual performance.10 A. B Keith argues that this knowledge does
not replace ritual activity, but rather consists of teachings that are
connected to it:
The ≈raˆyaka seems originally to have existed to give secret
explanations of the ritual, and to have presupposed that the
ritual was still in use and was known. No doubt the tendency
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was for the secret explanation to grow independent of the
ritual until the stage is reached where the ≈raˆyaka passes
into the Upani∑ad . . . But originally an ≈raˆyaka must have
merely meant a book of instruction to be given in the forest.
([1909] 1995, 15–16)

Similarly, in a number of dialogues in the Upani∑ads, knowledge does
not replace ritual, as it seems likely that rituals, including large-scale
Vedic sacrifices, continued to be performed. Nevertheless, in the
Upani∑ads a number of teachings are considered independent from
traditional rituals and in many cases they are cast as superior to them.
Additionally, the emphasis on secret or hidden knowledge that is established in the Bråhmaˆas and the ≈raˆyakas continues throughout the
early Upani∑ads, with several discourses claiming that the gods love
what is secret (paro’ kƒakåmå hi devå÷) (ÍB 6.1.1.1–15; BU 4.2.2; AU 1.3.14).
Indeed, the notion of esoteric knowledge is closely intertwined
with the meaning of the term upaniƒad. According to tradition the
significance of the word is derived from the sum of its parts: upa
(near) + ni (down) + sad (to sit), meaning “to sit down near.” This
rendering of the term conjures up the image of the student sitting by
the feet of the teacher. Although this is undoubtedly what the word
has come to mean, scholars have challenged this as the original connotation on the grounds that this is not how the word is employed in
its initial occurrences, or indeed anywhere in the texts that we now
call the Upani∑ads. Rather than defining the word by its etymology,
scholars have noticed that in its earliest textual contexts, upaniƒad is
used to describe a connection between things, often presented in a
hierarchical relationship. According to Harry Falk (1986), in the
Bråhmaˆas, upaniƒad refers to the dominant power in a chain of dependency in which the upaniƒad is the final component in a list, or the
final teaching that is the foundation for everything else. As Joel Brereton
explains, “The purpose of arranging things in such a progression is
finally to identify the dominant reality behind an object” (1990, 124–
25). As such, an upaniƒad is not immediate or transparent, but rather
remains concealed and obscure. Patrick Olivelle suggests that due to
the hidden nature of an upaniƒad as the connecting power in a hierarchy, it “came to mean a secret, especially secret knowledge or doctrine. It is probably as an extension of this meaning that the term came
finally to be used with reference to entire texts containing such secret
doctrines, that is, our Upani∑ads” (1996, liii). According to Roebuck,
this notion of an esoteric teaching returns us to a meaning of upaniƒad
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that focuses on teacher and student: “An Upani∑ad recounts one or
more sessions of teaching, often setting each within the story of how
it came to be taught” (2003, xv). As we will see, the connotation of
secrecy that is conjured up by the word upaniƒad, as well as other
narrative details, is a central feature of the texts. However, this book
will concentrate more on the formal features of secrecy rather than
claiming to uncover the secrets themselves.
THE SELF, LIFE, DEATH, AND IMMORTALITY
This book will focus primarily on the teachings that are highlighted by
the dialogues in the Upani∑ads, and those that are generally characterized as new in relation to Vedic ritualism. Among these teachings
there are a number of interrelated ideas that concentrate on the self,
the processes of life and death, and how to achieve immortality.
‹tman, the religio-philosophical idea that is discussed most in
the dialogues, has a number of different meanings and usages in Vedic
literature. Originally, in the earliest Vedic material, åtman was a reflexive pronoun meaning ‘self.’ The word continued to be used as a pronoun, but by the time of the late Bråhmaˆas and early Upani∑ads,
åtman also became a philosophical term that could be associated with
a wide range of meanings including body and soul, and could sometimes refer to the ontological principle underlying all reality. Although
there are a number of distinct and contradictory definitions of åtman,
throughout the Upani∑ads, teachings about åtman indicate a general
interest in the human body and the processes of life and death.
Discussions about the human body in ancient Indian literature,
however, are by no means new to the Upani∑ads. One of the most
prevailing myths in the Vedic ritual texts is that the universe began
with the sacrifice and dismemberment of the primordial male body. In
the Puruƒas¶kta hymn of the §gveda (10.90), the body of Puru∑a is
dissected and the elements of his body are reassembled to create an
ordered universe. Thus, the initial body of Puru∑a is considered imperfect or incomplete, and only when his body is reassembled does
creation really begin. In the Bråhmaˆas, the mythology of Puru∑a
becomes extended to the creator god Prajåpati.11 Prajåpati creates the
world from his own corporality and his creation is considered incomplete, as his creatures are without breath, suffering from hunger or
lack of food, without firm foundation, or without name or form.12 As
in the Puruƒas¶kta, creation is imagined in terms of restoring and reordering rather than making something from nothing (ÍB 10.4.2.3).
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One of the functions of the Vedic sacrifice was to complete the creation
process begun by Prajåpati. Throughout this mythology the universe
not only is made from a primordial male body, but also shares with
both Puru∑a and Prajåpati the same fundamental structure, thus pointing to a correspondence between microcosm and macrocosm.
In some passages in the Upani∑ads, åtman assumes the character
of the cosmic bodies of Puru∑a and Prajåpati. The Aitareya Upaniƒad
(1.1), for example, begins with a creation myth in which åtman creates
the universe from the body of Puru∑a.13 As with Puru∑a and Prajåpati,
åtman’s creation is incomplete without a sacrifice. The gods reject both
a cow and a horse as inadequate sacrificial victims. Finally åtman offers a puruƒa (a man) and the gods are pleased. The result of this
sacrifice is that the original creation folds back on itself. Originally,
åtman created fire from speech and speech from the mouth of Puru∑a.
Now, after the sacrifice, fire returns to speech and enters the mouth.
Like Puru∑a and Prajåpati, åtman is cast as a creator god who creates
the universe by means of sacrificing, dismembering, and reconstructing a body.
Although in this passage åtman assumes the mythological status
of Puru∑a and Prajåpati, most of the teachings concerning åtman represent a different set of concerns from those found in the ritual discourse. Rather than assume a correspondence between the human body
and the universe, many teachings in the Upani∑ads show an interest
in the fundamental essence of life. As Brereton explains. “While the
Bråhmaˆas sought . . . correlations within the domains of the ritual
and outside world, the Upani∑ads search primarily for those that exist
within and among the human and natural domains” (1990, 119). Several sections describe åtman as a life force or something that keeps the
body alive. For example, the Aitareya ‹ra£yaka (2.3.2) describes åtman
as taking different forms in different living beings. In plants and trees
åtman is equated with sap, while in animals åtman is consciousness. In
humans, however, åtman is said to be clearer than in other beings.
In the Chåndogya Upaniƒad (6.1–16) Uddålaka ≈ruˆi teaches that åtman
is the finest essence in all living beings.
In chapter 1 we will look at how different Upanishadic teachers
have different teachings about åtman. Here, however, it is important to
point out that despite the differences, there are some general tendencies. Most of these teachings assume that åtman is immortal, that åtman
dwells within the body when it is alive, and in one way or another
that åtman is responsible for the body being alive. ‹tman does not die
when the body dies, but rather finds a dwelling place in another body.
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As Yåjñavalkya, one of the most prominent figures in the Upani∑ads,
explains, “Just as a caterpillar, having reached the end of a blade of
grass, as it takes another step, draws itself together. So the self (åtman),
having thrown down the body and having dispelled ignorance, in
taking another step, draws itself together” (BU 4.4.3).14 As the åtman is
immortal, it is also characterized as permanent and unchanging.
Closely related to these discussions about åtman are discourses
about prå£a. The Taittir¥ya Upaniƒad (2.2.1), for example, describes the
åtman as consisting of prå£a, while in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad (2.1.20)
King Ajåtaßatru teaches that the åtman and the prå£ås have an interdependent relationship. Indeed, these teachings explain that the åtman,
as a living organism, cannot exist without prå£a. As H. W. Bodewitz
suggests, generally prå£a refers to breath and can mean both exhalation and life-breath (1973, 22).
It is difficult to define prå£a because it means different things in
different contexts. In its plural form, the prå£ås refer to either the
bodily winds or to the five vital functions (breath, sight, hearing, speech,
and mind).15 Although these distinctly different categories are both
called prå£ås, in its singular form, prå£a appears in both groups, retaining its connection to breath. The B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad (1.5.21)
explains that because the prå£a is superior, the other vital functions
take on the name collectively. Importantly, the composers of the
Upani∑ads did not associate the life breaths of the human body with
the lungs, but rather the breaths are usually described in terms of how
they move and where they operate within the body. For example, the
B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad (1.3.19) describes the prå£ås as the essence (rasa)
of the bodily parts (a‰ga), articulating the close connection between
the breaths and the material body. In another passage, the Kauƒ¥taki
Upaniƒad (3.2) associates life with prå£a, stating that as long as prå£a
remains within the body, the body remains alive.
In the Aitareya ‹ra£yaka (2.1.4) we see one of the earliest appearances of a recurring myth about the competition between prå£a and
the other vital functions. There are a number of variations of this
myth.16 Whatever the variations, however, the events in the story are
always the same: all the vital functions agree to leave the body to
discover which one of them is most central to keeping the body alive.
As they leave one by one, the body continues to have life. Only when
prå£a departs does the body die. Then, when prå£a returns the body
is restored to life.
The various versions of the prå£a myth assume that knowledge
of how the body works and what is responsible for life can contribute
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to keeping the body alive and to averting death. Accordingly, åtman
and prå£a are often discussed in relation to sleep and death. The
Íatapatha Bråhma£a describes how the prå£ås, during sleep, take possession of the åtman and descend into the cavity of the heart (10.5.2.14).17
In the Chåndogya Upaniƒad (4.3.3), Raikva teaches that during sleep, all
the vital functions pass into the prå£a. The union of the prå£ås in the
interior of the body explains why someone who is asleep is unaware
of what goes on. The Íatapatha Bråhma£a (10.5.2.14) warns that someone who is in this state of deep sleep should not be woken. In this
passage, as well as others, the process of sleeping is likened to the
process of dying.
Death is generally described as the departure of prå£ås from the
body. In the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad (4.3.38; 4.4.1), Yåjñavalkya teaches
King Janaka that death occurs when prå£a leaves the body. The similarity between sleeping and dying is that when the åtman or prå£a
retreats into the cavity of the heart, the person loses all consciousness
of the outside world. The difference is that after sleep, the åtman/
prå£a leaves the cavity of the heart and returns to the rest of the body,
whereas in death the åtman/prå£a leaves the body altogether. The
Chåndogya Upaniƒad (8.6.3) describes these two processes together: in
the state of sleep a man slips into his veins and “no evil thing touches
him.”18 Similarly, in the following passage (8.6.4), a dying man is described as slipping into unconsciousness and unable to recognize his
relatives. This passage ends by stating that knowledge of these processes affects what happens after death, and that the door to the world
beyond is an entrance for those who know, but an obstacle for those
who do not know (8.6.5). Thus, when a man knows the connection
between the prå£ås, he is joined with death and becomes immortal. In
an example from the Íatapatha Bråhma£a (10.6.3.11), Íåˆ∂ilya teaches
that a person obtains åtman during death, indicating that people’s
knowledge is connected to what happens to them when they die.
These discussions of åtman and prå£a are not merely indicative of
a general interest in bodily functions, but are closely connected with
the Upanishadic goal of immortality (am®ta). As Dermot Killingley
points out, the Vedic literature considers life after death in a much
different way than later texts that emphasize ideas about saμsåra and
mokƒa: “The main way in which Vedic thought on the subject differs
from later Hindu thought is that it usually regards life after death as
something to be achieved, rather than as something to be escaped
from” (1997, 2). In the Vedic period immortality is understood in a
number of different ways, including being preserved in the social
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memory, becoming one with the essential being of the universe, and
surviving death in the heavenly world.19 As Killingley describes, different understandings of immortality assume different ways for achieving the deathless state: “Firstly, one can become immortal through
one’s offspring . . . A second idea is survival through dispersal of the
person into the corresponding parts of the universe . . . Thirdly, there
is the idea of survival in one’s deeds (iƒ†åp¶rta), particularly ritual
deeds, which prepare a place for the deceased in the next world”
(1997, 2–3). Another common understanding of am®ta, which literally
means “not dying,” is a long life.20 For example, in the Chåndogya
Upaniƒad (3.16.7), Mahidåsa Aitareya claims that he will overcome death
because of his knowledge. The text then states that he lived to be 116
and that anyone who knows this teaching will also be able to live to
the same advanced age.
Despite sharing with the ritual texts similar ideas about avoiding
death and securing immortality, the Upani∑ads offer different methods as to how to achieve these goals. In the ritual context, immortality
is gained through ritual action, as the sacrifice feeds the gods and
ancestors, providing for their nourishment and continued survival in
the heavenly world. In the Upanishadic discussions about åtman and
prå£a, however, immortality is often gained through manipulation of
the life process. To know åtman is to understand how the prå£ås work
and how åtman leaves the body at the time of death.
As we will see, Yåjñavalkya teaches that immortality can be secured through knowledge alone. However most Upanishadic teachers
assume the earlier Vedic notion that achieving immortality requires
having male children. The difference is that in the ritual texts, male
children are important because they inherit ritual knowledge and
continue to feed and keep alive their deceased ancestors. In the early
Upani∑ads, however, the desire for male offspring is linked to more
naturalistic views of the self and the human body, as a man can avert
death by being reborn in his son. As Olivelle explains, “A man’s sperm
is viewed as his rasa or essence. In other words, a man replicates himself, creates a second self for himself, in his sperm” (1997a, 432).
This point is illustrated in the Aitareya Upaniƒad (2.1–6), where
Våmadeva teaches that åtman has three births: conception, birth, and
death/rebirth. As åtman is understood as generating life, these passages explain how åtman is passed from one body to give life to another body. This passage, as well as others, considers åtman in terms
of a specifically male body and describes sexual activity as the male
passing the åtman to the female. In Våmadeva’s teaching the female
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body is basically a receptacle for the åtman to be reborn in another
male body:
In a man, indeed, one first becomes an embryo (garbha). That
which is semen (retas) is the energy (tejas) proceeding from all
the limbs (a‰ga). In the self (åtman) one bears a self (åtman).
When he emits this in a woman he begets it. That is his first
birth. It becomes one with the woman, just as her own limbs,
so it does not harm her. She nourishes this self (åtman) of his
that has come to her. (AU 2.1–2)21
This teaching of åtman has significant gender implications, which we
will explore in chapter 4. For now, however, I merely want to point
out that the connection between immortality and progeny implies that
access to immortality privileges men who are married and have children. Although åtman is sometimes defined as a universal life-force
that is present in all living beings, knowledge of åtman, and consequently the ability to secure immortality through åtman, is limited to
very few. As we will see, the dialogues define for whom this knowledge is available and outline practices to be performed in order to
attain this knowledge.
THE HISTORICAL AND SOCIAL CONTEXT
The changes in the presentation of Vedic literature, as well as the new
orientation towards the self and the processes of life and death, are
related to political and social changes that were taking place in ancient
India. Several scholars have suggested that the Upani∑ads were composed during a time of dynamic change in north India. Both the textual and archeological evidence point to pivotal social and economic
developments such as increasing sedentarization, a spread in agriculture, an emergence of a mercantile economy, craft specialization, and
increased urbanization. Indeed, several scholars have argued that the
Upani∑ads reflect these political and social changes (Thapar 1984, 1993;
R. S. Sharma 1983; Olivelle 1992). That the dialogues take place in
Videha and Kåßi, both of which became prosperous cities by the time
of early Buddhism, has been taken to indicate a process of urbanization. Also, the diversity of geographical locations known to the participants in Upanishadic discussions suggests that travel and trade
were already extensive. It is important to keep in mind, however, that
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there is no conclusive evidence that these particular social changes were
taking place. The mere mention of names of cities does not necessarily
imply urbanization, and the diversity of geographical locations visited
by literary characters does not establish anything concrete about trade
or commerce. Admittedly, the early Upani∑ads certainly seem to fit this
picture of radical social change, but it is not the aim of this book to
anchor the texts conclusively to these general historical changes.
Nevertheless, there are a number of specific changes that are
directly reflected in the early Upani∑ads: a shift in geographical orientation, changing attitudes about the sacrifice, and changing definitions
about the status of brahmins. It is my opinion that these three issues
explored by the texts reflect social changes that were taking place
during the time of the composition and compilation of the Upani∑ads,
yet it would be impossible to prove such a claim. We can say for
certain, however, that these are fundamental issues in the texts and
that the philosophical ideas are defined in the context of these changes
at a textual level.
One of the most interesting social dynamics that is reflected in
the early Upani∑ads is the geographical rivalry between the Vedic
heartland of Kuru-Pañcåla and the emerging eastern cities of Videha
and Kåßi. As Michael Witzel (1997) and Olivelle (1999) demonstrate,
the Chåndogya Upaniƒad is set in the western Kuru-Pañcåla area, whereas
the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad champions the eastern city of Videha, which
it presents as superior to the more orthodox western region. The
emergence of the east as an important center of Vedic culture is indicated by an often cited passage in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a (1.4.1.14–7),
which recounts the story of King Videgha Måthava, his priest Gotama
Råh¨gaˆa, and their move with Agni Vaißvånara from Pañcåla to
Kosala. Agni Vaißvånara means ‘agni of all people’ and represents the
sacrificial fire. Both Agni Vaißvånara and Gotama Råh¨gaˆa are prominent figures in the §gveda, and their appearance as part of this legend
links the newly emerging cultural center of Kosala with the traditions
of the oldest Brahmanical text.22 Witzel characterizes their symbolic
role as linking the Videha dynasty with the ‘sacred time’ of the §gveda
(1997, 311). In this way, the arrival of Agni Vaißvånara is presented as
a civilizing process: before his arrival the eastern region is described
as uncultivated and marshy, whereas due to the brahmins bringing
sacrifice it becomes “sweetened” (311).
This passage also suggests that the emergence of the east as a
cultural center was not due to a large-scale migration, but rather represents the movement of specific schools of brahmins who sought to
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align themselves with newly emerging political leaders.23 While leaders in the east could offer brahmins new opportunities for patronage
and employment, the brahmins could give aspiring kings claims to
divine authority through ritual. Witzel shows that textual composers
who moved east, especially the Aitareyins, incorporated various eastern tribes into older Vedic legends. These tribes, many of whom had
no historical connection with the west, adopted Brahmanical texts and
practices as a means of competing with each other.
It was in the east where there emerged the first larger and more
centralized states, as indicated by the fact that the final portions of the
Bråhmaˆas, which give the most importance to royal rituals such as
the aßvamedha and råjas¶ya, were composed in the eastern regions.
This shift in the focus of the texts suggests that eastern kings not only
appropriated Brahmanical texts and practices, but also initiated a
number of changes.
That Vedic culture had been imported to the east and that
ascending cultural centers such as Videha and Kåßi were in competition with Kuru-Pañcåla is suggested on numerous occasions in the
Upanishadic narratives. In the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, King Janaka of
Videha stages a competition between his own court priest, Yåjñavalkya,
and several brahmins from Kuru-Pañcåla. As we will explore further
in chapter 2, this competition is not merely about contesting philosophical points of view, but represents a political and regional rivalry
between Janaka, as an eastern king gaining power and authority, and
established leaders from the west. Janaka uses the assembly of KuruPañcåla brahmins as a way of linking his power with the prestige of
the ancient Brahmanical tradition. Accordingly, the shift eastwards
can be seen as a process of appropriation in which elites from the east
were attempting to model themselves after the legendary rulers from
the west, as well as manipulating Vedic texts and practices for their
own purposes, inevitably contributing their own ideas and practices
in the process.
One of the most important changes to the textual material is an
attempt to establish a complete canon. As Witzel explains, “It is thus
in these eastern territories of Northern India that a thorough reorganization of the bråhma£a style texts were carried out (ÍB), including a rethinking of many of the earlier [Yajurveda] ‘theological
positions’ ” (1997, 328). One of the indications of this is that the same
material is organized differently by various groups. Also, the textual
innovations in the east are represented in the hybrid nature of many
of the texts. According to Witzel, the various ruptures and breaks that
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are present in the Vedic texts represent a social situation in which
texts were changing hands and employed for different purposes (1997:
319–29). The Vedic schools needed to organize their canon periodically in order to survive in the competitive business of performing
sacrifices and gaining patronage. That Janaka invites a number of noted
textual composers to his court perhaps represents this process.
This reorganization of Vedic material in the east is also reflected
in the composition of the early Upani∑ads. As we will see, a number
of characters in the narratives introduce their teachings as new, yet on
many occasions the teachings that are ascribed to them consist of
material that had already appeared in previous Vedic texts. Bodewitz,
for example, points out that much of the material spoken by kings, or
members of the kƒatriya class (rulers and warriors) in general, that is
presented as new to the Brahmanical tradition appears in older sections of the Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a and Íatapatha Bråhma£a.24 This is a
crucial point because it shows that often what is new about the
Upani∑ads is not the teachings themselves, but rather how they are
presented. As such, what is particularly innovative about teachings of
åtman, prå£a, and the five fires is that they appear as the instructions
of specific individuals. When we consider this change in the literature
within the context of the movement from west to east, narratives and
dialogues appear to be attempts by brahmin composers to make older
Vedic material seem relevant to a new audience.25
Another social change reflected in the Upani∑ads is a movement
away from the practice of sacrifice. Scholars remain in disagreement
about the fate of the sacrifice in ancient India. Romila Thapar has
argued that the Vedic sacrifice became too much of an economic strain
and as a consequence went into decline. She describes the process of
burning excess wealth as a “prestige economy” that restricted Vedic
societies to remain in a prolonged state of “arrested development”
(1984, 66). She maintains that because the sacrifice was the central
institution and practice in defining social relations, its demise opened
up radically new ways for defining social relations, especially political
relations: “The discontinuance of the Vedic sacrificial ritual would
break the nexus between the bråhma£a and the kƒatriya and would
provide a new role for the kƒatriya, more in consonance with the broader
changes of the time” (1994, 318). Thapar concludes that both the
Upani∑ads and the rise of Buddhism reflect this decline of the sacrifice, as well as the emergence of new practices and institutions. Thapar
is right to notice that the Upani∑ads and, to a much greater extent the
early Buddhist literature, challenge the centrality of sacrifice. However,
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it is far from clear that the sacrifice went through the radical decline
that she portrays. If the importance of the sacrifice had already ceased,
then why did the early Buddhist texts criticize it so strongly?26 Laurie
Patton has recently suggested that during the time that the brahmin
composers of the Upani∑ads challenged the sacrifice, the brahmin
composers of the G®hyas¨tras continued to perform Vedic rituals and
invest them with new meanings and purposes: “We should acknowledge all the while that the sacrifices were still happening, and the old
ways still existed while the . . . Upani∑adic ways emerged” (2005, 185).
It is also important to point out that later texts such as the Mahåbhårata
and Dharmaßåstras indicate that the sacrifice continued to be practiced long after the time of the composition of the early Upani∑ads and
the early Buddhist texts.
Although it is unlikely that the Vedic sacrifice ceased to be performed, it is significant that the early Upani∑ads show a radical reinterpretation of sacrifice; it is not rejected completely, yet it is not as
centrally important as it is in the earlier Vedic texts. One of the most
innovative aspects of the narratives and dialogues is that they often
assume a sacrificial context, yet they focus on a different set of practices,
all of which are defined, often explicitly, in contradistinction to sacrifice.
The four practices that are most fully developed by the narratives and
dialogues are teaching, debating, advising the king, and controlling procreation, all of which we will explore throughout this book.
Connected to the move away from the practice of sacrifice is the
redefinition of the status of brahmin. In the earlier Vedic texts, brahmins
are defined by their participation in ritual, and the status of brahmin
is established through family lines. In contrast, the Upani∑ads show us
a number of nontraditional brahmins who earn their status through
learning specific teachings and engaging in a different set of practices.
Many of the narrative sections in particular are critical of those who
are brahmins only by birth and those brahmins who continue to perform sacrifices. In other words, the Upani∑ads both criticize the old
ways of achieving the status of brahmin and establish new ways of
becoming a brahmin. One of the central arguments of this book is that
through narrative the Upani∑ads actively portray new representations
of what it means to be a brahmin and that the attainment of selfhood
is closely connected to this new ideal.
CHARACTERIZING THE SELF
Now that we have briefly outlined the texts, ideas, and contexts, let us
return to the central arguments of this book. Previous scholars have
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already acknowledged the shift in focus from ritualism to the self. But,
for whom are these teachings about the self available? How does one
pursue this knowledge? In what kinds of circumstances can one learn
about the self? This book will demonstrate that the stories and dialogues that often introduce discussions about the self are integral to
addressing these questions.
As Yohanan Grinshpon has pointed out, traditional commentators such as Ía∫kara have not placed much value on the narrative
sections of the Upani∑ads, making a clear distinction between the story
(åkhyåna) and the knowledge (vidyå): “For Ía∫kara . . . all the stories
are alike in the sense that they provide an occasion for the transmission of the Upanishadic ‘teaching’ ” (1998, 379–80). As we will see,
however, the Upanishadic narratives do much more than merely provide an occasion for teaching. Crucially, they bring attention to how
knowledge is transmitted, in what contexts, to whom, and by whom.
This is not to say that the situations represented are based on real
historical events, but that the literary realism of Upanishadic narrative
serves to present philosophy as taking place within the realm of ordinary, everyday experiences.
Moreover, in addition to providing a context, the dialogues constitute an integral part of the teachings of the Upani∑ads. Whereas the
doctrinal sections address the ontological status of the åtman, the narratives teach how to achieve this status. In other words, the narrative
frames suggest that there is a social dimension to the teachings about
the self. Although åtman is described in universal terms, the stories
and dialogues define which individuals can attain knowledge of åtman,
as well as situate knowledge about åtman in specific social situations.
The Upanishadic narratives present knowledge of åtman as largely
restricted to brahmins, and the social situations where åtman is discussed are fundamental events in establishing an identity within the
brahmin community.
In addition to brahmins, the Upanishadic narratives address their
dialogical partners and opponents. In order for brahmins to achieve
their goals in this world and the next, they have to enter into dialogical relationships with others. The two groups of people whose participation is necessary for brahmins to earn wealth and status in this
world, as well as immortality in the next, are kings and women. Kings
are vital because they are the brahmins’ employers. Kings reinforce
the authority of brahmins and even give them political importance.
Women are necessary for brahmins primarily as wives and childbearers.
They are most often represented and defined so as to ensure that their
role in reproduction will produce male offspring, which is considered
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necessary for the immortality of brahmin men. Importantly, for both
kings and women, their participation requires at least some knowledge of the teachings, suggesting that, in addition to brahmins, kings
and women also have access to the kind of knowledge contained in
the Upani∑ads. However the extent of their participation in the dialogues is not the same. Kings are often portrayed teaching brahmins,
and even when they are cast as students they are sometimes represented as more knowledgeable than brahmins. In their roles as both
teachers and students, kings have a potential access to most of the
rewards that the teachings offer, including wealth, power, and immortality. Women, although their presence is necessary, have only restricted and indirect access to the Upanishadic goals of knowing the
self and achieving immortality. As we will see, in their dialogues with
both kings and women, brahmins model their relationships in ways
that reinforce their superiority as brahmins.
This book will explore the interactive dimension of Upanishadic
teachings by analyzing the dialogues according to four different groups.
All the dialogues in the Upani∑ads feature at least one brahmin, but
this book distinguishes the different types of dialogues from each other
by the brahmins’ different dialogical partners. The four different types
of dialogues are discussions between: 1) brahmins and students;
2) brahmins and other brahmins; 3) brahmins and kings; and
4) brahmins and women. It is not my intention to claim that the composers and compilers of the Upani∑ads organized the dialogues according to these groups, but rather in this book I use these categories
for heuristic purposes to illustrate that as the dialogical partners change,
so do the dynamics between individuals, as well as the practices that
accompany the discussion and what is at stake for brahmins. This
book will show that the brahmins say and do different things according to whom they are speaking.
Additionally, we will use these four categories of dialogue as a
way to explore four different social situations. The first category represents education and how one joins the brahmin community. The
second type of dialogue features debate and addresses how brahmins
establish their reputation and their relative hierarchy among each other.
The discussions between brahmins and kings are about patronage and
how brahmins earn wealth, accommodation and even political power.
The fourth category addresses how brahmins set up a household and
secure immortality through progeny. Importantly, all of these different social situations represent fundamental aspects of a brahmin’s life.
We will explore these social dimensions of the dialogues by looking at three narrative components: character, social context, and the
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description of the teaching. With respect to the characters, we will be
asking the following questions: How are individual characters represented? What do they do? How do they interact with each other? How
are they represented differently in different texts? Concerning the social
situations, we will examine: Where and in what situations do these
dialogues take place? What is the structure of the scene? What kinds
of situations are represented? What modes of address and conduct
accompany different situations? What kinds of rewards are promised?
With regard to the description of the teaching, we will be examining
the following: What is the link between the frame story and the teaching? How is the knowledge characterized?
LITERARY CHARACTERS
This book is not the first study to focus on the characters or dialogues
of the Upani∑ads. For example, James Helfer (1968) portrays the dialogue between Naciketas and Yama as an initiation ritual; Ivo Fi∞er
(1984) analyzes the development of Yåjñavalkya’s character from the
early sections of the Íatapatha Bråhma£a to the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad;
Grinshpon (1998) argues that there is a hidden vidyå (teaching) in the
third section of the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad; Bodewitz (1973) discusses
the dialogues between priests and kings; and Ellison Banks Findly
(1985) points out the innovative qualities of Gårg¥’s argument in her
debate with Yåjñavalkya.27 These studies, as well as others that have
focused on a particular character or a particular dialogue, have made
important contributions to our understanding of the Upani∑ads. What
makes this book different from previous investigations is that it will
demonstrate that there are common characteristics among the dialogues, and that when we examine these common characteristics together they comprise a consistent set of teachings that are integral to
understanding ideas such as åtman, prå£a, and immortality.
One of the best studies to date in illustrating how the portrayal
of character contributes to the philosophical position of the texts is
Patrick Olivelle’s examination (1999) of Ívetaketu, a character who
appears in a story featured in three different Upani∑ads (BU 6.2.1–16;
CU 5.3.1–5.10.10; K∑U 1.1–2). Olivelle’s work is a key moment in the
history of scholarship about the Upani∑ads, because he moves away
from the classical philological approach that looks for an authentic
doctrine or an original text. Instead, Olivelle asks, what can be learned
about the different Upani∑ads that present the same story in different
ways? He argues that the variation in presentation is deliberate and
that each version has its own narrative logic. The additions, substitutions,
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and modifications can be seen as part of the narrative strategies of the
respective authors or editors. In this way, the different portrayals of
Ívetaketu, as well as of his father, Uddålaka ≈ruˆi, and of Pravåhaˆa
Jaivali, tell us something about the overall stance of the different
Upani∑ads. Olivelle concludes that the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, which
favors the east, is critical of Kuru-Pañcåla brahmins and presents
Ívetaketu as rude and spoiled, while the Chåndogya Upaniƒad is more
conservative and presents Ívetaketu and Uddålaka ≈ruˆi more positively. Thus, Olivelle illustrates that the portrayal of specific characters
in the Upani∑ads is part of the narrative strategy and political positioning of the texts.
This book will draw from a number of Olivelle’s conclusions,
including the differences between the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad and the
Chåndogya Upaniƒad. However, whereas Olivelle concentrates on the
competing philosophical orientations among the different Upani∑ads,
this book will demonstrate that the dialogues throughout the late
Bråhmaˆas and early Upani∑ads share a number of common features
in terms of structure, motifs, and the relationship to the teachings.
One of the most notable aspects of the three versions of Ívetaketu’s
story, for example, is that they show that three different textual traditions considered the dialogue as an effective means for presenting
philosophical ideas. In the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad and the Chåndogya
Upaniƒad, the Ívetaketu story introduces the teachings of the five fires
and the two paths, while in the Kauƒ¥taki Upaniƒad it introduces the
doctrine of the path to heaven. Throughout this book, I will show that
the Upani∑ads use dialogues to convey teachings in similar ways, following comparable patterns and narrative structures, all of which
address changes in the lives of brahmins. Although the priests of the
Chåndogya Upaniƒad seem to emphasize formal instructions between
teachers and students more than the priests of the B®hadåra£yaka
Upaniƒad who focus on debate, both texts use dialogues to connect
these practices to the teachings.
Additionally, rather than focus on only one individual, in this
book I will examine all the major characters in the Upanishadic dialogues. Importantly, the texts do not tell us what individual characters
physically look like, nor does the narrative voice describe their psychology. Rather, literary personae are characterized almost entirely by
what they say and what they do, as almost every action is an action
of speech. Nevertheless, despite the lack of literary descriptions, the
Upani∑ads portray a number of unique personalities.
One of the striking features of the characters is that they are all
portrayed as true-to-life individuals. This is not to say that the narra-
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tives are historically accurate, but rather that the characters are presented as human and that their actions take place in the human world.
In this way, there is a realistic thrust to the narrative. The characters
are mere mortals who do things that are quite ordinary, such as discuss and debate, exchange greetings and offer hospitality, and seek
material wealth and large families. There are some extraordinary events
that take place: fires and animals that talk, women who are possessed
by celestial beings, gods and demons learning from the creator god, a
person whose head shatters apart. Nonetheless, most of the characters
are humans, and their actions take place in the human world in real
locations in ancient India. In contrast to many of the tales in the
Bråhmaˆas that take place on a mythic time scale and record the actions of gods (devas) and celestial beings (gandharvas), the Upanishadic
narratives are firmly rooted in everyday life.
Furthermore, a number of characters are based on individuals
that were already authoritative figures in Vedic literature. Characters
such as Íåˆ∂ilya, Uddålaka ≈ruˆi, and Yåjñavalkya were already
known as famous priests before they appeared in the stories and dialogues of the Upani∑ads. The fact that the narratives further develop
the personalities and authority of already esteemed figures suggests
that a principal function of Upanishadic narrative was to record and
create legends about these specific individuals. As we will see, these
individuals first appear merely as names that add authority to particular teachings, but by the time of the Upani∑ads, these famous textual composers are developed into literary personalities in extended
narrative scenes.
In addition to elevating the status of already legendary figures,
the characters function to highlight particular teachings, while discrediting others. While characters such as Yåjñavalkya and Satyakåma
are depicted positively and serve to endorse particular teachings, characters such as Virocana largely function as an example of what not to
say or what not to do. In this way, the characters who are portrayed
negatively serve to define Upanishadic philosophy through what it is
not. The two groups of people who are criticized by means of the
portrayal of individual characters are (1) the orthodox Vedic ritualist,
and (2) the non-årya.28 As we will see, brahmin ritualists are depicted
as ignorant of the most valuable teachings, and they are described
performing sacrifices that they do not understand. Worse still, Virocana
is portrayed as outside the Vedic culture altogether. He does not observe the proper rituals, but rather adheres to non-Vedic practices.
Through negative descriptions of brahmin ritualists on the one hand,
and non-åryas on the other, the early Upani∑ads present themselves as
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texts that contain new teachings that oppose the sacrifice, yet as texts
firmly rooted within the Brahmanical tradition.
Alternatively, characters such as Yåjñavalkya and Satyakåma embody a certain way of life that is presented in contradistinction to that
of the ritual priests. As the Upani∑ads are critical of the stereotypical
Vedic ritualists, they offer up different models of how to be a brahmin,
with Yåjñavalkya and Satyakåma serving as two of the best examples.
In this way, the literary characters embody or “flesh out” particular
teachings of the texts, anchoring abstract claims in the reality of particular individuals in real-life situations.
Generally speaking, all the brahmins who are depicted positively
serve as examples for how to be a brahmin. What distinguishes
Yåjñavalkya and Satyakåma is that the texts give us more information
about their lives. In the way that the texts are edited, originally distinct
episodes are strung together to offer the outlines of a life story. In both
cases their lives are more of a sketch than a comprehensive biography.
Nevertheless, distinct episodes are collected together in a chronological
order and we are presented with enough information to reconstruct a
coherent life story. Whereas Satyakåma lives the life of a teacher and
married householder, Yåjñavalkya represents a challenge to this ideal
as the priest who debates in the court and leaves his household without
any male heirs. Both Satyakåma and Yåjñavalkya embody their teachings, offering two distinct models of how to be a brahmin.
THE SOCIAL CONDITIONS OF KNOWLEDGE
In addition to anchoring the teachings to specific individuals,
Upanishadic narratives situate the transmission of knowledge in a
number of specific social situations. Most generally, the dialogue form
itself characterizes philosophy as a social practice. Rather than solitary
Cartesian figures contemplating their own existence, or even practitioners of yoga in a deep state of meditation, Upanishadic philosophers
are depicted interacting with other people. In the Upani∑ads, philosophy is something that is achieved through discussion and debate, confrontation and negotiation, with the dialogue form emphasizing
intersubjectivity. Although many teachings address knowledge about
the self, within the context of the narratives this knowledge is achieved
only through dialogue with others.
Furthermore, the dialogues serve to outline to both brahmins
and their dialogical partners which situations are appropriate for
philosophical discussion and the proper techniques by which indi-
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viduals should discuss philosophy, as each situation is connected to
particular ways of speaking and behaving. There is an emphasis on
real, concrete situations, with the specificity of the details of each scene
and consistency of these details with other scenes suggesting that the
dialogues represent a coherent portrayal of particular social situations,
and that the Upani∑ads are as much about teaching etiquette and proper
behavior as they are about personal transformation. Or, more precisely, personal transformation can only take place through strict adherence to the proper practices. In this way, the narratives establish
the conditions under which philosophy should be discussed, describing four general social situations: education, debate, the negotiation of
patronage, and the conducting of sexual relations. The dialogues establish the importance of these particular practices by connecting specific modes of address and behavior for each.
Another indication of the social context of the teachings is what
kinds of rewards are promised to those who learn them. Unlike the
later Upani∑ads, the early prose texts do not focus on the state of mind
of those who seek to understand åtman, but rather make a number of
claims as to what kinds of rewards this knowledge can bring, both in
this world and the next. Throughout the texts there are passages, often
marked by the words ya evaμ veda (when a man knows this), that
explicitly state the benefits of knowing either the text as a whole, or
particular sections within the text. Although some of these passages
promise immortality, others offer more immediate benefits such as
cows, gold, and power over one’s enemies, firmly rooting the teachings within the concerns of everyday life.
Another important feature of these passages is that they give us
an indication, however oblique, of the anticipated audience of the
composers and compilers of the texts. The principal audience is, of
course, brahmin men. But, as we will see in chapter 3, references to the
power to smash one’s enemies to bits and to extend one’s territory
indicate that kings—and the kƒatriya class in general—were also part
of the imagined audience. There are no such rewards that address
women as explicitly, yet there are a number of teachings and instructions for performing rituals where their participation is required. As
we will see in chapter 4, these sections are primarily concerned with
procreation and aim to ensure male offspring. Nonetheless, these teachings and rituals require the involvement of the brahmin’s wife both as
sexual and ritual partner. As such, despite not being offered rewards
for her own benefit, the brahmin wife emerges as another anticipated
audience of the texts.
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MYSTERY OR MYSTIQUE: THE CHARACTER OF KNOWLEDGE
One of the difficulties in approaching the Upani∑ads is how to understand a genre of literature that defines itself as secret. As we have
seen, the notion of secrecy is intertwined with the meaning of the
word upaniƒad. How do we go about studying texts that claim to contain secret teachings? How can we understand teachings that claim to
be only meant for the initiated? How do we discuss texts whose teachings remain elusive? In his work on the Kartåbhajå tradition of West
Bengal and Bangladesh, Hugh Urban confronts similar issues regarding secrecy. Urban approaches this problem by concentrating more on
the formal features of secrecy than on the secrets themselves. As he
explains, “in most cases, the analysis of the strategies and forms of
secrecy is both more fruitful . . . and more interesting than the search
for the ever-elusive hidden content” (2001, 20). Urban points out that
this does not mean that the content of secrets is meaningless or
“semantically empty,” but rather that there is often more to say about
the “forms and the strategies through which secret information is concealed, revealed and exchanged” (2001, 20).
Similar to Urban, I will examine the formal features of the
Upanishadic teachings, rather than attempt to “search for the everelusive hidden content.” The Upani∑ads are not only traditionally regarded as esoteric texts, but on several occasions explicitly advertise
themselves as secret. Teachers introduce their teaching by announcing
that it has never reached certain ears before and conclude their instruction by outlining how this knowledge should remain restricted to
students and sons. Knowledge is described as secret and opaque, and
the path of learning is presented as difficult and dangerous. These
details reinforce the secrecy and esoteric nature of the teachings and
serve to create a mystique about the texts as a whole.
This esoteric atmosphere, established by the narrative frames,
brings an increased importance and value to the teachings. As Charles
Malamoud suggests in his discussion of esoteric language in Vedic
discourses, “The gods’ secret (at least when it claims to be grounded
in language) is an artificial one: it proceeds, not from a will to protect
a mystery, but rather, that of creating one” (1996, 206). Similarly, Urban comments, “Secrecy . . . is best understood as a strategy for concealing and revealing information. It is a tactic which functions to
transform certain knowledge into a rare and valuable commodity, a
scarce resource, which in turn enhances the status and prestige . . . of
its possessor” (2001, 12).
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Part of the particular mystique of the Upani∑ads is that the conversations themselves remain indirect and inconclusive. This lack of
closure is crucial to how the brahmins depict themselves as experts in
knowledge. Indeed, the Upanishadic narratives suggest that brahmins
have a lot to gain by advertising themselves as possessors of secret
knowledge. Brahmins command high rewards for their teachings, and
there is always an exchange that takes place when knowledge is revealed. In fact, as we will discuss in chapter 3, brahmins get paid for
their knowledge even if they are not the ones delivering the teaching.
This emphasis on what the brahmins receive for their knowledge is
reminiscent of what Lamont Lindstrom, in the context of his anthropological work in the South Pacific, calls a ‘conversational economy’—
a system of exchanges in which knowledge operates like a commodity
that can be bought and sold. People ‘swap or sell their secrets and/or
knowledge’ for money or other goods. ‘By preserving patterns of ignorance in the information market, secrecy fuels talk between people
who do not know and those who do . . . Knowledge that remains under
discursive copyright is often, in fact, known by many people who
merely lack the right to use this in serious talk’ (1990, 119).
The indirect and inconclusive character of the Upanishadic dialogues also emphasizes that there is always more to be known, that
despite profiting from their knowledge the brahmins give very little,
if anything, away. These dialogues are as much stories about establishing the brahmins as the ones who know, as they are an expression
of what they know. Because the teachings do not speak for themselves, brahmins are always needed to interpret them. In this way, the
Upani∑ads continue to create their own mystique by claiming to contain secret teachings, yet at the same time suggesting that true knowledge remains hidden, that there is always more to be learned. Again,
Lindstrom has made similar observations: ‘A common discursive practice that protects secrets as they are told is budgeted revelation. Incremental revelation of knowledge serves to extend conversational
exchange through time’ (1990, 120).
It is important to point out, however, that an esoteric discourse
is not new to the late Bråhmaˆas, ≈raˆyakas, and early Upani∑ads. As
Brereton (1999) has demonstrated, a number of hymns in the §gveda
actually pose a question that is left unanswered, the clues only apparent to those who know the discourse. Although there are a number of
ways in which Upanishadic teachings are related to this Rigvedic tradition of riddles, the Upani∑ads are different in that they focus on the
teaching of secrets, rather than on the secrets themselves.29 Instead of
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actually posing esoteric questions, the Upani∑ads provide narratives
about the transmission of esoteric knowledge. In the process, the
Upani∑ads emphasize that a secret meaning is not something that is
figured out, but rather something that is learned from the proper
teacher. One can understand the meaning of the discourse only through
someone else who knows.
An illustrative example of this shift from esoteric discourse to
stories about individuals who engage in esoteric discourse can be seen
in the Chåndogya Upaniƒad. In this episode a Vedic student (brahmacårin)
approaches the brahmins Íaunaka Kåpeya and Abhipråtin Kåk∑aseni
asking for food. However, when they refuse him he poses a question:
One god has swallowed four great ones (mahåtman).
Who is he, the guardian of the world?
Him, Kåpeya, mortals do not see,
Abhipråtin, he lives in many forms (4.3.6).30
Here the brahmacårin attempts to prove that he is worthy of eating
with the two brahmins by showing that he has the proper knowledge.
After he poses this question he announces that food has not been
offered to whom it belongs. One of the brahmins, Íaunaka Kåpeya,
replies with the following answer:
He is the self (åtman) of the gods, the creator of creatures,
With golden teeth, the devourer, truly wise.
His greatness is truly great, they say,
Because he eats what is not food without being eaten (4.3.7).31
After providing the answer to the riddle, Íaunaka offers the student
some food, indicating that he accepts this student as an educated
brahmin. Unlike in the riddle hymns of the §gveda, the emphasis in
this passage from the Upani∑ads is not on the answer to the riddle. In
fact, the answer is provided for us in Íaunaka’s response. Rather, this
scene emphasizes the social context of posing a riddle, describing the
interaction between the student and the two brahmins. The student
proves he is a brahmin by showing that he knows the esoteric discourse; by posing a riddle himself, he shows that he is familiar with
the secret language of the initiated.
More specifically, the brahmacårin in this episode shows that he
knows the secret teaching of åtman, which despite its numerous meanings remains the most sought-after knowledge in the Upani∑ads. At
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first glance, the Upanishadic emphasis on teachings about åtman might
appear similar to the Socratic dictum: know thyself. However, knowledge of the self in the Upani∑ads is quite different from how it appears
in the works of Plato. As Alexander Nehemas suggests, “The Socratic
dialogues demand of their audience what Socrates asks of his interlocutors: to examine their beliefs on any subject of importance to them,
to determine to what other beliefs they are logically related, to accept
only those that are compatible with one another, and to live their lives
accordingly” (1998, 42). Thus, according to Nehemas, in Plato’s dialogues knowledge of the self is achieved by means of introspection
and self-examination. In contrast, the Upanishadic dialogues characterize knowledge about the self as an esoteric discourse that can be
learned only from the proper teacher and in very specific social situations. Whereas the Socratic self is universalized and theoretically available to anyone, the Upanishadic self is largely restricted to brahmins,
and as we will see, even when non-brahmin characters speak about
the self, they are often symbolically granted the status of brahmin.
Taken together, the dialogues tell brahmins how to receive a proper
education, achieve fame, attract students, receive patronage, get married, and have male children, thus indicating that achieving selfhood
is closely related to achieving the status of a brahmin.
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CHAPTER ONE

Teachers and Students
The Emergence of Teaching as an Object of Discourse

INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we will look at a number of dialogues between teachers
and students. These dialogues are significant both because they connect knowledge to particular individuals and because they situate
knowledge within a particular social situation. We will focus our attention on prototypical teachers such as Íåˆ∂ilya and Uddålaka ≈ruˆi,
as well as students such as Ívetaketu and Naciketas. Many of these
individuals first appear in the late Bråhmaˆas merely as names mentioned to add authority to particular claims about the Vedic sacrifice.
This marks a significant moment in the composition of the Bråhmaˆas,
when suddenly it becomes important to link ideas with specific teachers and students, indicating that sacrificial knowledge begins to be
authorized through a connection to specific individuals. By the time
of the Upani∑ads, these individuals not only appear as authoritative
names but also are represented as literary characters in extended
narrative scenes.
In addition to describing a number of specific literary personae,
these dialogues also present us with several more general character
traits for social categories like teachers and students. Teachers show a
reluctance to teach and often test pupils as a pedagogical exercise.
Students are characterized by their honesty and eagerness to learn,
addressing the teacher in respectful ways and offering to work for
them.1 Importantly, these character traits reflect the actions of teachers
and students as described in the upanayana, the initiation ceremony of
a brahmin student, as it is presented in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a. By
looking at the dialogues alongside the upanayana, I will demonstrate
29
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that episodes about teachers and students reinforce the rules and
regulations of teaching as a social practice.
The establishment of a proper code of behavior based on the
activity of teaching is important because the Upani∑ads introduce new
criteria for achieving the status of brahmin. A number of dialogues are
critical of the brahmabandhu, the type of brahmin who is a brahmin
only because of birth, and maintain that brahmins must also establish
their credentials through knowledge and education. As such, the dialogues between teachers and students place more importance on the
identity of one’s teacher than on the identity of one’s father.
One of the features that all of these dialogues have in common
is that teachers instruct their students in discourses about the self.
Different teachers reveal different understandings of åtman, but all
present knowledge about the self as a fundamental part of their teachings. Íåˆ∂ilya identifies åtman with brahman, while Uddålaka ≈ruˆi
describes åtman as the fundamental essence of life. Naciketas learns
from Yama that the secret meaning of the sacrifice is to be found
within himself, and Prajåpati presents åtman as the agent for sensing
and cognizing. Although these teachers, as well as others, have different, and often contradicting understandings of åtman, they all present
knowledge about the self as a new way of thinking that is opposed
to Vedic ritualism and that is fundamental to the education of an
Upanishadic student.
Í≈N
. ƒILYA AND THE TEACHING OF ‹TMAN AND BRAHMAN
Íåˆ∂ilya is an appropriate character to begin our discussion with
because he appears in some of the earliest narrative scenes in the
Bråhmaˆas and is known as the composer of books six through ten of
the Íatapatha Bråhma£a. In the early Upani∑ads, Íåˆ∂ilya appears four
times, yet does not feature in any dialogues. He is mentioned in all
three genealogical lists in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, and in the
Chåndogya Upaniƒad he is named as the teacher of a discourse about
åtman and brahman.2 This teaching, that the self is equivalent to the
underlying principle of reality, is one of the most important legacies
of the early Upani∑ads.
Íåˆ∂ilya’s teaching (CU 3.14.1–4) begins with brahman, stating
that it is the entire world, and that what happens to people at the time
of death is in accordance with their resolve in this world. He then
turns his attention to åtman, which he describes in a number of different ways. He speaks of åtman as made of mind (manas), manifested in
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physical form as the prå£ås, and as dwelling within the heart (h®daya).
Throughout his teaching, Íåˆ∂ilya describes åtman as something that
defies definition and categorization: it is both smaller than a mustard
seed and larger than all the worlds put together, smaller than a grain
of rice, yet larger than the earth. As Brereton explains, Íåˆ∂ilya teaches
about the extremes of reality through his use of paradox: “The self is
the most intimate part of a person, the very center of one’s being, and
therefore it is the smallest of the small. Yet, at the same time, it surpasses everything. The paradox thus undercuts any exclusion or any
separation of an individual from the rest of the world, for there is
nothing beyond the self” (1990, 130).
After describing åtman in various ways, Íåˆ∂ilya then claims
that åtman captured this whole world. This return to the subject of the
whole world comes just before equating åtman with brahman. Knowledge of this equation, according to Íåˆ∂ilya, leads one to overcome
death: “This self (åtman) of mine within the heart is brahman. On departing from here, I will enter into him” (3.14.4).3 Brereton explains
that the equivalence between åtman and brahman emphasizes that
through knowledge of the universe, one can come to understand oneself: “Thus, in Upanishadic terms, the brahman is discovered within
the åtman, or conversely, the secret of one’s self lies in the root of all
existence” (1990, 118).
The equivalence of åtman and brahman is the most well-known
teaching in the Upani∑ads and is clearly the central message of
Íåˆ∂ilya’s instruction. Nevertheless, it is important to point out that
this understanding of åtman is not shared by a number of other teachers. In most of the teachings that we will examine in this chapter the
equivalence of åtman and brahman is not emphasized, or even mentioned. For example, Uddålaka ≈ruˆi, who imparts some of the most
influential teachings of åtman, never mentions brahman.4 Additionally,
in several teachings where åtman is explicitly associated with brahman,
the term brahman appears in a list with a number of other important
terms. In the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad (1.6.3), for example, åtman is
equated with the uktha (verses of the §gveda), with the såman (chants
of the Såmaveda) and with brahman.5 A similar type of list appears in
the Aitareya Upaniƒad (3.3), which equates åtman with brahman, Indra,
Prajåpati, all the devas (gods), the five mahåbh¶tas (gross elements),
and other things. These sections do not emphasize a specific correlation between åtman and brahman, but list brahman in the same way as
they mention a number of other central ideas, such as Prajåpati and
the devas, thus highlighting the importance of åtman.
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It is also significant that there are many meanings of brahman
throughout the Upani∑ads.6 As Olivelle points out, “Brahman may
mean a ‘formulation of truth,’ the Veda or the ultimate and basic
essence of the cosmos” (1996, lvi).7 As such, to identify something
with brahman can be a way of bestowing a particular teaching with
special significance. In this way, as Brereton suggests, in the Upani∑ads
“brahman remains an open concept.” Brahman is “the designation given
to whatever principle or power a sage believes to be behind the world
and to make the world explicable” (1990, 118).
It is not my intention to devalue the profundity of Íåˆ∂ilya’s
teaching, but rather to show that this is not the only teaching, nor the
only understanding of åtman, contained in the Upani∑ads. According
to the Brahma S¶tra and later Vedånta philosophers, the equivalence of
åtman and brahman is the fundamental message of all the Upani∑ads.
Additionally, a number of modern translators of the Upani∑ads, including Deussen, Hume, and Radhakrishnan, consider this the most
important idea put forth by the texts. Deussen argues that the entire
philosophy of the Upani∑ads revolves around åtman and brahman: “All
thoughts of the Upanisads move around two fundamental ideas. They
are åtman and Brahman” ([1919] 2000, 38). Hume characterizes the
identification of åtman and brahman as a discovery that was waiting to
happen since the early Vedic period, maintaining that the essential
oneness of åtman and brahman was “hinted at” even before the
Upani∑ads and that there was a “suspicion that these two theories
were both of the same Being” ([1921] 1975, 31).8
Despite the fact that recent scholarship has expanded its considerations of the Upani∑ads to take into account their numerous
and sometimes contradictory teachings, the equivalence of åtman and
brahman remains the central doctrine associated with the texts.
J. C. Heesterman, for example, sees the merging of these two ideas as
already expected by the earlier Vedic material: “So fire, self [åtman],
and brahman were already diffusely and shiftingly associated with
each other in the visionary utterances of the Vedic poets and located
in man, himself the solution of the cosmic riddle of life and death”
(1993, 220). Brian Smith, in his studies of ritual ontology, also describes the åtman/brahman equivalence as a conclusion anticipated in
discussions about the sacrifice:
Taken together, then, the bandhus of ancient Indian ritualistic
philosophy theoretically can account for and hook together
everything in the universe. Such high ambitions can indeed be
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witnessed within Vedic texts, culminating perhaps in the
Upanisads . . . and its ultimate product, the equation of the
microcosm (åtman) and macrocosm (brahman). (1994, 12)
Although neither of these scholars concentrates specifically on the
Upani∑ads, their assumptions illustrate how pervasive this reading
continues to be in academic discourse. The importance of åtman/
brahman has, in fact, been overemphasized, but more importantly, the
focus on this teaching has taken attention away from other sections of
the texts. Olivelle has pointed out this tendency among scholars:
Even though this equation played a significant role in later
developments of religion and theology in India and is the
cornerstone of one of its major theological traditions, the
Advaita Vedånta, it is incorrect to think that the single aim of
all the Upani∑ads is to enunciate this simple truth. A close
reader of these documents will note the diversity of goals that
their authors pursue, chief among which are food, prosperity,
power, fame, and a happy afterlife . . . Many scholars ignore
these and similar passages in search for the ‘philosophy’ or
‘the fundamental conception’ of the Upani∑ads. (1996, lvi)9
As the equivalence of åtman and brahman is assumed to be the central
philosophical position, or indeed, the underlying meaning of the texts,
other sections have tended to be ignored or explained away. Hume is
characteristic of this lack of consideration for the “non-philosophical”
material: “In a few passages the Upanishads are sublime in their conception of the Infinite and of God, but more often they are puerile and
groveling in trivialities and superstitions” ([1921] 1975, 70). As we
turn our attention to the dialogues, as well as creation myths and
procreation rites, we will see that rather than being extraneous, trivial
material, these sections are central to the teachings of the texts.
Í≈N
. ƒILYA: FROM RITUALIST TO TEACHER
One of the most fundamental aspects of the teaching of åtman/brahman
is that it emphasizes Íåˆ∂ilya as its proponent. In addition to teaching
the equivalence of åtman and brahman in the Chåndogya Upaniƒad,
Íåˆ∂ilya also appears as the teacher of a similar discourse in the
Íatapatha Bråhma£a (10.6.3.2). Thus, on the two occasions when this
teaching is presented in the late Bråhmaˆas and early Upani∑ads,
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Íåˆ∂ilya appears as the teacher. This represents an important trend in
Vedic literature, as the truth of a teaching begins to be established by
the authority of a specific individual.
Indeed, this trend coincides with the emergence of the dialogue
form. In the late Bråhmaˆas and early Upani∑ads the dialogue is employed both to emphasize the authority of specific teachers and to
recount the process of the transmission of knowledge. In these passages there are descriptions of a social situation new to Vedic literature: the teacher and student discussion. Of course, the dialogical nature
of some of the poems of the §gveda and the implicit instructions of the
ritual texts suggest that the earlier Vedic material also was passed
from teacher to student, and we would assume, especially in light of
the accuracy with which the texts have been preserved, that strict
modes of speech and behavior accompanied this transmission of knowledge.10 What marks the pedagogical episodes from the late Bråhmaˆas
and early Upani∑ads, however, is that the transmission of knowledge
itself, as well as the relationship between the teacher and student,
becomes a focus of the texts. Indeed, a number of stories are developed that glorify brahmins as teachers and that give details about how
teachers and students interact with each other, thus placing these
pedagogical situations as important activities through which individual
brahmins derive authority. Priests are no longer praised for the sacrifices they perform, but rather their marks of authority are teaching,
discussing, learning, and debating. As Romila Thapar explains, “The
new teaching moved away from bråhma£as as priests to kƒatriyas and
bråhma£as as teachers” (1994, 311).
Importantly, Íåˆ∂ilya is one of the first brahmins in Vedic literature who becomes known primarily as a teacher, rather than as a
ritualist. Although he is never presented as participating in a full dialogue, it is significant that many of the times that his voice of authority
is quoted it is from the context of teaching a particular student during
a specific moment of instruction. In this way, he is portrayed both as
a voice of authority and as someone who articulates his knowledge
within conversations with students. On a number of the occasions in
which his name is mentioned he is simply cited as an expert about
ritual procedure. For example, at the end of the ninth book of the
Íatapatha Bråhma£a (9.5.2.15–6), Íåˆ∂ilya is quoted about the ontological connection between the body of the sacrificer and the body of the
sacrifice. Also, in a passage about the sacrificial bricks (chandasya),
Íåˆ∂ilya’s authority is invoked (7.5.2.43). In these cases, simply his
name is mentioned and his status as a legendary figure is employed
to give credence to this particular point of ritual action.
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However, in a number of other passages, Íåˆ∂ilya is depicted in
specific dialogical situations with students. Although these short exchanges are not the full dialogues that we see in the Upani∑ads, they
are significant because they begin to show an interest in recounting
the transmission of knowledge and in investing the act of teaching
with a certain authority. For example, in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a,
Íåˆ∂ilya is quoted as an authority on building the fire altar. On this
occasion he is specifically named as a teacher, and he is depicted
disputing with his student Såptarathavåhani (10.1.4.10); on another
occasion, Íåˆ∂ilya is described teaching the Ka∫kat¥yas (ÍB 9.4.4.17).
In these examples, not only is Íåˆ∂ilya named, but the narrative also
gives us the identity of his students. Additionally, the text includes
details about these distinct teaching encounters, telling us that at the
end of his lesson to the Ka∫kat¥yas, Íåˆ∂ilya “went on his way” saying that one should yoke day by day and unyoke day by day. Here,
we see the inclusion of narrative details that connect the words of
Íåˆ∂ilya to a particular event in space and time, thus grounding his
authority in a specific moment of instruction. This is significant because at the same time that discursive knowledge is given importance
over ritual activity, the act of teaching becomes an object of discourse.
In these examples it is not merely the knowledge itself that is emphasized, but the process of teaching and the interaction between teacher
and student.
These short episodes featuring Íåˆ∂ilya also show a tendency
towards creating legends and stories about textual composers, emphasizing that texts and teachings have authors with names and life stories. Mahidåsa Aitareya is another famous teacher and textual composer
who emerges as a voice of authority of esoteric teachings. According
to Såyaˆa, Mahidåsa authored the first three books of the Aitareya
‹ra£yaka, as well as the entire Aitareya Bråhma£a. Like Íåˆ∂ilya,
Mahidåsa not only is ascribed authorship to these texts, but also is
cited within these texts as the teacher of a number of discourses (A≈
2.1.8; 2.3.7).11 Keith points out that he is most likely not the real author
of these texts, although he could have been their editor or compiler
([1909] 1995, 16). Nevertheless, both Mahidåsa and Íåˆ∂ilya represent
the kind of brahmin character portrayed in the Upani∑ads and illustrate that one of the most important literary innovations in the
Bråhmaˆas, ≈raˆyakas, and Upani∑ads is that these texts begin to
recount legends about their own composers.12
By focusing on Íåˆ∂ilya and his development as a literary character, we can see that although the equivalence of åtman and brahman
has often been represented as the essential teaching of the Upani∑ads,
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not enough attention has been paid to its teacher. The åtman/brahman
teaching is specifically associated with Íåˆ∂ilya, and along with a
number of short dialogues in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a, represents a focus
on the authority of a specific individual, as well as an appeal to specific moments of instruction. In this context, Íåˆ∂ilya is one of several
teachers who gives instructions about the self and who emphasizes
the social practice of teaching.
UDD≈LAKA ≈RUN
. I AND THE TEACHING OF TAT TVAM ASI
Uddålaka ≈ruˆi is another Upanishadic teacher known for his discourses on åtman. Whereas Íåˆ∂ilya teaches about the equivalence of
åtman and brahman, Uddålaka describes åtman as the essence of life
(CU 6.1–16). Indeed, in his teaching to his son Ívetaketu, Uddålaka
describes the natural processes of a number of living organisms and
claims that åtman is the common essence that gives life to all living
things.13 In order to make his point, Uddålaka uses many metaphors
from the natural world. For example, he compares the åtman that exists
in all living things to the nectar that, despite originating from different
trees, when gathered together forms a homogenous whole. In the same
way, argues Uddålaka, all living beings merge into the existent: “Whatever they are in this world, a tiger, a lion, a wolf, a boar, a worm, a
fly, a gnat, or a mosquito, they all become that” (CU 6.9.3, 6.10.2).14
Throughout his instruction to his son, Uddålaka repeats one
particular phrase on several occasions: tat tvam asi. The Vedånta tradition has rendered Uddålaka’s refrain as “you are that,” with philosophers such as Ía∫kara taking tat tvam asi to refer to the identity of
åtman and brahman. As mentioned above, however, Uddålaka does not
once use the word brahman. Furthermore, Brereton (1986) has cast
doubt on the traditional rendering of this phrase, arguing that in Vedic
grammar the pronoun tat (that) is neuter, and therefore cannot correspond with the masculine pronoun tvam (you). Thus, according to
Brereton, if “you are that” was the intended meaning, then the passage should read sa tvam asi.15 He concludes that tat tvam asi is better
rendered as “that is how you are.” Taken this way, Uddålaka uses this
refrain to explain to Ívetaketu that he is made from the same essence
as phenomena in the natural world. When Uddålaka points to the
nyagrodha tree, for example, he tells Ívetaketu that he exists in
the same way as the tree: the nyagrodha tree grows and lives because
of an invisible essence and everything exists by means of such an
essence. Accordingly, Uddålaka teaches that åtman is the essential life
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force in all living beings. At the end of his instruction, as Brereton
explains, “Uddålaka personalizes the teaching. Ívetaketu should look
upon himself in the same way. He, like the tree and the whole world,
is pervaded by this essence, which is his final reality and true self”
(1986, 109).
Crucially, this dialogue not only emphasizes what Uddålaka
≈ruˆi teaches, but also brings attention to his method of instruction.
Throughout his lesson to Ívetaketu, Uddålaka points to observable
phenomena and sets up repeatable experiments for the sake of leading
Ívetaketu to a proper understanding. In order to show the subtlety of
åtman, he instructs Ívetaketu to cut a banyan fruit and then to cut a
seed within the fruit. When he has cut the seed, Ívetaketu proclaims
that he cannot see anything inside it. Yet Uddålaka likens the fine
essence within the seed that cannot even be seen to åtman. In order to
show how åtman permeates everything but cannot be seen, he asks
Ívetaketu to put a chunk of salt in water. A day later, Ívetaketu cannot locate the chunk of salt in the jug of water. However, he finds that
even though he cannot see the salt it can be tasted in every part of the
jug. Through this experiment Ívetaketu learns that, like salt in water,
åtman permeates his entire body despite the fact that it is not immediately observable to the senses. In other examples, Uddålaka instructs
his son about åtman by means of comparison with natural processes
such as bees making honey, rivers flowing towards an ocean, and sap
flowing out of a tree.16
Additionally, at one point Uddålaka instructs his son to refrain
from eating for fifteen days. After this period he asks Ívetaketu to recite
the verses from the §gveda, the formulas from the Yajurveda, and the
chants from the Såmaveda. However, because he had fasted for fifteen
days, Ívetaketu cannot remember any of this material. Uddålaka then
compares Ívetaketu’s inability to remember the Vedas to a sacrificial
fire that goes out because it runs out of fuel. Uddålaka concludes, “Eat,
then you will understand me” (CU 6.7.3). As opposed to traditional
Vedic knowledge that is based upon the ontological connections that
are made through ritual action, here Uddålaka explains the physiological connection between nourishment and memory.17 Ívetaketu understands what his father is teaching because he actually experiences a
memory loss when he goes for fifteen days without eating.
Although these may seem like quite simple experiments, they
indicate a significant change in the means for attaining knowledge. As
Thapar points out, the Upani∑ads do not construct merely a different
ontological framework, but knowledge is established in different ways:
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“The nature of the change was a shift from acceptance of the Vedas as
revealed and as controlled by ritual to the possibility that knowledge
could derive from intuition, observation, and analysis” (1994, 307). In
this way, Uddålaka’s teaching is important not only for the philosophical claims he makes, but also for the methods he prescribes for
acquiring knowledge.
UDD≈LAKA AND ÍVETAKETU:
ACTING OUT THE UPANAYANA
By far the most distinctive method for acquiring knowledge that is
adopted throughout the Upanishadic dialogues, however, is the establishment of specific modes of address and behavior that accompany
teaching. In this way, a significant aspect of the dialogue between
Uddålaka and Ívetaketu is that it closely resembles the upanayana, as
it is presented in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a (11.5.4.1–18).18 The upanayana
is the initiation ceremony through which one enters into the life of a
Vedic student (brahmacårin). The first detailed description of the
upanayana appears in the eleventh book of the Íatapatha Bråhma£a. As
we will see, a number of the details in this presentation of the upanayana
are featured in the dialogues between teachers and students throughout the early Upani∑ads.
The upanayana begins with the student approaching the teacher.
The student announces, “I have come for brahmacarya . . . let me be a
brahmacårin.” The teacher responds with a question, in this case asking
for the student’s name. Importantly, the first action that the teacher
performs is to take his student by the right hand and to make invocations to various gods. The Íatapatha Bråhma£a (11.5.4.12) later explains that by laying his right hand on the student, the teacher becomes
pregnant with him. After these invocations, the teacher proclaims,
“You are a brahmacårin.” He then asks him to sip water, to do work,
and to put fuel on the fire. The Íatapatha Bråhma£a account also describes a number of practices that are features of initiation in later
literature: teaching the Såvitr¥ mantra, giving the staff, the girdle, and
garment to the student; and placing fuel on the fire.19
Walter Kaelber has argued that this presentation of the upanayana
is of archaic origin: “Although the first extended literary reference to
the student’s initiation (Upanayana) is found in the Íatapatha Bråhmaˆa,
there can be no question, as scholars have demonstrated, that this
initiation as well as other activities of the brahmacårin are of archaic
origin” (1989, 111).20 Whether this description of teaching represents
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an older practice or not, it is significant that the upanayana is first described in the late Bråhmaˆas. As such, it is first presented as an object
of discourse at the same time that dialogues between teachers and students begin to appear in the texts. Furthermore, the upanayana shares a
number of details with these dialogues, together establishing the normative practices within which Upanishadic knowledge is learned.
The establishment of a proper code of behavior based on the
activity of teaching is vital because education is a primary means of
delimiting and controlling knowledge. Talal Asad makes this point in
describing the importance of educational practices in establishing religious doctrine: “The connection between religious theory and practice
is fundamentally a matter of intervention—of constructing religion in
the world (and not in the mind) through definitional discourses, interpreting true meanings, excluding some utterances and practices and
including others” (1993, 44). Similarly, the Upanishadic dialogues both
outline particular modes of address and behavior, as well as connect
these actions to specific teachings. Throughout the dialogues, the authority of knowledge is generated by the social practices of teaching.
The dialogue between Uddålaka ≈ruˆi and Ívetaketu, for example,
not only emphasizes a new orientation of knowledge and a new way of
attaining it, but also outlines the rules and regulations for a brahmin
student. The dialogue begins when Uddålaka advises his son to become
a brahmacårin. He explains that everyone in the family had received the
traditional Vedic education and that no one of their clan is a brahmabandhu, one who is a brahmin only because of birth (CU 6.1.1). Here,
Uddålaka distinguishes between two kinds of brahmins: those who are
brahmins merely because of their birth and those brahmins who earn
their status by means of their knowledge. Ívetaketu, although already
a brahmin by birth, is encouraged to receive a proper education, and
thus become a true brahmin like his father and grandfather.
Accordingly, Ívetaketu leaves his father and becomes a
brahmacårin for twelve years, during which time he learns all the Vedas.
The dialogue tells us that Ívetaketu’s education begins when he is
twelve and continues until he is twenty-four years old. These details
about the number of years of a brahmacarya education are shared by
other passages in the Upani∑ads.21 For example, Upakosala Kåmalåyana
lives as a Vedic student under Satyakåma for twelve years as well.
Like a number of teachings in the Upani∑ads, this dialogue criticizes traditional Vedic learning. Ívetaketu, after finishing his studies,
returns arrogant (mahåmanas) and proud (stabdha), thinking that he is
learned (CU 6.1.2–3). However, Ívetaketu’s education proves to be
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incomplete, as he does not know his father’s discourse about the rules
of substitution. Even though Ívetaketu has studied for twelve years
and has learned all the Vedas, he has not learned the type of knowledge that is characteristic of Upanishadic teachings.
In this dialogue Uddålaka ≈ruˆi represents the Upanishadic
teacher who is familiar with knowledge about åtman, and he is contrasted with the eminent (bhagavantas) men who personify the traditional Vedic teacher. Although Uddålaka is Ívetaketu’s father, the
dialogue does not present him as his son’s original teacher, as Ívetaketu
initially goes away to receive his education. Rather, Uddålaka emerges
as Ívetaketu’s true teacher because he knows the true discourse, and
not merely because he is supposed to be his son’s teacher. In this
dialogue he is presented favorably and contrasted to the official teachers, an important feature of this encounter because it is different from
how their pedagogical relationship appears in other contexts. In a
dialogue that immediately precedes this one in the Chåndogya Upaniƒad
(CU 5.11–24), Uddålaka is cast as his son’s original teacher, and
Ívetaketu is again portrayed as an arrogant student who has received
traditional Vedic teaching, but who has not learned the most fundamental knowledge. In this case, however, the king Pravåhaˆa Jaivali
is characterized as knowledgeable, while Uddålaka ≈ruˆi is the ignorant and orthodox brahmin. We will examine this dialogue in more
detail in chapter 3. In this discussion, however, it is noteworthy that
this dialogue employs literary characters to present teachings about
the self in contradistinction to traditional Vedic learning.
Nevertheless, this scene does not reject traditional Vedic knowledge completely, but rather suggests that Ívetaketu’s teachers had lost
touch with the teachings of Vedic antiquity. Indeed, Uddålaka connects his own teachings to the Vedic tradition when later in this dialogue he says that his discourse about the three appearances represents
the knowledge of the great householders (mahåßåla) and great Vedic
scholars (mahåßrotriya) of the past (CU 6.4.5). Thus, this dialogue rejects the authority of Ívetaketu’s traditional teachers, while at the same
time it authorizes Uddålaka’s teaching by equating it with the Vedic
tradition. This ambivalence is characteristic of the Upani∑ads in general, which firmly place themselves within the Vedic tradition, yet
make a number of pointed critiques about Vedic ideas and practices.
In the dialogues this ambivalence is played out through the interaction of particular characters, with Yåjñavalkya, Naciketas, and
Satyakåma often representing the ideal Upanishadic brahmins, while
characters such as Ívetaketu’s teachers and Yåjñavalkya’s opponents
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personify the traditional priests who are out of touch with the contemporary discourse.
INDRA AS THE PERSISTENT STUDENT
Another dialogue that depicts the student/teacher relationship features Prajåpati teaching both Indra and Virocana. In this episode, the
Vedic myth of the battle between the devas (gods) and asuras (demons)
is recast as a competition over knowledge of åtman (CU 8.7.2).22 This
cosmic battle is repeated several times throughout the §gveda and is
a myth that continues in the Bråhmaˆas as well as in the Mahåbhårata
and Puråˆas.23 As the textual and social contexts change, Indra’s ability to defeat the asuras is attributed to different means. In the §gveda
it is soma—the sacrificial drink and food of the gods—that gives Indra
the ability to conquer the asuras, while in the Bråhmaˆas the most
important factor is the performance of the sacrifice. In the Chåndogya
Upaniƒad Indra and Virocana attempt to establish their supremacy over
one another by means of mastering Upanishadic teachings. Significantly, Prajåpati, the god most associated with the ontology of the sacrifice, appears as the teacher of this new knowledge.24 In this telling of
the cosmic battle, knowledge of the åtman replaces the sacrifice as that
which is considered most important to the devas. Moreover, Indra and
Virocana are not interested in åtman merely for the sake of knowledge,
but wish to obtain the worlds and have their desires fulfilled. In this
way, like soma in the §gveda and the sacrifice in the Bråhmaˆas, knowledge of åtman is directly linked to military and political power. The
dialogue emphasizes this point by repeating that knowledge of åtman
leads to obtaining all the worlds and fulfilling all desires (CU 8.7.2).
This dialogue also outlines a number of practices associated with
the upanayana. When Indra and Virocana initially approach Prajåpati
in order to learn about åtman, they arrive in the presence of their
prospective teacher carrying firewood (CU 8.7.2). These two narrative
details, the approach of the student and the offering of firewood, feature in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a account of the upanayana, and appear in
a number of the teacher/student dialogues throughout the Upani∑ads.
Together, these descriptions establish that it is up to students to seek
out a teacher and that they should arrive willing to work for him. The
usual tasks that students perform for teachers are tending the fires
and taking care of the cows. The Chåndogya Upaniƒad (4.6.1), for example, describes Satyakåma working for his teacher by herding his
cows, building a fire, and feeding the fire with wood. In the Upani∑ads
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carrying firewood is the most common trope for a student who offers
to gather fuel and tend the fires for his teacher.
Throughout his encounter with Prajåpati, Indra is cast as a model
pupil who is persistent in his search for knowledge. This is emphasized as he continues to return to Prajåpati in search of the true knowledge of åtman. Typically, Upanishadic teachers do not part with
knowledge easily, so students such as Indra have to show that they
are willing to work hard and be patient for the rewards of learning.
Initially, both Indra and Virocana live as brahmacårins for twelve years
before Prajåpati offers to give them instruction. This is not only a
period of receiving instruction, but also a period when students may
have to endure a number of tests to prove they are worthy of their
teacher’s knowledge. Even after thirty-two years, Prajåpati asks Indra
and Virocana what they wanted when they came to him in the first
place (CU 8.7.3). This question represents the teacher’s characteristic
aloofness and the importance for students to remain persistent in their
quest for knowledge. Similarly, as we will see, Yama is reluctant to
teach Naciketas (KaU 1.12) and Raikva does not impart his knowledge
initially to Jånaßruti (CU 4.1). This reluctance to teach, at least initially,
is one of the most common traits of the Upanishadic teacher, and is
also reminiscent of knowledge exchanges observed by Lindstrom
during his anthropological work in the South Pacific: ‘Knowers, rather
than destroying all their secrets in some impressive flow of information, carefully time their revelations so that these last from conversation to conversation. Here, secret tellers may indicate to auditors that
they are holding back the real truths of their knowledge, although
they communicate enough to convince people of the existence of their
secrets to make these conversationally conspicuous” (1990, 120). As
Prajåpati delivers his teaching in ‘carefully timed’ increments, Indra
has to prove that he is both sufficiently intelligent and eager to learn.
When Prajåpati finally gets around to giving his first lesson, he
imparts false knowledge, telling Indra and Virocana that the self that
one sees in a mirror is the true åtman. He then orders them both to
dress themselves beautifully, and he sends them on their way thinking that the external appearance of the self is the true åtman. However,
Indra soon recognizes that this teaching cannot be correct. Before arriving back with the other gods, Indra returns to Prajåpati, again with
firewood, and announces that he sees nothing worthwhile in this teaching, because he realizes that this kind of knowledge will not last: if the
åtman is just the body, then the åtman would die when the body dies.
Prajåpati tells him that if he stays for another thirty-two years he will
teach him further.
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Prajåpati’s second teaching is that the true åtman goes happily
about in a dream. Again, Indra leaves Prajåpati thinking that he has
learned about åtman, but again he notices that Prajåpati has given him
a false teaching. For a third time, Indra approaches Prajåpati, again
carrying firewood and demanding further instruction. On this occasion, Prajåpati connects åtman with the state of dreamless sleep. In the
following chapter we will see that this particular teaching is associated with Yåjñavalkya. In this dialogue, however, this presentation of
the self is not the true åtman, but rather is another false teaching that
Prajåpati imparts to Indra. Yet once again Indra realizes that this is not
the true åtman and he returns with firewood one more time finally to
hear the true teaching. This time, Prajåpati demands that he stay for
five more years, to bring his total number of years as a brahmacårin to
101. In his concluding lesson to Indra, Prajåpati explains that the true
åtman is immortal because it leaves the body at the time of death.
Although åtman is the central idea of Prajåpati’s teachings, his
definition of åtman differs considerably from the teachings of both
Íåˆ∂ilya and Uddålaka ≈ruˆi. Prajåpati describes åtman as the one
who is aware behind the faculties of smell, sight, speech, hearing, and
thinking. In this way, åtman is depicted as a consciousness that is the
base of the faculties of sensing and cognizing. In order to make his
point, Prajåpati first delivers a number of false teachings, which both
represents potential rival positions and tests Indra’s resolve as a student. Importantly, by challenging Indra’s ability to distinguish the
correct teaching from the false ones, Prajåpati prepares his student for
the life of a brahmin teacher. As we will see in the following chapter,
being a brahmin is a competitive occupation that includes elements of
risk and deceit. Some brahmins do not know the meaning of the rituals they perform, while others challenge each other in debates with
questions that they do not know themselves. When we look at
Prajåpati’s instructions in this context, we can see that a valuable aspect of imparting false teachings is preparing students for these situations. In this way, Prajåpati’s deceit is not conducted out of spite, but
out of pedagogy; by not telling Indra what he knows, he leads Indra
towards the truth, in this case towards knowledge of the self.
In this dialogue, as Indra is a model of how to be a good Upanishadic student, Virocana is depicted as the superficial student who
believes in false teachings. As such, Virocana serves to represent nonVedic practices in a negative way. J. N. Mohanty suggests that Virocana’s
understanding of åtman as the material body represents the point of
view of the Lokåyatas (2000, 3–4).25 Indeed, this understanding of åtman
as the body (dehåtmavåda) is a central claim of the anti-Brahmanical
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materialism of the Lokåyata tradition. Whether or not this is a specific
reference to the Lokåyatas, however, it is clear that Virocana’s position
represents a non-Vedic point of view. For example, Virocana is also
depicted as following practices that are outside the Vedic tradition: he
does not give gifts to brahmins, has no faith, and does not offer sacrifices. Furthermore, the narrative tells us that people who share this
false understanding of åtman prepare a dead body with alms obtained
by begging (bhikƒa), clothes (vasana), and adornments (alaμkåra) (CU
8.8.5).26 As in Uddålaka’s teaching to Ívetaketu, this dialogue presents
a situation in which an Upanishadic teaching is contrasted with rival
positions and practices. Whereas Uddålaka’s instruction is presented
in contradistinction to traditional Vedic knowledge, Prajåpati’s teaching of åtman is directly contrasted with a number of false doctrines of
the self, some of which are explicitly non-Vedic.
N≈RADA AND SANATKUM≈RA: KNOWLEDGE OF ‹TMAN
AS MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE VEDAS
In a dialogue between Nårada and Sanatkumåra, knowledge of åtman
is directly contrasted with more traditional Vedic knowledge (CU 7.1).
This encounter, which we have mentioned briefly at the beginning of
the introduction, features the ancient sage Nårada as the student and
Sanatkumåra, one of the mind-born sons of Brahmå, as the teacher.
Nårada approaches his teacher having learned the entire Vedic curriculum, yet still acknowledging his ignorance of åtman, thus indicating that the entire corpus of Vedic knowledge is presented as inferior
to Upanishadic teachings about the self. In addition to highlighting
åtman, this dialogue also emphasizes several teaching practices that
are mentioned in the upanayana, as well as in other dialogues. For
example, Nårada is cast a persistent student, who, like Indra, shows
an initiative to learn and on several occasions demands to know more
from his teacher. In fact, throughout this dialogue Nårada repeats the
same refrain on fourteen occasions, saying, “Sir, tell it to me” (CU 7.1–
15). This is also a characteristic of Ívetaketu in his dialogue with his
father Uddålaka ≈ruˆi, where he makes the same request nine different times (CU 6.5.1–6, 15.3). Although these refrains could be explained
in terms of a literary convention, they also serve to characterize the
speakers who say them. In these cases, students not only approach
their teachers, but continue to display a desire to learn. If, like Virocana,
they are satisfied with the initial utterances of their teacher, they are
in danger of returning home with a false teaching.
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As Nårada is portrayed as a model student, Sanatkumåra is typical of a number of teachers throughout the Upani∑ads, for whom an
important part of their etiquette is to receive students with a question
about who they are or what they already know. As we have seen in
the upanayana in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a, the teacher greets his student
by asking his name. Similarly, when Nårada asks him for a teaching,
Sanatkumåra responds by asking him what he already knows (CU
7.1.1). Indeed, there are other examples that illustrate these common
features between the upanayana and the pedagogical dialogues. In the
Íatapatha Bråhma£a (10.3.3.1) Dh¥ra Såptaparˆeya approaches Mahåsåla
Jåbåla asking him for a teaching and Jåbåla greets him by asking him
what he already knows; also, when King Pravåhaˆa receives Ívetaketu,
he asks him if he has learned from his father (BU 6.2.1; CU 5.3.1).
These situations indicate the close relationship between these dialogues
and the upanayana, and reinforce the hierarchical relationship between
teacher and student. As we will see in the context of debate, asking the
first question is often associated with the position of power. In these
dialogues asking the first question is equated with the superior status
of the teacher.
Another salient feature of Sanatkumåra’s instruction to Nårada
is that he addresses how to speak well in a debate. As we have seen
with Prajåpati’s instruction to Indra, a vital aspect of education in the
Upani∑ads is preparing students for the activities in a brahmin’s life.
In this case, Sanatkumåra prepares Nårada for debating against other
brahmins by telling him how to respond if someone accuses him of
being an ativådin, which throughout the Upani∑ads, refers to someone
who debates well or “out-talks.”27 In some instances, this term is used
negatively to suggest that one who argues well does not necessarily
have true knowledge. For example, in the brahmodya in King Janaka’s
court, Íåkalya accuses Yåjñavalkya of being an ativådin when he doubts
whether Yåjñavalkya’s debating skills are representative of true wisdom (BU 3.9.19). Sanatkumåra, however, describes an ativådin positively and suggests that this is a crucial aspect of his teaching to Nårada.
He instructs Nårada that one should openly admit to being an ativådin,
saying that if someone accuses him of out-talking, he should admit to
out-talking and not deny it (CU 7.15.4). Yet Sanatkumåra specifies that
one should out-talk correctly by knowing how to speak with truth. As
Roebuck explains, to out-talk is “a doubtful quality in one without
knowledge, but proper in one with knowledge beyond the normal
limits” (2003, 425n.). In this dialogue Sanatkumåra not only imparts to
Nårada a teaching of åtman, but he also reinforces the procedure of the
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upanayana and prepares Nårada for the crucial brahmin activity
of debate.
NACIKETAS AND THE INITIATION OF AN
UPANISHADIC BRAHMIN
One of the most well-known episodes between a student and teacher
in the Upani∑ads features Naciketas and Yama. In this dialogue, Yama
grants three wishes to Naciketas and eventually teaches him how to
overcome death.28 This story, as it appears in the Ka†ha Upaniƒad, is
from an episode in the Taittir¥ya Bråhma£a (3.11.8) in which Yama
explains to Naciketas the origin of the sacrificial fire altar.29 As such,
it richly employs symbolism pertaining to the agnicayana (altar-building ritual). Not only is naciketas one of the names associated with the
fire altar in the agnicayana,30 but also Naciketa’s father, Våjaßravas,
appears in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a as performing and teaching about
the agnicayana (10.5.5.1).
In addition to Naciketas and his father, Yama is also connected
to the imagery surrounding the fire altar. One of the numerous correspondences discussed in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a (10.5.2.1, 10.6.4.1) is
the connection between the sun, the sacrificial altar, and the human
body, with all three described as containing a puruƒa within them.31
The gold man, which is buried under the first layer of bricks of the
agnicayana fire altar, is the puruƒa within the body of the fire corresponding with the puruƒa in the sun, and with the puruƒa within the
heart in the human body: “That man in yonder orb and that gold man
are the same as this man in the right eye” (ÍB 10.5.2.7 tr. Eggeling).
Significantly, the Íatapatha Bråhma£a states that “the man in yonder
orb is no other than Death (Yama)” (ÍB 10.5.2.3 tr. Eggeling). Thus, the
character of Yama not only is the personification of death, but also
corresponds with the puruƒa within the sun.
In the Ka†ha Upaniƒad, Naciketas and Yama, who are already
associated with aspects of the agnicayana, are presented as literary
characters, thus shifting the emphasis away from the sacrifice itself, to
Naciketas and Yama as individuals. Furthermore, this is consistent
with the content of Yama’s instruction. Yama teaches Naciketas that
the knowledge of how to build the fire altar is more important than
actually building it, proclaiming that the heavenly fires abide in the
secret place, that the true fire dwells in the cave of the heart (1.14).
The episode begins when Naciketas observes that his father is
giving milked and barren animals as a sacrifice. After he reflects to
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himself that his father’s sacrifice is inadequate and not worthy of any
rewards, he asks his father three times to whom his father will give
him. After asking for the third time, his father declares that he will
give him away to Yama. This incident articulates another sharp criticism of sacrifice, with Naciketas observing that his father’s sacrifice is
not truly giving anything meaningful away. We see a similar critique
of sacrifice in the story of U∑asti Cåkråyaˆa (aka U∑asta Cåkråyaˆa)
(CU 1.10–11).32 In this episode, which we will explore in more detail
in the following chapter, U∑asti accuses a number of brahmins of performing a sacrifice without proper knowledge. In both examples, the
criticism is not that sacrifices should not be performed, but that they
are not being practiced correctly. In the case of Naciketas, his subsequent dialogue with Yama is presented in direct contrast to his father’s
poor attempt of performing a sacrifice.33
Indeed, Naciketas’ entire encounter can be seen as a redefinition
of sacrifice. Rather than offer milked and barren animals, Naciketas
prompts his father into offering him in a ritual death before he is
reborn again through the initiation ceremony. Similarly, James Helfer
interprets the story of Naciketas and Yama as a model of the actual
initiation of an adhvaryu priest: “The actual initiatory rite of an adhvaryu
is used as the model or structure on the basis of which the dialogue
between Naciketas and Yama is formed” (1968, 367). Naciketas has to
go through the initiation ceremony, which is a ritual death, before he
can emerge as a new person with new knowledge. According to Helfer,
the sacrifice is not a literal offering, yet it is symbolically important for
Naciketas as an initiate.
In this respect, it is significant that on other occasions the
Upani∑ads compare the life of a brahmacårin with a sacrifice. The
Chåndogya Upaniƒad states that what people usually call a sacrifice
(yajña) is, in fact, the life of a celibate student (brahmacarya) (8.5.1). By
means of a number of creative etymologies this passage goes on to
connect several different aspects of the sacrifice with various dimensions of studentship.34 In the case of Naciketas this metaphor is employed to present his sacrifice as favorable in contrast with his father’s
literal sacrifice, as he replaces the traditional Vedic sacrifice with his
own sacrifice: becoming a brahmacårin.
After having been given to Yama by his father, Naciketas stays
in Yama’s house for three days and nights without food or water. This
time period corresponds to the duration of the upanayana as presented
in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a: “By laying his right hand on (the pupil), the
teacher becomes pregnant (with him): in the third (night) he is born as
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a Brahmaˆa with the Såvitr¥” (11.5.4.12 tr. Eggeling).35 Helfer’s claim—
that this period of three nights symbolizes a trial and consists of part
of Naciketas’ initiation—initially seems convincing, especially as it corresponds to other tests set by teachers in Upanishadic dialogues.36
However, although it is clear that his teaching represents an initiation,
it is significant that Yama’s instruction to Naciketas is presented in
direct contrast to the decaying practice of ritualism that Naciketas
learns from his father. In this way, Naciketas is not educated to be an
adhvaryu priest in the orthodox sense, but rather is initiated into the
new teachings of the Upani∑ads.
This point is further suggested by the apparent var£a (class) distinction between Naciketas and Yama. When Naciketas enters his house
Yama is not there, and when Yama returns a voice warns him that he
should serve Naciketas food and water to appease him (KaU 1.7).
Helfer interprets Yama’s offering of water as part of the initiation
ceremony, invoking Mircea Eliade to suggest that water is part of the
universal structure for initiation (1968, 357). Indeed, offering water to
a student is part of the upanayana as described in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a.
In this instance, however, it seems more likely that Yama offers
Naciketas water in order to show him the proper hospitality as a
brahmin guest. In other Upanishadic dialogues water is offered only
when a kƒatriya is teaching a brahmin, suggesting that there is a var£a
difference between Yama and Naciketas. This is further indicated in
the B®håra£yaka Upaniƒad, which lists both Yama and M®tyu as the
gods of kƒatriyas (1.4.11). If this is the case, then the hospitality that
Yama shows Naciketas, even when he is the one doing the teaching,
is similar to a number of dialogues where a kƒatriya offers gifts to
brahmins, even though the kƒatriya delivers the discourse.
If this story were about the initiation of a Vedic ritualist, as Helfer
suggests, we might assume that Naciketas would be initiated by an
adhvaryu priest and that the building of the altar would be the most
important aspect of the initiation. However, as opposed to learning
from a brahmin with specific connections to the Yajurveda, Naciketas
is instructed by Yama—who is cast in a role similar to that of a kƒatriya
teacher—and he is initiated into a new kind of knowledge that is
distinct from ritualism.
As with other teachers in the Upani∑ads, Yama’s instruction is
about the self. Although he does not discuss åtman directly, Yama
focuses on typical Upanishadic themes such as the individual and
how to overcome death. These ideas are presented in his responses to
the three wishes of Naciketas. After the young brahmin’s first wish, to
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reestablish connections with his father, Naciketas asks for the knowledge of how to construct the naciketas fire altar.37 Yama explains every
detail of the altar, the type of brick used, how many, and how they are
to be placed, and he equates the naciketas altar with the beginning of
the world. As in the Íatapatha Brahma£a, building the altar is ritually
creating the world. However, Yama teaches that the importance of the
agnicayana is in knowing it and not actually building it, that the knowledge of the naciketas fire altar lies hidden in the cave of the heart. As
we have seen elsewhere, both åtman and prå£a are represented as
dwelling within the heart, and here Yama’s teaching links knowledge
of the fire altar with discourses about åtman and prå£a.
After this explanation Yama names the altar after Naciketas.
Although this is not specifically the initiation of an adhvaryu priest, it
is, as Helfer points out, an aspect of many initiatory rites that the
student receives a new name. In the Ka†ha Upaniƒad, Yama does not
refer to Naciketas by name until he grants him the wish of knowing
the fire altar, indicating that this could be a name only bestowed upon
Naciketas after he has received instruction from Yama. More specifically, however, by naming the altar after Naciketas, Yama links the
knowledge about the altar with Naciketas on an individual level. Thus,
Yama instructs Naciketas that his knowledge of himself is more significant than performing the sacrifice, teaching him that with this
knowledge he can build the eternal out of that which is fleeting (2.10).
Furthermore, this contrast between Upanishadic teachings and
Vedic ritualism is emphasized in Naciketas’ third and final wish, to
understand death. In this context, death is both figuratively Naciketas’
teacher, represented by the literary character Yama, as well as literally
the subject of Yama’s teaching. As Yama is personified as his teacher,
Naciketas not only learns about death, but also comes to know Yama
himself, and through knowing him both literally and figuratively
becomes equipped with the possibility of overcoming death.
Throughout this dialogue, Naciketas displays the typical Upanishadic student’s determination and eagerness to learn. When Naciketas
asks to know about death, Yama refuses to teach him saying that this
knowledge is too subtle and difficult to understand. Despite Yama’s
reluctance, Naciketas persists, saying that nothing could be equal to
this knowledge. Yama continues to refuse and instead promises him
sons and grandsons, livestock and elephants, horses and gold, and a
lifespan as long as he chooses. Naciketas does not accept these material rewards, saying that these things cannot make one happy. In this
exchange between teacher and student, Naciketas, like Indra and
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Nårada, demonstrates that he understands the value of what his teacher
knows, proving to Yama that he is worthy of learning this coveted
knowledge. The remainder of this Upani∑ad consists of Yama’s teaching to Naciketas.
THE GRADUATION OF A BRAHMIN STUDENT
IN THE TAITTIRĪYA UPANIS.AD
Throughout this chapter we have seen that both the upanayana and the
dialogues depicting teachers and students emphasize teaching, especially the initiation of a brahmin student. Whereas these accounts
concentrate on how the student first approaches the teacher and asks
for instructions, the Taittir¥ya Upaniƒad addresses the final words that
a teacher should say to his student upon his graduation. According to
the Taittir¥ya Upaniƒad, when a student has reached the completion of
his Vedic studies, the teacher should say to him, “Speak the truth
(satya). Practice dharma. Do not neglect reciting the Vedas aloud to
yourself (svådhyåya). Having given a gift pleasing to the teacher, do
not cut off your line of descendants” (1.11.1). As we discussed in the
introduction, the Upanishadic dialogues not only present philosophical notions of the self, they also teach students how to be a particular
kind of self, namely the brahmin householder. These instructions in
the Taittir¥ya Upaniƒad make it clear that philosophical teachings are
connected to particular ways of living one’s life. In this case, the teacher
emphasizes that a student must give gifts to his teacher and live the
life of a householder.
The emphasis on giving gifts both reinforces the respectful etiquette with which a student should treat his teacher, and highlights
the economic aspect of the teacher/student relationship. By means of
giving gifts and doing work, students are important contributors to
the income of their teachers. In a chant to Indra, the Taittir¥ya Upaniƒad
further illustrates that brahmin teachers depend upon students for
their livelihood: “May brahmacårins come to me, hail (svåhå). May
brahmacårins gather around me, hail. May brahmacårins come forth to
me, hail. May brahmacårins be self-controlled, hail. May brahmacårins
be peaceful, hail” (1.4.2).38 In the very next line, after these five requests for students, the speaker asks to be both famous and rich: “May
I be famous among people, hail. May I be more wealthy than the very
rich, hail” (1.4.3).39 In the juxtaposition of these requests there is an
explicit link between attracting students and accumulating wealth.
Despite an apparent aloofness and reluctance to teach, these passages
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indicate that teachers are quite aware of their dependence upon students for their ability to make a living. Teachers never give away their
knowledge for free, as there is always an exchange involved.
Additionally, the teacher’s lesson to his student reinforces the
authority of brahmins. As part of the graduation instructions in the
Taittir¥ya Upaniƒad, the teacher tells his student that brahmins are always the ultimate authority for Vedic practices, that if there is ever
any doubt about how to behave one should act in accordance with
how brahmins behave. The teacher describes brahmins as competent
to judge (sammarßina), proficient (yukta), devoted (åyukta), not harsh
(alukƒa), and dedicated to dharma. Furthermore, the Taittir¥ya Upaniƒad
emphasizes the importance of respecting teachers and other family
members, as students are instructed to treat their mother, father,
teacher, and guests like gods. The use of education to reinforce the
superiority of brahmins is also employed by Sanatkumåra in his instruction to Nårada. He tells Nårada what to do if someone does not
speak correctly to his father, mother, brother, sister, teacher, or a
brahmin. Pravåhaˆa’s teaching of the five fires, which we will explore
in more detail in chapter 3, also concludes with an ethical instruction
that includes the protection of brahmins and teachers.40 These examples
show that knowledge about åtman, prå£a, and overcoming death is not
abstracted from social practices, that an indelible aspect of these teachings is learning how properly to respect teachers, brahmins, and the
family structure.
These instructions are not merely general advice that a teacher
should give his students after they complete their studies, but rather
these guidelines are presented as a fundamental part of a teacher’s
instruction. This point is emphasized at the end of the Taittir¥ya Upaniƒad,
where the ethical rules and regulations are explicitly called upaniƒads:
“This is the instruction (ådeßa). This is the teaching (upadeßa). This is the
hidden connection (upaniƒad) of the Veda” (1.11.4). Through the use of
the word upaniƒad, the social practices of giving gifts and respecting
brahmins are equated with the esoteric discourses about the self. Similarly, the Taittir¥ya Upaniƒad describes knowledge about the relationship
between teacher and students as an upaniƒad, thereby placing their relationship on a theoretical level. At the beginning of the Taittir¥ya
Upaniƒad, there are explanations for the hidden connections (upaniƒads)
for five topics: the worlds, the lights, knowledge, progeny, and the body
(åtman). The upaniƒad for knowledge emphasizes the teacher/student
relationship: “The teacher (åcarya) is the prior form. The student (antesvåsin)
is the latter form. Knowledge (vidyå) is their union. Instruction (pravacana)
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is their connection” (1.3.2–3).41 By using the word upaniƒad, this passage
reinforces the fact that the relationship between teacher and student is
intrinsic to discursive knowledge.
These passages from the Taittir¥ya Upaniƒad are representative of
a general preoccupation with the transmission of knowledge. Not only
do the dialogues develop stories about particular moments of instruction, but also they set out rules by which this knowledge should be
conveyed in the future. This new attention to the transmission of knowledge is an essential aspects of the shift from Vedic ritualism to the
kind of knowledge characteristic of the Upani∑ads, a point that is
further emphasized by the numerous genealogies of teachers and students that appear throughout the texts. The B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad,
for example, is divided into three sections, all of which end with a
genealogy (2.6.1–3, 4.6.1–3, 6.5.1–4). These genealogies are not family
pedigrees, but rather are lineages of teachers and students, and like
the dialogues, they focus attention on particular individuals, as well
as the discursive activity of teaching. Genealogies also give a sense of
history to the teachings. Even though a number of Upanishadic teachings present themselves as new or nontraditional, the genealogies trace
particular teachings all the way back to mythological figures such as
≈ditya, Prajåpati, and Brahmå. Furthermore, the genealogies serve to
reinforce the authority of a number of the same teachers that appear
in the dialogues, as Íåˆ∂ilya, Uddålaka ≈ruˆi, and Yåjñavalkya all are
mentioned in genealogical lists.
This attention to the transmission of knowledge is also incorporated into the discourses themselves. At the end of a number of teachings there are instructions as to how knowledge should be passed.
The Aitareya ‹ra£yaka, for example, instructs that only those who live
with a student and intend to become teachers should learn this knowledge: “These saμhitas let no one tell to one who is not a resident pupil,
who has not been with the teacher for one year, and who is not himself to become a teacher. Thus says the teacher” (3.2.6 tr. Keith). In the
B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, at the end of a description of how to make a
mixture for attaining greatness, the narrative records several moments
of instruction as this teaching had been passed down from Uddålaka
≈ruˆi to Yåjñavalkya, to Madhuka Pai∫gya, to C¨la Bhågavitti, to
Jånaki ≈yasth¨ˆa, to Satyakåma, and to his students. After recording
these moments of instruction the text warns that this knowledge should
not be shared with anyone who is not a son (putra) or a student
(antevåsin) (6.3.12).
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The Chåndogya Upaniƒad (CU 3.11.4) also gives specific instructions for how knowledge should be transmitted. At the end of what
is known as the honey doctrine, the narrative tells us that the genealogy of this teaching began with Brahmå, who instructed Prajåpati,
who imparted it to Manu, who has passed it down to Uddålaka ≈ruˆi.
As in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, the genealogy is followed by instructions that a father should only impart this teaching of brahman to
his eldest son (jyeƒ†ha putra) or a worthy pupil (pra£åyya antesvåsin),
and never to anyone else.
These passages show that an integral aspect of Upanishadic teachings is how knowledge should be transmitted, with the genealogies
indicating that the lineages from teacher to student become as important as family pedigrees. As we will see, this is true in the case of
Yåjñavalkya, who proves himself superior to his teacher’s son
Ívetaketu, and this is also illustrated in the story of Satyakåma, who,
despite not knowing his family lineage, is able to establish himself as
an authoritative brahmin. Indeed, throughout the dialogues between
teachers and students, the institutional practices of the upanayana are
considered more authoritative than one’s family.
SATYAK≈MA AND THE BEGINNINGS
OF A BRAHMIN HAGIOGRAPHY
In this chapter we have examined a number of dialogues featuring
teachers and students. Most of these episodes appear in the texts as
distinct scenes that are not drawn together to form a larger story.
Although some characters, such as Uddålaka ≈ruˆi and Ívetaketu,
feature in more than one dialogue, and maintain their literary personality from one scene to the next, the texts do not directly connect the
events in one scene with what takes place in another scene. For example, Ívetaketu returns to his father after receiving a traditional
education from orthodox brahmins in one dialogue (CU 6.1.16), while
in another dialogue he is unable to answer any of the questions posed
to him by King Pravåhaˆa (BU 6.2.1; CU 5.3; K∑U 1.1). As Olivelle
(1999) demonstrates, there are a number of consistencies concerning
Ívetaketu’s character from one scene to the next, contributing to him
being more or less the same literary personality throughout his appearances in the Upani∑ads. However, there is no logical or chronological connection linking the events of these stories that could be
reconstructed to form an integrated story.
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Satyakåma and Yåjñvalkya, however, are two characters whose
distinct appearances are collected together in a chronological order,
and for whom we are presented with enough information to reconstruct a larger narrative. In both cases their lives are more of a sketch
than a comprehensive biography, but in the way that the texts are
edited, originally separate scenes are strung together to offer the outlines of a life story. It is not my intention here to argue that these
distinct narrative incidents constitute hagiographies, but rather to
suggest that, like hagiographies, the “life stories” of both Satyakåma
and Yåjñavalkya connect their teachings to particular ways of living.
In this section we will explore the integrated episodes featuring
Satyakåma as representing the model for a brahmin householder, while
in the following chapter we will look at the “life story” of Yåjñavalkya
as representing a challenge to this ideal.
We first meet Satyakåma in one of the most well-known stories
in the Upani∑ads, where he approaches his mother to ask about his
lineage so that he can become a Vedic student (CU 4.4.1–5). His mother,
however, replies that she is unable to determine who his father is
because when she was younger she moved around a lot and had been
with several men. She then instructs him to take her name, and to
introduce himself as Satyakåma Jåbåla. After this conversation with
his mother, Satyakåma approaches the teacher Håridrumata and asks
to be admitted as his student. When Håridrumata asks Satyakåma
what his lineage is, the boy repeats the explanation that his mother
told him and then introduces himself as Satyakåma Jåbåla.
There have been two prevalent interpretations of this story offered by commentators and scholars.42 The first is that Satyakåma is
not a brahmin by birth and earns this status by impressing his teacher
with his truthfulness, thus suggesting that the status of brahmin could
be achieved by means of the proper behavior. The second explanation
is that Satyakåma is a brahmin by birth, and that his truthfulness
displays the kind of behavior that only a brahmin could have. This
reading suggests a sort of biological determinism, whereby Satyakåma
acts the way that he does because it is in his nature to do so. Despite
arguments on both sides, the text remains wonderfully ambiguous.43
Nevertheless, this story is central to our discussion in this chapter
because it emphasizes the importance of the upanayana and the identity of Satyakåma’s teacher: although Satyakåma’s family identity remains unresolved, he is able to establish himself as a learned brahmin
because of the identity of his teacher.
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Both Satyakåma and Håridrumata closely follow the script provided by the upanayana, with the young man approaching his prospective teacher exactly as outlined in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a: “Sir, I want
to live as a vedic student (brahmacårin). I approach you, sir” (CU 4.4.3).
Håridrumata also acts out the upanayana, as he responds to Satyakåma’s
request by asking him about his lineage. After proclaiming that
Satyakåma speaks like a brahmin, he then orders Satyakåma to bring
him some firewood and he initiates him as his student.
Before Håridrumata even begins to instruct him, Satyakåma establishes himself as a worthy student. After the initiation, Håridrumata
gives his student four hundred emaciated cows and asks him to look
after them.44 Satyakåma accepts them, promising not to return until he
has a thousand cows. The dialogue suggests that this is a test set by
Håridrumata to see if Satyakåma could make emaciated and weak
cows prosper, by recounting that Håridrumata specifically picked out
the weakest cows for Satyakåma to take care of. After a few years,
however, Satyakåma fulfills his promise by increasing the number of
cows to one thousand. That this is a test put to Satyakåma by his
teacher is reinforced by the fact that soon after this a bull begins to
instruct him about brahman. Subsequently, Satyakåma is taught by a
fire, a goose, and a cormorant.45 All of these instructions take place at
sunset after he had completed his duties of building a fire, rounding
up the cows, and fueling the fire. Here we see that immediately after
completing the work that he had promised his teacher, he is rewarded
with a number of teachings about brahman. In this way, the transmission of Upanishadic knowledge is directly connected with the tasks
that a student performs for his teacher.46
When Satyakåma finally returns to his teacher’s house, Håridrumata notices that his student shines (bhås) like a man who knows
brahman (CU 4.9.2). However, this dialogue emphasizes that despite
his glow, the disciplinary practice of learning Upanishadic teachings
is as important as the knowledge itself. When Håridrumata questions
Satyakåma about where he has learned about brahman, Satyakåma
replies that it was not from humans. It is difficult to determine the
exact symbolism relating to Satyakåma’s unorthodox teachers. Do they
represent other cultural traditions? Do they suggest that Satyakåma
has learned about brahman by means of his own observations of natural phenomena? These questions remain unanswered. Nevertheless, it
is clear that Satyakåma understands that if he is truly to be considered
a brahmin, he must receive instruction from his official teacher.47 After
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acknowledging that non-humans had taught him, Satyakåma adds
that he wants to learn from Håridrumata because he has heard from
people that knowledge from one’s teacher attains the best results.48
The narrative emphasizes that this is the real teaching by adding that
when Håridrumata instructed him “nothing at all was left out, nothing was left out,” suggesting that only a discursively sanctioned teacher
knows the complete teaching (CU 4.9.3).49 This episode illustrates that
whereas the identity of Satyakåma’s father proves unnecessary in
establishing his lineage, the identity of his teacher is vital in establishing his knowledge.
Satyakåma reiterates this point when he later becomes a teacher
himself. He receives Upakosala as his student, but then embarks on a
journey before ever teaching him. When he is away, his student, like
Satyakåma himself, receives instruction from unlikely sources. In this
case, his teachers are the household fire, the southern fire, and the
offertory fire. When Satyakåma returns he recognizes that now his
own student shines like a man who knows brahman. However, when
he learns that the fires taught Upakosala, he considers his student’s
knowledge incomplete and promises to teach him himself.50 That both
Satyakåma and Upakosala are described as shining like a man who
knows brahman suggests that their knowledge led to a physical transformation that was discernible to their respective teachers. Nevertheless, in both cases even knowledge that led to this perceptible
transformation was considered less valuable than instruction from a
proper teacher.
These dialogues featuring Satyakåma both emphasize the proper
mode of instruction and contribute to presenting an integrated biographical account of a particular brahmin life. Satyakåma is the only
character in the Upani∑ads whom the narrative follows from his initiation as a student all the way to his becoming a teacher with his own
students. The dialogues describe his adventures from his uncertain
family origins, through to his tenure as a brahmacårin, and finally as an
authoritative brahmin teacher who legitimizes Upanishadic teachings
and who lives as a married householder supporting himself by taking
on students. Taken together, the life of Satyakåma serves as a
hagiographical model for the ideal brahmin life, as he is the embodiment of a number of discourses that advocate the life of the brahmin
teacher. As I will develop further in the following chapters, there are
general similarities among characters and dialogical situations among
different Upani∑ads. Nevertheless, there are also important differences
that point to competing agendas among the textual traditions. In this
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respect, it is pertinent that most of the dialogues about teaching that
we have discussed in this chapter are taken from the Chåndogya
Upaniƒad. This specific focus on teaching and the development of
Satyakåma as a model for the Upanishadic teacher indicates that this
particular ideal was part of the agenda of the Chåndogya Upaniƒad. In
the following chapter we will see how the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad
focuses on Satyakåma’s rival, Yåjñavalkya, who, rather than establishing himself through teaching, proves his authority through philosophical debate.
CONCLUSION
Throughout all the dialogues between teachers and students, the most
important teachings are about the self. However, teachers have different understandings of åtman and they employ different teaching methods: Uddålaka teaches Ívetaketu by means of observation and
experimentation; Prajåpati leads Indra to an understanding of åtman
by imparting false knowledge and disclosing his discourse incrementally; Yama teaches Naciketas by making him endure a difficult initiation; and Satyakåma teaches by means of isolating his student. All
these methods ultimately bring the student to knowledge of the self
and, although different methods are used, all of them follow the script
of the upanayana to some degree and reinforce the importance of a
proper teacher and proper lineage.
One of the fundamental features of these dialogues is that they
cast knowledge of åtman in opposition to traditional Vedic knowledge.
The mythic battle between Indra and Virocana over control of the
sacrifice is presented as a competition over knowledge of the self;
Yama teaches Naciketas that the true knowledge of the sacrifice is to
be found within the self; Nårada approaches Sanatkumåra claiming
that despite his traditional Vedic education, he is ignorant about the
self. This emphasis on the superiority of knowledge of the self over
traditional Vedic knowledge is also connected to the Upanishadic
redefinition of the status of brahmin. As Uddålaka ≈ruˆi comments,
some are brahmins merely because of their birth, while others earn
their status of brahmin through their knowledge (CU 6.1.1). Throughout, these dialogues present teachings about the self as the quintessential knowledge in defining the ‘new’ brahmin.
We began this chapter with Íåˆ∂ilya, who is most known for
his teachings of åtman and brahman. As we have seen, this particular doctrine has been overemphasized, as it is often considered the
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fundamental teaching of all the Upani∑ads. Consequently, not enough
attention has been paid to Íåˆ∂ilya as its teacher. Despite not appearing in any teacher/student dialogue in the Upani∑ads, Íåˆ∂ilya was
one of the first authoritative names to appear in the narrative episodes
about teaching in the Bråhmaˆas. Not only do these scenes indicate
the emergence of the more detailed narratives we find in the Upani∑ads,
but they also highlight the act of teaching itself, as well as the authority of teachers.
Indeed, the practice of teaching is further emphasized by the fact
that the oldest extant description of the upanayana coincides with the
development of narrative scenes about teaching. Both the upanayana
and the pedagogical dialogues reinforce particular modes of address
and behavior that accompany and control the transmission of knowledge. This focus on the transmission of knowledge is represented in
the instructions that come at the end of a number of teachings, as well
as in the genealogies in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad and in the Taittir¥ya
Upaniƒad’s account of a brahmin’s graduation. By means of presenting
important discourses in the form of conversations between teachers
and students and outlining to whom this knowledge should be passed,
brahmin composers establish hierarchies of authority, define appropriate philosophical positions, and establish normative practices
through which knowledge can be disseminated.
This emphasis on how knowledge is transmitted is particularly
stressed in stories about Satyakåma and his student, both of whom
learn from unlikely sources the very discourses that their teachers
eventually impart to them. In both cases, however, despite the fact
that their own teachers recognize that their students “shine” like someone who knows, they instruct them anyway, thus reinforcing a common theme found throughout these dialogues: the authority of the
teacher and the proper means of transmission are as important as the
knowledge itself.
Finally, Satyakåma’s story introduced us to one of the first integrated biographies of the life of a brahmin. As we followed his life
from his departure from home in pursuit of an education to his becoming a teacher with a wife and his own students, Satyakåma’s life
story is the embodiment of the brahmin householder. As his biography illustrates, not only is it important that students learn particular
teachings as part of their Upanishadic education, but it is crucial for
them to learn how to use their knowledge to attract their own students and set up a household. In the next chapter we will see that in
addition to teaching, one of the essential social practices for brahmins
is the philosophical debate (brahmodya).

CHAPTER TWO

Debates between Brahmins
The Competitive Dynamics of the Brahmodya

INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we will look at dialogues that feature brahmins debating against other brahmins. Similar to the upanayana, these debates
(brahmodya) are presented as a distinct practice, often in contrast to the
performance of sacrifice. Yet unlike the dialogues about teaching,
the brahmodya is characterized as competitive and aggressive, risking
the reputations of brahmins and sometimes exhibiting political rivalries.
We will begin our discussion by tracing the literary presentation
of the brahmodya from the Bråhmaˆas to the Upani∑ads, examining
two types of these episodes: (1) private debates that are a competition
between two priests and (2) public tournaments among several priests
that usually take place in the presence of the king. We will look at two
dialogues featuring Uddålaka ≈ruˆi as examples of the first type of
brahmodya, and then turn our attention to Yåjñavalkya, examing how
he is particularly connected to the second type of brahmodya, those
depicted as a philosophical tournament. In both types of debate we
will pay particular attention to the participants and their debating
tactics. As we will see, individuals often win arguments as much by
their personal authority and how they debate, as by which arguments
they put forth. We will closely examine a particular brahmodya where
Yåjñavalkya defeats a number of brahmins from Kuru-Pañcåla. This
contest illustrates that in addition to competing for reputation, the
debates of brahmin priests represent larger regional and political
struggles. Finally, we will look at how Yåjñavalkya exchanges his ideas
for large amounts of material goods. Through the negotiations of
Yåjñavalkya, as well as other brahmins, we will see that setting an
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economic value for philosophical teachings is an important aspect of
Upanishadic discourse.
THE BRAHMODYA AND THE SACRIFICE
As several scholars have noticed, verbal contests are reflected in Vedic
literature as far back as the §gveda, in hymns that pose a riddle or point
to an esoteric meaning that can only become apparent with the proper
understanding of ritual discourse.1 Although the riddle hymns of the
§gveda share certain similarities with Upanishadic accounts of debate,
the word brahmodya makes its initial appearance in the Bråhmaˆas
(Thompson 1997, 22). This suggests that the emergence of the term
brahmodya coincides with the appearance of numerous narrative descriptions of debates between two individuals, as well as philosophical
tournaments featuring many priests. These literary scenes in the late
Bråhmaˆas and early Upani∑ads that dramatize the contests of brahmins
represent a change in focus from posing an enigmatic question to recounting the incident of debate itself. They also reveal an interest in the
participants of philosophical debate and how they interact with each
other. Even though they emerged out of a sacrificial context, the
brahmodyas, as they appear in the late Bråhmaˆas and early Upani∑ads,
no longer reflect a ritual situation. The participants often debate about
topics relating to ritual, but the debate itself is described as a separate
event which is often characterized in contradistinction to the practice of
sacrifice. As Bodewitz argues, “There is no denying that the real
brahmodyas (discussions with aggressive aspects in which often some
issue is at stake) are found only in the late bråmaˆas such as the ÍB
[Íatapatha Bråhma£a], JB [Jaiminåya Bråhma£a] and GB [Gopatha Bråhma£a].
This should warn us against drawing hasty conclusions as to the original nature of these verbal contests” (1976, 183). George Thompson agrees
with this separation of the older discourse, which poses enigmatic questions, from the narrative accounts of the brahmodya that appear in the
Upani∑ads. He describes the brahmodyas of the Våjasaneyi Saμhitå as
scripted for the performance within the Vedic ritual with memorized
recitations. The brahmodyas of the Upani∑ads, however, were “unrehearsed, improvised performances, sometimes like examinations, but in
any case real competitions—with the reputations, and perhaps even the
heads, of the participants apparently very much at stake” (1997, 13).
That the Upanishadic brahmodyas record real events remains speculative, nevertheless the literary presentation of the brahmodya establishes
debate as a practice closely associated with Upanishadic teachings. Fur-
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thermore, these accounts outline the rules and tactics of the brahmodya,
thus presenting debate as an indispensable activity for brahmins to use
their knowledge in the social world.
Two of the first examples of brahmodyas in Vedic literature appear in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a where a verbal exchange is embedded
within a royal ritual, in this case the aßvamedha.2 These examples are
illustrative because they serve as a model for understanding the structure of the Upanishadic brahmodya. However, these scripted exchanges
also highlight important differences from the “unrehearsed” and “improvised” debates that appear in the Upani∑ads. In the first example,
the hot® (invoker) and brahman (presider) priests each ask each other
four questions:
Brahman: Who is it that walketh singly?
Hot®: It is yonder sun, doubtless, that walks singly, and he is
spiritual lustre: spiritual lustre the two (priests) thus bestow
on him.
Brahman: Who is it that is born again?
Hot®: It is the moon, doubtless, that is born again (and again):
vitality they thus bestow on him.
Brahman: What is the remedy for cold?
Hot®: The remedy for cold, doubtless is Agni (fire): fiery spirit
they thus bestow on him.
Brahman: And what is the great vessel?
Hot®: The great vessel, doubtless, is the (terrestrial) world: on
this earth he thus establishes himself.
Hot®: What was the first conception?
Brahman: The first conception, doubtless, was the sky, rain:
the sky, rain, he thus secures for himself.
Hot®: Who was the great bird?
Brahman: The great bird, doubtless, was the horse: vital power
he thus secures for himself.
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Hot®: Who was the smooth one?
Brahman: The smooth one (pilippilå), doubtless, was beauty
(ßr¥): beauty he thus secures for himself.
Hot®: Who was the tawny one?
Brahman: The two tawny ones, doubtless, are the day and the
night: in the day and night he thus establishes himself. (ÍB
13.2.6.9–17 tr. Eggeling)

In this example, which takes place prior to the binding of the sacrificial victims to the stakes, all of the questions are reminiscent of the
kinds posed in the riddle hymns of the §gveda; they are presented as
a rehearsed exchange where both the questions and answers are known
in advance, thus focusing on the ritualized verbal exchange itself and
not on the individual participants.
Similarly, the second brahmodya, which occurs after the omenta
have been roasted, features the four main priests, as well as the yajamåna
(sacrificer) (ÍB 13.5.2.11–22). In this case, the hot® and adhvaryu (officiant)
each trade one question and answer, followed by a similar exchange
between the udgåt® (chanter) and brahman. This format is then repeated
a second time. As with the previous example, this brahmodya is scripted
in the sense that there is a definite structure as to how and when the
priests exchange questions. That the questions are part of a standard
format is indicated by the fact that these two brahmodyas share three
of the same questions and answers.3
These examples provide two alternative scenarios shared by the
narrative accounts of the brahmodya throughout the late Bråhmaˆas
and early Upani∑ads. The first is an example of the private debate that
features only two brahmins with no official audience. The second
example is a public debate that includes a number of contestants in
the presence of the yajamåna. Despite these similarities in structure,
however, there are some crucial differences between these verbal exchanges that are embedded within ritual actions and the narrative
accounts of debates. Unlike the Upanishadic accounts that emphasize
the individual literary personalities, these two examples from the
aßvamedha refer to the priests generically according to their function.
Accordingly, the verbal exchanges that take place within the ritual are
not competitive: there are no winners or losers and nothing is at stake.
Additionally, as we will see with two dialogues featuring
Uddålaka ≈ruˆi, the Upanishadic brahmodyas further develop the dif-
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ference between the private and public debate: the private brahmodya
becomes a contest of personal rivalry where the loser becomes the
student of the winner, and the public debates are presented as philosophical tournaments with a number of contestants where the outcome has political implications. In both types of brahmodya there is
always something at stake, whether it be the reputation of individual
brahmins or material rewards, and on many occasions these debates
are a forum in which brahmins compete for the patronage of kings.
Unlike the brahmodyas that appear as part of the ritual, the accounts of
the Upanishadic brahmodya focus on the individual participants and
characterize debate as an important activity in establishing the authority of eminent brahmins such as Uddålaka ≈ruˆi and Yåjñavalkya.
UDD≈LAKA ≈RUN
. I AND THE BRAHMODYA IN THE
ÍATAPATHA BR‹HMAN
.A
In the Íatapatha Bråhma£a, Uddålaka ≈ruˆi participates in two private
brahmodyas, both of which feature just one other opponent and no
audience. As discussed in the previous chapter, Uddålaka ≈ruˆi appears in a dialogue with his son Ívetaketu in the Chåndogya Upaniƒad,
where he is characterized as a wise teacher and a good father who is
generally knowledgeable about Upanishadic teachings. Furthermore,
his knowledge is given added authority as it is contrasted with what
Ívetaketu has learned from more traditional teachers. This depiction
of Uddålaka, however, is quite different from how he appears in the
texts of the Yajurveda, the Íatapatha Bråhma£a and B®hadåra£yaka
Upaniƒad. Although he is respected, Uddålaka is the character who
most often loses debates to both brahmins and kƒatriyas who are more
familiar with typically Upanishadic teachings. This ambiguity in
Uddålaka’s character is shared throughout the late Bråhmaˆas and
early Upani∑ads where he is both the respected, eminent Kuru-Pañcåla
brahmin and the caricature of the orthodox priest who learns from
non-traditional sources. In the following two dialogues, we will see
both of these aspects of Uddålaka’s literary personality. These episodes are significant because of Uddålaka ≈ruˆi’s close association
with the brahmodya, as well as the fact that both accounts contain a
curious threat that is closely connected to verbal debate: the threat
that the loser will lose his head.
In the first dialogue Íauceya Pråc¥nayogya challenges Uddålaka
≈ruˆi to a brahmodya about the agnihotra (twice-daily milk offering)
(ÍB 11.5.3.1–13).4 He proceeds to ask Uddålaka a number of questions
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regarding specific ritual actions: why wipe the spoon with grass after
cleaning it the first time, why place the spoon in the southern part of
the vedi (area between the sacrificial fires) after wiping it a second
time, etc.5 After each one of Uddålaka’s answers, there is a refrain
spoken by Íauceya where he acknowledges that he already knows
what Uddålaka has told him, “This much, then reverend sir, we two
know in common” (ÍB 11.5.3.7–11 tr. Eggeling). The repetition of this
phrase indicates that Íauceya is testing Uddålaka’s knowledge. As
Bodewitz notes, before his final answer Uddålaka does not reveal any
new teachings, yet Íauceya’s last question is about what one should
do when all the fires go out and there is no wind. Uddålaka instructs
that in this case he would drink the oblation himself, saying that if one
has proper knowledge of the agnihotra, it will belong to all deities and
will be successful. In this dialogue, Uddålaka’s teaching assumes a
general understanding of prå£a as the essence of life. Just as all the
vital powers in the body depend on prå£a, so all cosmic entities rely
on the cosmic prå£a. And at the time of death, the prå£a in the body
enters into the cosmic prå£a. When Uddålaka offers this instruction,
then Íauceya finally admits that this is something that he does not
know. Consequently, Íauceya approaches Uddålaka with firewood
and asks to be his student. Unlike the students we discussed in the
previous chapter who approach their teachers with firewood at the
beginning of the dialogue, Íauceya does not ask to be Uddålaka’s
student until after he has tested him, until after Uddålaka has proven
that he can teach Íauceya something that he does not already know.
This dialogue is one of the first episodes to relate the famous
threat of the shattering head to the practice of philosophical debate.
Immediately after Íauceya asks to become his student, Uddålaka warns
him: “If you had not responded thus, your head would have shattered
apart (yád eváμ nåvåkƒyo, m¶rdhǻ te vyàpatiƒyat)” (ÍB 11.5.3.13). The
meaning of this phrase is debated among scholars. Witzel argues that
it should be understood as a literal curse and that it therefore functions as a mortal threat (1987a). Taken this way, brahmins essentially
risk their lives when they enter into a verbal debate. Stanley Insler,
however, argues that the original meaning of this phrase was to lose
one’s presence of mind: “It means ‘one’s head flies off or away’ in the
sense of ‘one loses self-possession or presence of mind, becomes confused,’ precisely as the Oxford English Dictionary defines the English
idiom ‘to lose one’s heads’ ” (1989–90: 113–14). We will return to this
issue later in this chapter, but in this dialogue we will follow Insler’s
interpretation on the grounds that the narrative context does not give
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any indication that this is an actual curse of death. Rather, this encounter is primarily about authority and which brahmin has the higher
position in relation to the other. When Uddålaka suggests that Íauceya
would have lost his head, he is essentially saying that if Íauceya had
not acknowledged Uddålaka’s authority, he would have lost face and
risked losing his reputation.
According to Insler there are two circumstances under which
one disputant threatens another that their head will shatter apart: the
first is when one opponent accuses the other of not knowing the answers to their own questions, and the second is when “one opponent
concedes the superiority of the other and offers firewood as a gesture
of asking to be the student of the opponent” (Insler 1989–90, 97–98).6
For the first type, Insler gives the example of Yåjñavalkya’s warning
to Gårg¥, which we will discuss later in this chaper, as well as in
chapter 4. The second type is illustrated by this debate between
Uddålaka ≈ruˆi and Íauceya Pråc¥nayogya (ÍB 11.5.3.13). In this category of brahmodya the winner of the argument warns the loser after
the fact, saying that if they had not admitted ignorance or defeat, their
head would have shattered apart. In both situations “the parties involved lack the proper knowledge to continue the inquiry or the debate” (1989–90, 98–99). In this case Íauceya would have lost his head
if he had claimed to have knowledge that he did not have. Uddålaka’s
ex post facto warning suggests that Íauceya asks to become Uddålaka’s
student not only because he wants to learn what Uddålaka knows, but
also because he recognizes that if he had not obliged to become
Uddålaka’s student he would have lost his reputation.
In another dialogue from the Íatapatha Bråhma£a, Uddålaka ≈ruˆi
is driving around in his chariot as an invited priest in the northern
country of Madras (11.4.1.1–9).7 Like a number of Upanishadic figures,
Uddålaka is well traveled and has both taught and received teachings
throughout ancient north India. The first thing Uddålaka does when
he reaches the northern country is to challenge the local brahmins to
a brahmodya by offering a gold coin. The Íatapatha Bråhma£a explains
that in ancient times the gold coin was used to invite rival priests to
a philosophical debate: “In the time of our forefathers a prize used to
be offered by chosen (priests) when driving about, for the sake of
calling out the timid to a disputation” (11.4.1.1 tr. Eggeling).8 This
suggests that it was a common practice for brahmins such as Uddålaka
to travel around in their chariots and challenge local brahmins to disputes, with the gold coin illustrating the ritualized aspect of initiating
such a disputation.
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When Uddålaka offers the coin, the brahmins are fearful that he
might take away their local authority. As Bodewitz points out, “Being
a stranger he is not welcome as a rival and always runs the risk of
being challenged to a brahmodya in which his prestige . . . will be at
stake” (1974, 86). Consequently, the northern brahmins decide to challenge Uddålaka to a debate as a way to protect their local authority,
electing Svaidåyana to represent them. Svaidåyana approaches him
on his own and, after exchanging greetings, claims that although
Uddålaka has been invited by a patron, he nevertheless needs to prove
himself as superior to the local brahmins. Svaidåyana says that only
those who know the new and full moon sacrifices are entitled to leave
their own region and travel around as invited priests, or “free-lance”
priests as Bodewitz suggests (1974, 85). Svaidåyana then repeats this
phrase as a preface to each of his questions about the new and full
moon sacrifices. Uddålaka is unable to answer any of the questions
and finally responds to Svaidåyana by giving him the gold coin and
praising him for his knowledge. By surrendering the coin, Uddålaka
acknowledges that he has lost the debate and brings attention to the
formal aspects of the brahmodya. Bodewitz further suggests that
Uddålaka accepts defeat in private in order to avoid facing Svaidåyana
again in a public debate (1974, 88). The narrative tells us that when
Svaidåyana returns to the other brahmins he does not reveal to them
that he defeated Uddålaka and won the gold coin. Thus, it seems
that by admitting his defeat in private Uddålaka does not damage
his reputation. Instead, Svaidåyana warns the other brahmins that
anyone who would dare challenge Uddålaka would risk losing his
head. Once again Uddålaka is linked with this threat and we are
reminded that both brahmins are risking their reputation throughout
this brahmodya.
Another important aspect of this debate concerns whether the
winner should formally initiate the loser as his student. After
Svaidåyana warns the other brahmins about the risks of encountering
Uddålaka in a debate, Uddålaka returns to Svaidåyana, carrying firewood and asking to be his pupil. Svaidåyana responds by saying that
he will teach him, but without initiating him. This qualification is a
notable detail that figures in a number of dialogues that we will explore further in the next chapter. For now, however, it is important to
distinguish this dialogue from the teacher/student dialogues that we
explored last chapter. In the upanayana dialogues, where students
approach teachers with firewood at the beginning of their discussion,
it is always clear who is the teacher and who is the student. However,
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in this episode Uddålaka and Svaidåyana debate with each other first,
and their encounter ends with Uddålaka asking to become his student. Indeed, one of the substantial features of the brahmodyas between two contestants is that the loser of the discussion asks to be the
student of the victor after the argument. In these cases we see that the
brahmodya serves as a negotiation process whereby brahmins establish
their authority in relation to each other.
Furthermore, Svaidåyana’s victory over Uddålaka represents a
victory for the northern brahmins over the orthodox priests from KuruPañcåla. Whereas in many dialogues Uddålaka’s character functions as
a foil to show the superior knowledge of prominent kings, in this episode Uddålaka is contrasted to the brahmins from the northern country.
Accordingly, this debate not only concerns a rivalry between individual
brahmins, but also represents a regional dynamic, perhaps indicating
that the north was becoming an important center of Vedic learning.
These two dialogues with Uddålaka ≈ruˆi share a number of
features that are characteristic of the private debate. In both episodes
Uddålaka is cast as the senior brahmin who is challenged with a series
of questions, with his personal authority the primary issue at stake. In
the first case he maintains his superiority by answering all the questions successfully, and consequently wins over a new student. In the
second dialogue he cannot answer the questions so he becomes a student himself. In this case, Uddålaka does not explicitly lose his reputation because the debate is in private and Svaidåyana—although his
reasons remain unclear—does not reveal the outcome to others. Nevertheless, Svaidåyana establishes his own authority, at least in the eyes
of Uddålaka, and has the gold coin if he ever needed to prove it to
others. Additionally, both dialogues show the contestants playing by
the rules of the debate, as both losers readily accept defeat and ask to
become the student of the winner.
Y≈JÑAVALKYA AND THE PHILOSOPHICAL TOURNAMENT
Whereas Uddålaka ≈ruˆi features in private debates, Yåjñavalkya is
the literary character most closely associated with the public brahmodya.
Indeed, the emergence of Yåjñavalkya as a literary character coincides
with the development of the verbal contest as an important scenario
in Upanishadic narrative. The brahmodya not only establishes Yåjñavalkya as an authoritative figure, but also displays his knowledge as
new and unorthodox.9 Additionally, narrative accounts of Yåjñavalkya
and his interlocutors highlight the competitive dynamics of verbal
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debate and describe a number of underhanded debating tactics. In this
way, these accounts show that Yåjñavalkya establishes his superiority
as much by how he conducts his arguments as by the particular discourses that he knows.
As in the case of Íåˆ∂ilya, in Yåjñavalkya’s first appearances in
Vedic literature only his name is mentioned. He is presented as an
authoritative figure who discusses the significance of ritual actions
and is especially known for his expertise regarding the agnihotra (ÍB
11.3.1.2–8).10 His name appears on several occasions in the Íatapatha
Bråhma£a, but he is also mentioned in the Íå‰khåyana ‹ra£yaka (9.7,
13.1), and in the Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a (1.19.23, 2.76) he is known by the
name Våjasaneya, which reflects his connection to the Våjasaneyi ßåkhå
of the White Yajurveda.11 Fi∞er describes these quotations as “ad hoc”
opinions about the sacrifice: “[They] are concise, brisk and totally
unrelated pronouncements made (supposedly) by Yåjñavalkya either
alone or in the company of a few fellow-priests. None of these dicta
contain anything but his name” (1984, 54).
Although these passages may seem unrelated in content, they
contribute to establishing one of Yåjñavalkya’s most distinctive character traits: his superiority in verbal contests. Admittedly, none of
these passages are explicitly described as a brahmodya, nevertheless
they are similar in that they present controversies about ritual practice as a discussion among specific individuals, with a preference for
one view over the others. Although there is no narrative description
of the debate, these scenes are already different from the ritually
embedded exchanges where there are no names of specific individuals and, crucially, no winners or losers. In most cases, Yåjñavalkya’s
views are presented in direct contrast to the opinions of other
brahmins, and he clearly emerges as superior. As Fi∞er argues, unless stated otherwise the text shows its preference for the views of
Yåjñavalkya by stating his words after those of his opponents.12 For
example, in a discussion about the offering of first fruits (ågraya£eƒ†i),
Yåjñavalkya is quoted directly after Kaho∂a Kau∑¥taki indicating that
his words are correct in contrast to the opinion of Kaho∂a (ÍB 2.4.3.1–
2). This case is a clear example of the superior brahmin who gets in
the last word.
In a passage about the offering of the omenta, the Íatapatha
Bråhma£a casts Yåjñavalkya in opposition to a number of other ritual
specialists. Like later descriptions of the brahmodya, it presents the
views of four different brahmins: Satyakåma Jåbåla, Saumåpa Månutantavyas, Íailåli Bhållaveya, and Indrota Íaunaka. After recounting
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the positions of each priest, the text tells us that these opinions are
only what these brahmins have said, but are not the accepted views,
as the established practice is something different (13.5.3.5). The text
then presents Yåjñavalkya’s opinion as the authorative view.
In a discussion about eating and fasting, Yåjñavalkya has a different outlook from A∑å∂ha Såvayasa and Barku Vår∑ˆa (1.1.1.7–10).
In this passage Yåjñavalkya’s opinions are not presented last, but the
text nevertheless makes it clear that his ideas are accepted. In this case,
it is Barku Vår∑ˆa’s views that are stated last, but the text clearly
rejects his opinions, stating explicitly that his instructions should not
be followed (1.1.1.10). In another example, there is a discussion about
the pressing of soma (4.6.1). Here Yåjñavalkya’s views are contrasted
with those of Råma Aupatasvini and Bu∂ila ≈ßvataråßvi. Again,
Yåjñavalkya’s argument is presented last, and it is his opinion that is
supported by the text. Interestingly, in this case Yåjñavalkya appeals
to the authority of a ®ƒi (seer) to substantiate his claim.13
Although these examples are not formally brahmodyas, they are
descriptions of debates among brahmins where there is a clear winner
to the argument. Taken together, these passages indicate that even
before the more detailed accounts of the philosophical tournament,
Yåjñavalkya was already associated with disputes against other
brahmins. This is different from Íåˆ∂ilya, for example, who is usually
mentioned individually or in the context of teaching a specific student. In the five times Íåˆ∂ilya is mentioned in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a,
his opinions are never presented in the format of a brahmodya.14 Even
when there are few narrative details, there is nevertheless a distinction
between the two main figures of the Íatapatha Bråhma£a: whereas
Íåˆ∂ilya is portrayed as a teacher, Yåjñavalkya is mainly depicted as
a disputant in philosophical debates.15
By the time of the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad (6.5.3), Yåjñavalkya
had become known as the founder of the Yajurvedic school and the
author of parts of the Íatapatha Bråhma£a, as well as the B®hadåra£yaka
Upaniƒad itself. The examples of his verbal exchanges in this section
have shown that even before he achieved the authoritative status as
depicted in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, Yåjñavalkya was known for
his ability to defeat other brahmins in debate. In the B®hadåra£yaka
Upaniƒad, Yåjñavalkya is featured in two brahmodyas, both of which
take place in King Janaka’s court. In the first episode, which is one of
the most well-known scenes in the Upani∑ads, Yåjñavalkya is challenged by seven brahmins from the Kuru-Pañcåla region. We will look
at this brahmodya in more detail in the following three sections as we
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explore the significance of the participants, the tactics they employ,
and the dramatic conclusion featured in this debate.16
The other brahmodya in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad that involves
Yåjñavalkya is presented differently from accounts of other verbal
disputes in the Bråhmaˆas and Upani∑ads. In this case, Yåjñavalkya
does not debate with his opponents directly, but rather counters the
claims of other brahmins through Janaka’s retelling of their arguments.
Interestingly, this scenario is similar to a philosophical debate in the
Såmaññaphala Sutta (DN 2), where King Ajåtasattu presents to the Buddha the views of six of his philosophical rivals. In this case the participants are: P¨raˆa Kassapa, Makhali Gosåla, Ajita Kesakambal¥,
Pakudha Kaccåyana, Nigaˆ†ha Nå†aputta, and Sañjaya Bela††haputta.
In both the Upanishadic and Buddhist accounts, there is a similar
literary paradigm at work. In the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, the views of
six brahmins are summarized by King Janaka and then refuted by the
authoritative teacher Yåjñavalkya; in the Såmaññaphala Sutta, six rival
positions are summarized by King Ajåtasattu and then refuted by the
authoritative teacher Guatama Buddha. This similarity between the
Upanishadic and Buddhist presentation of philosophical debates indicates that the brahmodya became an important literary convention for
presenting knowledge in subsequent narrative traditions. The literary
presentation of the brahmodya is significant because the narrative details of these scenes are what distinguish them from the scripted exchanges that were nested within the Vedic ritual. More than merely
serving as a narrative frame to record different teachings and opinions
about the ritual, the literary details of the brahmodya highlight the
social and interactive character of debate. In the following sections we
will examine these dynamics of the public debate and identify three
prominent literary features that develop both the personal and political implications of the brahmodya: (1) the identity of the individual
participants, (2) the debating tactics the participants employ, and
(3) the meaning and implications of the threat of head shattering.
Y≈JÑAVALKYA’S INTERLOCUTORS:
THE SOCIAL AND POLITICAL IMPLICATIONS OF DEBATE
In his study of verbal disputes in Homeric and Old English epic literature, Ward Parks comments on the importance of the individuals who
participate in narrative accounts of debate: “The true subject of any
verbal context is the contestants themselves; that this presupposition
is embedded in the basic structure of the contests is borne out by the
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range of defensive or belligerent stances frequently adopted by the
debators even when they are purportedly engaged in a ‘purely intellectual inquiry’ ” (1990, 166). Similarly, the Upanishadic accounts of
the brahmodya often emphasize the characters and their interactions
with each other, as much as the discourses that they articulate. Nowhere is this more the case than in the well-known philosophical
tournament in Janaka’s court.17 In this episode, Yåjñavalkya and his
opponents not only articulate opposing philosophical claims about the
world, but also represent opposing political and cultural alliances.
This aspect of the debate can be seen when we examine more closely
the particular brahmins that Yåjñavalkya argues against. Additionally,
a number of Yåjñavalkya’s opponents appear in more than one verbal
dispute against him.
In the philosophical tournament in Janaka’s court, all of Yåjñavalkya’s opponents are from the western Kuru-Pañcåla region and all
are representatives of the Rigvedic or Black Yajurvedic schools.
Yåjñavalkya’s first opponent, the hot® priest Aßvala, is also a court
brahmin of King Janaka. His name suggests that he is a member of the
≈ßvalåyana family, which is associated with the composition of a number of Vedic texts, including the ≈ßvalåyana recension of the §gveda,
as well as the ‹ßvalåyana G®hyas¶tra and the ‹ßvalåyana Írautas¶tra.
Another opponent, Kahola Kau∑¥takeya, is the reputed author of the
Kauƒ¥taki Bråhma£a and the Kauƒ¥taki ‹ra£yaka. Yåjñavalkya’s final
challenger, Vidagdha Íåkalya, has been ascribed authorship of the
Padapå†ha, which is the final editing of the §gveda as we have it today.
Throughout this episode not only is there a general connection between political power and Vedic schools, but the presence of these
particular brahmins indicates that there is a specific rivalry between
the Yajurveda and the §gveda.18 That both the political rivalries and
canonical debates are linked together in the same event points to a
close connection between regional superiority and a courtly alliance
with a particular Vedic school. Additionally, the presence of these
specific opponents suggests that there was a close association between
those who composed Vedic texts and those who had direct contact
with the king. Similar to other brahmin characters in the Upani∑ads,
the participants in this debate are not depicted as conductors of the
sacrifice, but rather as important figures in the king’s court.
Many of Yåjñavalkya’s rivals in this debate also appear in other
accounts of verbal contests. Of the eight challengers in Janaka’s court,
three of them appear in other brahmodyas with Yåjñavalkya: Kahola
Kau∑¥takeya, Uddålaka ≈ruˆi and Vidagdha Íåkalya. As we have seen,
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Kahola Kau∑¥takeya has opposing views to those of Yåjñavalkya in the
Íatapatha Bråhma£a (2.4.3.1), while Vidagdha Íåkalya appears as a rival
to Yåjñavalkya in another brahmodya in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad (4.1.7).
Uddålaka ≈ruˆi’s appearance as one of Yåjñavalkya’s rivals in
Janaka’s court is of particular distinction because the two of them
have a number of connections established in other literary contexts.
The final genealogy in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad states that Uddålaka
is Yåjñavalkya’s teacher, and in most dialogues where they appear
together Uddålaka is presented as the senior, and in some cases, the
superior, of the two. For example, in one passage in the Íatapatha
Bråhma£a (5.5.5.14) Yåjñavalkya reports that Uddålaka once bewitched
Bhadrasena ≈jåtaßatrava.19 Here, there is no indication that Uddålaka
instructed him, but the fact that Yåjñavalkya reports Uddålaka’s opinion suggests a hierarchical relationship. Another passage that places
Uddålaka in a superior position concerns what to do if the cow in the
agnihotra lies down while being milked (ÍB 12.4.1.9–11).20 After stating
Yåjñavalkya’s point of view, the text concludes with the words of
(Uddålaka) ≈ruˆi. As we have seen, unless specifically stated otherwise, the brahmin who speaks last is usually presented as the most
authoritative. Uddålaka’s characterization as superior to Yåjñavalkya
from these other debating episodes highlights the dramatic effect of
his participation in the dispute in Janaka’s court and adds to the significance of Yåjñavalkya defeating him in this contest.
Uddålaka ≈ruˆi also appears together with Yåjñavalkya in the
presence of Janaka in an account of a different brahmodya that appears
in the Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a (1.22–25). In this episode, five great brahmins
approach King Janaka for a teaching about the agnihotra: Uddålaka
≈ruˆi, Yåjñavalkya, Barku Vår∑ˆa, Priya Anaßruteya, and Bu∂ila
≈ßvataråßvi Vaiyåghrapadya.21 In addition to Uddålaka ≈ruˆi, Barku
Vår∑ˆa is also a regular opponent of Yåjñavalkya who is quoted in the
Íatapatha Bråhma£a (1.1.1.10) as having a contrasting opinion about
whether or not the yajamåna should fast after performing the agnihotra.
Later in the dialogue in the Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a, Barku is addressed as
Agniveßya, a name that appears in two of the genealogies in the
B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad (BU 2.6.2, 4.6.2). Bu∂ila ≈ßvataråßvi is another
regular participant in debates, appearing in the Chåndogya Upaniƒad
with Uddålaka ≈ruˆi as one of the five wealthy householders who
discusses åtman (5.11.1, 5.11.16).22 However, this is the only brahmodya
where he is an opponent of Yåjñavalkya.
We see some familiar names again in the brahmodya where Janaka
reports the views of six brahmins to Yåjñavalkya. The brahmins whose
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views Janaka recounts are Jitvan Íailini, Uda∫ka Íaulbåyana, Barku
Vår∑ˆa, Gardhabh¥vip¥ta Bhåradvåja, Satyakåma Jåbåla, and Vidagdha
Íåkalya. In addition to Barku Vår∑ˆa, Vidagdha Íåkalya is once again
cast as an opponent to Yåjñavalkya, and similar to how he appears in
Janaka’s well-known tournament, he is again presented as Yåjñavalkya’s final opponent. Satyakåma Jåbåla, who also features in this
debate, is one of the most prominent brahmins in the Chåndogya
Upaniƒad, and his personal rivalry with Yåjñavalkya will be explored
further in the final section of this chapter. Here, it is important to
point out that in this episode three of the six opponents are known
rivals of Yåjñavalkya.
As we have seen, this brahmodya is notable also because it is
different in style from other debates featured in the Bråhmaˆas and
Upani∑ads, yet similar to a debate featuring the Buddha in the
Såmaññaphala Sutta. There is not only a similarity in presentation, as in
both cases the rival positions are reported by the king, but also the
Buddhist account places a similar emphasis on the individual participants. All the Buddha’s rivals represent opposing religio-philosophical
schools, most notably Nigaˆ†ha Nåtaputta (the name given throughout the Påli Canon to refer to Vardhamåna Mahåv¥ra), who is known
as the founder of Jainism, and Makhali Gosåla, who is known as the
founder of the ≈j¥vikas. Their presence in this debate is noteworthy
because it demonstrates that the Buddhists used a literary account of
debate to play out real-world rivalries with other sects. It is well known
that the Jains and ≈j¥vikas not only had different doctrinal positions
from the Buddhists, but that they also competed with the Buddhists
for the patronage of kings.23 Similarly, although we know far less
about some of the particular brahmin characters, it is clear that the
Upanishadic brahmodyas use the literary presentation of debate to play
out political and social rivalries.
In this section we have looked at the importance of the individual
participants who appear in the brahmodyas. In both the tournament in
King Janaka’s court, as well as the example from the Såmaññaphala Sutta,
we have seen that many individuals represent specific regions or philosophical schools. In these cases the public debate not only is a contest
about philosophy, but also has political and social implications. Additionally, we have seen that a number of the same characters make several appearances as Yåjñavalkya’s rivals. Some of these individuals, such
as Satyakåma and Uddålaka ≈ruˆi, we know from other episodes, and
thus we are able to understand, at least to a certain extent, the connotations of their particular rivalry with Yåjñavalkya. Other figures, such
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as Bhadrasena ≈jåtaßatrava, do not appear anywhere else in the surviving literature, thus leaving us without the ability to interpret the
significance of their particular presence. Yet taken together, Yåjñavalkya’s interlocutors, as well as the figure of Yåjñavalkya himself,
indicate that the identities of the individual participants play an important role in the literary presentation of the brahmodya. In addition
to linking these verbal disputes to external rivalries, the individual
identities of the characters also personalize these exchanges. As highlighted by the head-shattering motif, brahmins do not merely challenge each other’s views, but question each other’s personal authority.
Y≈JÑAVALKYA AND THE TACTICS OF DEBATE
In addition to the specific individuals whom he opposes, these descriptions of the brahmodya emphasize how Yåjñavalkya wins his arguments.
Yåjñavalkya’s authority stems not only from his knowledge, but also
from how he uses his knowledge in the context of debate. Yåjñavalkya’s
tactical approach to verbal exchanges is closely connected to his unorthodox persona. This aspect of Yåjñavalkya’s character is present in
some of his earliest appearances in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a, even in passages where his views are not supported by the text. As Fi∞er observes,
“In spite of Yåjñavalkya’s doubtless fame and contrary to the current
belief that his authority was conclusive, the texts show a variety of
opinions. His views are, in fact, sometimes challenged, at other times
doubted, and once or twice even rebuked” (1984, 57–58).
In one passage about Prajåpati’s original creation, Yåjñavalkya
states that Prajåpati created two kinds of creatures, but the text disagrees and cites the views of ancient ®ƒis that there are three kinds of
creatures (2.5.1.2). In another example, the text cites Yåjñavalkya’s
opinion about the ågn¥dhr¥ya fire (fire-shed fire). After stating his view,
the Íatapatha Bråhma£a tells us that this is one way and there is also
an alternative way (4.6.8.7).24 On another occasion, in a discussion
about the two cups of soma juice, the text quotes Yåjñavalkya, but
questions his opinion, suggesting that his views are too speculative:
“Also Yåjñavalkya said, ‘Should we not rather draw them for the
deities, since that is, as it were, the sign of conquest?’ In this, however,
he merely speculated, but he did not practice it” (4.2.1.7 tr. Eggeling).
This passage is one of the first indications that Yåjñavalkya’s knowledge is unconventional.
In fact, throughout the Íatapatha Bråhma£a, Yåjñavalkya’s opinions emphasize newer Upanishadic ideals over and above orthodox
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opinions about the ritual. For example, on one occasion Yåjñavalkya
expresses the view that the brahmins themselves are the most important aspect of performing a sacrifice (3.1.1.4–5). Yåjñavalkya recounts
that when he, along with other priests, was choosing a place to conduct a sacrifice for Vår∑ˆa, Såtyayajña expressed that any place where
there are brahmins who have studied and are learned and wise, is a
place appropriate for sacrifice. Here Yåjñavalkya emphasizes that the
individual participants are more essential than the ritual actions themselves, a viewpoint that anticipates one of the primary assumptions of
the Upani∑ads: the authority of a particular teaching is vested within
the person who articulates the teaching.
Although the Íatapatha Bråhma£a depicts Yåjñavalkya as an innovative thinker, his views are primarily about the ritual. Yet whereas in
the Íatapatha Bråhma£a he is presented as an expert on the agnihotra,
in the Upani∑ads he generally rejects traditional ritualistic arguments
that are based on homologies and etymologies. Rather, like a number
of Upanishadic teachers, he focuses on teachings of the self, developing themes such as how the prå£ås function in the body, how to overcome death, and the immortality of åtman. Throughout his teachings,
the public brahmodya, as well as his private conversations with King
Janaka, serves as a forum for him to articulate some of his most characteristic discourses. For example, in one of his dialogues with Janaka,
his teaching begins when the king asks him to discuss where people
go when they leave the world (BU 4.2.1). During his instruction he
talks about the self, characteristically defining åtman by means of
negation: “This self (åtman) is not this, not this (neti neti). It is
ungraspable, as it cannot be grasped. It is indestructible, as it cannot
be destroyed. It cannot be clung to, for it does not cling. It is unbound,
not trembling, not able to be harmed” (BU 4.2.4).25 In the second version of his dialogue with his wife Maitrey¥ (BU 4.5), Yåjñavalkya imparts
an identical teaching, where he again defines åtman by means of negation. Additionally, in Janaka’s brahmodya, Yåjñavalkya gives a version of the same discourse when arguing with Uddålaka and Gårg¥.
Similar to other teachers, Yåjñavalkya often presents his ideas about
the self in direct opposition to knowledge about the sacrifice.
However, the narrative accounts of the brahmodyas not only provide an opportunity for Yåjñavalkya to present his views, but they
also emphasize how he uses his knowledge to debate other brahmins.
Comparable to Socrates in Plato’s dialogues, Yåjñavalkya does not
always win because of the logic of his arguments or his overall knowledge.26 Rather, Yåjñavalkya claims his authority as much by how he
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makes his arguments, and by how he employs other means, such as
humor, insult, and intimidation, to silence his opponents. In another
similarity with Socrates, he does not always initially give his best
answer to the questions put to him, but only reveals his more characteristic discourses when he is threatened by his opponents. In the
following examples, we will see that Yåjñavalkya’s knowledge is to be
found not merely in the consistency of his discourse, but also in his
ability to out-talk his opponents. As such, Yåjñavalkya’s knowledge is
often depicted as both situational and tactical.
One example of how Yåjñavalkya offers his knowledge in a discriminating way is in his exchange with Jåratkårava ≈rtabhåga (BU
3.2), the second rival to question him in Janaka’s philosophical tournament. After asking Yåjñavalkya about graspers (graha) and overgraspers (atigraha), ≈rthabhåga begins to ask Yåjñavalkya questions
about the nature of death.27 One of the questions that ≈rtabhåga poses
is whether the prå£ås depart from a man when he dies. Yåjñavalkya
answers that they do not, that a dead man lies bloated (ådhmåta) because all the breaths gather together within the body, causing it to
swell and to become inflated. Importantly, this answer contradicts
one of Yåjñavalkya’s own teachings to Janaka. 28 Later in the
B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad (4.4.2) when Yåjñavalkya is instructing Janaka,
he says that when the åtman departs from the body, prå£a departs
with it; and when prå£a departs, all the vital functions (prå£ås) depart with it. Admittedly, it is possible that this contradiction has
more to do with the editorial process of compiling the B®hadåra£yaka
Upaniƒad, rather than an inconsistency in Yåjñavalkya’s viewpoints.
However, because throughout this exchange he is reluctant to share
his knowledge with ≈rtabhåga in public, it is also possible to interpret this as one of Yåjñavalkya’s debating tactics. In his final question ≈rtabhåga returns to his earlier question: “When a man (puruƒa)
dies, and his speech goes into fire, his breath into wind, his sight into
the sun, his mind into the moon, his hearing into the cardinal directions, his body into the earth, his self (åtman) into space . . . then
where is that man (puruƒa)” (3.2.13).29 To this question Yåjñavalkya
does not answer, but rather replies, “Take my hand good man,
≈rtabhåga. Only the two of us will know of this, it is not for us (to
discuss) in public” (3.2.13).30
This is a curious response for a number of reasons. One possible
explanation for why Yåjñavalkya cannot discuss this in public is because he has not fooled ≈rtabhåga with his first answer and does not
want to contradict himself in public. As we have seen in Prajåpati’s
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instruction to Indra, sometimes teachers would willfully teach an untrue
doctrine to test the knowledge and humility of their students. Or, as
we will see, Yåjñavalkya does not always reveal his best answer at the
beginning of his response. Considering that Yåjñavalkya has different
views on this subject in another dialogue, it is quite possible that
≈rtabhåga has caught Yåjñavalkya in a contradiction.
Another important detail is that Yåjñavalkya takes ≈rtabhåga’s
hand as they go outside. As we have seen, this is a gesture associated
with the upanayana and the dialogues between teachers and students.31
That Yåjñavalkya takes ≈rtabhåga by the hand suggests that he will
discuss these matters with him only after he has formally initiated him
as a student. Does this incident depict a behind-the-scenes initiation?
Is Yåjñavalkya’s teaching so secret that he cannot discuss it in public?
Does Yåjñavalkya take ≈rtabhåga out back to warn him more frankly?
Has ≈rtabhåga caught Yåjñavalkya in a contradiction? The text remains ambiguous. Yet we are left with the curious fact that Yåjñavalkya
ushers his opponent to a private location and does not directly or
publicly answer ≈rtabhåga’s question. Although we cannot say for
certain what is going on in this scene, it is clear that Yåjñavalkya
employs a rather unusual method to silence his opponent. As we will
see, the possibility that Yåjñavalkya is not playing by the rules is
implied in his exchanges with his other opponents, particularly U∑asta
Cåkråyana and Kahola Kau∑¥takeya.
In addition to his sense of when to reveal and when to withhold
his most coveted doctrines, Yåjñavalkya makes use of humor in philosophical arguments. Not only does he make a number of witty remarks, but he employs his wit as a debating tactic to unsettle his
opponents. Witzel explains that “he usually will give an unexpected,
quick and undefeatable answer” (1987a, 400). One example of his use
of humor occurs in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a when he is cursed by a
group of wandering priests for following the ritual procedure of basting the omenta before the ghee. The priests warn him that if he does
not perform the sacrifice according to their method that his breaths
will leave his body. In response, Yåjñavalkya points to his gray-haired
arms and says, “These old arms—what in the world has become of
that Brahmin’s words!” (3.8.2.25 tr. Eggeling). In this case, rather than
oppose the adhvaryu priests through argumentation, Yåjñavalkya makes
a joke about his gray hair, suggesting that since he has lived to be an
old man already, the words of the priests cannot be correct. Similarly,
in a passage about what an adhvaryu priest can eat during the sacrifice,
the text warns against eating the flesh of a cow or an ox, stating that,
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in fact, the one who eats this meat is likely to be born as a strange being
(3.1.2.21). However, Yåjñavalkya responds that he will eat the meat,
provided that it tastes good.32 Once again, rather than answer with an
opinion based on traditional discourse, Yåjñavalkya retorts with a humorous remark, indicating a more pragmatic approach to ritual.33 As
we will see in the debate in Janaka’s court, Yåjñavalkya uses his humor
on a number of occasions to literally outwit his opponents.
Another example of his humor is at the beginning of the debate
at Janaka’s court, when he attempts to unsettle his opponents before
the debate even formally begins. When the brahmins gather in the
presence of Janaka, the king challenges the most learned among them
(brahmiƒ†ha) to drive away one thousand cows, each with ten pieces of
gold tied around their horns (BU 3.1.1–2).34 Before any discussion takes
place, however, Yåjñavalkya claims to be the superior brahmin and
instructs his pupil to take the cows and gold.35 Thus, quite audaciously,
Yåjñavalkya shows his lack of respect for the Kuru-Pañcåla brahmins.
In response, Aßvala, Janaka’s hot® priest, questions Yåjñavalkya’s claim
to be the most learned among them. Yåjñavalkya sarcastically replies,
“We do homage to the most learned brahmin. We just want the cows”
(BU 3.1.2).36 Again, rather than defend his claim through argumentation, Yåjñavalkya displays his wit and sarcasm. It is this remark that
provokes Aßvala to challenge Yåjñavalkya to a series of questions.
Indeed, this entire brahmodya is a series of challenges by the KuruPañcåla priests to Yåjñavalkya’s claim of preeminence among them.
Accordingly, this initial incident sets the competitive tone for the subsequent philosophical discussion. By claiming to be the most knowledgeable, Yåjñavalkya puts himself in the position of having to defend
himself. All the other brahmins ask questions while Yåjñavalkya proves
himself by displaying his ability to answer them. Yåjñavalkya does
not ask any questions himself until the climax when he goes on the
offensive and interrogates Íåkalya.
In addition to his use of humor, another recurring aspect of
Yåjñavalkya’s debating style, especially with the Kuru-Pañcåla
brahmins, is that he does not completely play by the rules. This is
suggested by both U∑asta Cåkråyana and Kahola Kau∑¥takeya. U∑asta
Cåkråyana, the fourth brahmin to interrogate Yåjñavalkya, is the first
to show signs of dissatisfaction with Yåjñavalkya’s methods. U∑asta
begins his challenge with a criticism, asking Yåjñavalkya to explain
brahman in such a way that is evident (såkƒåd) and perceptible
(aparokƒad), and to reveal the åtman that is within everything.
Yåjñavalkya responds that the self (åtman) of the three breaths is the
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self (åtman) within all. U∑asta, however, is not happy with this tautological explanation and replies sarcastically that defining the åtman as
åtman is equivalent to calling a cow a cow, or a horse a horse (3.4.2).
Not only does U∑asta’s sarcasm foreshadow Gårg¥’s mocking criticism
of Yåjñavalkya later in the debate, but also, like Gårg¥ does later, U∑asta
asks the same question twice, once again asking to hear about brahman
in such a way that is evident (såkƒåd) and perceptible (aparokƒad), and
about the åtman that is within everything. By repeating his question,
U∑asta suggests that he is not satisfied with the quality of Yåjñavalkya’s
answers. Yåjñavalkya ultimately answers that the self cannot be known
through the senses because it is the one doing the sensing. Because the
åtman is always the perceiving subject, it can never be an object of
thought or perception. This response is consistent with Yåjñavalkya’s
discourses about åtman that he articulates to Uddålaka ≈ruˆi and
Janaka. Here we see that only after U∑asta’s persistent questioning
does Yåjñavalkya disclose his real answer.
Kahola Kau∑¥takeya, the next one to challenge Yåjñavalkya’s authority, also accuses him of not giving direct answers. Like U∑asta,
he asks Yåjñavalkya to explain the brahman which is evident (såkƒåd)
and perceptible (aparokƒad), and to reveal the åtman that is within
everything. That Kahola further repeats U∑asta’s question contributes to
the dramatic tension developing as the brahmodya progresses. The KuruPañcåla brahmins are clearly not happy with Yåjñavalkya’s answers, so
they continue to ask the same questions and accuse Yåjñavalkya of not
being straight with his replies. In these cases, Yåjñavalkya’s enigmatic
answers do not necessarily suggest that he does not know what he is
talking about, but certainly these instances show that his interlocutors
cast doubt on his explanations, if not also on his knowledge.
In the previous two sections we have seen that the narrative
accounts of philosophical debates connect knowledge to specific individuals, describe the brahmodya as a social practice, and outline the
modes of conduct by which a debate is conducted. Throughout these
verbal contests, it is not only what is said that is important, but also
who speaks and how they advance their arguments: debating tactics
are recorded as much as the truth claims of the contestants. As Witzel
observes, “The texts speak about a set of rules of discussions, rules of
challenge and defeat” (1987a, 373). Every dialogue represents a particular event in the formal framework of debating, records the rules of
the brahmodya, and points out possible tactics. Yåjñavalkya, for example, does not necessarily win because of his wisdom, but because
he knows the rules of the game, and how to break them. He knows
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how to convince people through his timing, humor, cryptic remarks,
and as we shall see, intimidation and threats.
LOSING FACE OR LOSING ONE’S HEAD?
THE MOTIF OF HEAD SHATTERING
Certainly, the most curious aspect of the brahmodya is the recurring
warning: “your head will shatter apart!” (må te m¶rdhå vyapaptat). This
threat appears in almost every significant brahmodya, both public and
private, and is thus a vital characteristic of these exchanges. Additionally, this threat is one of the elements of the brahmodya that distinguishes these exchanges from dialogues between teachers and students,
as well as dialogues between brahmins and kings. Whether this warning represents the loss of face or the curse of death, these words are
employed as a threat to silence opponents and clearly point to the highly
competitive character of these exchanges between brahmins. However,
what this phrase actually means and its implications for the Upanishadic
brahmodya are contested issues among scholars.
As we have seen, variations of this phrase occur a number of
times in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a and tend to appear in debates that
feature Uddålaka ≈ruˆi. This warning also occurs several times in the
B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad and the Chåndogya Upaniƒad, where it is most
often expressed when one individual doubts the knowledge or philosophical claims of another.37 When threatening Ayåsya ≈∫girasa,
Brahmadatta Caikitåneya says that King Soma may make his head
shatter apart if he does not sing the udg¥tha (the chant of the Såmaveda)
correctly (BU 1.3.24). In the Chåndogya Upaniƒad, Íilaka Íålåvatya accuses Caikitåyana Dålbhya of having an understanding of the såman
(a verse from the Såmaveda) which lacks foundation, and threatens
that if he continues to make such claims of knowledge he will lose his
head (1.8.1–8). Not all of these occasions are within the context of a
brahmodya, but this curse is generally associated with conversations
about the significance of Vedic rituals rather than the performance of
the ritual itself.38 In fact, Insler argues that the threat of head shattering did not originate from incorrect performance of ritual actions but
rather developed within the context of philosophical discussions: “Its
original application concerned only theological discussions and debates” (1989–90, 102). This is a crucial observation because it suggests
that this curse developed along with the emergence of the literary
presentation of the brahmodya. The appearance of the threat of head
shattering in these dialogues is significant because it is used to portray
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a tense atmosphere for philosophical discussions: participants are not
merely stating different ontological claims about the world, but actually risking much more with their competing discourses. But what
exactly are they risking? Are they risking just their reputations, or
their lives?
The two scholars who most thoroughly pursue this issue are
Witzel and Insler. Witzel’s arguments begin from a philological premise:
the phrase m¶rdha vi pat has been mistranslated as “the head flies off”
when it should be rendered as “the head flies apart” or “the head
bursts” (1987a, 364).39 Based on this literal rendering, Witzel concludes
that passages containing this phrase imply a real threat of death. To
further support this reading, Witzel cites a number of examples from
other contexts where this phrase strongly suggests a literal reading.
Two of these examples are worth mentioning, because both of them
are significant to Insler’s counterargument.
The first example comes from the Amba††ha Sutta in the Påli
Canon.40 In this scene, the Buddha demands to know the truth of
Amba††ha’s ancestry, warning him that if he does not answer his question after three requests, Amba††ha’s head will split into seven pieces
(DN 3.1.2).41 At this moment, Vajirapåni, a yakkha (nature spirit; Sanskrit yakƒa) appears with a large hammer, hovering in the air above
Amba††ha. The yakkha thinks to himself, “If this young man Amba††ha
does not answer a proper question put to him by the Blessed Lord by
the third time of asking, I’ll split his head into seven pieces” (DN
3.1.21 tr. Walshe).42 Upon seeing the yakkha, Amba††ha answers the
Buddha’s question. In this case, as Witzel observes, head shattering
constitutes a real threat, as indicated by the fact that Amba††ha answers the Buddha’s question because he actually sees the yakkha ready
to strike him with a hammer, strongly indicating that Amba††ha is not
merely worried about his reputation, but in fact his very survival.43
Witzel also cites a story from the Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a about
Yavakr¥, who was about to sleep with an apsarå (heavenly nymph)
when a gandharva (heavenly being—the male counterpart to an asparå)
appears with a metal hammer (2.269). As a punishment, the gandharva
demands that Yavakr¥ cut off the heads of all the animals in the surrounding area. Before completing the slaughter, however, Yavakr¥
himself is killed by a deaf carpenter or woodsman. Curiously, the text
states that when the other animals woke up, they assumed that Yavakr¥
had been killed by the gandharva. Although Yavakr¥’s death is not
actually brought about by the gandharva’s blow, this story, like the
Buddhist example, suggests that head shattering is a literal act that is
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conducted with a hammer. Witzel concludes from these examples, as
well as others: “Obviously, in the late Vedic period and at the time
when the Påli texts were composed, someone to be punished by a
supernatural being, like a Yak∑a, Gandharva, or a §tu-devatå, is killed
by a blow of a metal hammer and his head splits (into seven pieces,
as the Buddhist texts say). In these passages killing is regarded as
something quite real and is also described in [a] realistic way—shattering someone’s head off with a hammer” (1987a, 384–85).
Insler agrees that in these cases the threat of a literal death is
indeed implicit in the narrative, yet he argues that these examples are
different in kind to the head-shattering episodes in verbal disputes.
Insler maintains that in these two examples, head shattering is introduced as a punishment for specific crimes. Amba††ha is threatened to
be punished for falsifying his identity, while Yavakr¥ is punished for
attempting to rape the apsarå: “Is it therefore not possible that head
smashing at one time was equally a means of death for such instances
of falsification? In short, it is my opinion that there were some crimes
whose original punishment entailed the smashing of the violator’s
head by some type of blunt instrument” (1989–90, 107). In his analysis
of these stories Insler makes an important point: merely because head
shattering is considered real in some literary episodes, it is not necessarily considered real in others. As he explains, the Yavakr¥ story, in
particular, is quite different from the brahmodya episodes, not only in
terms of what the story is about, but also in its language and specifically in its ways of expressing head shattering.44 Thus, by establishing
the differences in the kinds of stories that feature head shattering,
Insler interprets m¶rdha vi pat as losing one’s head or making a fool of
oneself, concluding that if this meaning is correct “then it must also be
true that no one ever died within the context of a Brahmanic debate”
(1989–90, 115).45
Both Witzel and Insler bring up important points and cite examples that shed light on this issue, but with their diametrically opposed conclusions, where does this leave us in understanding the threat
of head shattering in the Upanishadic brahmodya? Thus far, we have
followed Insler’s rendering of this phrase on the grounds that in the
episodes we have considered there have been no explicit suggestions
of a death threat. For example, just because a yakkha hovers above
Amba††ha with a hammer in the Påli Canon, we cannot assume that
one is hovering over Íauceya Pråc¥nayogya or Uddålaka ≈ruˆi when
they are faced with this threat. Rather, it is significant that in the
episodes that we have looked at thus far, namely the private debates
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featuring Uddålaka ≈ruˆi, there is nothing in the narrative to suggest
losing one’s head is a literal threat. These episodes are primarily about
a competition for personal authority, where losing one’s reputation
would be considered a terrible consequence. As Insler expresses, “The
learned man simply is warning the other person that he is on the point
of making a fool of himself before the others. What greater blow to
one’s prestige could happen among those who especially consider
themselves learned?” (1989–90, 114–15).
Nevertheless, although Insler is correct in challenging Witzel’s
tendency to interpret all of these incidents as a mortal threat, he goes
too far in the opposite direction in concluding that no actual deaths
are recounted in the context of philosophical debates. As we will see,
the narrative context strongly suggests that in the case of Íåkalya the
threat of head shattering should be taken literally. To say that this
should be taken literally does not imply that this scene records a real
historic event. Rather, Íåkalya’s head really shatters apart in the context of the story. It is important to remember that the Upanishadic
narratives are stories, perhaps based on real-world activities, but not
necessarily actual records of real-life incidents. It is not surprising
therefore, that brahmins would want to embellish these tales to attribute to themselves powers that they did not actually have in real
life. In this way, Insler is probably correct in assuming that no real
death actually took place in a Brahmanical debate, but that is not the
same thing as saying that a real death did not take place in an ancient
Indian story about a debate.
In the remainder of this section we will return to the tournament
in Janaka’s court and examine the events that lead up to its dramatic
conclusion. As we will see, there are compelling reasons to suggest
that Íåkalya does actually lose his head at the end of this brahmodya.
This is not to suggest that all such incidents should be taken literally
in this way, but rather that this conclusion is specific to the debate in
Janaka’s court and separates this brahmodya from other similar episodes. As Olivelle suggests, “[Head shattering] may have been used
metaphorically at first to mean something like our colloquial use ‘blow
your mind,’ or ‘go nuts’ . . . The metaphor may have been turned into
a threat and a curse with fatal consequences later on, and the myth of
the shattering of Íåkalya’s head may have been the basis of this transformation” (1996, 295n).
The most compelling reason to assume that Íåkalya’s head shattering is meant to be a real death is because his death is also reported
in a similar incident in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a (11.6.3.11).46 In the
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Íatapatha Bråhma£a version, there is also a debate sponsored by Janaka,
but in this case the verbal exchange features Íåkalya as Yåjñavalkya’s
only challenger. Importantly, in this encounter Yåjñavalkya accuses
Íåkalya of asking questions beyond his knowledge and predicts that
he will die as a consequence. The Íatapatha Bråhma£a then confirms
that Íåkalya died, although it does not specify when or how he dies.
Because Íåkalya’s death is clearly reported in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a,
it is highly unlikely that the reference to his head shattering in the
B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad merely refers to Íåkalya losing face or his reputation. Rather than change his fate, the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad version
of this incident attributes Íåkalya’s death to a different cause. Whereas
in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a he dies after Yåjñavalkya predicts his death,
in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad he dies after Yåjñavalkya warns him
that his head will shatter apart. We will look at the implications of this
change in the narrative at the end of this section; for now, however,
it is important to show that the narrative context suggests that this
case of head shattering should be taken literally.
Let us now examine the events leading up to the dramatic conclusion of this debate. A good place to start is Yåjñavalkya’s encounter
with Gårg¥ Våcaknav¥, because it is in response to Gårg¥’s line of
questioning that Yåjñavalkya first invokes the threat of head shattering. With this challenge the atmosphere of the debate rises in intensity. By means of this threat, Yåjñavalkya accuses Gårg¥ of asking
beyond her own knowledge. Although Gårg¥ proves otherwise,
Yåjñavalkya seems to assume that he is picking on an easy target. As
we will see in chapter 4, throughout the Upani∑ads the knowledge of
women is not sanctioned with discursive authority, even when women
make the same philosophical claims as eminent brahmins. In light of
this, it is not surprising that Yåjñavalkya chooses to call Gårg¥’s bluff
by questioning her knowledge, rather than to try to answer her question. This incident highlights Yåjñavalkya’s aggressive style of argumentation, yet the fact that Gårg¥ challenges him again after Uddålaka
≈ruˆi, suggests that she is confident that she is not speaking beyond
her knowledge, and that, consequently, Yåjñavalkya’s threat cannot
harm her.
After Yåjñavalkya threatens Gårg¥, Uddålaka ≈ruˆi steps in to
make a challenge. As we have seen, Uddålaka ≈ruˆi is Yåjñavalkya’s
superior and is sometimes considered his teacher. Additionally, in the
Íatapatha Bråhma£a it is Uddålaka who is most closely associated with
the threat of head shattering. Uddålaka begins his questions by recounting an almost identical frame story as Bhujyu Låhyåyani did
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earlier in the debate. Similar to Bhujyu, Uddålaka was also a student
when he visited Patañcala Kåpya, and received a teaching from Patañcala’s wife, who was possessed by the gandharva Kabandha ≈rthavaˆa.47
As he is speaking to Yåjñavalkya, Uddålaka emphasizes that he knows
the discourse that the gandharva has taught him: a teaching about the
string on which this world and the next are strung together. Uddålaka’s
outright assertion that he knows this teaching is a response to how
Yåjñavalkya has handled Gårg¥’s question. Surely, Yåjñavalkya is not
about to question the knowledge of his superior, especially when
Uddålaka makes a point to claim that he knows the discourse.
Furthermore, Uddålaka preemptively challenges Yåjñavalkya by
warning that his head will shatter apart if he, who has claimed authority over the other brahmins, does not know this teaching: “If you,
Yåjñavalkya, drive out those cows meant for the brahmins without
knowing the thread and the inner controller, your head will shatter
apart” (BU 3.7.1).48 Uddålaka’s use of this threat at this moment of the
brahmodya suggests that Uddålaka shares a similar concern with
the other Kuru-Pañcåla brahmins: that Yåjñavalkya is not playing by
the rules. By emphasizing what will happen if he does not answer
properly, Uddålaka forces Yåjñavalkya to answer his questions directly.
In addition to the fact that he employs the same threat against
Yåjñavalkya that was used against Gårg¥, Uddålaka’s question is similar to Gårg¥’s. Whereas Gårg¥’s first question is about the foundation
on which the world of brahman is woven, like a warp and weft,
Uddålaka uses similar weaving imagery as he asks about the string
(s¶tra) with which this world, the other world, and all beings are
strung together. It is significant that the challenges of Gårg¥ and
Uddålaka are threaded together through metaphor, because it is after
Uddålaka offers his counterchallenge to Yåjñavalkya that Gårg¥ rejoins
the debate and continues to question Yåjñavalkya, suggesting that
Uddålaka has stepped in to defend her.
Yåjñavalkya responds with a long discourse about åtman, arguing that åtman is the inner controller, the immortal (am®ta), and that it
is distinct from the prå£ås and the physical and mental capacities of
the body. He concludes with a similar teaching that he had offered
U∑asta and Kahola: that the åtman is the perceiver of all the senses and
that it therefore cannot be perceived by the senses. Here we see that
when Yåjñavalkya is threatened he reveals his more characteristic teaching, and it is this discourse that finally silences Uddålaka.
The tension in this brahmodya continues to build as Gårg¥ enters
the debate for the second time. She begins by addressing all the
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brahmins present and then predicts that if Yåjñavalkya can answer
her two questions, then none of them will be able to defeat him. She
then frames her first question with a martial metaphor comparing
herself to a fierce warrior who is stringing her bow with two deadly
arrows and rising to challenge her enemy. She demands, “Answer
them for me” (3.8.2). This battle analogy not only points to the political and regional rivalries that are at stake, but also foreshadows the
fatal conclusions of this debate. We will discuss this encounter between Gårg¥ and Yåjñavalkya in greater detail in chapter 4. For now,
let us skip to the end of their exchange when Gårg¥ again anticipates
the outcome of the brahmodya. For the second time, she addresses all
the brahmins and predicts that something dramatic is about to occur:
“Eminent brahmins. You should consider it great if you escape from
him by (merely) paying him respect” (3.8.12).49
After Gårg¥’s warning, Vidagdha Íåkalya, the final opponent,
challenges Yåjñavalkya.50 In the Íatapatha Bråhma£a version of this dialogue, Íåkalya is the only opponent of Yåjñavalkya, and the fact that
he is the last one to challenge Yåjñavalkya in this brahmodya and that
his encounter with him is the longest, suggests that despite Yåjñavalkya’s insults, Íåkalya poses the biggest threat to him. As in the
Íatapatha Bråhma£a version, Íåkalya begins his interrogation by asking
Yåjñavalkya how many gods there are. In fact, the first section of their
debate in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad is almost exactly the same as it
appears in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a. In the Íatapatha Bråhma£a, however, Yåjñavalkya accuses Íåkalya of questioning beyond his knowledge after he asks: who is the one god? In both versions Yåjñavalkya
answers: breath (prå£a). Whereas in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a Yåjñavalkya
terminates the discussion with this answer, in the B®hadåra£yaka
Upaniƒad, Yåjñavalkya reverses the challenge and begins to question
Íåkalya, the first time in this entire brahmodya that Yåjñavalkya assumes the role of the interrogator.
Íåkalya has a number of responses as Yåjñavalkya continues to
test him, however, when Íåkalya answers that Prajåpati is the god of
the person (puruƒa), Yåjñavalkya condescendingly exclaims, “Íåkalya,
have the brahmins made you their instrument for removing burning
coals (a‰gåråvaksaya£a)” (3.9.18).51 After this remark, Íåkalya again takes
up the questioning, this time asking Yåjñavalkya how he is able to
out-talk (ati-vad) the other brahmins. Íåkalya’s use of the verb ati-vad,
related to the word ativådin, implies that in his opinion Yåjñavalkya’s
success against the other brahmins has more to do with his oratory
skills than his knowledge.
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Later, after Íåkalya asks about what the heart is founded upon,
Yåjñavalkya again insults Íåkalya, saying that he is an idiot (ahallika)
for thinking that the heart could be founded any place other than in
ourselves (3.9.25). It is noteworthy that this is the second time that
Yåjñavalkya has answered that something has been founded upon the
heart. Earlier, Yåjñavalkya had answered that semen was founded
upon the heart. When Yåjñavalkya had delivered this answer, Íåkalya
did not continue in the same line of questioning, but rather asked him
about the god of the northern quarter. In this case, however, Íåkalya
continues in the same line of questioning and Yåjñavalkya accuses
him of being stupid. Íåkalya questions Yåjñavalkya for much longer
than his other opponents and this could be seen as his relative success
in arguing with Yåjñavalkya. Yet, as in his encounter with Gårg¥, when
Yåjñavalkya is not convincing his opponents with his knowledge, he
relies on threats and insults to intimidate them.
After Íåkalya asks who the up-breath (prå£a) is founded upon,
Yåjñavalkya answers the link-breath (apåna) and then begins a brief
discourse about åtman. Yåjñavalkya reveals that åtman is the perceiving
subject and not an object of thought or perception, again disclosing his
more characteristic teaching at the end of their encounter. Then
Yåjñavalkya assumes the role of the interrogator again and returns to a
set of questions about the puruƒa discussed earlier in their encounter: “I
ask you about the dominant reality (upaniƒad) of the puruƒa. If you do
not explain that to me, your head will shatter apart” (BU 3.9.26).52 Íåkalya
does not know the answer and his head does indeed shatter apart.53
The implications of this head-shattering episode can be further
explored by comparing it with the encounter between Yåjñavalkya
and Íåkalya in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a, where, as we have seen, Íåkalya
dies at the end of the dialogue, but his head does not shatter apart.
Additionally, in the earlier account Íåkalya’s death is not brought
about by his inability to answer questions (Yåjñavalkya does not assume the role of the interrogator), but rather because he questions beyond his own knowledge. Thus, in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a, Yåjñavalkya
merely predicts Íåkalya’s death. In the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, however, Íåkalya does not ask beyond his knowledge, but is confronted
with Yåjñavalkya’s direct question about the upaniƒad (dominant reality) of the puruƒa. These changes in the narrative are significant because
by pressuring Íåkalya to answer his question and then by explicitly
threatening him, Yåjñavalkya is more connected as an agent to Íåkalya’s
death. Whereas in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a Yåjñavalkya has the ability to
foresee Íåkalya’s death, the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad implies that he has
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the power to kill him. As Witzel points out, in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a
Íåkalya’s death is merely reported, whereas in the B®hadåra£yaka
Upaniƒad it is intended as the climax of the discussion (1987a, 406).
After Íåkalya’s head shatters apart, Yåjñavalkya challenges all
the brahmins at once. He declares that he is ready to answer any of
their individual or collective questions or he is willing to ask them
questions, either individually or collectively. Not surprisingly, none of
the brahmins dare to challenge him further and Yåjñavalkya emerges
unanimously as the victor.
As we have seen, this entire episode records far more than who
wins and who loses, but draws attention to the personal dynamics
among the various participants, with the competitive and potentially
violent nature of this brahmodya illustrating the high stakes of philosophical discussion. Despite winning the debate, Yåjñavalkya’s methods are clearly unorthodox, as he is accused of speaking obscurely on
several occasions and a number of his opponents ask questions in
such a way that show that they are not satisfied with his answers.
Moreover, Yåjñavalkya twice uses threats to silence his opponents, the
second occasion ending fatally for Íåkalya. As Brereton comments,
“Initially this is a contest for cows, but becomes a life and death
struggle” (1997, 2).
UPANISHADIC TEACHINGS AND MATERIAL WEALTH
Thus far, we have looked at the personal and political consequences
at stake in the brahmodya. However, in addition to competing for their
own reputations and on the behalf of the kings who sponsored them,
brahmins also competed for large amounts of material goods. As we
will see, the descriptions of the wealth accumulated by brahmins are
crucial details that are employed both to characterize the value of
Upanishadic teachings and to criticize Vedic ritualism.54 Indeed, the
brahmodya eclipses ritual performance as the activity through which
brahmins have the opportunity to secure the most wealth. The growing importance of the brahmodya in relation to the sacrifice is clear
from the competition in Janaka’s court. At the beginning of this episode, the narrative tells us that brahmins were gathered together because Janaka was about to sponsor a sacrifice at which he would give
generously to the officiating priests (BU 3.1.1). Although the brahmodya
is clearly connected to sacrifice, the narrative never returns to the
issue of sacrifice, as the brahmodya itself is the focus of the story. As
opposed to the earlier accounts where the brahmodya is embedded
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within ritual actions, the debate in Janaka’s court is not presented as
merely a part of the sacrifice. Rather, the brahmodya emerges as a distinct practice, as demonstrated by the fact that the authority claimed
by Yåjñavalkya at the end of the debate is completely based on his
performance in the brahmodya itself.
Another episode that clearly distinguishes philosophical discussion from sacrificial performance features U∑asti Cåkråyaˆa, who is
described as a pauper living in the village of a rich man (CU 1.10.1).
He has to resort to begging from the rich man, but refuses to take
more than he needs to survive. The next morning U∑asti arrives at a
sacrifice where the officiating priests do not know the esoteric significance of the ritual actions they are performing. U∑asti criticizes them,
warning that if they continue to perform the Vedic chants without the
proper knowledge, their heads will shatter apart. This warning attracts the attention of the yajamåna (sacrificer) who then asks U∑asti to
perform all the priestly duties. Before agreeing, however, U∑asti demands that he earn the same amount as all the other priests combined.
In this story teachings are contrasted with the practice of sacrifice, as U∑asti, who is a specialist in the discursive knowledge characteristic of the Upani∑ads, is presented favorably in comparison with
the ritual specialists. Although the text suggests that a sacrifice was
performed, this episode ends with the ritualists asking U∑asti to teach
them what he knows; despite the fact that the sacrifice is mentioned
and serves as a backdrop to this incident, the narrative emphasizes
U∑asti’s teaching. In this way, both the story of U∑asti and the brahmodya
in Janaka’s court begin with a sacrifice, but instead focus on a teaching
or a debate in which one brahmin proves his authority over more
traditional priests who are ritual specialists.
The complex relationship between the early Upani∑ads and the
practice of sacrifice has been discussed on a number of occasions. Some
scholars have attempted to explain this relationship as an internalization of the ritual, suggesting that the sacrifice became a symbolic construct that was performed mentally; others have argued that economic
factors led to the decline in the practice of sacrifice.55 In the examples of
Yåjñavalkya and U∑asti, although they prove their authority through
practices set in contradistinction to sacrifice, one of their rewards for
proving their knowledge is the role of performing a sacrifice. As such,
these cases do not point to a complete rejection of sacrifice, but rather
to a focus on other practices such as teaching and debating.
As the sacrifice is no longer the central concern, many narratives
tell the story of brahmins who are looking for new ways to make a
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living in a changing world. Brahmins who are specialists in the new
teachings about the self can sell their ideas for material goods such as
gold, cows, and land, often taking home much more wealth than
brahmin ritualists. Such stories establish teaching and debating, over
and above ritual expertise, as the currency by which brahmins survive, and indeed claim power. The economic value of Upanishadic
teachings is highlighted on numerous occasions, with the high financial stakes of debates between brahmins adding to the competitive
atmosphere of verbal contests.
Many of the brahmins who are depicted as knowledgeable are
described teaching and debating in a number of regions throughout
ancient north India, with the traveling brahmin serving as a typical
epithet for the knowledgeable Upanishadic teacher. Yåjñavalkya,
Uddålaka, and Ívetaketu are all described in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a as
traveling around on their chariots. Uddålaka ≈ruˆi travels throughout
all of north India trading in ideas, not only appearing with Yåjñavalkya
in Videha (BU 3.7.1), but also driving his chariot in the northern region
of Madras (ÍB 11.4.1.1–9) and learning from Pravåhaˆa in Pañcåla (CU
5.3.1). Additionally, the Kauƒ¥taki Upaniƒad (4.1) describes Gårgya as a
learned man from Ußinara, who had traveled widely in Satvan and
Matsya, Kuru and Pañcåla, and Kåßi and Videha. These examples indicate that travel and familiarity with a number of the different regions
function as important qualifications for an Upanishadic teacher.
Of all the brahmins who travel about seeking patronage, Yåjñavalkya by far emerges as the wealthiest. Indeed, on a number of occasions he jokes about his pursuit of material possessions. Before his
debate with the Kuru-Pañcåla brahmins, Yåjñavalkya cynically claims
that the economic prize of cows and gold outweighs the honor of
being declared the most learned brahmin.56 Although this quip is intended as a joke, and quite likely is a debating tactic employed to
disarm his opponents, this remark also indicates that Yåjñavalkya is
well aware of the considerable financial gain to be won from philosophical tournaments. In a later discussion with Janaka, the king asks
him, “Yåjñavalkya, for what purpose have you come? Do you want
cows or subtle disputations? (a£vanta)” (BU 4.1.1).57 Yåjñavalkya confirms Janaka’s comment by answering, “Both, your majesty.” This exchange is illustrative of the friendly banter between the brahmin and
king, yet these remarks also bring attention to Yåjñavalkya’s reputation for pursuing material gain. In fact, in every one of Yåjñavalkya’s
dialogues in the Upani∑ads an economic transaction takes place: he
claims the prize at Janaka’s tournament, he wins thousands of cows
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from Janaka for his private instructions, and his dialogue with Maitrey¥
takes place within the context of dividing his inheritance.
As Upanishadic teachings begin to compete with sacrifice in terms
of their claims to bring desired rewards, they also begin to be considered more valuable. For example, Yåjñavalkya earns more from his
debate in Janaka’s court as it appears in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad
than he does in the frame narrative in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a. In the
Íatapatha Bråhma£a (9.6.3.1) Janaka gives away a hundred cows and
numerous gifts, yet in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad (3.3.1) Janaka gives
away the more lavish prize of one thousand cows, each with ten pieces
of gold attached. Although these figures are likely to be exaggerations,
the inflated value of winning a brahmodya in the Upani∑ads reflects its
emerging importance.
A number of other dialogues further highlight the economic
aspect of Upanishadic knowledge. One example features Jånaßruti
Pautråyana and Raikva (CU 4.1–2). Jånaßruti, presumably a king, is
described as a man who is devoted to giving and who built numerous hospices. One day, he overhears two geese talking about a famous teacher known as Raikva the gatherer. Jånaßruti sends his
steward to find Raikva because he wants to learn what Raikva
knows.58 After his steward has located him, Jånaßruti approaches
Raikva with six hundred cows, a gold necklace (niƒka), and a chariot
(ratha) drawn by she-mules. At first Raikva refuses this material
wealth and rudely calls Jånaßruti a ß¶dra (one from the lowest class),
ordering him to leave and take his wealth with him. Jånaßruti, however, returns to Raikva, offering him the same necklace and chariot,
but this time one thousand cows (sahasra gava), as well as his daughter (duhitå) and a village (gråma).59 This time, charmed by the face of
Jånaßruti’s daughter, Raikva accepts his offer. The text then relates
that the village is now named after Raikva.
Returning to U∑asti Cåkråyaˆa, in addition to displaying a critique of the sacrifice, his story also illustrates how brahmins competed
among each other for patronage. Before arriving at the sacrifice U∑asti
had no food and lived like a pauper (CU 1.10–11). Yet by displaying
his knowledge in front of the yajamåna, U∑asti earns himself the position of carrying out the sacrifice. Significantly, he demands a fee equal
to the total of all the other brahmins. Here we see that in the marketplace of Upanishadic ideas, brahmins are pitted against each other as
individuals rather than collectively performing rituals together. One
brahmin such as U∑asti can perform the jobs of all the other priests
combined, suggesting that an important incentive for brahmins to learn
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Upanishadic teachings is that they reap the same economic rewards as
the collective payment for the sacrifice.60
Two of the most explicit examples where wealth is directly compared to Upanishadic teachings feature Uddålaka ≈ruˆi and Naciketas.
In the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad (6.2.7) version of Uddålaka’s dialogue
with Pravåhaˆa, the brahmin claims to have plenty of gold, cows,
horses, female slaves, cloths, and clothing, and thus prefers to learn
the king’s teaching over receiving more wealth. Similarly, in the Ka†ha
Upaniƒad (1.26–27), Naciketas refuses the material wealth offered by
Yama, telling him that wealth does not lead to happiness and will be
of no use after one has died. On the one hand, these details contrast
knowledge with material wealth and consistently present knowledge
as more valuable than worldly possessions. Yet on the other hand,
these stories emphasize that a payment to brahmins is inextricably
connected to Upanishadic teachings. Although both Uddålaka and
Naciketas refuse wealth for the sake of receiving a teaching, they are
not necessarily choosing the spiritual over the material, as neither
Uddålaka nor Naciketas are opting for a life without wealth or possessions. Rather, they recognize that with the rewards promised by
Upanishadic teachings, ultimately the knowledge they receive will be
more valuable than the wealth that they refuse. In fact, Uddålaka’s
inventory of possessions is a good indication of how much more he
can collect if he learns the knowledge of the five fires from Pravåhaˆa.
In this section we have looked at the importance of wealth in
Upanishadic dialogues. The economic worth of teachings is highlighted
on numerous occasions and all the dialogues make it clear that when
brahmins share their knowledge they always receive something in
return. As we saw in the preceding chapter, when brahmins take on
a student they have someone to tend their fires and look after their
cows; in this chapter we have seen that when brahmins debate in front
of or teach kings they take home large amounts of material goods,
including gold and cows. Yåjñavalkya emerges as the wealthiest of all
the brahmins depicted in the Upani∑ads, but U∑asti Cåkråyaˆa and
Uddålaka ≈ruˆi become quite rich as well. Taken together, these narrative episodes illustrate that the brahmins in the Upani∑ads are wily
negotiators who demand high rewards for their teachings.
Y≈JÑAVALKYA AND RENUNCIATION
The characterization of brahmins as accumulating enormous amounts
of material possessions and aggressively competing for patronage and
power is significant because scholars have often assumed that the
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Upani∑ads represent the expressions of mendicants who abstain from
the affairs of everyday life. In this section we will look at the two main
scholarly trajectories that have presented the Upani∑ads as renunciatory texts: those who consider renunciation as the natural outgrowth
of Vedic ritualism and those who suggest that central ideas in the
Upani∑ads originated from non-Vedic traditions. We will also examine those passages in the Upani∑ads that clearly advocate renunciation, considering them within the context of dialogues that emphasize
wealth and competition.
Heesterman has famously argued that the Upani∑ads represent a
natural shift from ritualism to renunciation, claiming that the emergence of Upanishadic teachings marks the beginning of the figure of the
world-renouncer:61 “It would seem to me that here we touch the principle of world renunciation, the emergence of which has been of crucial
importance in the development of Indian religious thinking. The renouncer can turn his back on the world because he is emancipated from
the relations which govern it” (1985, 38–44). For Heesterman, not only
do the discourses of the Upani∑ads follow naturally from speculation
about the sacrifice, but the practice of world renunciation is the logical
and inevitable outgrowth of ritual activity. In this context Heesterman
sees the role of the brahmin as primarily one of detachment from the
world: “The real brahmin is not the officiating priest or purohita, but
the brahmin who keeps aloof from occupations that would enclose him
in the web of relations and tie him to the others” (1985, 42). He defines
the dynamic between the renunciation-oriented brahmin and the thisworldly king as the “inner conflict of tradition” (see 1985, 26–44).
As Heesterman’s interpretative framework is called the orthogenetic model, Kaelber terms the alternative interpretive trajectory, represented by scholars such as Eliade and Louis Dumont, as “challenge
and assimilation” (1989, 101–24). Dumont understands the history of
Indian religion and society in terms of the dichotomy between “manin-the-world” and “individual-outside-the-world,” ascribing all religiophilosophical innovation to those outside the world (1966, 185). In this
way, Dumont does not assign authorship to either brahmins or kƒatriyas,
but rather he sees the Upani∑ads as the products of both those brahmins
and kƒatriyas who had become renunciates: “At the end of the Vedic
period, in the Upanishads, one can see the development of philosophical speculation bearing first and foremost on the universal being. This
speculation is the work of Brahmans and Kshatriyas who withdrew in
order to devote themselves to it” (1966, 186).
Although these two trajectories in the scholarship attribute the
authorship of new ideas to different sources, both the orthogenetic
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and the assimilation arguments agree in assuming that the teachings
of the early Upani∑ads are connected to renunciation. Within the context of the dialogues that we have looked at so far, where brahmins
are depicted in interactive social situations such as teaching, learning,
and debating, it is difficult to see why so many scholars associate
these texts with a renunciate movement. What is the evidence for
renunciation within the Upani∑ads?
It is well accepted that by the time of the Buddha there was quite
a large population of wandering mendicants, and indeed there are
some references that suggest renunciation in the early Upani∑ads (BU
3.5, 4.4.22, 4.5.1).62 In one of his teachings to Janaka, for example,
Yåjñavalkya explicitly advocates the life of mendicancy, explaining
that brahmins seek to know åtman through Vedic recitation, sacrifice,
gift-giving, austerity, and fasting. However, those who come to know
åtman live a life of wandering: “Upon knowing it, one becomes an
ascetic (muni). Desiring it as their world, renouncers (pravråjina) wander forth (pra + vraj)” (BU 4.4.22).63
If Yåjñavalkya’s teaching had stopped here, there would be nothing that necessarily contradicted the lifestyle of the brahmin characters portrayed throughout the Upanishadic dialogues, not to mention
Yåjñavalkya’s own life. As we have seen in the previous chapter, many
brahmin teachers are both householders and wanderers. Satyakåma,
for example, has a wife and has taken on a number of students, yet he
still leaves his household for a period of time, presumably to learn
more discourses, participate in debates, or to attract more students.
Additionally, Uddålaka ≈ruˆi, whose travels are recorded more than
any other character, maintains his important duty as a householder by
having a son.
However, the next part of Yåjñavalkya’s instruction clearly contradicts the views of other Upanishadic teachers. Here, Yåjñavalkya
explains to Janaka that when one knows åtman, there is no need for
offspring. In fact, Yåjñavalkya relates that sages in former times who
had come to know åtman “abandoned the desire for sons, the desire
for wealth, and the desire for worlds, and took up a life of mendicancy” (BU 4.4.22).64 Similarly, he reveals this same discourse to Kahola
Kau∑¥takeya during the brahmodya in Janaka’s court, indicating that
this instruction is specifically associated with Yåjñavalkya (BU 3.5). In
these examples, Yåjñavalkya clearly challenges the importance of having sons, which, as we will examine further, is considered a fundamental link to immortality in many Upanishadic teachings. In addition
to teaching about giving up the desire for sons, Yåjñavalkya seems to
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follow his own advice, as he apparently has no sons and in one version of his dialogue with Maitrey¥ specifically states that he leaves his
household for the life of a wandering mendicant (BU 4.5.1). Yåjñavalkya’s association with these ideals contributes to setting him apart
from Kuru-Pañcåla brahmins, as well as other Upanishadic teachers,
and further develops his innovative literary personality.
These articulations of renunciation are significant both in terms
of our understanding of the historical developments of renunciation in
ancient India and our understanding of Yåjñavalkya as a literary figure. These are the first textual expressions of renunciation as a way of
life, and Yåjñavalkya is the first individual who is depicted as taking
up this way of life. Nevertheless, it is important to emphasize that
Yåjñavalkya is the only brahmin in the early Upani∑ads who advocates a life of mendicancy and none of the other brahmins are depicted as living as renunciates or talking about renunciation. In fact,
Yåjñavalkya’s own adherence to this way of life is not at all straightforward. Despite teaching about renunciation, Yåjñavalkya amasses
more wealth than any other Upanishadic teacher and is connected to
both the court and the household. Additionally, in both instances where
Yåjñavalkya teaches that wealth is not important, he wins a sizeable
amount of material possessions. In Janaka’s brahmodya Yåjñavalkya
takes home the gold and cows. Similarly, after his instruction to Janaka,
the king offers both himself and the people of Videha to be his slaves.
In this case, the concluding section of the narrative promises that one
who knows this discourse about åtman finds wealth (vasu) (4.4.24).
These examples clearly illustrate that even when Yåjñavalkya teaches
about mendicancy, he is speaking within a context where his knowledge gains him tremendous wealth.
Furthermore, Yåjñavalkya’s knowledge is displayed within the
context of discussion and debate. As we have seen, the kind of knowledge that Yåjñavalkya displays to argue successfully against other
brahmins is not based exclusively on the truth of his teachings, but
also on his understanding of the rules of game of debate. He emerges
victorious, because of his use of sarcasm, insults, and threats, hardly
gestures that we would expect from a mendicant.
In these ways, despite discussing mendicancy, Yåjñavalkya establishes his reputation in situations that are more connected to the competitive practice of the brahmodya than to the renunciate life. It is only
in the later Upani∑ads where knowledge is explicitly connected to renunciation, or at least the meditative and yogic practices often associated with this lifestyle. Similar to how the early Upani∑ads outline
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practices of teaching and debating, the later Upani∑ads directly connect their discourses with techniques for how to concentrate and
meditate. The Ka†ha Upaniƒad (6.10–11) describes yogic practices such
as making the perceptions still and reining in the senses, while the
Ívetåßvatara Upaniƒad (2.8–9) is more explicit by describing bodily postures and the controlling of the breath. Also the Ívetåßvatara Upaniƒad
explains exactly where and under what conditions one should engage
in yogic practices: “In a place level and clean, free from gravel, fire
and sand; near soundless water, a hut, and so on. Pleasing to the
mind, but not disturbing to the eye; hidden and protected from the
wind; one should practice yoga” (2.10).65 Although some of the teachings in the early Upani∑ads are later developed by yogic and renunciate
traditions, these practices are not described in the dialogues.
When we look at the early Upani∑ads as a whole, it is clear that
renunciation is not the main practice. Rather, far from achieving a
distance from social relations, the brahmins are depicted as active
participants in their social world: they are shown in interactive social
situations such as teaching, learning, and debating, while Upanishadic
ideas are presented firmly within the contexts of personal, regional,
and political rivalries.
THE LIFE STORY OF Y≈JÑAVALKYA
Throughout this chapter, we have returned to the figure of Yåjñavalkya.
He is the persona most associated with the brahmodya, and he appears
in more narrative episodes than any other figure in the Yajurvedic
tradition. Additionally, similar to the Chåndogya Upaniƒad’s portrayal
of Satyakåma, the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad presents an integrated biographical sketch of the life of Yåjñavalkya. As we have seen, in the
Íatapatha Bråhma£a Yåjñavalkya is often presented as merely an authoritative name, but by the time of the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad he has
become a well-developed literary personality. He is consistently portrayed as a great knower of Upanishadic teachings, especially about
åtman and prå£a, and he teaches these discourses as a court brahmin
under the patronage of King Janaka of Videha. As we will examine
further in the next chapter, the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad explains
Yåjñavalkya’s presence in Janaka’s court by means of referring to an
encounter between the two of them on chariots that is described in the
Íatapatha Bråhma£a. The entirety of books three and four in the
B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad consists of dialogues featuring Yåjñavalkya,
and most of them assume that he is the court priest of Janaka. His first
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appearance in the third book is his debate against the Kuru-Pañcåla
brahmins, and subsequently he has three short dialogues with Janaka,
the last of which describes his release from serving the king. In the
very next dialogue he appears at home with his two wives about to
settle his inheritance and to embark on the life of a mendicant. Although alternative versions of some of these dialogues suggest that
books three and four consist of distinct textual components that are
only brought together through editing, their presentation within the
B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad forms a rough sketch of a life story of
Yåjñavalkya: the wealthy court priest who gives up both the court and
the household to pursue the mendicant way of life.
Throughout these dialogues Yåjñavalkya embodies a number of
teachings that are central to the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad. For example,
more than the Chåndogya Upaniƒad or the Kauƒ¥taki Upaniƒad, the
B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad emphasizes the competitive nature of Upanishadic teachings and makes more explicit links between the debates of
the brahmins and the political rivalries of kings. As we have seen, the
debate in King Janaka’s court is presented as a competition between
Videha and Kuru-Pañcåla, and Gårg¥’s challenge to Yåjñavalkya is
compared to a military battle between Videha and Kåßi. In these cases,
Yåjñavalkya is the reference point that places Videha at the center,
and presents Kuru-Pañcåla and Kåßi as military and political threats.
In contrast, the Chåndogya Upaniƒad and the Kauƒ¥taki Upaniƒad do not
focus on one particular individual. For example, Satyakåma does not
dominate the Chåndogya Upaniƒad to the degree that Yåjñavalkya does
in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, nor are there any details that link
Satyakåma to any specific geographical location. Other brahmins who
figure prominently in the Chåndogya Upaniƒad, for example Íåˆ∂ilya
and Uddålaka ≈ruˆi, are generally associated with Kuru-Pañcåla, but
the Chåndogya Upaniƒad does not emphasize these details.
In regards to the Kauƒ¥taki Upaniƒad, the text takes its name from
its alleged composer, Sarvajit Kau∑¥taki. Kau∑¥taki, however, is only
mentioned once in the text (2.7), and there are no narrative details
about his character. Of the other characters described in this Upani∑ad,
only Ajåtaßatru, king of Kåßi, is linked to a specific place, but this
detail is shared with the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, and the Kauƒ¥taki
Upaniƒad does not generally favor Kåßi or any other particular region.
Although both the Chåndogya Upaniƒad and the Kauƒ¥taki Upaniƒad characterize knowledge as competitive, with political and military implications, neither text presents knowledge within the context of any
particular conflict. By contrast, it is through its depiction of Yåjñavalkya,
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as well as King Janaka, that the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad makes specific
political claims and aligns itself with the region of Videha.
In addition to highlighting political and military rivalries, the
B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad portrays a personal rivalry between Yåjñavalkya
and Satyakåma. The particular rivalry between these two brahmins is
traceable to the Íatapatha Bråhma£a (13.5.3.1–7), which presents Satyakåma as one of several brahmins with opposing views to Yåjñavalkya.
Although Yåjñavalkya does not appear at all in the Chåndogya Upaniƒad,
Satyakåma is mentioned twice in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, with
both instances pointing further to a personal rivalry between them.
On one occasion Satyakåma is one of the six priests whose arguments
are summarized by Janaka before being rejected by Yåjñavalkya. Here,
Satyakåma is clearly depicted as a rival to Yåjñavalkya. On another
occasion Satyakåma is quoted as one of six priests who are authorities
on a rite for achieving greatness (BU 6.3.7–12). In a parallel passage in
the Chåndogya Upaniƒad, however, Satyakåma is the only name quoted
(5.2.3).66 Thus, while the Chåndogya Upaniƒad attributes exclusive authority of this teaching to Satyakåma, in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad he
is merely one of six priests associated with this discourse. Furthermore, two of the other priests mentioned are Uddålaka ≈ruˆi and
Yåjñavalkya, where Uddålaka marks the beginning of the genealogy
and Yåjñavalkya is depicted as his student. In this case, not only does
Satyakåma share authority, but he is placed as subordinate to both
Uddålaka ≈ruˆi and Yåjñavalkya.
In addition to their historic rivalry, Satyakåma and Yåjñavalkya
represent competing portrayals of the ideal Upanishadic priest. The
lifestories of both Satyakåma and Yåjñavalkya remain sketches and
are clearly not well-developed biographies or hagiographies, yet both
literary personae are presented as paradigmatic figures, whose actions
embody central teachings of their respective texts. Whereas Satyakåma
is associated with the practice of teaching and the social location of the
household, Yåjñavalkya’s character is most closely connected to the
court and develops through his performance in the brahmodya as he
competes against other brahmins and wins the patronage of kings.
CONCLUSION
In this chapter we have examined dialogues between brahmins and
other brahmins. We began by examining the distinction between the
ritually-embedded verbal exchanges and the narrative descriptions of
the brahmodya. On the one hand, the verbal exchanges that are part of
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the Vedic sacrifice serve as models for the two types of Upanishadic
debate. Yet when the brahmodya becomes a narrative scene, a number
of aspects of debating are highlighted, particularly the literary characters and the debating tactics they employ, with both of these features
drawing attention to the interactive and competitive nature of the
brahmodya. In this way, the Upanishadic brahmodya is not merely a
display of different philosophical positions, but an exploration of what
is at stake in verbal competitions. The individual participants, especially
the Kuru-Pañcåla brahmins, link the philosophical competition to regional and political rivalries, suggesting that kings could establish their
reputations partly through aligning themselves with particular priests.
The narratives also highlight the tactical dimension of debate, indicating that, especially with such high stakes involved, philosophers such
as Yåjñavalkya could employ his humor, as well as tricks and intimidation, to unsettle his opponents and emerge victorious in debate.
One of the features that particularly is connected with the
brahmodya is the motif of head shattering. As we have seen, there is
disagreement among scholars as to its exact implications, but whether
this phrase is taken figuratively or literally, it undoubtedly constitutes
a threat, often used by brahmins to unsettle their opponents. In this
chapter we have taken head shattering as predominantly an attack on
personal authority, without physical consequences. On such occasions
this threat is mostly used as a warning that one brahmin is about to
lose his or her reputation or “lose face” if he or she does not recognize
the authority of the other. However, I have also argued that in one
particular episode this threat is quite literal and that it is invoked with
fatal consequences. This reading is supported by the fact that, in an
earlier version of this debate, Íåkalya, the victim of Yåjñavalkya’s
warning, is already known to have died. Additionally, it is not out of
context that this brahmodya, which most develops the regional and
political struggles involved in philosophical tournaments, would also
show that there is more at stake in verbal debate than merely the
reputation of brahmins.
In addition to the political and regional rivalries, we have also
explored the economic dimensions of the brahmodya. In every description of a brahmodya there is some sort of material reward at stake.
Additionally, a number of stories explicitly point out that there is
more wealth to be gained through debating than performing a Vedic
sacrifice. In these episodes the Upanishadic narratives present the
brahmodya as eclipsing the sacrifice and becoming the activity by which
brahmins establish both their authority and their wealth.
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The personal, political, and economic dimensions of the brahmodya
all point to the interactive and competitive nature of Upanishadic
philosophy. These features are especially important to keep in mind
when we remember that many of the prevailing interpretations of
these texts characterize the brahmins as solitary knowledge-seekers,
aloof from the affairs of everyday life. As is clear from the narrative
descriptions of debate, the brahmins that feature in the Upani∑ads are
not renunciates, but tactical orators and wily negotiators who are active
participants in personal, regional, and political rivalries.
Yåjñavalkya is the character who most personifies these social
aspects of Upanishadic philosophy. Despite teaching about renunciation and opting to live as a renunciate in his later years, he establishes
his reputation by means of the debates that he wins and the wealth he
accumulates. Additionally, one of Yåjñavalkya’s most distinctive characteristics is his close friendship with King Janaka. We will explore
this relationship further in the following chapter as we examine how
brahmins interact with kings to win their patronage.

CHAPTER THREE

Kings and Brahmins
The Political Dimensions of the Upaniƒads

INTRODUCTION
We will now turn our attention to a number of dialogues between
brahmins and kƒatriyas. Some of these encounters feature a brahmin
giving a king a private instruction, while others depict the king teaching the brahmin. Indeed, the king teaching a brahmin is a prominent
motif throughout the late Bråhmaˆas and early Upani∑ads, with some
of the dialogues not only featuring the king as teacher, but overtly
claiming that particular teachings actually originated among the
kƒatriyas. In both the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad and the Chåndogya
Upaniƒad, King Pravåhaˆa Jaivali explicitly asserts that his knowledge
had never reached the brahmins before. The Chåndogya Upaniƒad account makes an even stronger claim, maintaining that the kƒatriya
monopoly on political power is founded on an exclusive possession of
this knowledge: “Prior to you, this knowledge has not gone to the
brahmins. Therefore, in all the worlds government has belonged only
to the kƒatriyas” (5.3.7).1
These words spoken by Pravåhaˆa have led many scholars to
believe that the knowledge of the five fires (pañcågnividyå) was literally authored by kƒatriyas. However, as Bodewitz illustrates, many of
the teachings spoken by kƒatriyas had appeared earlier in Vedic literature, but then were presented again as the speech of a kƒatriya in the
Upani∑ads (1974, 216).2 For example, Pravåhaˆa’s teaching also appears
in the Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a (1.45–46), but without the context of a dialogue between a kƒatriya and a brahmin. Also, alternative versions of
this discourse appear in the Aitareya ‹ra£yaka and the Íatapatha
Bråhma£a.3 Taking this into account, Pravåhaˆa’s claims that this teaching
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is known only by kƒatriyas is clearly not a factual representation of the
origins of the discourse, but rather part of the literary presentation of teachings in the Upani∑ads.4 In this chapter we will consider Pravåhaˆa’s claim
within the context of other dialogues that feature brahmins and kings.
As we have seen in accounts of the brahmodya, Upanishadic teachings are presented against the background of regional and political
rivalries, with a number of teachings making promises specifically
connected to the goals of the king. In this chapter we will see that even
though many dialogues depict kings teaching brahmins, indicating
that kings are not dependent upon brahmins for their knowledge, the
Upani∑ads nevertheless emphasize that the presence of brahmins is
essential for kings to be successful. Throughout these dialogues, receiving brahmins as esteemed guests by offering food and accommodation is an integral aspect of the ideal king. Seen in this context, the
narrative scenes featuring kings claiming to have authored particular
discourses are part of a more general kƒatriya orientation that is present
in a number of teachings throughout the early Upani∑ads. As we will
see, dialogues between brahmins and kings characterize Upanishadic
teachings as indispensable to the king’s political power and reflect an
attempt by brahmins to secure patronage from kings.
Of course, the king also had a central role in the sacrifice, as
indicated in the ritual texts where there are a number of passages that
praise kings for the specific sacrifices they sponsor. The Íatapatha
Bråhma£a (13.5.4.1–22), for example, contains a list of kings who had
sponsored aßvamedha sacrifices and describes a great aßvamedha hosted
by Bharata Du±∑anti where seventy-eight horses are bound near the
Yamunå and fifty-five near the Ga∫gå. His descendant King Bharata
conquered the earth and brought more than one thousand horses for
Indra. Additionally, an important aspect of the mythology of the
Bråhmaˆas is making an equivalence between the king, as yajamåna,
and Prajåpati, suggesting a perceived divinity of the king. Like Prajåpati,
the king is portrayed as lord of creatures, and the sacrifice is an integral
aspect of displaying his divine power. However, in the late Bråhmaˆas
and early Upani∑ads, as the emphasis of the discourse moves away
from the performance of the sacrifice, the king is no longer depicted as
the yajamåna who sponsors great sacrifices. Rather, the ideal Upanishadic
king hosts philosophical tournaments and participates in philosophical
discussions. Moreover, these activities are linked to a number of new
theorizations about the king and the source of his power.
The kings who are the most prominent in the early Upani∑ads
are Janaka, Ajåtaßatru, Aßvapati, and Pravåhaˆa. Janaka is known for
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both his knowledge and generosity, yet in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad
his political authority is increasingly attributed not to his own knowledge, but to his affiliation with his court priest, Yåjñavalkya. Ajåtaßatru,
the king of Kåßi, teaches about the vital functions in an attempt to
compete with Janaka, his political rival. His teaching is characteristic
of the knowledge attributed to kings throughout the Upani∑ads and is
presented in direct contrast to the ritual knowledge of the brahmin
Gårgya. Aßvapati, the king of the Kaikeyas, teaches about åtman
vaißvånara to six brahmins (ÍB 10.6.1.2; CU 5.11.4).5 He is depicted as
a generous patron who provides food and accommodation for brahmins
and who privileges brahmins known for their knowledge of Upanishadic teachings over priests who perform sacrifices. Finally,
Pravåhaˆa, the king of Pañcåla, teaches Uddålaka ≈ruˆi about the
five fires and the two paths of the dead and claims that his knowledge
is directly responsible for his royal power. Pravåhana’s interactions
with Ívetaketu and Uddålaka not only depict him as an ideal king,
but also outline the proper etiquette by which brahmins should approach the king when seeking patronage. Taken together, these stories
about kings illustrate a kƒatriya orientation in many teachings in the
early Upani∑ads. The texts not only present kings as major characters,
but also frame many of the teachings specifically within a political
context that addresses the concerns of kings.
THE MYTH OF KS.ATRIYA AUTHORSHIP
Before we look at the dialogues between brahmins and kings, let us
briefly review the scholarly debate about kƒatriya characters and the
authorship of the Upani∑ads. According to tradition, the Vedas were
composed by ancient ®ƒis, but have been preserved and transmitted by
brahmins. However, there are a number of passages in the Upani∑ads
that ascribe authorship of particular ideas to kƒatriyas. Richard Garbe
was one of the first modern scholars to comment on these passages,
concluding that some of the most consequential discourses in the
Upani∑ads originated among kƒatriyas: ‘The significance of these stories
is evident . . . It shows that the authors of the elder Upanishads did not
try, or did not dare, to veil the situation that was patent in their time, and
claim the monistic doctrine of the Brahman-≈tman as an inheritence of
their caste . . . To [the kƒatriya] caste belongs the credit of clearly recognising
the hollowness of the sacrificial system and the absurdity of its symbolism, and, by opening a new world of ideas, of effecting the great revolution in the intellectual life of ancient India’ ([1873] 2004, 77–78).
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Similarly, Deussen has argued that discourses about åtman were
developed as a direct response against ritualism and were explicitly
kept secret from brahmins. Taking literally the claims of King Pravåhaˆa,
he argues that the åtman teaching “was taken up and cultivated primarily not in Brahman but in Kshatriya circles” ([1919] 2000, 19).
Erich Frauwallner also takes seriously the narrative details that
present kƒatriyas as important innovators of religio-philosophical ideas:
It is striking that in a whole number of texts, it is not the
Bråhmaˆas but the adherents of the K∑atriya caste, i.e.,
the K∑atriyas who impart the instruction and that it is the
Bråhmaˆas who are instructed. This is evidently taken out of
the actual life itself. The Bråhmaˆas, who have handed down
this text would hardly think of contriving this sort of thing, if
in actuality there would have been no basis for it. (1973, 34)
Frauwallner qualifies this, however, by stating that those who ascribe
the chief role to the kƒatriyas go too far. He argues that although the
kƒatriyas were important contributors to Upanishadic doctrines, they
did not author the texts. Interestingly, Frauwallner, despite acknowledging a kƒatriya contribution, makes efforts to reserve the most valuable contributions for the brahmins.
This debate about authorship has had far-reaching implications.
According to some scholars, teachings that the Upani∑ads ascribe to
kƒatriyas, notably teachings about karma and rebirth, not only are meant
to be associated with kings, but also are indications of the non-Vedic
origin of these ideas. Killingley succinctly summarizes this point of
view: “It is commonly asserted that belief in rebirth is not of ≈ryan
origin, and it is often attributed to non-≈ryan, or specifically Dravidian
sources” (1997, 1). Thus, one of the issues often at stake in the debate
about kƒatriya authorship is whether some of the foundational ideas of
the Upani∑ads originated in Vedic or non-Vedic sources. Whether or
not there may have been a non-Vedic influence on the ideas in the
Upani∑ads is a question beyond the scope of this book. It is clear,
however, that the ideas voiced by kƒatriya characters, despite what the
characters claim, are not particularly new to the Vedic tradition, and
that therefore, the motif of kƒatriya authorship is a literary fiction.
A. B. Keith was one of the first scholars to challenge the theory
of kƒatriya authorship as proposed by Garbe and Deussen. Because of
the strong connections between the Upani∑ads and earlier Vedic material, Keith refutes the suggestion that the ideas discussed by kƒatriya
literary characters should be ascribed to actual kƒatriya authors: “It is
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absolutely certain that the Upani∑ads, as we have them, are not the
work of warriors, that they are handed down by priests” ([1925] 1989,
493–94). Rather than assume kƒatriya authorship, Keith poses the question: why would priests want to ascribe authorship to kings? He concludes. “We must adopt a solution which explains why the whole
Upani∑ad tradition is Brahmanical, and yet why the texts record actions of importance as regards the doctrines by the princes of earth”
([1925] 1989, 495).
Olivelle raises similar questions about the kƒatriya characters who
claim to have sole possession of certain teachings, offering the speculation that identifying a teaching with a king served to align these
discourses with a new age and a new urban culture: “What these
stories of kings teaching new doctrines to Brahmins point to, I believe,
is a divide that existed within the Brahmin tradition between the village Brahmins clinging to the old ritual religion and the city Brahmins
catering to the needs of an urban population” (1992, 38).
Following both Keith and Olivelle, in this chapter I will examine
why brahmin composers would want to present their own ideas as
originating among the kƒatriyas. I will explore this issue within a more
general kƒatriya orientation that characterizes many of the Upanishadic
teachings. Indeed, kƒatriyas not only are prominent speakers in the
texts, but also feature as ideal listeners for a number of teachings,
indicated by the fact that kings are often given private instruction, and
they figure as the primary audience for public debates. Moreover, a
number of teachings are specifically linked to characteristically kƒatriya
concerns such as defeating enemies and gaining political power.
Throughout, dialogues between kings and brahmins emphasize
how both the presence of brahmins in the court and Upanishadic teachings themselves are indispensable to a king’s political power. As we
will see, the claims made by kƒatriya characters do not represent a true
expression of a kƒatriya voice, but rather kƒatriya characters embody
brahmin idealizations about the position of king. Accordingly, the most
important character traits of the Upanishadic king are that he is knowledgeable in Upanishadic teachings, and generous and hospitable to
brahmins.
JANAKA AND Y≈JÑAVALKYA: NEGOTIATING THE
BRAHMIN’S POSITION IN THE COURT
In the previous chapter we examined how the character of Yåjñavalkya
developed from an authoritative voice to the principal representative
and founder of the Yajurvedic school. His dialogues with other
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brahmins, as well as with women, contributed to giving him a legendary status in Vedic literature that would serve as a prototype for the
wise teacher and court priest in subsequent texts. Similarly, King Janaka
of Videha achieves the status of the ideal Upanishadic king, as he is
cast as both the generous patron and the knowledgeable monarch.
Janaka features in several episodes in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a and the
Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a, and throughout these appearances he is known
for hosting philosophical tournaments and for participating in debates
with brahmins, both of which are characteristics shared by other kings
in the Upani∑ads. Central to his depiction as king is his personable
relationship with Yåjñavalkya. The two of them have several dialogues
with each other, and on a number of occasions they display their friendship through exchanging witty remarks. In the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad,
Yåjñavalkya’s presence in his court establishes Janaka as a legitimate
rival to the kings of Kuru-Pañcåla, indicating that Janaka’s relationship
with Yåjñavalkya is an integral aspect of his power as king.
It is quite likely that legends about Janaka as a great king developed first, and only later was his authority attributed to his association
with Yåjñavalkya. This is suggested by the fact that in the earlier dialogues that include both characters, Janaka is depicted as superior in his
knowledge, as well as in his debating skills. For example, in both the
Íatapatha Bråhma£a and the Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a, Janaka teaches
Yåjñavalkya, and on one occasion he overtly defeats him in a brahmodya.
Although the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad contains a number of dialogues in
which kƒatriyas teach brahmins, it does not contain any dialogues where
Yåjñavalkya does not win. It seems likely that the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad,
which expands the character of Yåjñavalkya in a number of ways, does
not want to portray him losing an argument with anyone, even if it is
Janaka. Accordingly, throughout the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, Yåjñavalkya
is clearly the superior of the two, and on one occasion the king even
steps down from his throne and offers the brahmin his kingdom (4.4.23).
One of the salient features of the relationship between Janaka
and Yåjñavalkya is that the king gives generously when the brahmin
displays his knowledge. In the Íatapatha Bråhma£a (11.4.3.20) Janaka
gives one thousand cows to Yåjñavalkya for his knowledge of the
mitravindå (a vegetal oblation). On another occasion, in a dialogue
from the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, he offers Yåjñavalkya one thousand
cows every time he refutes the argument of another brahmin. Additionally, in a discussion about the agnihotra (twice-daily milk offering),
Janaka gives him a hundred cows (ÍB 11.3.1.2). This particular occasion is interesting because, compared to similar episodes in the
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Upani∑ads, there is nothing in this teaching which makes this knowledge specifically related to the king. Yet, even though Yåjñavalkya’s
teaching does not promise any specific rewards to Janaka as the king,
he nevertheless gives Yåjñavalkya one hundred cows. As we will see,
a major innovation in Upanishadic teachings is that knowledge is increasingly framed for a kƒatriya audience.
In these examples Janaka is portrayed as much for his generosity
as he is for his own knowledge. A dialogue from the Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a
(1.22–25) further develops Janaka’s character as a generous patron. In
this episode, five brahmins—including (Uddålaka) ≈ruˆi and Våjasaneya (Yåjñavalkya)—approach Janaka because he is already known to
them as an expert on the agnihotra: “Janaka, that king of Videha is
well-informed about the agnihotra. He considers himself superior to us
in the dispute. Come, we shall make him discuss the agnihotra” (1.22
tr. Bodewitz). Although the king eventually teaches the brahmins, the
narrative emphasizes the gifts that Janaka bestows upon them for their
presence. After they are formally announced the king prepares for
them “separate seats, separate (dishes of) water, separate madhuparka
drinks (mixtures of honey and milk), separate abodes.” Despite proving his superiority, Janaka nevertheless continues to be a magnanimous host, paying the brahmins abundantly for their teachings. After
every brahmin speaks, Janaka praises his words and proclaims that he
will pay him for his knowledge. After they all have spoken, Janaka
again proves to be more knowledgeable, as he is the only one who
knows the goal of the agnihotra. The brahmins offer him a boon for his
wisdom, but rather than accepting their gift, Janaka offers them each
one thousand cows and five hundred horses.
Significantly, even when he is the one doing the teaching, Janaka
gives excessively, a crucial detail that is shared throughout the dialogues between brahmins and kings; whether the brahmins are teachers or students, the brahmins get paid.6 By showing that the brahmins
receive copious rewards even when they lose arguments and assume
the role of the student, these dialogues emphasize that it is the presence of the eminent brahmins that is considered vital, and that in
order to attract brahmins to their court kings had to pay extravagantly. As we have seen in the previous chapter, when brahmins
participate in philosophical tournaments, they compete fiercely against
each other for the patronage of kings. However, when brahmins discuss ideas with kƒatriyas there is not the same competitiveness. Brahmins get paid whether they are teachers or students and whether or
not they win their philosophical debates.
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Like Yåjñavalkya, Janaka not only is known for his knowledge,
but also is depicted as clever in his debating tactics. This dialogue
from the Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a tells us that before he entered a discussion with them, Janaka shaved his head and beard, cut his nails, and
anointed his body, and approached them carrying a staff and wearing
sandals. These details indicate that Janaka is preparing himself to be
the student of the brahmins. However, when he enters into a discussion with them, he takes the initiative and asks the first question. The
brahmins recognize that by means of this debating tactic, Janaka has
outmaneuvered them: “You have indeed (again) out-talked us since
you have taken the initiative and questioned us who are more than
one” (Jaimin¥ya Bråhmana 1.22, tr. Bodewitz). The brahmins then, one
by one, offer Janaka a teaching as a way to honor his superiority.
Here, asking the first question is depicted as a crafty move whereby
the king puts the visiting brahmins in the position of having to prove
their knowledge. By debating tactically Janaka forces the brahmins to
reveal their teachings.
Pravåhaˆa Jaivali is another king who employs this tactic in a
debate with brahmins (CU 1.8.1–8). In a discussion about the såman in
the Chåndogya Upaniƒad, Pravåhaˆa establishes himself as superior to
both Íilaka Íålåvatya and Caikitåyana Dålbhya. Like Janaka, he knows
the importance of speaking first in a debate, as he is the first of the
three to pose a question. Eventually Pravåhaˆa wins the argument,
accusing both brahmins of lacking foundation in their teaching and
threatening that their heads may shatter apart. The debate ends with
the brahmins asking the king to be their teacher.
Returning to Janaka and Yåjñavalkya, another dialogue shows
how the king uses his ability to win a debate as a way to secure the
services of Yåjñavalkya as his court priest (ÍB 11.6.2.1). In this story,
Janaka encounters Yåjñavalkya, Ívetaketu ≈ruˆeya, and Somaßu∑ma
Såtyayajñi while they are driving around on chariots. Initially Janaka
approaches the brahmins and asks for their expertise on how to perform the agnihotra. Janaka again manages to ask the first question,
thus framing the course of their discussion and ensuring that they talk
about something that the king knows. As we saw in the Jaimin¥ya
Bråhma£a, the agnihotra is clearly a topic about which Janaka enjoys
expertise, so it is not surprising that he chooses to begin the discussion
with this subject. After hearing each of the priests explain his method,
Janaka rejects their knowledge, mounts his chariot, and drives away.
Despite rejecting the teachings of all three brahmins, Janaka clearly
shows a preference for the method described by Yåjñavalkya, telling
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him that compared to the other priests he had inquired most closely
into the agnihotra, and giving him one hundred cows as a reward.
However, the king points out that not even Yåjñavalkya has a complete knowledge of the agnihotra. Nevertheless, Janaka, once again, is
willing to pay handsomely even when he is more knowledgeable than
the brahmins.
At this point in the narrative the brahmins acknowledge among
themselves that Janaka has out-talked (ati-vad) them, and they discuss
whether they should challenge the king to a brahmodya. Both Ívetaketu
and Såtyayajñi are eager to challenge Janaka, but Yåjñavalkya has
reservations: “We are bråhma£as and he is a råjanya: if we were to
vanquish him, whom should we say we had vanquished? But if he
were to vanquish us, people would say of us that a råjanya had vanquished bråhma£as: do not think of this!” (ÍB 11.6.2.5 tr. Eggeling). Yet
having said this, Yåjñavalkya mounts his chariot and catches up with
Janaka.7 Bodewitz addresses this seeming contradiction of Yåjñavalkya
rejecting a public debate in favor of a private instruction with Janaka,
explaining that this saves Yåjñavalkya the humiliation of being defeated by a king in public, as well as insures that he will not have to
share the king’s knowledge with his rival brahmins (1974: 89).
Yåjñavalkya makes his approach by physically overtaking Janaka
on his chariot. This incident highlights the competitive aspect of their
discussion as their philosophical debate is likened to a chariot race.8
When Yåjñavalkya catches up with Janaka, the king then gives him
further instruction about the agnihotra, after which Yåjñavalkya admits that the king has a superior knowledge and offers the king the
boon of asking him any question that he wishes. This is the only occasion in the surviving literature where Yåjñavalkya is defeated in a debate; significantly, this defeat binds Yåjñavalkya to surrendering his
teaching services to the king. Thus, this dialogue not only displays
Janaka’s knowledge about the agnihotra but also shows how he uses this
knowledge to win the services of a court priest. At the beginning of this
episode Yåjñavalkya is traveling around presumably as a freelance
teacher, but by the end he is working for Janaka. As we will see, the link
between their debate on chariots and Yåjñavalkya’s subsequent position
in Janaka’s court is expanded in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad.
These examples suggest that in comparison with debates among
brahmins, discussions between brahmins and kings tend not to be as
competitive. As they do not feature threats and insults, there are no
indications that anyone’s life is at stake, and brahmins seem to come
out ahead even when they lose the argument. Nevertheless, these
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episodes are important for characterizing the king as being well-versed
in Upanishadic teachings, and they also suggest that by participating
in debates, kings could attract brahmins to their courts and perhaps
win their services by outflanking them in a philosophical discussion.
JANAKA AND Y≈JÑAVALKYA IN THE
B§HAD‹RAN
. YAKA UPANIS.AD
The relationship between Janaka and Yåjñavalkya further unfolds in
the fourth book of the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, which contains three
dialogues between the king and the brahmin. In the first of these
discussions (BU 4.1.1–7), Yåjñavalkya approaches the king while he is
formally seated. Janaka responds familiarly, asking if Yåjñavalkya has
come for cows or for a philosophical discussion. In the ensuing dialogue, which was mentioned in the previous chapter, Yåjñavalkya
shows his superiority over six rival brahmins by rejecting their views
as they are summarized by Janaka. Once again Janaka is cast as a
generous patron, as after each view that Yåjñavalkya defeats, the king
offers him a thousand cows and a bull as large as an elephant.
Throughout all three dialogues Yåjñavalkya frames his teachings
specifically for the interests of his royal audience, using many metaphors to link his discourses to the position of king. He begins by
comparing the potential value of his teaching to the importance of a
king equipping himself with a chariot (ratha) or a ship (nåva) before
departing on a journey (BU 4.2.1), and he ends his teachings by comparing the centrality of prå£a in relation to the other vital functions to the
centrality of the king among his ministers (4.3.38). Finally, Yåjñavalkya
promises Janaka that this knowledge will help him defeat his enemies.
As Yåjñavalkya’s livelihood relies on Janaka’s patronage, it is not surprising that he packages his teachings as vital to the kings’s power.
Additionally, this dialogue reinforces the particular connection
between Janaka and the brahmodya. As we saw in the previous chapter, Janaka hosts philosophical tournaments as a means to display his
political power. When he invites Yåjñavalkya and the other brahmins
to debate in his court, their confrontation is compared to Janaka’s
political struggles against both Kuru-Pañcåla and Kåßi. Although it is
Janaka’s political struggles that this debate plays out, the king himself
is not a contestant; he proves himself not by means of his own knowledge, but through the debating skills of his court priest. This is in
contrast to the depiction of Janaka in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a and the
Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a, where he participates in verbal disputes himself,
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including two episodes where he is superior even to Yåjñavalkya—
one where the king defeats the brahmin, the other where he teaches
him. In this dialogue in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, Janaka is once
again associated with a brahmodya, as he displays his understanding of
Upanishadic teachings to Yåjñavalkya by summarizing the views of a
number of brahmins. Nevertheless, it is Yåjñavalkya, not Janaka himself, who refutes the teachings of the other brahmins. Whereas in the
Bråhmaˆas, Janaka’s knowledge is presented as an important attribute
of his character as an ideal king, in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad he is
more known for hosting brahmodyas than for participating in them.
The second dialogue (BU 4.2.1–4) between Janaka and Yåjñavalkya
appears to be a continuation of the first. This encounter begins when
Janaka gets down from his seat and approaches Yåjñavalkya, suggesting
that Janaka, who was formally seated at the beginning of the previous
conversation, is so impressed by Yåjñavalkya’s answers that he abdicates
his position of authority to recognize Yåjñavalkya’s superiority. At the
end of this short exchange, Janaka offers both himself and the people of
Videha as the servants of Yåjñavalkya, further suggesting that Janaka is,
at least symbolically, stepping down as king to serve Yåjñavalkya.
The final of these three dialogues (BU 4.3.1–4, 4.25) refers back to
their encounter on the chariots in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a. Yåjñavalkya
visits Janaka thinking that he is not going to reveal his knowledge, but
then the narrative recalls the chariot episode where Yåjñavalkya had
granted Janaka the wish to ask him questions whenever he wanted.9
In this way, the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad mentions their previous
debate to explain why Janaka can ask for a teaching even when
Yåjñavalkya is reluctant to disclose his knowledge: “When Janaka and
Yåjñavalkya discussed together about the agnihotra, Yåjñavalkya had
given him a wish (vara). He chose to ask any question he desired, and
Yåjñavalkya granted it to him. So, the king asked the first question”
(BU 4.3.1).10 This passage suggests that although Yåjñavalkya is reluctant to disclose all that he knows, only by sharing his knowledge does
he become free from his debt to Janaka. That Yåjñavalkya is bound by
his previous boon is further indicated on several occasions throughout
their discussion. Janaka periodically praises Yåjñavalkya for his teachings, and even continues to offer him more cows, but the king insists
that Yåjñavalkya will have to prove himself further in order to be
released: “Sir, I give you a thousand cows. Speak further to be set
free” (BU 4.3.14, 15, 16, 33).11 At one point, Yåjñavalkya acknowledges
that the king is too intelligent to fool him with superficial answers:
“Then Yåjñavalkya was afraid, thinking: this learned king has driven
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me out of every corner” (BU 4.3.33).12 Finally, Yåjñavalkya concludes
his teaching by offering him the “world of brahman.” Janaka then frees
him by offering Yåjñavalkya both himself and his people as his slaves.
These dialogues between Janaka and Yåjñavalkya show Janaka
as a magnanimous king who is known for hosting the brahmodya.
Additionally, these episodes play out the complex and mutually dependent relationship between king and court priest. As the king needs
brahmins in his court to display his authority in political rivalries, the
priest needs the king for his income. This dynamic between the king
and his court priest is also explored in theorizations about the brahman
and kƒatra powers and emerging definitions of dharma. The B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad (1.4.11–5) explains that brahman created dharma, but that
dharma is carried out by the king. Additionally, this account claims
that a brahmin should pay homage to a kƒatriya during the consecration ceremony, but that the brahmin should be regarded as the womb
and the source of the king’s political authority. Interestingly, the relationship between Janaka and Yåjñavalkya displays a similar interdependence that nevertheless privileges the role of the priest. Although
the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad presents Janaka as a powerful king, ultimately Yåjñavalkya, whose success against the Kuru-Pañcåla brahmins
establishes the king’s reputation, is portrayed as the source of his power.
Incidentally, Janaka’s reputation as one who knew Upanishadic
teachings and one who hosted brahmins in his court seems to have been
well-known and coveted among his rivals. This is indicated in a dialogue featuring Ajåtaßatru that appears in both the B®hadåra£yaka
Upaniƒad (2.1.1–20) and the Kauƒ¥taki Upaniƒad (4.1–20). In this encounter
the brahmin Gårgya approaches Ajåtaßatru to give him an instruction,
but finding the king to be more knowledgeable, Gårgya asks to be his
student.13 When Gårgya initially offers to deliver his teaching, Ajåtaßatru
replies enthusiastically and promises to give Gårgya one thousand cows
for his instruction.14 Then the king proclaims: “People will rush here
saying: ‘A Janaka, a Janaka’ ” (BU 2.1.1; K∑U 4.1). These words clearly
show that Ajåtaßatru accepts Gårgya’s offer because he recognizes that
learning from an eminent brahmin and hosting him in his court would
enhance his reputation and power, specifically in relation to Janaka.15
KINGS AS TEACHERS: AÍVAPATI TEACHES
A GROUP OF BRAHMIN HOUSEHOLDERS
Aßvapati Kaikeya is another king known for both his hospitality to
brahmins and his knowledge of Upanishadic teachings. Aßvapati only
appears twice in Vedic literature, both times as instructing several
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brahmins. In the Chåndogya Upaniƒad (5.11–24) he is one of two kings
who teaches the well-known Kuru-Pañcåla brahmin, Uddålaka ≈ruˆi.
This dialogue begins with a group of wealthy and learned householders (mahåßåla) who want to know about åtman and brahman.16 They
decide to approach Uddålaka ≈ruˆi because he is known to study
about the ‘self of all people’ (åtman vaißvånara).17 When they meet him,
however, Uddålaka realizes that he will not be able to answer them in
a complete way. Accordingly, he advises that they all approach
Aßvapati, king of the Kaikeyas. When we recall what can happen to
brahmins who claim to know more than they do, then perhaps it is not
surprising that Uddålaka suggests they all go to another teacher.
Aßvapati receives the householders as honored guests, and when
he is about to perform a sacrifice, he announces that he will give the
brahmin householders wealth (dhana) equal to what he gives the officiating priests. Again we see the dichotomy between brahmins who
specialize in Upanishadic teachings and brahmins who perform sacrifices. Aßvapati offers to pay these brahmin householders the same
amount just for receiving a teaching from him as he is paying the
ritual priests for actually performing a sacrifice for him. In the process,
he shows his prejudice towards the householders, as he is basically
paying these brahmins to listen to him. As we have seen with Janaka
and Yåjñavalkya, it is in the interests of the king to act as a patron to
eminent brahmins. And like Janaka, Aßvapati is willing to provide
gifts for the brahmins even though he is the one doing the teaching.
In both cases, brahmins are paid and honored, not for their ability to
teach a discourse, but rather for their authoritative presence and the
opportunity they create for the king to display his own knowledge.
In the Íatapatha Bråhma£a (10.6.1.1–11) there is a different account of this story, which features Aruˆa Aupaveßi, rather than his
son Uddålaka. Here, five brahmins are gathered at Aruˆa’s house
discussing agni vaißvånara, but cannot agree. They then decide to ask
Aßvapati Kaikeya. The Íatapatha Bråhma£a also emphasizes the hospitality of the king and recounts that the brahmins take up residence
with him. When they go to Aßvapati, he arranges for them separate
dwellings, separate honors, and separate soma sacrifices, each with a
thousand gifts. Although the king is equally generous, in this version
his gifts to the brahmin householders are not contrasted with payment
to brahmin ritualists. As such, the Íatapatha Bråhma£a version, which
is presented as part of the ritual, does not criticize ritual activity. The
Chåndogya Upaniƒad account, however, expands the narrative and explicitly contrasts knowledge about åtman with ritual performance, as
Aßvapati’s teaching is about the self, rather than about the sacrificial
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fire. Thus, in the Chåndogya Upaniƒad, the vaißvånara fire is recast as the
vaißvånara self, again emphasizing the shift away from a description of
the sacrifice and presenting a teaching that focuses on the self.
Another important difference between these two presentations
of this dialogue is how the characters of Uddålaka and his father are
developed differently. In the Íatapatha Bråhma£a Aruˆa is not differentiated from the other brahmins in the same way that Uddålaka is in
the Chåndogya Upaniƒad. In the Íatapatha Bråhma£a the brahmins are
gathered together in Aruˆa’s house, but they do not approach him
specifically to learn from him, nor is he necessarily teaching them, and
their decision to go to Aßvapati is not necessarily due to Aruˆa’s lack
of knowledge, but rather because they cannot as a group come to an
agreement.18 In the Chåndogya Upaniƒad, however, in contrast to his
father, Uddålaka ≈ruˆi is singled out as lacking in essential knowledge. Although Uddålaka is once again cast as the ignorant brahmin,
it is important to remember that he is effective in this role precisely
because of his reputation as a respected teacher. Consequently,
Aßvapati’s knowledge is highlighted as he is able to do what the
eminent brahmin cannot do: to teach about åtman.
Additionally, other attributes of Aßvapati’s character are more fully
developed in the Chåndogya Upaniƒad account, indicating that he is an
exemplar for emerging conceptions about the ideal ruler. Both versions
of the dialogue are in prose, yet there is a verse spoken by Aßvapati in
the Chåndogya Upaniƒad that characterizes him as the moral protector of
his kingdom: “In my kingdom there is no thief, no miser, no drunkard,
no one without a sacred fire, no one who is not learned, no adulterer,
much less an adulteress” (5.11.5).19 Similarly, another dialogue in the
Chåndogya Upaniƒad (4.1.1) describes Jånaßruti Pautråyaˆa as the generous provider for his people, as he is known for giving cooked food and
having numerous hospices built. Both of these examples coincide with
a passage from the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad (1.4.14), which equates dharma
with the king and describes the king as protecting the weak from the
strong. Although these qualities are not particularly developed in the
Upani∑ads, these examples point to an emerging ideal of the hospitable
and generous king, attributes that would become normative characteristics for the ruler in the early Buddhist literature.20
UDD≈LAKA ≈RUN
. I AND ÍVETAKETU:
INSTRUCTIONS FOR HOW TO SEEK PATRONAGE
Another dialogue that highlights the social interaction between
brahmins and kings is the story of King Pravåhaˆa and his discus-
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sions with Ívetaketu and Uddålaka ≈ruˆi.21 This episode where both
Ívetaketu and his father visit the king occurs three times in the early
Upani∑ads. The story, as it appears in all versions, has three basic
components.22 In the first part Ívetaketu arrives at the residence of
the king, who asks him a number of questions. In the B®hadåra£yaka
Upaniƒad and the Chåndogya Upaniƒad the king is named Pravåhaˆa
Jaivali, while in the Kauƒ¥taki Upaniƒad he is known as Citra Gå∫gyåyani.23 Unable to answer any of the king’s questions, Ívetaketu
leaves to return to his father. In the second part, Ívetaketu has a short
dialogue with his father where he explains that he could not answer
any of the king’s questions. Upon hearing this, Uddålaka decides to
go to the king to learn from him. The third section consists of a dialogue between Uddålaka and the king, where the king teaches him an
important discourse. In both the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad and the
Chåndogya Upaniƒad the king’s teaching is about the five fires and the
two paths, while in the Kauƒ¥taki Upaniƒad it is a discourse about the
path after death.
At the end of this chapter we will return to the content of King
Pravåhaˆa’s teaching. For now, however, let us concentrate on the
interactions between the characters. First, we will follow this story as
presented in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, as this version gives us the
most information about the personal dynamics. In the following section we will then compare the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad version with the
accounts in the Chåndogya Upaniƒad and the Kauƒ¥taki Upaniƒad.
In the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad the story begins when Ívetaketu
arrives at the king’s residence and interrupts Pravåhaˆa while he is
eating, or, as Olivelle suggests, perhaps while entertaining female attendants.24 This initial encounter depicts Ívetaketu entering Pravåhaˆa’s
residence abruptly, indicating that he has not learned the proper etiquette for approaching a king. As Olivelle explains: “Ívetaketu did not
know his manners and barged into the presence of [Pravåhaˆa] during
an inappropriate moment” (1999, 58). Furthermore, Ívetaketu does not
address Pravåhaˆa respectfully. Rather than employ the honorific
bhagava÷, as he does throughout the Chåndogya Upaniƒad, Ívetaketu
addresses the king with the word bho÷, which as Olivelle suggests, is
similar to the modern colloquial word “hey.”
In addition to approaching the king rudely, Ívetaketu arrogantly
refuses to learn from him. The king asks the young brahmin a number
of questions and then invites him to stay with him. However, when
Ívetaketu cannot answer any of the questions, he refuses the king’s
invitation to remain at his court and hastily returns to his father.
The king’s questions not only cast doubt on Ívetaketu’s discursive
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knowledge, but also bring attention to the young brahmin’s lack of
understanding of proper behavior.
Moreover, Ívetaketu’s refusal to stay with the king is a blatant
violation of a practice assumed throughout the Bråhmaˆas and
Upani∑ads. As we have seen, similar narrative episodes clearly establish that there is always something at stake in a discussion and that
the loser should forfeit something to the winner. When Yåjñavalkya
loses an argument to Janaka, for example, he offers the king a boon
and then is obliged to stay with Janaka at his court. Judging from this
and other situations in narrative episodes, one would expect Ívetaketu
to offer firewood to the king and ask to be his student. In contrast,
Ívetaketu refuses to acknowledge the king’s superiority and offers
neither a boon nor himself as the king’s student. Instead he departs
abruptly and runs back to his father.
When he returns to his father, Ívetaketu is as disrespectful to
him as he was to the king, accusing him of not teaching properly.
Then the young brahmin rejects his father’s suggestion that they go
together to learn from the king, curtly telling him to go on his own.
In this scene we see a direct contrast between Ívetaketu and his father.
While Ívetaketu continues to be rude and once again spurns the opportunity to receive instruction from the king, his father is patient
with his son, as well as humble enough to go to learn from the king.
The remainder of the story recounts the courteous exchanges
between Uddålaka and Pravåhaˆa. When Uddålaka arrives at the court,
the king gives him the appropriate reception for a brahmin guest by
offering a seat, providing water, and presenting him with refreshments. Notably, other dialogues in the Upani∑ads also emphasize the
proper procedure for receiving guests, especially brahmins. As we
have seen, Aßvapati (CU 5.11.5) receives his guests with due honor,
and the Ka†ha Upaniƒad (1.17) specifically describes offering water as
an appropriate way to appease a brahmin.25 In fact, the Ka†ha Upaniƒad
warns that if the proper respect is not paid to a brahmin, then the host
will have to suffer the consequences, as a brahmin will take hope (åßå),
expectations (prat¥kƒå), friendship (saμgata), joy (s¶n®ta), efforts (ceƒ†å),
fulfillment (p¶rtå), children (putra), livestock (paßu), indeed everything
(sarva), from the foolish man who does not offer him food (1.8).
After receiving him and giving him the proper refreshments,
Pravåhaˆa offers Uddålaka a wish (vara), which is another recurring
gesture towards a guest that appears throughout the dialogues. In
the Chåndogya Upaniƒad (5.3.6) version of this dialogue, the king offers Uddålaka human riches, and in the Ka†ha Upaniƒad (1.9) this is
part of Yama’s hospitality for Naciketas, as he grants three wishes
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after the young brahmin had stayed in his house for three nights
without food.
Returning to Pravåhaˆa and Uddålaka, the brahmin responds to
the king’s offer by asking to know what he had taught Ívetaketu.
Pravåhaˆa is reluctant to part with his knowledge, offering wealth
instead. Uddålaka, however, reminds the king that he already has an
abundance of wealth—gold, cows, horses, female slaves, clothes, and
garments—but that the king should not be ungenerous (avadånyo) with
what is infinite (ananta) and unlimited (aparyanta) (BU 6.2.7).
Pravåhaˆa answers that he will instruct Uddålaka, but only if he
asks in the proper manner. Accordingly, Uddålaka formally requests
to become Pravåhaˆa’s student: “I come to you, Sir” (BU 6.2.7).26 Upon
hearing these words, Pravåhaˆa finally agrees to teach Uddålaka, saying that he cannot refuse him when he speaks like that (BU 6.2.8). This
exchange illustrates that it is Uddålaka’s mode of behavior that convinces the king to teach him.
It is notable that immediately before agreeing to teach Uddålaka,
the king reveals that the knowledge he is about to impart has never
reached brahmins before. Thus, despite the secrecy that the king claims
is involved in the transmission of this knowledge, Pravåhaˆa is impressed enough by Uddålaka’s speech and actions that he cannot refuse
to teach him. Uddålaka’s actions illustrate both his humility and knowledge of the proper protocol, and crucially it is specifically because
Uddålaka behaves properly that he earns the opportunity to learn one
of the most coveted teachings in the Upani∑ads.
CONFLICTING AGENDAS FOR HOW KINGS
SHOULD TEACH BRAHMINS
Thus far we have concentrated on the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad version of
this story, which is the only presentation that overtly contrasts the mode
of behavior between Uddålaka and his son Ívetaketu. One of the ways
that the Chåndogya Upaniƒad differs from the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad
account is that it does not describe the interaction between Pravåhaˆa
and Uddålaka in as much detail, and ultimately, even though the
brahmin learns from the king, he does not officially become his student.
Instead, Pravåhaˆa invites Uddålaka to stay a while longer, and it is at
this point in the Chåndogya Upaniƒad account that Pravåhaˆa announces
that his teaching is known exclusively by kƒatriyas. Then without initiating him, the king begins to teach the brahmin.
Although these versions do not come to the same conclusion about
Uddålaka’s status as a student, they both show a negotiation process
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that establishes the grounds on which the brahmin becomes part of the
king’s court. In both versions the king receives Uddålaka respectfully
and offers him a gift; and in both accounts Uddålaka refuses material
wealth for the sake of learning the king’s discourse. In this way, although the characters are presented differently, both versions of the
dialogue emphasize the formal interaction between the king and brahmin
as an integral aspect of the transmission of knowledge.
The Kauƒ¥taki Upaniƒad account differs from both the B®hadåra£yaka
Upaniƒad and the Chåndogya Upaniƒad, as it is significantly shorter and
none of the characters are portrayed in as much detail. Yet the Kauƒ¥taki
Upaniƒad is the only version of the story that provides an explanation
for why Ívetaketu arrives at the king’s residence in the first place,
explaining that the king was about to perform a sacrifice and had
chosen Uddålaka as his officiating priest, but that Uddålaka sent his
son in his place. The entire episode where the king receives Uddålaka
is absent and no negotiation takes place between Uddålaka and the
king. Instead Uddålaka approaches the king with firewood already in
his hands, asking to become his pupil. Another distinctive feature of
this version is that the king does not present his teaching as exclusive
to the kƒatriyas or as the explanation for the kƒatriya monopoly over
rulership. More generally, he says that this knowledge will win him
victory (jiti) and success (vyaƒ†i) (1.7).
One of the most significant differences among the three accounts
pertains to whether or not Uddålaka is properly initiated as a Vedic
student. In both the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad and the Kauƒ¥taki Upaniƒad,
Uddålaka officially becomes the king’s pupil, while in the Chåndogya
Upaniƒad he does not. Importantly, there are other examples where the
Chåndogya Upaniƒad version of a dialogue differs from other presentations regarding the issue of initiation. For example, in the Íatapatha
Bråhma£a version of Aßvapati’s teaching, he initiates the brahmins as
students, yet in the Chåndogya Upaniƒad he does not. As Olivelle argues, these differences in the narrative reflect the conflicting agendas
between the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad and the Chåndogya Upaniƒad, and
to a lesser extent, the Kauƒ¥taki Upaniƒad (1999). It is not surprising,
then, that the Chåndogya Upaniƒad, which places more emphasis on the
teacher/student relationship, makes a point to differentiate between
dialogues featuring teachers and students and those with brahmins
and kings. As we have seen, even when Satyakåma and Upakosala
learn Upanishadic teachings that make them “shine” like one who
knows about brahman, because they learned these teachings from nontraditional sources they learn the same teachings again from their
official teachers. Similarly, although the Chåndogya Upaniƒad presents
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Uddålaka ≈ruˆi twice learning from kings, on neither occasion does
he officially become their pupil. The implication is that it is all right
for brahmins such as Uddålaka and Satyakåma to learn from whomever they want, but only brahmins can conduct an official teaching
that includes an initiation. In contrast, the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad,
which emphasizes the relationship between king and court priest, has
no problem showing traditional Kuru-Pañcåla brahmins officially becoming the students of kings. This is not surprising because the
B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad is generally less traditional and more critical
of Kuru-Pañcåla orthodoxy.
Despite these differences between the terms under which kings
teach brahmins, there is no clear distinction among the early Upani∑ads
in the presentation of the ideal king. In both the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad
and the Chåndogya Upaniƒad the king is presented as knowledgeable
and generous, and in both texts kings teach brahmins, whether
officially or not. Furthermore, both texts claim that knowledge of
Upanishadic teachings is directly responsible for political power. This
is illustrated by the ability of knowledgeable kings to attract eminent
brahmins to their courts, as well as explicit claims that Upanishadic
knowledge will deliver to kings a favorable reputation, military success and, as we will see, even immortality.
UPANISHADIC KNOWLEDGE AS A POLITICAL DISCOURSE
So far we have explored the political dimensions of the Upani∑ads by
looking at the literary portrayal of kings as both important teachers of
and listeners to Upanishadic doctrines. In this section we will look at
other ways that the texts link knowledge with the king and the world
of politics. A number of teachings are framed as political discourses
that promise success in ruling, warfare, and securing new territory.
Ajåtaßatru, for example, employs several metaphors explicitly
connecting his discourse to his position as king. When he responds to
Gårgya’s arguments, almost every one of his counterclaims emphasizes the rewards of his knowledge and many of the metaphors that
he employs depict military and political struggles. For example, he
says that by venerating Indra Vaikuˆ†ha, one will become victorious
(aparåjayiƒ£u), invincible (anyatatyajåy¥), and triumph over enemies (K∑U
4.7; BU 2.1.6). In the Kauƒ¥taki Upaniƒad version of this dialogue the
king states: “These selves (åtman) depend on that self (åtman), as his
people are of service to a chief (ßreƒ†ha)” (4.20).27 Then Ajåtaßatru asserts that knowledge of åtman led Indra to defeating the demons: when
Indra came to know åtman, he smashed and conquered the demons
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and attained preeminence (ßraiƒ†hya), independent rule (svåråjya), and
sovereignty (ådhipatya) over all beings (4.20).
In the second half of this dialogue, when Ajåtaßatru begins instructing Gårgya, he teaches that when a person is asleep the cognitive
powers of the prå£ås are in the control of the puruƒa.28 During the time
of sleep, breath (prå£a), speech (våc), sight (cakƒus), hearing (ßrota), and
mind (manas) all remain in the grasp of the puruƒa in the heart.29
Ajåtaßatru then explains how this affects dreams, describing a dream
as the puruƒa moving around the body with the vital powers. Wherever the puruƒa may travel in his dreams, those regions become his
worlds. Ajåtaßatru then compares the movement of puruƒa around the
body during dreaming to a king taking his people with him around
his domain (janapada). This metaphor implies that just like the king,
who controls his kingdom and is therefore free to roam around at will,
the puruƒa moves freely around the body. In contrast to Gårgya’s discourse, which is centered on the sacrificial arena, Ajåtaßatru’s teaching
presents prå£a, puruƒa, and the processes of life as knowledge that can
secure rewards that are particularly desirable to the king.
Similarly, throughout the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad there are a number of metaphors explicitly linking knowledge with leadership and
bringing harm to one’s enemies. For example, one who knows the
importance of food will become the patron (bhart®), chief (ßreƒ†ha), leader
(pura), eater of food (annåda), and sovereign (adhipati). Yet anyone who
is the rival of someone who knows this will not be capable of supporting his own dependents (BU 1.3.18). In another passage the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad (5.14.1–3) states that by venerating (upås) the gåyatr¥ (a
mantra from the §gveda) one can win territory extending as far as the
three worlds, extending as far as the triple Veda or extending as far as
there are living beings. Furthermore, knowledge can be directed against
someone one hates (5.14.7). The Kauƒ¥taki Upaniƒad (2.8) has a mantra
addressing the moon, expressing the wish that it should not become
full by means of one’s own lifebreath (prå£a), offspring (prajå), and
livestock (paßu), but that the moon should become full with the
lifebreath, children, and livestock of the people one hates.30 As the
moon was considered the destination of people when they die, one
who knows this mantra can avoid one’s own death, while bringing on
the destruction of one’s enemies. Further on, this passage states that
one’s knowledge of brahman can lead to the death of those one hates
(2.12). The Taittir¥ya Upaniƒad (3.10.4) has a passage which states that
by venerating brahman, a person’s hateful enemies (sapatna) and adversaries (bhråt®vya) will die. The Chåndogya Upaniƒad proclaims that
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anyone who contemplates evil against one who knows the udg¥tha will
be smashed to pieces like a lump of clay hurled against solid rock
(1.2.8). These examples show how brahmin composers explicitly situate Upanishadic teachings within the competitive and violent context
of conflicts between kƒatriya leaders. Throughout, there is a recurring
set of metaphors that address defeating one’s enemies, expanding one’s
territory, and maintaining one’s power over others. Although the actual dialogues between brahmins and kings are not as antagonistic as
the contests among brahmins, the teachings address the political and
military battles between kings. In this way, brahmin composers represent Upanishadic teachings as vital for political success.
In addition to teachings that equate knowledge with specific
political rewards, there are a number of passages where the king is
conceptualized as qualitatively related to åtman. These passages do
not merely suggest that the king should know about åtman, but that
the king has a similar relationship to the social world as does åtman
to the body or to the ontological sphere. In the Íatapatha Bråhma£a,
åtman was already equated with political power, a tendency that continues in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, which equates åtman with the
sovereign (adhipati), and king (råjå) of all beings (2.5.15). Both the king
and åtman are like the hub of a wheel (cakra) to which are fastened all
beings, all gods, the prå£ås, and the bodies (åtman). In a similar passage in the Kauƒ¥taki Upaniƒad, Indra teaches that prå£a is comparable
to the hub of a chariot wheel to which are fastened all the particles of
intelligence. Subsequently, prå£a is equated with åtman, which is described as the guardian (påla) of the world, the sovereign of the world
(adhipati), and the lord (ißa) of the world (3.8).31 In these metaphors the
king and åtman reinforce each other, as they are mutually conceptualized as that which is at the core of the human or political body; as
åtman is the center of the ontological sphere, the king is the heart of
the social world. In this respect it is important to recall that in numerous discussions in the early Upani∑ads åtman is described in terms of
the body, what keeps it alive, and how it dies. In these examples the
entire discourse about åtman as a living organism is presented within
the metaphors of battle, sovereignty, and political power.
THE BATTLE OF THE PR‹N
. ‹S AS A POLITICAL METAPHOR
The connection between knowledge of the self and the political success of the king is further developed in the recurring myth of the
competition among the prå£ås, which is one of the most frequently
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appearing mythical situations in the early Upani∑ads.32 As Bodewitz
points out, this myth first appears in the later Bråhmaˆa literature, yet
in its initial occurrences there is no connection with kingship.33 Throughout the early Upani∑ads, however, this myth is consistently presented
as a political allegory where the superiority of prå£a in relation to the
other vital functions is likened to the supremacy of the king among his
rivals and ministers. Significantly, this myth is always presented as a
competition against the other vital functions where prå£a has to prove
superiority. All the different vital powers make claims to their authority over the others, but only after they leave the body is it evident that
their power is not vital to keeping the body alive. When prå£a leaves
the body, however, its absence disrupts the workings of the other vital
powers, leaving them to admit that the prå£a is more fundamental to
keeping the body alive.
Another way by which this myth operates as a political allegory
is through the association between breath and food. In the sacrificial
literature, food is an important political metaphor, where the prosperous king is given the epithet “eater of food” (annåda).34 The B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad and the Chåndogya Upaniƒad both directly equate breath
with food, thus connecting the older discourse of the king as eater of
food with the new teaching that the king is the controller of the vital
functions.35 In the Chåndogya Upaniƒad there is a version of this contest
when the vital powers go to Prajåpati to settle their argument about
which of them is the greatest. Prajåpati tells them that the one whose
departure has the most adverse affect on the body is the greatest (5.1.7).
Eventually prå£a wins this contest and the narrative tells us that for a
man who knows this there is nothing but food. In the very next section there is a description about how to make a mixture that will give
a man the ability to rule.
The connection between the prå£a myth and making this mixture
is significant because these passages appear together both in the
B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad (6.1–3) and in the Chåndogya Upaniƒad (5.1–2),
as well as in the Íå‰khåyana ‹ra£yaka (9). In these contexts, the prå£a
myth is explicitly connected with a particular ritual that promises
political superiority, indicating that this myth not only is a description
of a political situation, but also is considered something that a king
must know in order to achieve political success. As Bodewitz argues,
“The passage on the contest of the vital powers is followed by a magic
rite (the Mantha ceremony) which contains obvious references to the
preceding context and should be regarded as the practical application
of the myth or doctrine of the superiority of the Pråˆa” (1992, 59).
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In fact, the myth itself often explicitly promises political rewards.
In one of the versions in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad (1.5.21–3), those
who learn the discourse become victorious in their own family, and
their rivals die. Also in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad (1.3.17) there is a
similar version of the contest among the vital organs about who can
sing the udg¥tha, where, once again, knowledge of the prå£a myth is
equated with political power: when someone knows the prå£a myth,
his people will gather around him and he will become their patron
(bhart®), their chief (ßreƒ†ha), and their leader (pura); he will become an
eater of food (annåda) and a sovereign (adhipati). In these examples, the
battle of the prå£ås is explicitly cast as a political myth, the knowledge
of which promises real-world political advantages.
In a version of this myth from the Kauƒ¥taki Upaniƒad (2.13), a
body emptied of the vital functions is compared to a dead and decaying dog.36 The vital functions enter one by one, but the body continues
to be lifeless. Finally, when prå£a enters, the body immediately stands
up, and the vital functions recognize the preeminence of prå£a. At this
point, all the vital functions unite together with prå£a and go to heaven.
The narrative then proclaims that a person who knows this myth,
understands the superiority of the prå£a, and unites himself with the
prå£a can reach heaven. As the prå£a is often a metaphor for the king,
this suggests that anyone who recognizes the superiority of the king
and aligns oneself with him will reach heaven.
Throughout the appearances of this myth the social context that
is most explicitly linked with the battle of the prå£ås is the relationship
between the king and the court. In one discussion Yåjñavalkya teaches
Janaka (BU 4.3.38) that the vital functions gather around åtman like the
soldiers (ugra), magistrates (pratyenasa), charioteers (s¶ta), and village
headman (gråma£¥), who assemble around the king when he is about
to depart. Similarly, the Íatapatha Bråhma£a says (3.3.2.8) that the meters
act as attendants to soma like those who attend a king. Both of these
passages are connected with the image of the living body as a healthy
political body, suggesting that despite important political functions
provided by the ministers, only the presence of the king is necessary
to keeping the political body alive. The Jaimin¥ya Upaniƒad Bråhma£a
(2.10–1) also has a discussion of prå£a, linking it with kingship and
making a connection between the vital functions and the king’s ministers. The five vital powers and the corresponding cosmic powers are
described as a courtly assembly (sabhå) in the body. In this metaphor
prå£a represents the king, who is assisted by an assembly consisting
of the other vital powers.
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The importance of this myth throughout the early Upani∑ads
suggests the possibility that this scenario represents a real political
situation. There is much that we do not know about the court as an
institution in this period in early historic India, and given this lack of
evidence it is impossible to link this myth with any specific institution
or practice.37 Nonetheless, it seems clear that this myth describes the
internal dynamics between the king and his ministers, indicating that
the battle among the prå£ås represents a power struggle within some
kind of ruling administration, rather than a conflict between competing kingdoms. If this is the case, then the prå£a myth is different from
the other political metaphors that we examined, that tended to frame
teachings within the context of political rivalries between different
sovereign leaders. Rather, the imagery of the prå£a myth portrays the
king as central, but as continually having to prove his superiority
within his own political body.
Another interesting feature of the prå£a myth is that it consistently connects the relationship between the king and his ministers to
the process of dying. As we have seen, the myth often contains explicit descriptions of the ministers gathering around the king as he is
about to depart from the world. This link between the prå£a myth and
the death of the king suggests the possibility that these accounts address the problem of transferring political authority. We do not know
how the position of king was decided in Upanishadic times, but these
passages indicate that when the king dies there is a competition among
his ministers. Was gathering around the king some kind of succession
ritual? Was the position of king negotiated by means of a competition
among the ministers? We do not have enough information to do anything more than ask these questions. Needless to say, however, it is
clear that the prå£a myth is a political allegory that reflects power
struggles among the king and his ministers, and strongly suggests a
connection between Upanishadic teachings and the process of transmitting political authority.
PRAV≈HAN
. A AND THE TEACHING OF THE FIVE FIRES
Now that we have established the general political orientation shared
by a number of teachings and myths, let us return to the particular
kings portrayed in the early Upani∑ads and look at the doctrines that
they teach. Other than being depicted as generally knowledgeable, is
there any particular teaching that is connected to kings? In addressing
this question it is important to remember that a number of the central
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ideas in the early Upani∑ads, such as åtman, prå£a, and how to achieve
immortality, are interrelated, and it may be distorting to present these
ideas as distinct doctrines. Nevertheless, it is perhaps revealing that a
number of specific themes reappear in the dialogues that feature kings.
At the beginning of the Chåndogya Upaniƒad version of his dialogue with Ívetaketu, Pravåhaˆa poses a question that is of central
concern throughout the Upani∑ads: “Do you know where people go
from here after they die?” (5.3.2). Indeed, it is Pravåhaˆa’s answer to
this question that he claims is the knowledge that originated among
the royalty. Similarly, before one of his teachings to Janaka, Yåjñavalkya
asks the king: “When you are released from here, where will you go?”
(BU 4.2.1). As we will see, not only are teachings about death and
rebirth particular characteristics of dialogues between brahmins and
kings, but they explicitly replace earlier doctrines based on ritual
imagery that portrayed the king as an eater of food.
In Pravåhaˆa’s teaching, the knowledge of the five fires explains
human existence as a natural process that is interconnected with other
forms of life. Human life is described as part of a cycle of regeneration, whereby the essence of life takes on different forms as it passes
through different levels of existence. Pravåhaˆa’s teaching begins by
comparing five aspects of the world with a fire: the upper regions
(asau loka), rain (parjanya), earth (ayam loka), man (puruƒa), and woman
(yoƒå). The upper regions (the first fire) refers to the moon, which
throughout Vedic literature is considered to be the destination of
humans when they die, symbolizing death. According to Pravåhaˆa,
however, the moon is not the final destination, because the deceased
return to the earth in the form of rain (the second fire). When rain
reaches the earth (the third fire), it nourishes the soil to produce food.
Subsequently, men (the fourth fire) eat food, which is transformed in
their bodies to semen. Semen is then passed into women (the fifth fire)
through sexual intercourse.
After sharing this knowledge with Uddålaka, Pravåhaˆa goes on
to explain that there are two kinds of people who can avoid repeated
death:38 (1) those who have the knowledge of the five fires, and
(2) those in the wilderness (ara£ya) who venerate (upås) faith (ßraddhå)
as truth (satya).39 Interestingly, both of these groups are contrasted
with those who practice sacrifice, give gifts, and perform austerities,
all of whom return again following the path of the fathers. This
distinction is another example of a teaching that presents those who
specialize in knowledge as superior to brahmin ritualists. Presumably,
Pravåhaˆa fits into the first category as he obviously has the knowl-
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edge of the five fires and, as a king, does not live in the forest.40
Pravåhaˆa’s identification of two kinds of people who have this knowledge suggests that he is claiming for himself the same kinds of
soteriological rewards attributed to brahmins in the forest.
It is not surprising that the teaching associated with Pravåhaˆa
addresses these particular soteriological concerns, because the goal of
escaping repeated death (punarm®ytu) was already associated with the
king in royal rituals, a number of which promised that the king would
not die again.41 In the Upani∑ads, however, this goal is achieved through
knowledge, as indicated by the assumption that an understanding of
Pravåhaˆa’s teaching can lead to freedom from the endless cosmic
cycle. The pivotal link in this chain, at least in terms of altering the
cyclical process, is the time of death. As Pravåhaˆa explains, when the
deceased reach the moon they become the food of gods. There, the
gods feed on them, addressing the moon as King Soma and saying,
“Increase, decrease” (BU 6.2.16).
Here Pravåhaˆa’s teaching is informed by earlier Vedic ideas
about soma and food. In the sacrificial literature soma is described as
the food of the gods and is a symbol for immortality. As Brian Smith
discusses (1990), the social hierarchy is often presented as a cosmic
food chain where the higher classes are the eaters and the lower classes
are the food. In most cases the brahmins presented themselves as at
the top of the social order, but an “eater of food” was also an important epithet for a king, as many sacrifices promise that the yajamåna
can become an eater of food.
In contrast, Pravåhaˆa’s teaching rejects the eater of food theory
of the ritualists in favor of a discourse that leads to escaping the food
chain altogether: the only way to escape the process of regeneration is
to escape becoming the food of the gods. Although, as an eater of
food, one could have power on earth, one remained within the cycle
of the eaters and the eaten. And, as long as one remained within the
food chain, one was destined to return as food. According to Pravåhaˆa,
only if a person can achieve a state beyond food, can that person avoid
perpetual rebirth, and ultimately attain the world of brahman. The
Taittir¥ya Upaniƒad also rejects the food theory, presenting a teaching
of åtman in its place: “Different from and within one consisting of the
essence-of-food (anna-rasa), is the åtman, consisting of prå£a” (2.2).42
Thus, knowledge of åtman offers a way out of the cosmic food cycle,
as many of the teachings about åtman relate to this conception of
regeneration and suggest that to know åtman is to guard against repeated death and to become immortal.
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Ajåtaßatru’s teaching shares some of this same imagery and is also
linked to a similar understanding of the process of regeneration. In his
instruction to Gårgya, Ajåtaßatru addresses a sleeping man by saying,
“O great king, Soma, wearing white” (BU 2.1.15; K∑U 4.19). It remains
unclear exactly why Ajåtaßatru would approach the man in this way.
However, it is interesting that in Pravåhaˆa’s teaching departed souls
travel to the moon, which is addressed by the gods as King Soma. This
suggests that Ajåtaßatru likens his own teaching about the prå£ås to
other discourses that get one out of the cosmic food chain.
Another similarity that this dialogue shares with Pravåhaˆa’s
teaching is that it sets up a distinction between brahmin ritualists and
those who specialize in Upanishadic teachings. In contrast to the Vedic
ritualism of Gårgya, the king’s teaching is about prå£a, sleep, and the
processes of life and death. When Gårgya approaches Ajåtaßatru and
offers to teach him, he makes a number of connections between brahman
and puruƒa in the moon (candra), lightning (vidyut), space (åkåßa), wind
(våyu), fires (agni), water (apsu), a mirror (ådarßa), sound (ßabda), the
quarters (dikƒa), a shadow (chåyåmaya), and the body (åtman).432 In the
Kauƒ¥taki Upaniƒad, Gårgya’s discourse is presented in the typical division of ritual speculation between the divine (daivata) and bodily (åtman)
spheres. After every attempt to link brahman with the inner puruƒa,
Ajåtaßatru responds by rejecting the comparison and offering a different viewpoint. Ajåtaßatru responds to each point with a sarcastic comment, saying “do not talk to me about him (puruƒa)” (BU 2.1.2–13).44
Finally, Ajåtaßatru rejects Gårgya’s views when he further mocks
him, asking, “Is that all?” (BU 2.1.14; K∑U 4.19). This prompts Gårgya
to accept defeat and ask Ajåtaßatru to be his teacher. At this point, the
king comments that taking on a brahmin as a student is a reversal of
the norm. It is notable that in both versions of this dialogue Ajåtaßatru
brings attention to the exceptional circumstances of a king teaching a
brahmin, despite the fact that both Upani∑ads contain other episodes
with the same scenario. After making this remark, the king takes Gårgya
by the hand and points out to him a man who is sleeping. By means
of bringing Gårgya’s attention to this sleeping man, Ajåtaßatru instructs him about the process of sleeping and dreaming and how prå£a
behaves in the body during these processes. Ajåtaßatru’s teaching style
and what he is teaching about are entirely different from Gårgya’s
discourse. Whereas Gårgya’s discourse is based on knowing the
connections between the sacrifice and the cosmos, Ajåtaßatru uses the
concrete example of a sleeping man to explain the activities of sleeping and dreaming. As we have seen, several teachings mark a shift in
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the general orientation of knowledge from ritual symbolism to an
interest in different bodily and mental states. Accordingly, this dialogue contrasts the brahmin’s ritual symbolism with the king’s understanding of the processes of life and death.
Indeed, almost all the dialogues between brahmins and kings
feature discussions about the processes of life and how to avoid repeated death. In the Íatapatha Bråhma£a (11.6.2.6–10) Janaka delivers a
teaching to Yåjñavalkya that is similar to the knowledge of the five
fires. Janaka says that the two libations that are offered as the agnihotra
rise and enter the air; from the air they enter the sky; from the sky
they return to the earth; from the earth they enter man; from man they
enter a woman. When a man who knows this approaches his mate, he
produces a son. Janaka equates the son with the agnihotra and says
that there is nothing higher than this. This teaching suggests that one
can achieve immortality through producing a male child.
Additionally, King Citra Gå∫gyåyani has a similar teaching. As
we have seen, Citra appears in place of Pravåhaˆa in the Kauƒ¥taki
Upaniƒad version of the king’s dialogue with Ívetaketu and Uddålaka
≈ruˆi. In this account there is no analogy of the five fires, yet there are
similarities with the teaching of the two paths: “When people depart
from this world they all go to the moon. By means of the prå£ås, the
moon becomes full in the first half of the month. The waning of the
second half of the month produces them again. Indeed, the moon is
the door to the heavenly world” (1.2).45 Here, the feasting of gods is
not mentioned, but rather the moon is described as the door to heaven.
As the king explains, the only way past the moon to heaven is to
answer the moon’s questions. Those who answer correctly are allowed
to pass, but those who do not return to the earth in the form of rain
(1.2). The king continues his instruction by explaining exactly what
questions the moon will ask and how to answer them. Thus, in Citra’s
teaching the connection between the king’s knowledge and his ability
to achieve immortality is quite explicit.
It is clear from these examples that teachings about the processes
of life and death are an important subject matter in dialogues between
brahmins and kings. Taken together, Upanishadic teachings claim to
offer the king powers in this life, by winning territory and defeating
enemies, as well as in the world beyond, by becoming immortal. Seen
within the context of the prå£a myth and the recurring political and
military metaphors, the kƒatriya characters who claim to be authors of
teachings are no longer so surprising. By placing kƒatriyas as central
figures in stories about the transmission of Upanishadic knowledge,
brahmin composers could portray this knowledge as indispensable to
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the king’s political power. As we have seen, the dialogues emphasize
that regardless of who is the teacher, the brahmins get paid and are
treated respectfully. In this way, brahmin composers had nothing to
lose, and a lot to gain, in portraying kƒatriyas as the authors.
CONCLUSION
In this chapter we have looked at dialogues between brahmins and
kings. Not only do a number of these episodes feature kings teaching
brahmins, but King Pravåhaˆa actually asserts that his knowledge
originated among the kƒatriyas and had never reached the brahmins
before. Rather than assume that this is a literal claim, in this chapter
we have considered why brahmin composers would represent their
own ideas as being authored by kƒatriyas. As we have seen, the literary
trope of the kƒatriya who teaches the brahmin is one of a number of
narrative features in the early Upani∑ads that makes these stories directly appealing to a kƒatriya audience.
Throughout these dialogues the ideal king is both knowledgeable in Upanishadic teachings and generous to brahmins. The knowledgeable king in no way, however, establishes independence from
brahmins, as illustrated by the fact that the very kings who are depicted as the most knowledgeable, Janaka and Aßvapati, are also represented as being the most magnanimous hosts. Furthermore, these
kings, as well as others, provide both wealth and accommodation
even when they are the ones giving the teaching. In these cases, the
brahmins are paid for their presence in the court, suggesting that even
if a king was knowledgeable he still needed the brahmin to authenticate his wisdom.
The two brahmins who feature most in dialogues with kings are
Yåjñavalkya and Uddålaka ≈ruˆi. Although Yåjñavalkya is aggressive in his encounters with other brahmins, he is friendly and personable with King Janaka. In fact, he initially wins patronage from Janaka
through losing his debate with the king. Similarly, Uddålaka ≈ruˆi is
defeated in debates by kings on several occasions, with one of his
most distinctive character traits being that he always admits when he
does not know something. Yet far from being ridiculed for his
ignorance, Uddålaka is characterized as humble and respectful, and
losing discussions with kings is exactly what wins him their courtesy
and patronage.
In his dialogue with Pravåhaˆa, Uddålaka’s interaction with the
king is presented in contradistinction to that of his son, whose rudeness not only indicates that he is not fully learned, but also is what
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prohibits him from hearing the king’s teaching. In this example the
dialogue between king and priest continues a theme that is also apparent in the dialogues between teachers and students: etiquette is a
fundamental part of the teachings. In the case of Ívetaketu, he is not
considered completely educated because he has not learned the social
practices that accompany his discursive knowledge. This dialogue,
which has clear messages for both brahmins and kings, indicates that
these stories about relations between kings and priests serve as a reminder to both a priestly and kingly audience for how to treat each
other. Whereas kings need brahmins to authenticate their position as
kings, brahmins need kings as their employers.
In previous chapters we have discussed the different political
agendas of the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad and the Chåndogya Upaniƒad.
Whereas the Chåndogya Upaniƒad tends to be traditional and closely
linked with the Kuru-Pañcåla heartland, the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad is
more critical of Vedic orthodoxy and aligns itself with King Janaka of
Videha. These opposing political agendas are also manifest in the
dialogues between brahmins and kings, as the texts take different
positions regarding whether kings should officially initiate brahmins
as their students: while the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad shows kings formally initiating brahmins, the Chåndogya Upaniƒad does not. These
conflicting views, however, are consistent with other differences between the texts. As we have seen, the Chåndogya Upaniƒad emphasizes
the upanayana much more than the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad does and
thus is reluctant to depict kings in the formal role of the teacher. The
B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, however, concentrates more attention on the
brahmodya and the relationship between the king and the court priest.
With this different social orientation, as well as the text’s more critical
stance against the Kuru-Pañcåla establishment, the B®hadåra£yaka
Upaniƒad does not appear to have any hesitation showing brahmins
officially becoming the students of kings.
Despite these differences, both texts, along with the Kauƒ¥taki
Upaniƒad, consistently employ metaphors of kingship to frame fundamental Upanishadic teachings. Knowledge of discourses about åtman
and prå£a are said to lead to kingly aspirations such as supremacy
(ßraiƒ†hya), independent rule (svåråjya), and sovereignty (ådhipatya);
åtman, which is considered the center of the ontological sphere, is
directly compared to the king to reinforce his position at the center of
the political sphere; and the relationship between the prå£a and the
other vital powers is compared to the power struggles between the
king and his ministers. Taken together, these examples serve to char-
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acterize Upanishadic teachings as indispensable to kings for both
military and political success. In this way, political metaphors, as well
as narrative frames, are used to reinforce to kings the importance of
Upanishadic teachings, plus the brahmins who teach them.
As this book has demonstrated thus far, the dialogues of the
Upani∑ads firmly root their teachings in the affairs of everyday life
and specifically address social situations that were fundamental in
defining the life of a brahmin. In this chapter we have looked at the
dynamics between priests and kings and have seen how brahmins use
their expertise in knowledge to secure patronage. In the following
chapter we will look at dialogues between brahmins and women,
examining how they relate to other aspects of a brahmin’s life, such as
setting up a household and having male children.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Brahmins and Women
Subjectivity and Gender Construction in the Upaniƒads

INTRODUCTION
In the previous chapters we have looked at dialogues where brahmins
teach students, debate with other brahmins, and discuss philosophy
with kings. In these situations we have seen that the participants in
the dialogues and how they interact with each other are essential aspects
of the texts. As such, the Upani∑ads do not merely articulate philosophical claims, but also address how ideas are generated and circulated in the social world. In this chapter we will examine gender issues
in the Upani∑ads, with particular attention to the dialogues that feature brahmins and women. It is not my aim to impose any particular
theory of gender onto the Upani∑ads, but rather to investigate how
issues of gender impact the teachings put forth by the texts. This chapter will demonstrate that gender is an essential aspect of philosophy
in the Upani∑ads both because of the explicitly male soteriology represented by a number of the teachings and because the genders of the
literary characters have an impact on what they say and how they
interact with each other.
First we will examine the gender implications of the Upanishadic
notions of self, especially as represented through metaphors, creations
myths, and procreation rituals. Although on some occasions the
Upani∑ads make appeals to a universal knowledge available to everyone, a number of teachings present an explicitly male construction of
åtman and offer a soteriology that links a man’s ability to achieve
immortality to securing male children. The gender dimensions of
Upanishadic ideas remain ambiguous and unresolved, but nevertheless teachings about åtman are targeted at a predominantly male audience and achieving selfhood is associated with a number of practices
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and social situations that are primarily the domain of men and that
restrict the participation of women.
As we will see, the gender dimensions of Upanishadic teachings
have important implications concerning the construction of brahmin
male subjectivity. Satyakåma is portrayed as a householder who supports himself as a teacher by taking on students. Although it is not
clear whether or not Satyakåma has any children himself, the householder lifestyle is privileged by a number of teachings that link immortality to having male children, with some teachings further claiming
that this knowledge itself guarantees the production of male children.
Yåjñavalkya, however, challenges this ideal by including women in
his philosophical discussions, as well as by teaching that immortality
can be attained without having children. We will examine the differing portrayals of Satyakåma and Yåjñavalkya in terms of competing
ideals of the brahmin man.
Although the Upani∑ads are primarily about brahmin men, the
dialogues also feature a number of female characters. In fact, because
of the importance of procreation in securing immortality, the presentations of female speakers in the dialogues, as well as the practices
assigned to women during procreation, are central to the philosophical claims of the texts. For the most part, the representations of women,
especially as wives and procreative bodies, serve to reinforce the ideal
of the male brahmin householder. Nevertheless, a number of characters point to “cracks in the veneer” of male brahmin orthodoxy.1 These
characters embody a tension regarding women throughout the
Upani∑ads: whereas women are central because of their procreative
role, they are defined and depicted as subordinate to men, and their
participation in Upanishadic narratives tends to be marginalized and
mediated. In the latter part of this chapter we will look at female
characters who speak in Upanishadic dialogues, how they speak, and
how they negotiate with the limitations restricting women in Upanishadic practice.
We will focus our attention on Gårg¥, Jabålå, and Maitrey¥. Gårg¥
not only speaks in the brahmodya at Janaka’s court, but also overtly
challenges Yåjñavalkya’s authority (BU 3.6.1, 3.8.1–12). In the process,
she displays her superiority in knowledge over a number of brahmin
men from Kuru-Pañcåla. Jabålå teaches her son the truth (satya) about
his lineage that eventually leads to his recognition as a brahmin (CU
4.4.1–5). As we will see, her teaching is similar to a number of instances where the authority of a woman’s words is recognized only
when it is restated by a brahmin man. In Yåjñavalkya’s dialogue with
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his wife Maitrey¥, we encounter a brahmin wife who discusses philosophy (BU 2.4.1–14, 4.5.1–15). Yet despite his apparent preference
for Maitrey¥’s knowledge, Kåtyåyan¥, Yåjñavalkya’s other wife, has a
knowledge that is perhaps more representative of what Upanishadic
women are expected to know. One of the recurring themes among the
depictions of female characters is that the text tends to reveal more
about them than it seems to realize. As such, female characters are
often more central to the narrative than they first appear to be.
Yet as some female characters play a central role, others are barely
mentioned. Indeed, throughout the Upani∑ads the depictions of female characters are neither static nor consistent. As wives, mothers,
and philosophers, female characters are not reduced to one uniform
image or a single social role. Despite the diversity of the characters,
however, most of the women portrayed in the Upani∑ads face similar
obstacles in their discussions with men, with another recurring theme
in these dialogues being the lack of authority of female speakers.
Women do speak, but their speech is not assigned the same status as
the words of men. Grace Jantzen makes similar observations about the
participation of women in western philosophy: “The problem is not
that women do not/ can not have language, but that men . . . refuse to
listen” (1998, 51). In the Upani∑ads, although the presence of women
is necessary, the voices of female speakers are continually restricted
and muted. Taken together, the various representations of women in
the Upani∑ads primarily serve to reinforce the ideal brahmin man: the
married householder.
THE GENDER OF THE SELF: ‹TMAN AND THE MALE BODY
As discussed in the introduction, the most fundamental philosophical
questions throughout the early Upani∑ads revolve around åtman: What
is the self? How do the breaths function in keeping the body alive?
What happens to the self at the time of death? As we explored earlier,
many of the teachings where åtman figures prominently describe the
world in a naturalistic way. As opposed to the ritual symbolism of the
Bråhmaˆas, many Upanishadic teachings conceptualize åtman as an
important part of a life process in the natural world. For example,
when Uddålaka ≈ruˆi describes åtman in terms of bees making honey,
rivers flowing into oceans, and salt dissolving into water, he does not
link åtman directly to virility or semen, but suggests that åtman is a life
force that transcends genders, not to mention different orders of species (CU 6.1.1–16.3). Despite the universal scope of this teaching, how-
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ever, on other occasions the definition of the self and who has access
to knowledge about the self is more restrictive. Indeed, the word åtman
is masculine in gender and is often specifically connected to men. In
the following two sections we will look at some of the gender implications of teachings about åtman, especially those that appear in creation myths and procreation rituals. On the one hand these teachings
clearly privilege men and put forth a soteriology that is explicitly
male, sometimes even revealing an anxiety towards women and a fear
that they should not know too much. On the other hand, these teachings seem to recognize the complementarity of male and female in the
process of creation and reproduction.
One of the most obvious ways that teachings about the self are
connected to issues of gender is through the male teachers who articulate them. The fact that the literary characters who discuss åtman are
predominantly male brahmins indicates that this is the group of people
most associated with these teachings. Yet not only are the teachings
about åtman conveyed by male speakers, but there is an assumed male
audience illustrated by a number of androcentric metaphors that frame
the discourses. For example, when Yåjñavalkya is teaching Janaka, he
describes knowing åtman as an embrace (sampariƒvakta) comparable to
embracing a female lover, which leaves a man oblivious (BU 4.3.21).
Similarly, in the Chåndogya Upaniƒad (5.2.9) a successful ritual performance produces a vision of a woman.2 Although these teachings do not
prohibit women from gaining access to this knowledge, they are clearly
not aimed at a female audience. As we will see, Upanishadic teachings
richly employ sexual metaphors, specifically relating the attainment of
knowledge with male sexual pleasure.
Another aspect of the Upanishadic conception of self that privileges a male audience is the mythological connection between åtman
and the primordial male creator gods, Puru∑a and Prajåpati. As we
have seen in the introduction, the Aitareya Upaniƒad (1.1) has a creation
myth in which åtman creates the universe by sacrificing, dismembering, and reconstructing his body, thus assuming the characteristics of
the cosmic bodies of Puru∑a and Prajåpati. In a similar myth from the
B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad (1.4.1–6), the gender dimensions of åtman are
highlighted by depicting the self as the primordial man who creates
the first woman from his own body. At the beginning of creation
åtman is alone and afraid; he thus creates a wife to have as a companion. The narrative explains that because he splits (pat) himself, he
gives rise to husband (pati) and wife (patn¥). Significantly, the female
body is explicitly created from åtman’s body, implying that the exist-
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ence of the female body is ultimately derived from the primordial
male body. The first thing that åtman does with his wife after creating
her is to copulate with her, with the result of their union being that
human beings are born (1.4.3). In this myth, åtman is linked to a particular construction of gender relations that prioritizes male over female and defines women as created by, from, and for men.
Despite the privileging of the male role, however, procreation is
represented as a process that is inherently interactive. After their initial copulation, åtman’s wife thinks to herself, “How can he have intercourse with me after having generated me from himself. Now, I will
hide myself” (1.4.4).3 The story then relates how she hides in the form
of a cow, but then he becomes a bull and copulates with her. From this
union cattle are born. She then takes the form of various other animals, and in every case åtman assumes the male form of each animal
and copulates with her. From these unions all the animals are born.
Significantly, this account points towards later creation myths
where the primordial female takes a more active role in creation.4 At
the end of this myth, åtman thinks to himself, “I, indeed, am creation,
because I created all this” (BU 1.4.5).5 The comments of åtman, however, do not seem to represent the creation process as it is described
in this myth. As we have seen, each case in which the specific animals
are born happens because the wife has initially taken on the identity
of each animal. Thus, the first instance of every species occurs only
when the wife assumes a new form for the sake of hiding. Despite the
fact that åtman takes credit for creation, the narrative shows us that
living beings did not come into existence from åtman alone, but by
means of patn¥’s activity. As in the Prajåpati myth, this Upanishadic
account defines creation in such a way that it downplays the procreative agency of the woman, yet nevertheless illustrates the inherent
complementarity among male and female in the process of creation.
Despite this active female participation, these creation myths tend
to reduce the images of the female body to that of a sexual body. In
a similar myth from the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, Prajåpati creates the
first woman, whose body is then compared to a soma sacrifice: “Her
lap is the vedi (area between the sacrificial fires), her hair the sacrificial
grass. Her skin is the soma press, her labia the fire in the middle”
(6.4.3).6 In the Puruƒas¶kta (§V 10.90) and its subsequent mythology,
Vedic literature often presents the human body as a paradigm to
describe the universe and the sacrifice. However, the body of Puru∑a
is a specifically male body which represents the entire universe and
generates the social categories (var£a), the moon and the sun, Indra
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and Agni. The rearticulation of this myth in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad
illustrates how the sacrificial imagery is grafted onto the male body
differently from how it is grafted onto the female body. The myth
begins with Prajåpati, whose body throughout Vedic literature is described and linked to both the universe and the sacrifice. However,
this particular telling of the myth concludes by comparing a woman’s
body to a soma sacrifice, where only the sexual and generative organs
from the woman are mentioned.7 Whereas a man’s body is a microcosm for the entire universe, the female body is reduced to a sexual
and procreative body.
Admittedly, a man’s body is not always likened to the entire
universe. In Pravåhaˆa’s instruction to Uddålaka ≈ruˆi, he compares
the five fires to five aspects of the world: (1) the upper regions (asau
loka), (2) rain (parjanya), (3) earth (ayam loka), (4) man (puruƒa), and
(5) woman (yoƒå). In the discussion of man, his body is described in
terms of the vital functions: (1) open mouth (vyåttam), (2) breath (prå£a),
(3) speech (våc), (4) sight (cakƒu), and (5) hearing (ßrota). The description of a woman, however, appears exclusively in terms of her sexual
organs and how a man approaches her during sex: (1) lap/loins
(upastha), (2) pubic hair (loman), (3) vagina (yoni), (4) penetration (anta÷
karoti), and (5) climax (abhinandå). These examples illustrate that while
the male body is linked to sacrificial and cosmological imagery in a
number of ways, the female body tends to be described particularly in
relation to sexual intercourse and procreation.
As we will see, many Upanishadic teachings encourage brahmin
men to engage in sexual activity in pursuit of their soteriological goals.
Accordingly, it is not surprising that in some passages the male body
is also described as a procreative body. Nevertheless, the male body
is never reduced to its procreative role. For example, in the Chåndogya
Upaniƒad description of the såman of Våmadeva, explicitly male sexual
actions are linked to different aspects of the chant: “Inviting a woman
is the hi‰kara (initial humming), expressing desire is the praståva (prelude). Lying beside her is the udg¥tha, lying on top of her is the pratihåra
(response). Climax is the nidhana (finale)” (2.13.1).8 This passage goes
on to say that one who knows the såman as woven upon sexual intercourse achieves successful sexual intercourse, as well as attains a full
life span, lots of children, and livestock (2.13.2). Here, the male body
is also described as a sexual body, but unlike the female body that is
objectified as a sexual body, the brahmin man is characterized as a
sexual subject and the male body is never reduced to the sexual organs. Rather, men are encouraged to have sex for the sake of actual-
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izing their pursuits of knowledge, and intercourse is portrayed as an
activity that is part of the quest for immortality.
Not only do these examples show that the Upani∑ads tend to
represent the female body differently from the male body, but by
linking åtman with the mythology of Puru∑a and Prajåpati, these passages present a particularly male conception of the self. In these contexts, åtman is not a universal self in the sense that everyone has an
åtman, but rather åtman is a particular construction of the self which
is both explicitly male and gained through particular kinds of practices which are primarily the domain of men. Yet despite the distincly
male connotations of some teachings, in other contexts åtman is described as operating the same way in plants and animals as in people.
In these cases, the female body implicitly has an åtman the same way
that a male body has one, thus opening up a discursive space for
women such as Gårg¥ and Maitrey¥ to be knowledgeable in Upanishadic
teachings. Significantly, these ambiguities concerning the gender implications of åtman remain unresolved.
These descriptions of a specifically male creator of the universe
are closely connected to a number of teachings that emphasize the
male role in procreation and birth.9 As we have seen in the upanayana,
the relationship between teacher and student is often described in
birth metaphors, with the initiation itself considered a man’s second
birth, which bestows upon him a twice-born status (dvija). Consequently, a man’s birth into society, which was defined and controlled
by brahmin men, was considered more real than his natural birth. As
Kumkum Roy points out with regard to the Vedic sacrifice, ritual
actions often function in taking away the agency of women from the
process of procreation: “The possibility of recreating such acts was
open only to the male sacrificer. In effect this meant that the procreative power of women was simultaneously denied and appropriated”
(1991–2, 13). At the end of the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad (6.4.10–11) there
is a series of six rites, all of which address sexual intercourse and
procreation. One of the themes that extends throughout this section is
the male attempt to assume control over the processes of conception
and birth. For example, one rite prescribes mantras for a man to say in
order to induce and prevent pregnancy. Here, a woman’s body is
defined primarily as a receptacle for a man’s semen, and it is the
semen that is regarded as containing the power to generate life.
These rituals that deal with procreation not only promise men the
ability to control conception, but also bestow the power to generate
offspring with specifically desired attributes.10 One set of instructions
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mentions a number of mixtures with rice and milk that should be
prepared by a man’s wife, for him and her to eat together (BU 6.4.15–
18). There are four sets of characteristics that are then described for
potential offspring and a different mixture that should be made and
eaten for each one. The first desired offspring is a son with a fair
(ßukla) complexion, who will learn one Veda; the second is a son with
a brown (kapila) and yellow (pi‰gala) complexion, who will master two
Vedas; and the third is a son with dark (ßyåma) complexion and red
eyes (lohitåkƒa), who will learn three Vedas. Surprisingly, the fourth
offspring mentioned is a daughter (duhitå), who is described as learned
(pa£¿itå). Although these instructions for how to secure a female child
at first seem inconsistent with the male bias of this section, in fact
learned women are necessary for these rituals to work. All the procreation rituals described in this section, although they promise to give
reproductive power to men, must be performed by a husband and
wife together. Accordingly, female participation in the process of procreation is not restricted entirely to the role of sexual partner, but
rather, as these rituals illustrate, women are also ritual partners for
their husbands.
The essential role of the brahmin’s wife in these procreation rituals again points to the complementary depiction of the processes of
creation and procreation. Yet despite the acknowledgement that both
male and female participation is needed to produce offspring, these
rituals attempt to give brahmin men the ultimate control over procreative activities. This also extends to attempting to define and regulate
a baby’s birth and first feeding. Similar to the ceremony where a man
bestows his knowledge to his son before he departs from the world,
a man comes physically close to his newborn son and says in his right
ear three times, “speech, speech” (våc). He then feeds the baby a mixture of curd, honey, and ghee, while saying a mantra (BU 6.4.25). It is
significant that this mantra immediately precedes the father handing
over his son to the mother for the child’s first breast-feeding. Roy has
pointed out that this is another case where Upanishadic teachings
privilege the man’s role in the procreation process: “The offspring
obtained, moreover, were connected with the father through rituals.
For instance, the son was first fed by the father and then handed over
for breast-feeding to the mother. This probably symbolically incorporated the newborn son within the patrilineage and asserted the father’s
role in childbirth” (1994, 257).
After the first feeding the man gives his son a name while saying, “You are the Veda” (BU 6.4.26). While there are clear instructions
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of how to name a male child, there are no descriptions of naming a
female child. Although the text does not state that a similar naming
ceremony could not take place for a daughter, its neglect is indicative
of the male bias of the texts. Women are not systematically denied a
place in the discourse, but rather their possibilities for selfhood are not
explicitly addressed. The Upani∑ads are primarily about brahmin men
and tend to address women only vis-à-vis their relation to men.
Finally, after naming the boy, the man addresses his wife, saying
that a man who is born the son of a brahmin who knows this naming
ritual reaches the highest point in prosperity (ßr¥yå), glory (yaßas), and
sacred knowledge (brahmavarcasa) (BU 6.4.28). Here, at the end of this
section, these instructions reinforce the father’s role in the process of
procreation and indicate that the father’s knowledge ensures prosperity for his son.
THE SELF, VIRILITY, AND IMMORTALITY
As we have seen in the introduction, immortality in the Upani∑ads is
often defined in terms of prolonging one’s lifespan. In these contexts
knowledge about how the body works is fundamental because it implies that one can manipulate the process of life in order to avert
death. The Chåndogya Upaniƒad (3.16.7), for example, tells us that
Mahidåsa Aitareya lived to be one hundred and sixteen after claiming
that he would overcome death because of his knowledge. Different
from, yet related to, this understanding of immortality is a soteriology
that teaches that a man can pass his åtman to his son. In this way, a
man can achieve immortality by means of having a male child, as well
as by passing knowledge onto him. As we will see, this soteriology
explicitly addresses the interests of brahmin men and has far-reaching
implications concerning the gender status of åtman, as well as possible
restrictions on who can achieve immortality.
The Bråhmaˆas clearly state that because a father achieves immortality through his son, only a married man can perform a sacrifice.
For example, the Aitareya Bråhma£a explains that when a woman has
a son, not only does she give birth to a child, but the husband himself
is born again in her as the son (7.13). The Íatapatha Bråhma£a reinforces this identification of father and son: “The father is the same as
the son, and the son is the same as the father” (ÍB 12.4.3.1 tr. Eggeling).
Similarly, in the Upani∑ads there are several discourses that explain how the father passes on his vital functions to his son. In the
B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad there is a father-son ceremony instructing that
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when a man is about to die he should teach his son all his Vedic
learning. This passage claims that when a man who knows this dies,
“he enters his son with his prå£ås. And if he has acted wrongly, then
his son releases (muc) him from all that” (1.5.17).11 Here, the father not
only continues living through his son, but also through his son absolves himself from any wrongdoing. The Kauƒ¥taki Upaniƒad describes
a father-son ceremony where again the father passes his prå£a on to
his son (2.14). According to this rite, a man should lie down and cover
himself with a garment. Then the son should lie on top of him and
touch his father’s organs with his corresponding organs (2.14). This
rite, which explains that every aspect of the father’s body is passed
onto his son, bestows the father’s authority onto his son. This and
other passages indicate the importance of passing on one’s knowledge
before death, emphasizing that it is not enough merely to have sons,
but one must also transmit knowledge to a son.
These passages also have important implications for the relationship between knowledge of åtman and ritual action. As we have seen,
knowledge of åtman is often cast as a replacement to ritual, at least to
the large-scale sacrifices of the Bråhmaˆas. Yet here knowledge of
åtman has its own accompanying procedure, as the transmission of
knowledge of åtman from father to son is presented as a ritual. Whereas
in the sacrificial texts a man had sons so that they could perform ritual
actions after his death, in the Upani∑ads the father becomes alive in
the son by means of a different kind of ritual, the ritual of passing on
knowledge about the self.
As having a son leads to immortality, virility and sexual potency
are fundamental aspects of male subjectivity. This is demonstrated by
the many discourses that are either explicitly about sex or are embedded within sexual metaphors. The Chåndogya Upaniƒad (1.1.6), for example, describes oμ as uniting in sexual union, and knowledge of the
udg¥tha chant as equated with fulfilling sexual desires. For examples
more specific to male sexuality, let us return to the procreation rites at
the end of the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad. As Olivelle points out: “An
interesting sub-text running through these rites is the fear of losing
virility and merit by engaging in sexual activity” (1999, 52).
This entire section begins with the mythical account of Prajåpati
creating women as a support for his semen. The imagery of this myth
equates sexual intercourse with a soma sacrifice and promises that a
man who engages in sexual intercourse with this knowledge will reap
the same rewards as one who performs such a sacrifice. However, a
passage that follows this myth warns that sexual activity without the
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proper knowledge can be potentially dangerous, as merit (suk®ta) could
be won and lost during sex. With the proper knowledge a man can
appropriate merit from a woman during their sexual activity, however if a man without this knowledge has sexual intercourse, the
woman can appropriate merit for herself (6.4.3). This passage then
claims that Uddålaka ≈ruˆi knew this when he warned that brahmin
men who engage in sexual intercourse without this knowledge depart
from the world impotent (nirindriya) and without merit (visuk®ta) (BU
6.4.4). This reference to Uddålaka ≈ruˆi is quite likely an attempt to
connect this teaching with the knowledge of the five fires, which appears before this passage in this same section of the B®hadåra£yaka
Upaniƒad. Thematically this would makes sense because whereas the
five fires discourse explains how semen is linked to immortality, in
this passage Uddålaka ≈ruˆi reflects that brahmins were losing their
virility without this knowledge.
The importance of maintaining one’s virility is further emphasized as the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad explains what to do when a man
discharges semen when he is not having sexual intercourse: he should
touch it and address it while saying “May my virility (indriya), my
energy (tejas) and my passion (bhaga) return to me’’ (6.4.5).12 Similarly,
in his teaching of the five fires, Pravåhaˆa teaches that semen is the
essence of a man’s life (6.4.1). Clearly, as semen is regarded as a life
force, there is a fear that losing semen will result in losing virility. The
following passage tells us that if a man recites this formula and then
rubs the semen between his breast and brow, he will retain his energy
(tejas), virility (indriya), splendor (yaßas), wealth (dravi£a), and merit
(suk®ta). In these examples, Upanishadic teachings are explicitly connected to a particular construction of a man, which defines masculinity in terms of sexual potency, thereby linking these instructions to
virility and sexual power. Taken together, they show that male sexual
activity needs to be controlled for the sake of procreation. As semen
is directly linked to immortality, there is a fear of spilling one’s seed
outside the discursively sanctioned activity of heterosexual intercourse.
We return to the tension regarding female participation in procreation further on in this section of the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, where
there is a ritual for men to make women have sex with them. This
ritual explains that a man should approach a woman who has finished
menstruating and invite her to have sex with him (6.4.6–8). If she does
not consent to having sex with him, he should bribe her, and if
she continues to refuse, he should beat her with a stick or with his
fists and overpower her. Roebuck sees this passage as an “apparent
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encouragement of domestic violence,” yet points out that it is unclear
“whether actual or symbolic violence is intended” (2003, 410). In either case, this violence is significant, especially when we remember that
throughout the Upani∑ads knowledge is often framed within metaphors
of antagonism and combat. Despite the fact that this passage is embedded within ritual and perhaps should be taken metaphorically, the violent and aggressive portrayal of the brahmin man is consistent with the
depiction of the confrontational masculinity of verbal debates.
As the passage continues, it explains that if a woman resists the
man’s sexual advances and has to be overtaken by force, the man can
say a mantra to take away her splendor (yaßas) (BU 6.4.7).13 However,
if she agrees to have sex with him, he can say a mantra to ensure that
both of them can become full of splendor through sexual intercourse.
Both this passage and the knowledge ascribed to Uddålaka ≈ruˆi
emphasize the importance of Upanishadic teachings during sexual
intercourse and show a brahmin male anxiety towards women. A
woman, even the characteristically passive and supportive wife, is
always a potential danger because she can appropriate merit (suk®ta)
and splendor (yaßas) during sex.
A man’s knowledge of appropriate teachings and rituals not only
can make a woman have sex with him, but also can make her desire
him. As he has intercourse with her he should say, “You come from
every part of my body. You are born from my heart. You are the
essence of my limbs. Make this woman mad about me, as if pierced
by a poison arrow” (BU 6.4.9).14 This passage, a reference to the Prajåpati
myth at the beginning of the entire section, is invoked to explain that
because women derive their existence from men, a man has the ability
to manipulate her emotional attitude towards him.
The competitive and aggressive aspect of sexual relations is directed against not only brahmin’s sexual partners, but also their sexual
rivals, and guarding one’s wife is considered another aspect of securing immortality. The Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a, for example, claims that a
wife must be protected so that another man’s immortality does not
grow in her: “Lest in my womb, in my world somebody else come
into existence” (1.17 tr. Bodewitz).16 In this way, a man’s knowledge
of discourses relating to sexual practices not only gives him power
over women, but also can give him power over other men. Similarly,
the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad prescribes a ritual where a man can make
a mixture and perform a mantra if his wife has a lover whom he hates,
pointing out that a man who is cursed by a brahmin with this knowledge will depart from this world without his virility and merit. These
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examples illustrate that a crucial aspect of brahmin subjectivity is
knowledge about sex and procreation, knowledge which not only
promises the reward of immortality, but also bestows power in this
world over women and other men.
Another important soteriological goal in the Upani∑ads is ånanda,
which is often translated as joy or bliss. In his study of the semantic
history of this term, Olivelle argues that in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad
and the Taittir¥ya Upaniƒad, ånanda has overt sexual connotations:
“These Upani∑ads present ånanda as the faculty or power of the sexual
organ parallel to the sensory and motor faculties associated with
other organs” (1997b, 162). Moreover, ånanda is often associated with
knowledge of åtman, thus suggesting that knowledge of the self brings
about orgasmic rapture.15 As orgasmic bliss is part of the procreation
process that ideally results in the birth of sons, ånanda is linked with
immortality. Olivelle’s study shows that there is an explicit connection between ånanda and the penis, which clearly suggests that the
rapture brought about by knowledge of åtman is associated with a
man’s sexual pleasure.
Olivelle’s observations about the meaning of ånanda, together
with the repeated emphasis on male children and the rituals that are
meant to control the process of procreation, point to the explicitly
male soteriology assumed throughout the early Upani∑ads. This does
not necessary imply that women could not be candidates for immortality, but rather the ideal candidate is undoubtedly the brahmin householder. In the following section we will see that the teachings and
story of Yåjñavalkya challenge this ideal, but most brahmins, such as
Satyakåma, are depicted as married householders.
Y≈JÑAVALKYA AND SATYAK≈MA:
COMPETING IDEALS OF MALE SUBJECTIVITY
As we have discussed in previous chapters, Yåjñavalkya and Satyakåma
embody opposing constructions of the Upanishadic brahmin, particularly in relation to teaching and debating. In this section we will explore how their competing standards for brahminhood are developed
through their interactions with female characters. Whereas Satyakåma
is the embodiment of the married householder, Yåjñavalkya challenges
traditional views by including women in philosophical discussions
and by teaching that one can attain immortality without having sons.16
As we discussed in the first chapter, Satyakåma’s life story
fits the model of the brahmin householder. Satyakåma is married,
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maintains a household fire, and supports himself as a teacher by taking
on students. This lifestyle complies with a number of teachings, including instructions in the Taittir¥ya Upaniƒad that prescribe that brahmins
should continue their family line upon their completion of Vedic studies (1.11.1). Although the presence of Satyakåma’s wife is crucial to his
portrayal as a householder, she remains in the shadows, as she is not
mentioned by name, and Satyakåma does not acknowledge her when
she speaks to him. We will return to the character of Satyakåma’s wife
later in the chapter. For now, however, it is important to point out that
her appearance is primarily to characterize Satyakåma as the type of
brahmin who gets married and maintains a household. As such, her
personal identity is not specified and her words are ignored.
In contrast, Yåjñavalkya has an affectionate and personable exchange with his wife. In fact, Yåjñavalkya’s dialogue with Maitrey¥
is one of two separate occasions when he speaks to women about
philosophy, thus setting him apart from other Upanishadic teachers,
especially the traditional Kuru-Pañcåla brahmins. In this way, Yåjñavalkya’s interactions with women are an integral aspect of his general
character as an innovative and enigmatic figure.
In his conversation with Maitrey¥, for example, he frames his
teaching in a way that specifically acknowledges her relation to him
as his wife: “Indeed, a husband is held dear, not for the love of a
husband, but a husband is held dear for the love of the self (åtman).
A wife is held dear, not for the love of a wife, but a wife is held dear
for the love of the self (åtman)” (2.4.5). This affectionate prelude to his
teaching is pertinent when we recall that much of the significance of
Upanishadic dialogues is in outlining how brahmins should interact
with their dialogical partners. In this case, as Yåjñavalkya specifically
relates his teaching to the particular relationship that exists between
himself and his wife, this dialogue establishes a mode of address
whereby brahmin men can speak to their wives about philosophy.
Additionally, Yåjñavalkya’s discussion with Maitrey¥ is remarkable in light of the fact that he is the only brahmin in the Upani∑ads
to teach that having male offspring is not necessary as part of achieving immortality. As we have seen, when the procreative role of women
is defined in terms of the soteriogical goals of men, women tend to be
restrained and marginalized. It is perhaps because he does not equate
his own immortality with this particular construction of women that
Yåjñavalkya can include women in his dialogues.
Furthermore, his conversation with Maitrey¥ can be seen as an
alternative model to how a brahmin man should pass on his knowl-
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edge before he dies. This dialogue begins with Yåjñavalkya about to
divide his inheritance between his two wives. As we have seen, there
are a number of passages that instruct how a man who is about to die
should pass on knowledge to his son. Yet in this case, when Yåjñavalkya
is about to depart, he addresses his wife. That Yåjñavalkya teaches
Maitrey¥ under these specific conditions suggests either that Yåjñavalkya can achieve his own immortality through passing his knowledge onto her, or that Yåjñavalkya is instructing Maitrey¥ for the sake
of her immortality. In either case, Yåjñavalkya puts his own authority
behind an alternative to the standard model of the transmission
of knowledge.
Nevertheless, despite speaking to women and offering a soteriology that is more inclusive of women, Yåjñavalkya appears to be condescending to both Maitrey¥ and Gårg¥. When he speaks to Maitrey¥,
he indicates that she might have trouble understanding him, by telling
her to “listen carefully” (nididhyåsava) (BU 2.4.4). Maitrey¥’s ability to
understand Yåjñavalkya’s teaching is further called into question
towards the end of the dialogue when Maitrey¥ says that she is
“confused” (muh) by what he has said. Yåjñavalkya responds rather
unsympathetically: “I have not said anything confusing (moha)”
(2.4.13).17 Additionally, he is condescending when he debates with
Gårg¥. As we will discuss later in this chapter, Gårg¥ is the first person
whom Yåjñavalkya threatens in this debate, picking on her because
she appears to be an easy target.
It is possible, however, that Yåjñavalkya’s condescending behavior towards Maitrey¥ and Gårg¥ is not necessarily directed against them
as women, but is part of his aggressive and confrontational debating
style. Yåjñavalkya is often aggressive and ironic with his dialogical
partners, and furthermore, throughout the Upani∑ads a number of
teachings are framed within explicitly kƒatriya metaphors.18 Although
much of this rhetoric is an attempt to make Upanishadic teachings
relevant to a kƒatriya audience, this also reflects a particular construction of the brahmin male as aggressive, competitive, and sometimes
violent. As we have seen, Yåjñavalkya’s success is largely attributed to
his ability to bully and intimidate his opponents. It is perhaps revealing that although brahmins define themselves differently from kƒatriyas,
as experts in knowledge rather than in fighting, they nevertheless
equate their success in knowledge with physical violence and military
strength. Similarly, the pedagogical dialogues are more combative than
supportive, as teachers often instruct students by means of confrontation, testing, and imparting false knowledge. Taken together, these
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different dialogical encounters illustrate that throughout the Upani∑ads,
aggression, competitiveness, and suspicion are among the qualities
that are needed to participate in the social world of brahmin men.
THE MYTH OF RECOVERING AN AUTHENTIC FEMALE VOICE
Now that we have looked at competing ideals of masculinity, let us
turn to the depiction of female characters in the early Upani∑ads. The
portrayal of women in Vedic literature is a topic of much debate. A
number of scholars take a historical approach to the texts, gleaning
from the portrayal of female characters evidence about the status of
women in ancient India, with some scholars arguing that women
enjoyed a relatively favorable position in the Vedic period. A. S. Altekar,
for example, argued that the position of women was higher in ancient
India than in ancient Greece and Rome ([1938] 1959, 337–38). Similarly,
R. C. Dutt claimed: “No nation held their women in higher honour than
the Hindus” (1972, 168–69). Uma Chakravarti argues that this trajectory
of scholarship was part of the Indian nationalist project that attempted
to assign a high place for women in the ancient Hindu past:
The analysis of the position of women in ancient India has
also been coloured by the fact that almost all the works have
been written by scholars who would fall within the nationalist
school of history. Writing at a time when Hindu social institutions were being subjected to fierce criticism by a generation
that was imbibing Western education and Western values, these
scholars worked hard to show that the position of women had
been high in the ancient past, (1999, 74)
More recently, scholars such as Ellison Banks Findly have attempted
to characterize the quite positive portrayal of female characters such
as Gårg¥ in the Upani∑ads as representing “an era of unsurpassed
advantage and opportunity for women” (1985, 38). Although Gårg¥ is
portrayed favorably, the depiction of one literary character is not sufficient to draw any conclusions about social and gender relations in
ancient India. Moreover, Gårg¥’s more positive characteristics tend to
be presented indirectly, thus indicating that the composers and compilers of the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad are not unhesitating in their depiction of the text’s most outgoing female character.
Furthermore, it is important to emphasize that the Upani∑ads are
not historical accounts, and therefore it is impossible to assess the
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actual situation facing women in ancient India from a reading of these
texts. We must keep in mind that the utterances of female characters
such as Gårg¥ and Maitrey¥ are not the direct expressions of a female
authorial voice. As Stephanie Jamison reminds us, we are never hearing women’s voices directly in the Brahmanical literature: “From the
beginning we must face the fact that we are not going to hear an
authentic woman’s voice—or at least not without tampering by those
who have inserted it into the tradition for their own reasons” (1996, 8).
Despite the fact that we should be hesitant in making any concrete historical conclusions, there remains much to be said about gender dynamics and the representation of female characters at a textual
level. In the remainder of this chapter we will look at dialogues where
women participate in Upanishadic teachings, examining how female
voices are represented, and how interactions between men and women
are described. Although the speech and actions of women continue to
be controlled by and mediated through men, we also see the construction of new kinds of female subjectivity. Rather than attempt to explain away these contradictions, it is important to recognize this tension
in the Upanishadic portrayal of women, especially the female characters, as a significant aspect of the texts. As Jamison explains, “The
conceptual position of women in ancient India was by nature not
unified, not governed by a coherent set of principles and attitudes. It
was contradictory, and these contradictions, found both in overt statements and in attitudes covertly reflected in narrative and ritual, are
irreconcilable” (1996, 203).
Some of my observations about the female characters will be
more speculative and interpretive than my comments about the male
characters in previous chapters. This is due, at least in part, to the
tension regarding female characters, and women in general, in
the texts. Similar to the myth where åtman’s wife does much of the
work in the process of creation, but where åtman takes the credit, the
narrative scenes that feature female characters depict women as having much more of an impact on the outcome of the story than is ever
reflected upon by the narrative itself. In other words there is often a
contradiction between what female characters do and how much the
text seems aware of what they do. Are these blind-spots, “accidental
byproducts” as Jamison suggests? (1996, 16). Are they intentional
cues for the more aware listener or reader? Or perhaps a bit of both?
This, we cannot know, and I do not attempt to speculate. But what I
have tried to do is bring attention to a number of often disregarded
actions and non-actions of the female characters in an attempt to
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explore their characters more fully and to reexamine their role in
the narratives.
G≈RGÁ : THE DEBATING TACTICS
OF A FEMALE PHILOSOPHER
Gårg¥ Våcaknav¥ is the female character who figures most prominently
in philosophical discussions in the Upani∑ads. She, along with the
brahmins from Kuru-Pañcåla, challenges Yåjñavalkya in the debate in
King Janaka’s court (BU 3.6, 3.8.1–12). Although she officially loses her
debate with Yåjñavalkya, in this section I will argue that there are a
number of distinctive features of her challenge that distinguish her
from the Kuru-Pañcåla brahmins and call into question whether her
defeat is as straightforward or conclusive as it first appears: she is the
first challenger to be threatened, the only one to speak twice, the only
one to address the other challengers, and the only one who gets in the
last word with Yåjñavalkya. Moreover, she displays her knowledge
both through her understanding of the discourse and her employment
of a number of debating tactics. Taken together, these unique features
of Gårg¥’s challenge suggest that, far from being silenced by Yåjñavalkya, she is the strongest opponent.
The first distinguishing characteristic of her encounter is that she
is the first challenger whom Yåjñavalkya threatens. She begins her initial confrontation with Yåjñavalkya by asking about the foundation of
water: “Since all this is woven together on water, then on what is water
woven together?” (BU 3.6).19 This question initiates a verbal exchange in
which Gårg¥ continues to ask about the foundation for every response
that Yåjñavalkya gives. Finally, when Yåjñavalkya replies that Prajåpati
is woven together upon the worlds of brahman, Gårg¥ once again demands a further answer, asking, “On what are the worlds of brahman
woven together?” At this point Yåjñavalkya warns her that if she continues to question him her head will shatter apart: “Gårg¥, do not ask
too many questions, or your head will shatter apart” (BU 3.6).20
Here, Yåjñavalkya justifies his warning to Gårg¥ by claiming that
she is asking beyond her knowledge. In chapter 2 we looked at Insler’s
distinction between two types of threats about head shattering.
Yåjñavalkya’s warning to Gårg¥ is presented as an example of the first
type because Gårg¥ asks beyond her own knowledge and because, according to Insler, her insufficient knowledge is implicit in the narrative:
The vocabulary of the first type makes matters extremely clear,
because the technical term employed, atip®chati ‘asks further
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or beyond,’ implicitly requires the addition of vidyåm ‘knowledge’ to complete the thought. That is to say, the questioner
is asking about matters beyond the limits of [her] knowledge.
(1989–90, 99)
Although it is true that the vocabulary in the narrative makes matters
clear that Yåjñavalkya accuses Gårg¥ of asking beyond her knowledge,
there are a number of details that suggest that Gårg¥ is not speaking
beyond what she knows, but that Yåjñavalkya is merely employing a
threat as a means to silence her. One reason to call into question
Yåjñavalkya’s accusation is because Gårg¥ reenters the debate even
after facing this mortal threat. Her second challenge suggests that
she is confident enough in her own knowledge to feel safe from
Yåjñavalkya’s threat.
Additionally, when Gårg¥ questions Yåjñavalkya the second time,
at first she does not address him directly, but rather appeals to all the
other challengers: “Eminent Brahmins! I am going to ask him two
questions. If he can answer them for me, none of you will defeat him
in the brahmodya” (BU 3.8.1).21 Significantly, she pays her respects to
the other brahmins, by addressing them with the deferential bhagavanta,
yet she does not refer to Yåjñavalkya by name, nor does she speak to
him in a respectful way, simply referring to him with the personal
pronoun imam. None of this is surprising when we consider that these
are her first words since being threatened by Yåjñavalkya. Furthermore, by addressing the entire assembly, Gårg¥ appeals to the other
brahmins to be her witnesses, perhaps in order to discourage
Yåjñavalkya from attempting any more debating tricks. Appealing to
witnesses is a crucial tactic employed by other female characters speaking in the court of a king. For example, in the Mahåbhårata, both
Draupad¥ (2.60–64) and Íakuntalå (1.68–69) use the assembly to bear
witness to their own truthfulness, as well as to highlight their fluency
in philosophical discourse, especially when the authority of their speech
is called into question.22
Once she has the attention of the Kuru-Pañcåla brahmins, Gårg¥
employs another helpful debating tactic by assuming a masculine
mode of speaking.23 Gårg¥ confronts Yåjñavalkya: “Yåjñavalkya, like a
warrior-son (ugra-putra÷) of Kåßi or Videha, having strung his unstrung bow and having taken in his hand two enemy-piercing arrows
might challenge you, I challenge you with two questions. Answer
them for me” (BU 3.8.2).24 As we have discussed previously, by comparing herself to a warrior and positioning herself as a direct combatant to
Yåjñavalkya, Gårg¥’s challenge is aggressive and shows the competitive
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atmosphere and high stakes of a brahmodya. Even though Yåjñavalkya
has just accused her of ignorance and threatened that her head will
shatter apart, Gårg¥ remains undaunted and clearly sees herself as an
equal to Yåjñavalkya. Gårg¥’s use of this trope of combat shows that
when she adopts an aggressive and confrontational approach her argument is taken seriously, illustrating that she has to take on the rhetoric
of a brahmin male subject to pose a serious challenge to Yåjñavalkya.25
Similarly, Gårg¥ adopts Yåjñavalkya’s characteristic use of humor in an attempt to unsettle Yåjñavalkya himself. After her aggressive challenge, Gårg¥ asks Yåjñavalkya her first question: “That which
is above the sky, that which is below the earth, what which is between
sky and earth, that which people call past, present and future. On
what are these woven together?” (BU 3.8.3).26 Yåjñavalkya’s response
is that they are all woven together upon space (åkåßa). Gårg¥ replies by
praising him: “I pay my respect to you (namaste), Yåjñavalkya. Indeed,
you have answered me. Be prepared for the next question” (BU 3.8.5).27
This response is seemingly respectful, yet when Gårg¥ delivers her
second question it becomes clear that her praise was actually mocking
Yåjñavalkya: “That which is above the sky, that which is below the
earth, what which is between sky and earth, that which people call
past, present and future. On what are these woven together?” (BU
3.8.6). Here we see that her second question is exactly the same as her
first. Olivelle has remarked on the acerbity behind Gårg¥’s second
question: “I think that Gårg¥’s response is dripping with sarcasm. She
is not satisfied at all with the first answer and is telling Yåjñavalkya,
in effect, to get serious! This, I believe, is the reason why her second
question is a repetition of the first” (1996, 311n). Although Gårg¥ does
not have the authority to threaten Yåjñavalkya directly, when she
responds to Yåjñavalkya’s answer with flattery only to ask him the
same question again, she shows that she is still not satisfied with his
answers. Furthermore, she openly defies his authority by mocking
him in front of the assembly.
Following Gårg¥’s second question, Yåjñavalkya responds with a
teaching about the imperishable (akƒara), which he describes by using
paradox and negation: it is neither thick nor thin, neither short nor
long; it has nothing inside of it, nor outside of it; it neither eats nor is
eaten. Significantly, Yåjñavalkya articulates this knowledge in terms
of gender, emphasizing that the imperishable is important knowledge
specifically for a man to know before he dies:
If someone in this world makes offerings, performs sacrifices
and practices austerities for many thousands of years without
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knowing the imperishable, Gårg¥, his work comes to an end.
He who departs from this world without knowing the imperishable is miserable, Gårg¥. But if someone passes from this
world knowing the imperishable, Gårg¥, he is a brahmin. (BU
3.8.10)28
Here, Yåjñavalkya’s teaching connects Upanishadic knowledge with a
specifically male soteriology. His use of the masculine pronoun sa,
especially when addressing a woman, suggests that only a man can
become a brahmin. Accordingly, the implication of Yåjñavalkya’s teaching is that despite coming from a brahmin family, because of her
gender, Gårg¥ can never truly be a brahmin.
However, we could also interpret this as Yåjñavalkya indirectly
bestowing the status of brahmin onto Gårg¥. As we have seen, in a
number of similar narrative scenes the status of brahmin is based as
much upon knowledge of the discourse as it is upon birth. The Íatapatha
Bråhma£a (11.6.2.10) names Janaka as a brahmin after the king proves
his knowledge to Yåjñavalkya, and Satyakåma is acknowledged as a
brahmin despite not knowing his family lineage (CU 4.4.1–5). By implication, if Gårg¥ can know the imperishable then she can become a
brahmin. This seems to be the interpretation supported by the text,
because after equating the status of brahmin with knowledge of the
imperishable, Yåjñavalkya continues to teach Gårg¥ about the imperishable, further describing it in terms of paradox: it sees but cannot be
seen, it hears but cannot be heard, it thinks but cannot be thought, it
perceives but cannot be perceived. That Yåjñavalkya delivers an entire
discourse to Gårg¥ about the imperishable implies that she is capable
of understanding him. Moreover, as one who can know the imperishable, Gårg¥ is placed in contradistinction to men who perform more
traditional Vedic practices, such as making offerings, offering sacrifices, and performing austerities. In this respect, one of the functions
of female characters like Gårg¥, as well as kƒatriya characters, is to
criticize more traditional brahmins.
Gårg¥’s superior status in relation to Yåjñavalkya’s other, more
conservative opponents is further emphasized by the fact that she is
the only one of Yåjñavalkya’s challengers who is not directly silenced
by his words. All of his other opponents are silenced immediately
after Yåjñavalkya’s final response to their questions. The text marks
these occasions with the words “then x became silent” (tato ha [x]
uparårama). In Gårg¥’s second challenge, however, she responds to
Yåjñavalkya’s final words by addressing the other brahmins: “Eminent Brahmins! (bråhma£å bhagavanta÷) You should consider it great if
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you escape from him by (merely) paying him respect. None of you
will defeat him in a brahmodya” (BU 3.8.12).29 Gårg¥ is the only participant in the discussion to employ the term brahmodya and by explicitly
naming the discussion a brahmodya, she inscribes her own presence
and voice within a discursively sanctioned activity.30
Moreover, with this short speech and warning to the other
brahmins, Gårg¥ gets in the last word and consequently does not completely give in to Yåjñavalkya’s authority. Only after Gårg¥ has addressed the brahmins does the text tell us: “Then Gårg¥ became silent”
(3.8.12). This distinction from all of Yåjñavalkya other opponents suggests that she is never convinced by Yåjñavalkya’s answers, and that
she only recognizes his superiority in relation to the other brahmins.
As Findly comments, “Her silence following Yåjñavalkya’s rebuke is
more of a courtesy than an acquiescence” (1985, 50). Additionally,
with her concluding remarks she positions her own authority with
Yåjñavalkya’s ability to defeat the other brahmins, indirectly situating
herself on the winning side of the debate. Consequently, despite not
winning the debate, Gårg¥ manages to put her own frame around their
encounter and to align herself with the victor.
Furthermore, she is the one who pronounces Yåjñavalkya as the
superior orator. Gårg¥’s warning to the Kuru-Pañcåla brahmins is similar, in this respect, to Svaidåyana’s warning the northern brahmins
about Uddålaka ≈ruˆi’s ability to shatter heads apart (ÍB 11.5.3.13).31
In the case of Svaidåyana, the narrative implies that he is able to
recognize Uddålaka’s knowledge only because he himself has just defeated Uddålaka in a brahmodya. Similarly, although Gårg¥ does not
defeat Yåjñavalkya, her ability to recognize his superiority over the
other brahmins suggests that she has the authority, or at least claims
the authority, to pronounce the winner.
Another feature of this debate that Gårg¥ shares in common with
both Draupad¥ and Íakuntalå is the intervention of an authoritative
male speaker. In the Mahåbhårata, both Draupad¥ and Íakuntalå have
debates in which they are threatened and their reputations are questioned. Ultimately, even though they do not explicitly win their arguments, both get their way by means of an outside intervention.32
Similarly, Gårg¥ is only able to challenge Yåjñavalkya as fiercely as she
does because of the intervention of an authoritative male speaker. As
we have seen, Gårg¥ challenges Yåjñavalkya on two separate occasions during this debate, with her second encounter made possible
only due to the intervention of Uddålaka ≈ruˆi (BU 3.7), who joins in
the brahmodya at precisely the moment when Yåjñavalkya threatens
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Gårg¥, offering a counterattack in which he challenges Yåjñavalkya
with the same fatal consequence of his head shattering apart. It is only
after Uddålaka intervenes that Gårg¥ resumes her challenge and it is
at this point when she specifically appeals to the other brahmins to
bear witness to her arguments and makes her prediction about the
outcome of the debate.
Against the scholarly trajectory that presents women as silently
preserving the tradition without any challenge, Findly reads Gårg¥’s
line of questioning to Yåjñavalkya as an articulation of heterodox views:
“Rarely, however, have these scholars investigated the possible cracks
in the veneer of India’s past, cracks that may show women not only
as bearers of a preserved cultural tradition but also, perhaps, as precisely the opposite: vehicles for cultural innovation and, more interestingly, for heterodox ideas and practices” (1985, 38).33 Findly identifies
Gårg¥’s method of regressive questioning as a new style of argumentation and suggests that this method anticipates the later Buddhist
teaching of causality (prat¥tyasamutpåda). Although Findly is right to
point out that Gårg¥ represents innovative ideas and practices, this
aspect of Gårg¥’s character is not exemplified in her regressive questioning. Indeed, the regressive method of questioning is illustrative of
an important meaning of the word upaniƒad, which, as we discussed
in the introduction, is often used in contexts that list a chain of dependency. In these cases, an upaniƒad refers to the power that stands at the
top of the hierarchy that governs all the other components. As Brereton
points out, many teachers, especially Yåjñavalkya, organize the worlds
through constructing hierarchies: “Upanishadic sages set up a system
of levels that show which powers include other powers or which are
dependent on which others. Ultimately, by moving towards progressively deeper levels, the sage identifies the fundamental principles on
which everything else is established” (1990, 124). In this case, far from
showing philosophical innovation, Gårg¥’s method of questioning displays her familiarity with one of the most characteristic methods for
organizing knowledge in the Upani∑ads.
Nevertheless, Findly is right to point out that female characters
often serve to represent unorthodox or rival views. In Gårg¥’s case, she
poses her challenge to orthodoxy not so much by what she says, but
how she speaks and conducts her arguments. As we have seen, she
addresses the assembly, employs sarcasm, and adopts an aggressive
mode of address. By means of these debating techniques she both
displays her knowledge of the practice of the brahmodya, and proves
her superiority over the Kuru-Pañcåla brahmins.
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WOMEN AND GANDHARVAS:
THE LACK OF AUTHORITY FOR FEMALE SPEAKERS

One of the underlying issues throughout Gårg¥’s participation in this
brahmodya is the lack of authority of women’s speech. Despite her
strong challenge, any success against Yåjñavalkya is muted and indirect; her words are shown to be true and prophetic, but there is no
explicit acknowledgement of her achievements. Nevertheless, at least
Gårg¥’s participation is recognized, as she is the only woman who is
explicitly represented as taking part in the debate. There are indications, however, that other female voices also are represented in the
discussion, although indirectly (BU 3.3.1, 3.7.1). Similar to when Gårg¥
captures Yåjñavalkya’s attention by adopting the mode of address of
a male warrior, these other women are heard only after their voices
have been filtered through the identities of male subjects. As Grace
Jantzen points out in a discussion about Lacan, when men control the
discourse, there are severe limitations on the representation of female
subjectivity: “There can be no women subjects. Women qua women,
therefore, cannot speak. When women speak, when women take up
subject positions, it is not as women, but as imitation males, men in
drag” (1998, 43). In the Upani∑ads we see that on a number of occasions women do speak, yet the authority for female speakers is continually denied. This is the case in this brahmodya, where there are
women whose voices are heard only when they are connected with
male speakers.
When challenging Yåjñavalkya in Janaka’s court, both Bhujyu
Låhyåyani (BU 3.3) and Uddålaka ≈ruˆi (BU 3.7) preface their questions with an account from when they were wandering students and
visited the brahmin teacher Patañcala Kåpya in the land of the Madras
people. Bhujyu recounts that Patañcala had a daughter who was possessed by a gandharva (gandharvag®h¥tå), who told him about the fate of
the Pårik∑itas (an ancient dynasty). In Uddålaka’s account all the details are the same, except that in this case it is Patañcala’s wife who is
possessed, and Uddålaka learns about the inner controller (antaryåmin).
In both cases a female character is named, but any speech associated
with them is attributed to a gandharva. Significantly, Bhujyu and
Uddålaka do not recount merely learning from a gandharva, but both
of them specifically mention the identities of the women who are possessed. In this way, the identities of these women are presented as
necessary details in the narrative, yet the agencies of these two women
as speaking subjects are completely denied. When we consider this
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episode in the context of the general lack of authority of female speakers in the Upani∑ads, then it is possible that both Bhujyu and Uddålaka
were seeing a woman and hearing a female voice, but could not attribute the authority of the doctrine to a female speaker. Incidentally,
in his analysis of the debate in Janaka’s court as a ring composition,
Brereton suggests that the questions of the gandharvas and the two
challenges of Gårg¥ “repeat similar strategies” (1997, 12). Thus, it is
possible that the structure of this scene reinforces the female source of
the gandharvas’ speeches by linking them to the two speeches of Gårg¥.
Keith briefly acknowledges the possibility of attributing the speech
of these gandharvas to the women they possessed: “Women are not
excluded from contests, a maiden seized by a Gandharva . . . shows
herself an adept” in Upanishadic teachings ([1925] 1989, 506). Additionally, Roebuck suggests that in these episodes the women act as
oracles (2003, 487). Gandharvas have a special connection with women
throughout Vedic literature, most notably the gandharva Vißvåvasu,
who was known to visit brides on their wedding nights.34 Because of
this already established connection, the presence of the gandharvas in
these episodes in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, rather than hiding the
original speakers altogether, emphasizes their gender as female.
One of the crucial questions regarding these curious episodes is
whether or not the daughter and the wife visibly assume the form of
a gandharva or if they look the same and act as ventriloquists for the
voice of the gandharva. In both episodes these women are described as
gandharvag®h¥tå. The Sanskrit term g®h¥ta means to be “grasped, taken
or seized,” and Monier-Williams defines gandharvag®h¥ta as “to be possessed by a Gandharva.” However, in these passages we do not know
exactly what it means to be a gandharvag®h¥tå.
In the Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a (2.126) there is a similar episode where
a woman is possessed by a gandharva, however in this context the term
gandharvi£¥ is used. The Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a recounts that Udara, the
son of Íåˆ∂ilya, wishes to perform an ekatrika sacrifice (a one-day soma
sacrifice). He makes this decision in his mind and does not tell anyone
about it. When Udara’s wife is possessed the gandharva tells her that
Udara is about to perform the sacrifice: “This Gandharva approached
her and said, ‘There is a rather dangerous sacrifice called the Ekatrika,
and your husband wants to perform it’ ” (2.126 tr. O’Flaherty). After
hearing this from the gandharva, Udara’s wife warns her husband not
to perform this dangerous sacrifice.
The Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a simply relates that his wife became a
gandharvi£¥. Yet immediately after this, the gandharva approaches her
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and begins speaking to her. After his wife shares with Udara what the
gandharva has said, Udara instructs her to ask the gandharva if he will
accomplish the sacrifice. The wife then asks the gandharva and he again
warns her of the dangers of performing the sacrifice. What is clear
from this episode in the Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a is that although the wife
is said to be possessed or seized by the gandharva, her form and appearance do not change. The fact that she maintains her own identity,
separate from the gandharva, is evident from the fact that her becoming
a gandharvi£¥ is not noticeable to her husband. Also, she continues to
interact with her husband and have a dialogue with the gandharva. The
major difference between these episodes is that in the Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a
the husband does not even notice that the gandharva is inhabiting his
wife’s body, while in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad both Bhujyu and
Uddålaka are aware of the identities of the gandharvas. Nevertheless, the
Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a account illustrates that possession by a gandharva
does not necessarily imply losing either form or identity.
Returning to the debate in Janaka’s court, we see that these discourses, which have been ventriloquized through women, serve as
consequential challenges to Yåjñavalkya. This is especially the case
with Uddålaka, whose dramatic entry into the debate appears between Gårg¥’s two challenges and who is the only interlocutor to
threaten Yåjñavalkya. Uddålaka links his threat with what he heard
from the gandharva about the inner controller (antaryåmin), warning
Yåjñavalkya that his head will shatter apart if he does not know this
teaching. Thus, it is Patañcala’s wife’s teaching, ventriloquized by the
gandharva, then repeated by Uddålaka, that Yåjñavalkya has to prove
that he knows if he wants to avoid his head shattering apart.
Despite the fact that this knowledge, which is central to this
brahmodya, is linked to female identities, Patañcala Kåpya’s wife and
daughter are not acknowledged as speakers. In fact, their speech is
doubly removed: it is attributed to the gandharvas, and the gandharvas’
speech is recounted by eminent Kuru-Pañcåla brahmins. Here, the
words of women are accepted within Vedic discourse, yet women
themselves are given no authority.
THE AMBIGUITIES OF SATYAK≈MA’S MOTHER AND WIFE
Jabålå is another female character whose words are authoritative, yet
whose speech is mediated by male speakers. Jabålå, the mother of
Satyakåma, is one of the most fascinating, yet underappreciated characters in the Upani∑ads. Commentators and scholars focus on the truth-
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fulness of her son Satyakåma, who becomes recognized as a brahmin
by honestly admitting that he is uncertain about his lineage (CU 4.4.1–
5). Indeed, in chapter 1 we looked at this tale from the point of view of
Satyakåma as a model brahmacårin, exploring how his story addresses
the importance of a pedagogical lineage in contrast to a family lineage.
This story begins when Satyakåma asks his mother about his lineage
because he wants to be a Vedic student. And later, when he approaches
the teacher Håridrumata, he repeats what his mother had told him: he
states that he does not know his lineage because his mother moved
around a lot when she was younger and consequently does not know
the identity of his father. He then relates that his mother told him to
introduce himself as Satyakåma Jåbåla.35 After offering this explanation,
Satyakåma is praised by Håridrumata for his honesty: “Only a brahmin
is able to explain like that. Bring firewood, my boy. I will initiate you.
You have not abandoned the truth (satya)” (CU 4.4.5).36 As discussed in
chapter 1, it remains ambiguous whether Satyakåma was already a
brahmin or if he earns the status of a brahmin. In both readings, however, the emphasis is on Satyakåma and his truthfulness.
A different picture emerges when we focus on how this dialogue
portrays his mother Jabålå. Although it is described, it is not emphasized in the narrative how Satyakåma learns the truth that he is later
praised for telling. When Satyakåma asks his mother about his lineage, it is she who is admirably truthful: “My son, I do not know what
your lineage (gotra) is. I became pregnant in my youth when I was a
servant and moved around a lot. Because of this I do not know your
lineage. But my name is Jabålå and your name is Satyakåma. You
should merely say you are Satyakåma Jåbåla” (CU 4.4.1).37 When we
consider Jabålå’s explanation in light of Upanishadic attempts to define women as wives and sexual partners for brahmin men, it is quite
extraordinary that she is so honest about her nonconforming sexual
activity. In this respect, we could consider Jabålå the real truth lover
(satyakåma/å), because she is admitting details about herself that are
not in accordance with the Upanishadic ideal of a woman as a faithful
and supportive wife.
Furthermore, it is significant that Jabålå’s explanation is repeated
word for word by Satyakåma when he explains his lineage to
Håridrumata. Indeed, it is her speech, not his, that is the means by
which Satyakåma is recognized as a brahmin. Of course, it is unlikely
that Jabålå would report such information to a male brahmin teacher,
but it is notable that when her words are repeated by her son they
are praised for their truthfulness: when Håridrumata responds to
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Satyakåma’s verbatim account of his mother’s story, he exclaims that
no one who is not a brahmin would be able to speak like this. Surely
Jabålå would not have been praised as a brahmin if she had spoken
directly to Håridrumata. Perhaps it is the case that brahmins are not
the only ones who can speak like Satyakåma, but that brahmins are
the only ones who would be praised, while others would be censured.
However, it is also possible to read Jabålå’s character as deliberately untruthful. Despite the fact that Satyakåma quotes his mother
directly, he does not do what his mother tells him to do. After Jabålå
explains why she does not know her son’s lineage, she instructs him
to introduce himself as Satyakåma Jåbåla, perhaps implying that she
wants her son to conceal her murky past. As Roebuck suggests: “Jabålå
wants the boy to give the impression that he is the son of a man called
Jabåla, by forming a patronymic rather than a metronymic from her
name” (2003, 419n). However, it is not so clear that Jabålå intends to
be deceitful. According to Olivelle, Jåbåla is meant to be a matronym
meaning “son of Jabålå” (1996, 341n). This reading would imply that
Jabålå is simply giving her son a surname because she anticipates that
he will be asked for one, not as a means to mask information about
her past. Thus we are left with two possible ways to interpret Jabålå’s
instructions to her son. Either she is deceiving: “You should present
your name as a patronym to make it seem like you know the true
identity of your father”; or she is merely helpful: “Because we do not
know the name of your father, why don’t you just use my name
instead.” Both interpretations have decisive implications concerning
female speakers. If we see her as dishonest then it follows that
Satyakåma’s truthfulness is linked to betraying the advice of his mother,
as his identity as a brahmin is recognized at the moment when he
exposes his own mother as a scheming liar. Yet if we see Jabålå as
truthful, then she is not explicitly presented negatively, but is not
given sufficient credit for providing her son with the truth with which
he becomes Håridrumata’s student.
It is not only Satyakåma’s mother whose motives and actions
remain unclear, as his wife is presented in a similarly ambiguous way.
Satyakåma’s wife, who is not given a name, appears in a brief narrative scene that immediately follows the story featuring his mother.
When Satyakåma is about to go on a journey and leave his student
Upakosala behind, his wife warns him: “The student (brahmacårin) has
practiced his austerities (tapas) and properly tended the fires. Teach
him before the fires tell him first” (CU 4.10.2).38 Instead of listening to
his wife, Satyakåma leaves his home. Upon his return, he finds that
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his student, as his wife had anticipated, has been taught by the fires.
In this story, Satyakåma’s wife both predicts that his student will learn
in his absence and displays a certain understanding of the process of
Vedic learning.
Furthermore, the speech of Satyakåma’s wife and that of the fires
is almost exactly the same. Before the fires begin teaching Upakosala,
they remark, “The student (brahmacårin) has performed his austerities
(tapas) and properly tended us” (CU 4.10.4).39 The similarity in speech
establishes a connection between Satyakåma’s wife and the teaching
of the fires. Keeping in mind how the teachings of female speakers can
be ventriloquized through male characters, it is significant that through
speech Satyakåma’s wife is connected to the fires, who become
Upakosala’s teachers. This connection points to the possibility that she
is Upakosala’s real teacher. Additionally, it is her advice to Upakosala
to eat some food that initially leads to his instruction from the fires.
When Satyakåma departs on his journey, his wife notices that
Upakosala is not eating and encourages him to eat something, perhaps suggesting that she is familiar with Uddålaka’s teaching (CU
6.7.1–6) that one cannot learn without proper nourishment. Admittedly, it is speculative to suggest that Satyakåma’s wife is the real
teacher of this discourse, but the similarity between her speech and
the words of the fires indicates that there is a link between what she
says and what Upakosala learns from the fires.
Another reading suggests that the connection between Satyakåma’s wife and the fires might have sexual connotations. Simon
Brodbeck (Pers. comm. Jan. 2005) points out that “being taught by the
fires” could be a euphemism for a sexual relationship between
Satyakåma’s wife and his student. A sexual relationship between a
teacher’s wife and student is a common theme in later texts such
as the Mahåbhårata, and as we have seen in the Upani∑ads, a fire can be
a metaphor for a woman’s sexual organs: “A fire, that’s what a woman
is” (BU 6.2.13; CU 5.8.1). Additionally, it is pertinent that Satyakåma’s
wife offers Upakosala food, because throughout the Brahmanical literature there are clear connections between food and sex. Furthermore, the
way in which Upakosala refuses his teacher’s wife—referring to the
desires (kåma) within him—suggests that more is being offered to him
than food: “The desires (kåma) in this man are many and various. I am
overwhelmed with sickness. I will not eat” (4.10.3).40
Despite the numerous subtle references and innuendos, we cannot
say definitively that Satyakåma’s wife is Upakosala’s teacher or sexual
partner, if not both. Similarly, the characterization of Jabålå remains
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ambiguous. Yet regardless of the uncertainties of their stories,
Satyakåma’s mother and wife are alike in that they are underdeveloped
characters who initially appear to be marginal, but have much more
active roles in the story of Satyakåma than usually recognized, even if
the exact nature of their roles remains unclear. Although any negative
actions they perform are more implicit than explicit, suspicion is cast on
both of them: one perhaps for trying to conceal her past from her son’s
future teacher, the other perhaps for seducing her husband’s student.
MAITREYÁ AND K≈TY≈YANÁ:
KNOWLEDGE OF ‹TMAN VERSUS STRĪPRAJÑ‹
Although Gårg¥ and Jabålå are characteristic for their independence,
and Satyakåma’s wife is perhaps not as devoted to him as he would
assume, the most standard representation of women in the Upani∑ads
is in the role of the dutiful wife. In this way, the early Upani∑ads share
with the Bråhmaˆas a similar view of the importance of marriage.
According to the sacrificial texts, the ideal wife was the partner to her
husband in ritual practices. As Jamison explains:
One of the main technical requirements for being a Sacrificer
is that he must be a householder (g®hastha); he must be married. Not only that but the presence and participation of his
wife is required to all solemn rituals. Sacrificer’s Wife (patn¥ in
Sanskrit) is a structural role in ritual with particular duties and
activities that cannot ordinarily be performed by anyone else.
(1996, 30)
Not only was the sacrificer’s wife essential in terms of her mere presence, but her actions, although restricted, were both symbolically important and unique, in the sense that they could not be performed by
anyone else. Jamison points out that the patn¥ “acts independently of
her husband: she is not merely his double or shadow in ritual performance” (1996, 38).
Similarly, a number of stories in the Upani∑ads present the
brahmin’s wife as both necessary and marginal. Like Gårg¥ and Jabålå,
brahmin wives often speak about the same things as eminent brahmin
teachers, yet their speech is not granted the same legitimacy. Despite
these limitations, we see that when the social location of Upanishadic
teachings is the brahmin household, there is a certain amount of knowledge that is required for women to learn in order for knowledge to be
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able to produce the results that it promises. Brahmin wives are expected, therefore, to know certain teachings and participate in rituals
for the sake of their husband’s material gain and soteriological goals.
The story of Yåjñavalkya and his two wives offers two competing ideals of the brahmin wife. Whereas Maitrey¥ is praised for her
interest in Upanishadic teachings, the knowledge of Yåjñavalkya’s other
wife, the voiceless Kåtyåyan¥, is equally reinforced. Besides Gårg¥,
Maitrey¥ is the only other female character who is explicitly depicted
discussing philosophy in the Upani∑ads. She appears twice, in almost
identical dialogues in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad (2.4.1–14, 4.5.1–15).41
In both dialogues, Yåjñavalkya wants to make a settlement between
Maitrey¥ and Kåtyåyan¥ before he departs. Although these versions
are quite similar, there are some important differences, eliciting different interpretations of Maitrey¥’s character.
In the first version, Yåjñavalkya approaches Maitrey¥ saying, “I
am about to depart from this state. Look, I will make a settlement
between you and Kåtyåyan¥” (BU 2.4.1).42 When we look at this episode in the context of other dialogues, it is relevant that Yåjñavalkya
initiates the conversation, but does not end up learning from Maitrey¥.
Throughout the Upani∑ads, we have seen three kinds of dialogues
that feature two participants. In the first type, a student, usually carrying firewood, approaches his teacher and asks for instruction. The
second case is the private brahmodya, in which two brahmins debate
and the winner becomes the teacher of the loser. The third kind involves a brahmin and a kƒatriya, where the brahmin usually speaks first
to the king, only to end up as his student. In all of these cases, the
person who approaches the other becomes the student, either initially
or eventually. Not only does Maitrey¥’s dialogue differ from others in
this way, but also there are no formal indicators, such as firewood, to
make this conversation an official teaching. This suggests that even
when brahmins do teach women, it is not presented as a formal instruction and women cannot claim the authority of a proper education.
Rather than the typical circumstances for an Upanishadic teaching, the occasion for Yåjñavalkya’s instruction is his imminent departure (ud yå). Yåjñavalkya’s departure has usually been interpreted as
his taking up a life of asceticism, yet in the first version of the dialogue
the reasons for Yåjñavalkya’s departure remain unclear.43 As Olivelle
notes, although “it is traditionally assumed that he was leaving home
to assume an ascetic way of life . . . in this version . . . the setting is
probably the imminent death of Yåjñavalkya, which would necessitate
the partitioning of his estate” (1996, 306n). In light of the lack of any
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details suggesting renunciation, it is worth considering that discussions about åtman are often associated with understanding the process
of death, and that much of this discussion with Maitrey¥ is related to
immortality. Additionally, Yåjñavalkya begins teaching Maitrey¥ after
she suggests that Yåjñavalkya’s wealth is not important to her because
it could not make her immortal, further suggesting that Yåjñavalkya’s
imminent departure is related to death.
As we discussed earlier in this chapter, this dialogue is reminiscent of the several passages that describe the transmission of knowledge from father to son before the father’s death (BU 1.5.17; K∑U 2.14).
This dialogue is also about passing on knowledge, but presumably
because he does not have any sons, Yåjñavalkya passes his knowledge
onto his wife instead. Taken in this way, this discussion between
husband and wife perhaps represents an alternative to the father-son
ceremony. This certainly seems possible when we take into consideration the fact that on other occasions it is Yåjñavalkya who teaches
that a man does not need to have sons to achieve immortality. Here
he indicates that he can achieve his soteriological goals by means of
passing on knowledge to his wife.44
The second version gives us much more information regarding
the characters of both Maitrey¥ and Kåtyåyan¥: “Maitrey¥ was a
brahmavådin¥, while Kåtyåyan¥ had only the knowledge of women
(str¥prajñå)” (BU 4.5.1).45 Here Maitrey¥ is described favorably, while
Kåtyåyan¥ functions as a counterpoint to emphasize Maitrey¥’s interest
in philosophical discussion. Moreover, Maitrey¥ does not seem interested in Yåjñavalkya’s inheritance, as she questions the value of wealth
because it will not make her immortal. This comment further endears
her to her husband, as indicated by Yåjñavalkya’s response: “You have
always been dear to me. Now you have become more dear” (BU 4.5.5).46
These words clearly show that Maitrey¥ earns preference in Yåjñavalkya’s
eyes explicitly because of her interest in discussing philosophy.
Although she is praised for this interest, both accounts suggest
that she does not completely comprehend Yåjñavalkya’s teaching. In
the first version, she specifically states that he confuses (muh) her by
saying there is no consciousness after death (2.4.13).47 In the second
version she expresses her confusion in more general terms, suggesting
that she is confused by Yåjñavalkya’s discourse as a whole: “You have
made me completely bewildered. I do not understand this at all” (4.5.14).48
Thus, in the first version of the dialogue, Maitrey¥ is not confused by
philosophy in general, but rather is merely challenging Yåjñavalkya on
a specific point. In fact, the precision of her question suggests that she
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has been following quite well what Yåjñavalkya has been saying. As
Rasmus Reinvang suggests, “Maitrey¥ is worried and confused as the
fact that there, supposedly, is no consciousness after death would seem
to make a state of immortality impossible . . . Maitrey¥ anticipates the
unraveling of how one may attain immortality, but is being told that
there is [no] knowledge of anything after death” (2000, 181–82). This
reading of the dialogue implies that Maitrey¥’s confusion is not necessarily brought about by her own inability to understand, but rather by
Yåjñavalkya’s muddled explanation. In fact, Reinvang considers whether
Yåjñavalkya is “deliberately obscuring” how his teaching relates to
immortality. Taken this way, perhaps it is not so much that Maitrey¥ is
confused, as she is pointing out to her husband that he is not making
sense. In this way, it is possible to see Maitrey¥’s claim to be confused
as a polite way of challenging her husband. As we have seen, Gårg¥
sarcastically praises Yåjñavalkya as a way of indirectly pointing out that
he has not answered her questions. Perhaps Maitrey¥ is being similarly
indirect, stating her own confusion as a way of prompting her husband
to deliver a more coherent teaching.
Another difference between the two accounts is that the first dialogue ends inconclusively, while the second version ends by saying that
Yåjñavalkya taught Maitrey¥ everything about immortality. Again, these
details serve to portray Maitrey¥ differently. Whereas in the first version
what Maitrey¥ learns remains unresolved, in the second version, despite
the fact that her confusion is made more explicit, the conclusion indicates that Maitrey¥ has learned everything about immortality.
Maitrey¥’s character takes on other dimensions when we compare
her to Kåtyåyan¥, Yåjñavalkya’s other wife. Kåtyåyan¥ is named, yet she
does not speak herself. In the first version there is no description of her
character, but in the second version she is characterized as a woman
who is only interested in women’s knowledge (str¥prajñå) (BU 4.5.1). As
Maitrey¥’s interest in learning philosophy is praised, Kåtyåyan¥ and her
women’s knowledge are presented as less important.
As a brahmavådin¥, Maitrey¥ learns about åtman, but what is the
str¥prajñå that is associated with Kåtyåyan¥? Ía∫kara glosses str¥prajñå as
“minding household needs” (Findly 1985, 46). Roebuck, however, suggests that str¥prajñå is specific to the knowledge of a brahmin wife,
claiming that str¥prajñå does not refer to “what all women know” but
rather to “what every priest’s wife knows: what food and robes her
husband will need for each ritual, etc.” (2003, 242n).49 Other dialogues
suggest that this knowledge would also include managing the household and filling in for the priestly duties of her husband in his absence.
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Another example of str¥prajñå might be the knowledge of ≈†ik¥,
whose “women’s knowledge” is an important survival skill that ultimately is responsible for U∑asti securing the job as chief priest at a
sacrifice (CU 1.10.1–6). As we have seen in chapter 2, U∑asti is portrayed as a brahmin who is struggling for food and money and has to
beg to support both himself and ≈†ik¥. The narrative recounts that
after eating the leftovers he received from a rich man, U∑asti took
what remained to his wife. She, however, had already collected alms,
so she took the food U∑asti gave her and saved it. This scene shows
that ≈†ik¥ is not dependent on her husband for food and in fact feeds
both of them due to her own resourcefulness.
The story continues, relating that the next day U∑asti said, “If we
could obtain food, we could obtain some money” (CU 1.10.6). This
remark is similar to Uddålaka’s teaching to Ívetaketu that one cannot
remember the Vedic chants properly without food (6.7.1–6). In this
case, it implies that U∑asti can only earn money as an officiating priest
if he eats. At this point in the story, ≈†ik¥ speaks for the first time:
‘Here, my dear, is the grain (kulmåƒa)” (CU 1.10.7). The narrative relates that he then ate the grain and was able to successfully perform
the sacrifice, and consequently earn a lot of money. Although the
story does not explicitly credit ≈†ik¥ for her part in earning the money,
it is clear from the details of the story that it is due to her ingenuity
that U∑asti is able to perform the sacrifice correctly. Similar to other
female characters, ≈†ik¥’s character is generally underdeveloped, yet
her actions are crucial to the outcome of the story.
Another pertinent detail of this characterization of ≈†ik¥ is that
she is presented as the one who controls the food for her husband and
herself. In addition to ≈†ik¥, in all the descriptions of procreation practices where a mixture was to be made and then eaten, the text explicitly states that the brahmin’s wife should prepare the food. Additionally,
as we have seen, Satyakåma’s wife is linked with food, as she is the
one who encourages Upakosala to eat. These examples indicate that a
vital aspect of str¥prajñå was cooking and distributing food in the household. Furthermore, they return us to the complexities surrounding
female agency in the Upani∑ads. Whereas ≈†ik¥ is depicted as an individual with considerable autonomy, who exercises influence over
her husband, her agency is derived from her position as wife. Jamison
makes a similar point in regard to how female characters are represented in the Mahåbhårata: through marriage a woman “gains access to
whatever active roles exist for women” (1996, 354). In the Upani∑ads,
women who are married tend to assume the active roles of ritual
participants and dispensers of food.
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Returning to Kåtyåyan¥, although she does not display philosophical knowledge, she perhaps stands to gain more through str¥prajñå
than most people in the marketplace of Upanishadic teachings. As we
have seen, her husband Yåjñavalkya accumulates more wealth than
any other character in the Upani∑ads, and as he cynically states before
the debate at Janaka’s court, wealth is the real objective of Upanishadic
knowledge. Accordingly, if the cows, not to mention the gold, are the
ultimate prizes for philosophical knowledge, then Kåtyåyan¥ is the
real winner in her settlement with Yåjñavalkya, especially when we
consider the gender bias of the texts that generally calls into question
the ability of women to achieve immortality. As we have seen, towards the end of her discussion, Maitrey¥ admits that she is confused
by what Yåjñavalkya tells her, and the first version ends with a question that Yåjñavalkya poses, but which remains unanswered (BU 2.4.13–
14). As Yåjñavalkya’s teachings leave Maitrey¥ a confused brahmavådin¥,
Kåtyåyan¥’s preference for str¥prajñå might be exactly what makes her
a very rich woman; as Maitrey¥ rejects Yåjñavalkya’s offer of material
wealth for a confusing teaching, perhaps the voiceless Kåtyåyan¥ is
quite wise in her silence.
CONCLUSION
We began this chapter by looking at creation myths and procreation
rituals. Significantly, in a number of accounts of creation, åtman is
equated with the specifically male bodies of Puru∑a and Prajåpati. Yet
despite privileging the male body and the male role in creation, these
myths also recognize the complementary roles of male and female in
creation. In this way, these sections are representative of the ambiguous and unresolved portrayal of gender in the Upani∑ads.
Next, we looked at how procreation rites contribute to defining
an Upanishadic ideal of masculinity. As soteriological goals such as
knowing åtman and achieving immortality are inextricably linked to
producing male children in order to ensure male progeny, the ideal
brahmin man must not only be married, but be virile and have control
over his wife. Accordingly, much of the discourse that addresses the
interaction between brahmins and women attempts to define and
control the process of procreation.
Additionally, the brahmin male world is depicted as aggressive
and competitive, and one of the ways that brahmins prove their superiority over each other is through their ability to control their wives’
sexual behavior. In this respect, Yåjñavalkya’s interactions with Gårg¥
and Maitrey¥ offer an interesting challenge to brahmin orthodoxy. As
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Yåjñavalkya teaches that immortality is not connected to producing
male children, thus suggesting that there is less at stake in controlling
sexual relations, he is able to share his knowledge with women without threatening his own soteriological goals.
Indeed, despite the numerous hesitations, qualifications, and
modifications surrounding the role of women in the discourse, there
are a number of active female participants in Upanishadic narratives.
One of the recurring themes in the dialogues between brahmins and
women is how female speakers negotiate with the limitations that
restrict their participation. Gårg¥ circumvents these restrictions by
debating tactically and thereby putting herself on the winning side of
the argument; Jabålå, rather than attempt to become a brahmin herself, uses her knowledge to prepare her son for his education; Kåtyåyan¥
accumulates vast amounts of wealth by remaining silent. Another theme
that connects these female characters, as well as others, is that they
often have a central role in the drama of the narrative scenes in which
they appear, even when they initially seem to be marginal figures.
Additionally, many of the narratives indicate that there are some
Upanishadic teachings that women, at least the wives of brahmins, are
expected to know. In these cases, a wife’s contributions to her husband’s
soteriological ambitions are not merely reduced to her procreative
capacity, but are established in her role in running the household,
taking part in procreative rituals, and even contributing to the transmission of knowledge. The fact that there are a number of discourses
and practices that a wife needs to know, points to the possibility that
women, at least the wives of brahmins, were an anticipated audience
of Upanishadic teachings.
The principal audience, however, was brahmin men, and it is
important to keep in mind that the female characters are mostly depicted in ways that reinforce the ideals of brahmin men. Although
these interactions with women are crucial, they are only one aspect of
the lives of brahmins and their quest to achieve selfhood. As we have
seen, throughout the Upani∑ads the dialogues indicate that achieving
selfhood is as much about what one does and how one lives one’s life,
as it is about what one knows: that much of understanding åtman is
tied into becoming a brahmin. Accordingly, brahmins not only must
learn from the proper teacher (chapter 1), compete with other brahmins
(chapter 2), and win patronage from kings (chapter 3), but also must
have wives and produce children (chapter 4).

Conclusion

Both commentators within the Indian tradition and modern scholars
have treated the Upani∑ads primarily as a collection of abstract philosophical doctrines, analyzing the transcendental claims without taking
into consideration how philosophy is rooted within a social and historical context. It has been the intention of this book to look at the
social dimensions of Upanishadic philosophy. Through highlighting
and examining the dialogues, I have demonstrated that the narrative
episodes are not merely superfluous information or literary ornamentation, but fundamental aspects of the philosophical claims of the texts.
I have focused on the social context that is provided by the texts
themselves. As we have seen throughout this book, the social world
of the Upani∑ads is not the realm of myth or fantasy, but rather represents the real, at least in an idealized representation, social world of
ancient Indian brahmins. This is not to claim that the concrete scenes
depicted in the stories and dialogues are historically true: I have not
claimed that the brahmodya in King Janaka’s court actually happened,
or that Pravåhaˆa really taught the doctrine of the five fires to Uddålaka
≈ruˆi. Rather, this book maintains that these scenes represent the kinds
of episodes that were part of the social world of brahmins. As a way
of exploring the social dimensions of the Upani∑ads, I have discussed
the dialogues in terms of four groups: (1) instructions passed from
teachers to students, (2) debates between rival brahmins, (3) discussions between brahmins and kings, and (4) conversations between
brahmins and women.
Throughout all four kinds of dialogues, åtman is the idea that is
discussed most, although it is defined and explained in a number of
ways by different literary characters. Despite the differences, however,
knowledge of åtman consistently represents the new Upanishadic knowledge that is defined in contradistinction to the traditional Vedic knowledge about the sacrifice. The dialogues not only serve to highlight
teachings about åtman, but also connect this knowledge to specific
169
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people and particular situations, indicating that knowledge of the self
is particularly important to brahmins and to a number of specific situations in a brahmin’s life. Thus, by means of looking at the dialogues,
we have seen that the Upanishadic notion of the self is not merely a
philosophical insight, but a way of living one’s life.
We began by examining dialogues between teachers and students. These dialogues show an interest in the moment of instruction
and record how knowledge is transmitted. By means of describing the
interactions of specific characters, the dialogues outline modes of
address and modes of behavior that accompany the transmission of
knowledge. Different teachers employ different means of instruction,
but in all cases they follow the script of the upanayana, and they all
impart discourses about the self.
One of the central activities for brahmins is participating in the
brahmodya. As we have seen, there are two main types of brahmodya
that feature in the Upani∑ads: the private debates that establish a relative hierarchy among brahmins, and the public tournaments, which
are depicted as competitive, and where the reputations of brahmins,
and sometimes political power, is at stake. The brahmodya is especially
emphasized in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, where Yåjñavalkya uses
the public debate as a forum for establishing authority for both himself and his patron, King Janaka of Videha. Yåjñavalkya proves his
superiority not only by displaying his knowledge of the discourse, but
also by how he advances his arguments and marshals debating tactics.
In addition to establishing himself as superior to a number of KuruPañcåla brahmins, Yåjñavalkya also emerges quite wealthy. As performing sacrifices is no longer the primary occupation of brahmins,
Yåjñavalkya is an example of how brahmins make a living in a changing world.
In addition to his success in winning philosophical debates,
Yåjñavalkya is also known for his friendly relationship with King
Janaka. Indeed, the conversations between Yåjñavalkya and Janaka
are among several dialogues between brahmins and kings throughout
the Upani∑ads. These dialogues often depict the king teaching the
brahmin and in some cases even claim that particular doctrines originated among kings. As we have seen, however, many of these same
doctrines are recorded in earlier Brahmanical literature and thus these
claims cannot be taken as historically accurate. Nevertheless, this literary strategy taken by brahmin composers indicates that forging relationships with kings was an important aspect of establishing oneself
as a successful brahmin. By linking philosophical doctrines to political
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power and describing the ideal king as one who hosts philosophical
debates and gives generously to brahmins, the dialogues present both
brahmins and their teachings as indispensable to a king’s political and
military success. As such, the dialogues between brahmins and kings
outline the proper modes of address and behavior for brahmins to
seek patronage from kings and for kings to secure the presence of
brahmins in their court.
Besides kings, the other essential dialogical partners for brahmins
are women. Many of the teachings in the Upani∑ads are concerned with
securing immortality and connect immortality with having male children. Accordingly, a crucial aspect of Upanishadic teachings is about
how to control sexual relations and the process of birth. Furthermore,
these discourses establish idealized gender roles for men and women.
Brahmin men are depicted as confrontational and aggressive, both in
their interactions with other brahmin men and in their relations with
their wives. Women are defined primarily as procreative bodies and
supportive wives, helping their husbands maintain the household fires
and helping to prepare mixtures in procreation rites. Nevertheless, Gårg¥
and Maitrey¥ have a more active participation in Upanishadic philosophy, as Gårg¥ in particular not only shows her knowledge of the discourse, but also demonstrates her understanding of the practice of
philosophy by debating both tactically and aggressively.
Through focusing on the social situations provided by the dialogues, I have also explored a number of related issues regarding the
historical context of ancient India. The most fundamental matter is a
shift in attitude concerning the sacrifice. As discussed in the introduction, it seems unlikely that economic or political pressures contributed
to an actual decline in the practice of sacrifice. However, the early
Upani∑ads strongly criticize the sacrifice and focus on other activities
as the practices which most give knowledge authority. This movement away from sacrifice at a textual level indicates that the composers and editors of the Upani∑ads were attempting to define their roles
as brahmins in different ways to audiences who no longer found the
sacrifice favorable. In fact, not only do brahmins define themselves as
teachers and court priests rather than as ritualists, but also the ideal
king is one who learns philosophy and hosts philosophical debates
rather than one who is the patron of the sacrifice. In this way, the early
Upani∑ads not only replace sacrifice with a number of different practices for brahmins, but promote discursive knowledge as the new political currency for brahmins that promises political and military success
to kings.
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Inextricably related to changing attitudes about the sacrifice are
new means of establishing the status of brahmins. As we have seen,
the Upani∑ads, on several occasions, criticize those who are merely
brahmins based on their family lineage, and offer new ways to consider individuals as brahmins. The new ideal was not someone born
as a brahmin, but one who becomes a brahmin by learning about the
self. However, these changes do not suggest that the status of brahmin
was open to everyone, but rather these new means for defining
brahmins was mostly an attempt to establish a hierarchy within the
brahmin community. In most of the dialogues that make a point of
distinguishing those who are brahmins by birth from those who are
brahmins because of their knowledge, the individual in question is
already a brahmin. For example, Ívetaketu is encouraged to go receive a proper education, and Naciketas rejects the ritualism of his
father. Both students are already brahmins by birth before they are
initiated into the Upanishadic teachings of the self. In these cases the
point is not that knowledge about the self is enough to make one a
brahmin, but rather for those who are already brahmins, it is better to
learn and teach about the self than to perform rituals. Defining a
brahmin is fundamental because, as we have seen, one of the central
aspects of knowledge about the self is not merely the content of the
discourse, but also who is teaching the discourse. The dialogues illustrate that knowledge of the self is not an insight that can be achieved
through solitary introspection, but rather has to be received from the
proper teacher by means of the accepted method of transmission; one
can only understand the meaning of the self through someone else
who knows.
The changing attitude about sacrifice and the new ways of defining brahmins are prominent themes in both the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad
and the Chåndogya Upaniƒad; however, the two texts differ in how they
respond to these social changes. The Chåndogya Upaniƒad is more traditional, offering up the ideal brahmin as both teacher and householder. Like the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, the Chåndogya Upaniƒad
presents knowledge of the self as more beneficial than performing
sacrifices, yet the Chåndogya Upaniƒad is more conservative in who can
have access to this new knowledge by insisting that the teacher
is more valuable than the knowledge itself and refusing to depict
brahmins being initiated by kings.
The B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, however, pushes the critique of ritualism much further. Yåjñavalkya, for example, establishes his knowledge, not by means of learning from the proper teacher, but through
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directly defeating more orthodox brahmins. Additionally, the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad does not refrain from showing brahmins being initiated
by kings. The most radical change in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, however, is its critique of the brahmin household. Both through the teachings of Yåjñavalkya and his interaction with female characters, the
B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad challenges the assumption that only married
brahmin men with sons can achieve selfhood and immortality. Significantly, this anticipates the Buddhist critique of Brahmanism, which also
attempts to forge relationships with kings based on philosophy but
which takes the critique of the householder even further.
Despite the competing agendas of the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad
and Chåndogya Upaniƒad, both Upani∑ads employ the dialogue form to
present their teachings. In both texts, the dialogue form is used to
critique the Vedic sacrificial paradigm, to set up new ideals for
brahmins, and to connect these new ideals to specific doctrines and
practices. Indeed, as much as any particular doctrine, the use of the
dialogue is one of the most consequential legacies of the Upani∑ads in
relation to subsequent Indian literature. Most generally, the dialogue
form itself characterizes philosophy as a social practice. Although the
Upani∑ads are sometimes represented as the abstract insights of
renunciates, the texts depict philosophy as an interactive process:
philosophy is something that is achieved through discussion and debate, confrontation and negotiation. Despite emphasizing knowledge
about individual selves, this knowledge can only be achieved through
dialogue with others.
Furthermore, the dialogue form focuses attention on a number of
specific individuals, many of whom were already authoritative figures
in Vedic literature. Characters such as Íåˆ∂ilya, Uddålaka ≈ruˆi, and
Yåjñavalkya were already known as famous priests and textual composers, but the Upanishadic dialogues further develop their personalities, creating legends of ideal teachers and court priests. The stories
not only use the names of these individuals to authorize specific teachings, but also use the narratives to portray these individuals as leading a specific kind of life. In this way, the Upanishadic portrayals of
its literary characters are similar to hagiographies, as they anchor
religio-philosophical claims to specific ways of leading one’s life.
Whereas Satyakåma lives the life of a teacher and married householder, Yåjñavalkya represents a challenge to this ideal as the priest
who debates in the court and leaves his household without any male
heirs. Both Satyakåma and Yåjñavalkya embody their teachings, their
different stories offering two distinct models of how to be a brahmin.
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These features of the dialogues not only help us understand
doctrines about the self, but they also can be instrumental in exploring
how the Upani∑ads have influenced subsequent Indian texts. Many
scholars note that the Upani∑ads have influenced early Buddhism. Yet
similar to how Upanishadic philosophy is characterized in general,
the influence of the Upani∑ads on early Buddhism is described as
taking place in the hermetically sealed realm of ideas. The early Buddhist texts, however, like the Upani∑ads, use both narrative and dialogue to present the message of the Buddha’s teachings. Furthermore,
there are a number of specific literary tropes and narrative situations
that are quite similar. Both Yåjñavalkya and the Buddha leave a life of
riches that is associated with the court and the household for a life of
renunciation. Also, the Buddha, like Yåjñavalkya, debates against several opponents in the presence of the king. Whereas all of Yåjñavalkya’s
opponents represent different Vedic schools, the Buddha’s opponents
represent rival religio-philosophical movements. These similarities suggest that one of the major influences of the Upani∑ads on the early
Buddhist texts is the mode of presentation. Both textual traditions present
philosophical ideas in the form of a dialogue, as well as attach teachings
to specific individuals in particular moments in space and time.
Similarly, the Upani∑ads have had a crucial influence on subsequent Brahmanical literature. Knowledge continues to be portrayed as
both elusive and dangerous, and the reluctant teacher and eager student
remain as standard tropes. In particular, the dialogue form continues
to be the most common mode of presentation for religio-philosophical
ideas in the Brahmanical tradition. Not only is the Bhagavad G¥tå presented as a conversation between K®∑ˆa and Arjuna, but even texts such
as the Mahåbhårata and the Puråˆas are framed within a dialogue. In
this way, in addition to representing the birth of philosophy in ancient
India, the Upani∑ads mark the beginning of the dialogical presentation
of philosophical ideas. By means of this particular literary device, philosophical ideas are presented in the form of discussions and debates,
formal instruction and secret teachings; and in the context of public
tournaments and courtly assemblies, financial exchanges and intimate
relations. By means of the dialogue form, philosophy is connected with
a number of specific social practices, and is characterized as entrenched
within the affairs of everyday life.

Notes

INTRODUCTION
1. ®gvedaμ bhagavo’ dhyemi yajurvedaμ såmavedamåtharva£aμ caturthamitihåsapurå£aμ pañcamaμ vedånåμ vedaμ pitryaμ råßiμ daivaμ nidhiμ
våkovåkyamekåyanam devavidyåμ brahmavidyåμ bh¶tavidyåμ kƒatravidyåμ
nakƒatravidyåμ sarpadevajanavidyåmetadbhagavo’ dhyemi // so’ham bhagavo
mantravidevåsmi nåtmavit / CU 7.1.2–3. The translations of passages from the
Upani∑ads are my own. See Roebuck’s notes for the meaning of a number of
the terms in this passage (2003, 423–24).
2. Deussen, Hume, and Radhakrishnan have all focused primarily on the
identification with brahman as the most fundamental teaching of åtman. Olivelle,
as well as scholars such as Bodewitz and Brereton, have paid more attention to
the diversity of teachings about åtman, as well as other important ideas.
3. Throughout this book, the word ‘dialogue’ will be used to refer to
conversations in the Upanishadic literature between two or more people, much
like this word is used to refer to the dialogues of Plato. The use of this word
is not intended to invoke the works of philosophers such as Gadamer
and literary theorists such as Bakhtin, who employ this word in technical and
idiosyncratic ways.
4. Olivelle dates the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad and Chåndogya Upaniƒad
between the seventh and sixth centuries BCE and the Kauƒ¥taki Upaniƒad, the
Taittir¥ya Upaniƒad, and the Aitareya Upaniƒad between the sixth and fifth centuries BCE (1996, xxxvi). These dates take into consideration recent scholarship that has placed the Buddha’s death between 375 and 355 BCE.
5. Edgerton, for example, is one of several scholars to a make this
distinction between the Upani∑ads and previous Vedic texts: “The Upani∑ads
are the earliest Hindu treatises, other than single hymns or brief passages,
which deal with philosophic subjects” (1965, 28).
6. Although it is important to note that the Upani∑ads and Indian
thought in general have a number of features that are distinct from European
philosophy, I see no reason to limit the term ‘philosophy’ to the Western
tradition. Lipner (1998) and Mohanty (1993, 313–30; 1992, 21–25) are two scholars who have argued exhaustively and convincingly, in my opinion, that the
term ‘philosophy’ is perfectly legitimate for the Indian context.
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7. Scholarly consensus has dated these texts between 300–100 BCE and
has regarded them as post-Buddhist compositions (Olivelle 1996, xxxvii).
8. The Aitareya Upaniƒad appears as Aitareya ‹ra£yaka 2.4–6. Also there
are two other sections in the Aitareya ‹ra£yaka that are known as Upani∑ads:
the Mahaitareya (or Bahv®cabråhma£a) Upaniƒad (A≈ 2) and the Saμhitå Upaniƒad
(A≈ 3). See Keith ([1909] 1995, 39–41) for further discussion.
9. The Taittir¥ya Upaniƒad appears as sections 7, 8, and 9 of the Taittir¥ya
‹ra£yaka.
10. There are four extant ≈raˆyakas: the Aitareya ‹ra£yaka, the Taittir¥ya
‹ra£yaka, the Íå‰khåyana ‹ra£yaka, and the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad.
11. For example, see the Íatapatha Bråhma£a (6.1.1.8). Smith (1989, 57)
calls Puru∑a the ‘alter ego’ of Prajåpati. See also Gonda (1986).
12. For further discussion see Smith (1989, 58).
13. Brereton explains that creation myths like this one are not meant to
recount the actual process of creation, but rather to establish “the connections
that now exist within the world” (1990, 120).
14. tad yathå t®£ajalåyukå t®£asyåntaμ gatvå anyam åkramam åkramya
åtmånam upasa™harati / evam evåyam åtmå idaμ ßar¥raμ nihatya avidåμ gamayitvå
anyam åkramam åkramya åtmånam upasaμharati // BU 4.4.3.
15. The exact meanings of the terms designating the bodily winds continue to be contested among scholars. Olivelle translates them as breathing
out (prå£a), breathing in (apåna), breathing that moves up (udåna), the breath
that traverses (vyåna), and the breath that equalizes (samåna). Bodewitz explains succinctly that sometimes the prå£ås are the breaths and sometimes
they are the senses, the power behind the senses or even the organs of sense.
For a detailed account of the semantic range of prå£a from the §gveda to the
Upani∑ads, see Ewing (1901). For other discussions of prå£a see Zysk (1993),
Connolly (1997), Bodewitz (1992), and Roebuck (2003, xxx–xxxi).
16. Sometimes it is a competition between prå£a and the life-breaths,
while at other times it is a contest between prå£a and the vital functions. On
one occasion, the prå£ås are linked to deities (devas) (K∑U 2.13).
17. The Chåndogya Upaniƒad (3.12.4) also describes the prå£ås as resting
within the heart.
18. . . . / taμ na kaßcana påpmå sp®ßati / CU 8.6.3.
19. Olivelle describes the world of the fathers as a conception “closely
connected with social memory and the inheritance of property” (1997a, 434).
20. See Olivelle (1997a) for a further discussion of the many interrelated
meanings of am®ta in Vedic literature.
21. puruƒe ha vå ayam ådito garbho bhavati yad etad reta÷ / tad etat sarvebhyo
’‰gebhyas teja÷ saμbh¶tam åtmany evåtmånaμ bibharti / tadyadå striyåμ
siñcatyathainajjanayati / tad asya prathamaμ janma // tad striyå åtmabh¶yaμ gacchati
yathå svam a‰gaμ tathå / tasmåd enåμ na hinasti / såsyaitam åtmånam atra gataμ
bhåvayati // AU 2.1–2.
22. Witzel refers to this legend as an origin myth for the Videha kings.
In this respect it is significant that Agni Vaißvånara is the same Agni which
is invoked in the very first hymn of the §gveda.
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23. Witzel explains that “this is not a legend of the Indo-Aryan settlement of the east . . . but it is a tale of Sanskritization, of the arrival of Vedic
(Kuru-Pañcåla) orthopraxy in the east” (1997, 311).
24. For example, King Pravåhaˆa’s teaching of the five fires, which he
claims in both the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad (6.2.8) and the Chåndogya Upaniƒad
(5.3.7) had never reached the ears of brahmins before, appears in the Jaimin¥ya
Bråhma£a (1.4.5), but without a frame dialogue (Bodewitz 1973, 216).
25. As Theodore Proferes explains, the Upani∑ads represent an editorial
moment as much as a philosophical one (pers. comm., April 2003).
26. The K¶†adanta Sutta (DN 5), for example, describes the excess violence of sacrifice in vivid detail. Also the Aßokan inscriptions indicate that the
king effectively outlawed the practice of sacrifice during the Mauryan Empire
(Thapar 1984, 97; Fitzgerald 2001, 2004, 114–23).
27. In his enjoyable and provocative book, Grinshpon (2003) has also
looked at the relationship between form and content in the Upani∑ads, with
quite different results than those found in this book. He employs what he calls
a “Good Enough” reading, arguing that many of stories in the Upani∑ads depict
a personal crisis, the experience of which leads the character to knowledge.
28. I am using the term årya strictly in its Sanskrit sense as denoting a
cultured person who knows Sanskrit and behaves according to the sensibilities of orthodox Brahmanism. In this sense, årya is a term denoting a particular cultural and social identity and does not in any way imply a racial identity.
29. Some of the dialogues in the late Bråhmaˆas and early Upani∑ads
do contain enigmatic questions similar to the Rigvedic style riddle. For example, in the Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a (1.19–20) Yåjñavalkya poses a riddle to Janaka
about the mind (manas).
30. mahåtmanaß caturo deva eka÷ ka÷ sa jagåra bhuvanasya gopå÷ / taμ
kåpeya nåbhipaßyanti martyå abhipratårin bahudhå vasantam // CU 4.3.6.
31. åtmå devånåμ janitå prajånåμ hira£ya daμƒ†ro babhaso ’nas¶ri÷ /
mahåntam asya mahimånam åhuranadyamåno yad anannam atti // CU 4.3.7.

CHAPTER ONE. TEACHERS AND STUDENTS
1. Many of these literary tropes such as the reluctant teacher and the
enthusiastic student, which are employed subsequently throughout Indian
texts, are first seen in the late Bråhmaˆas and early Upani∑ads.
2. The genealogical lists are found in BU 2.6.1–3, 4.6.1–3, and 6.5.1–4.
Íåˆ∂ilya’s teaching about åtman and brahman is in CU 3.14.1–4.
3. . . . / eƒa ma åtmåntar h®daye / etad brahma / etam ita÷ pretyåbhisambhavitåsmi . . . / CU 3.14.4.
4. Chattopadhyaya remarks, “Uddålaka was about the only prominent
thinker in the Upani∑ads in whose discourse the word Brahman never occurs
at all” (1986–87, 41).
5. Uktha is the technical term for the verses of the §gveda that are
recited during a sacrifice. Thus, in this passage, åtman is identified with the
three types of Vedic formulas: the uktha refers to the verses of the §gveda, the
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såman refers to the chants of the Såmaveda, and the brahman refers to the yajus
formulas of the Yajurveda. See Olivelle (1996, 301n).
6. There are also a number of different meanings of brahman in subsequent literature related to the Upani∑ads, such as the Bhagavad G¥tå and texts
within the Vedånta tradition. See Lipner (1986).
7. Additionally, brahman is closely connected to sound, often considered to be a verbal expression of the ultimate reality. As Olivelle points out,
“It is important to remember that the concept always retains its verbal character as the ‘sound expression’ or truth or reality” (1996, lvi). For a further
discussion of brahman, see Gonda (1950).
8. Furthermore, Hume maintains that the composers of the Upani∑ads
“were always aware of the underlying unity of all being” ([1921] 1975, 1).
9. Connolly also argues that too much emphasis has been put on åtman
and brahman. He is especially critical of the Advaita Vedånta philosophers, who,
he maintains, “willfully misrepresented the teachings of the Upani∑ads” (1997,
36–37). Connolly makes a good case that some of the conceptions of åtman and
brahman “were originally employed to characterize prå£a” (1997, 21).
10. As Witzel suggests, the Vedic use of the demonstrative pronoun
indicates that “these texts were taught and recited on the offering ground”
(1997, 259).
11. Also Mahidåsa is quoted in the early Upani∑ads (CU 3.16.7; JUB 4.2).
12. Other teachers whose names are employed to authorize a teaching,
but who do not feature in a dialogue include Våmadeva (AU 2.5), Pråc¥nayogya
(TU 1.6.2), Trißa∫ku (TU 1.10), Kau∑¥taki (CU 1.5.2), Nåka Maudgalya, and
Kumårahårita (BU 6.4.4).
13. Both Kenneth Zysk (1991) and D. P. Chattopadhyaya (1986–87) argue that these discussions about åtman and the body are some of the earliest
articulations of medical knowledge in ancient India.
14. ta iha vyåghro vå siμho vå v®ko vå varåho vå k¥†o vå pata‰go vå daμßo
vå maßako vå yad yad bhavanti tad åbhavanti // CU 6.9.3, 6.10.2.
15. Roebuck raises objections to Brereton’s argument, pointing out that
“there are numerous places in the Upani∑ads where the authors have departed from the strict rules of grammatical gender to make a teaching point”
(2003, 423n).
16. Other discourses in the Upani∑ads are also presented as naturalistic.
As Killingley observes, the B®håra£yaka Upaniƒad version of the teaching about
the five fires and two paths “can be read as describing a biological process in
which life descends in the form of rain and is eventually born as a living
being” (1997, 17).
17. This connection is implied in other dialogues as well. See, for example, CU 1.10.6 and 4.10.3.
18. There are similar descriptions of the upanayana in the Påraskara
G®hyas¶tra (2.2), the Aßvalåyana G®hyas¶tra (1.20), and the Íå‰khåyana G®hyas¶tra
(2.1), as well as the Månava Dharmaßåstra (2.36–249). However, as the material
in the Bråhmaˆas is more closely associated with the Upani∑ads, we will confine our description of the upanayana to how it appears in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a.
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19. The Såvitr¥ is a verse from the §gveda (3.62.10) dedicated to Savit®,
the sun. In later texts such as the Månava Dharmaßåstra, reciting the Såvitr¥ is
considered to be one of the most essential aspects of an initiation ritual. The
verse is divided into three parts, each of which is considered to contain the
essence of one of the three Vedas. See Olivelle (2004, 238, 240n) and Roebuck
(2003, 389n).
20. Although Kaelber is keen to present the upanayana as having an
archaic origin, there is no evidence that this description in the Íatapatha
Bråhma£a harkens back to an earlier practice. In fact, Eliade does not “demonstrate” that the upanayana is of archaic origin, but merely speculates that the
upanayana is a “homologue to primitive puberty initiations” (1958, 53).
21. There are exceptions: the Chåndogya Upaniƒad mentions a brahmacårin
who settles permanently at his teacher’s house (2.23.1). Olivelle, following
Böhtlingk and Senart, takes this passage as a late interpolation (1996, 334–
35n). Additionally, Indra is a brahmacårin for 101 years (CU 8.11.3). See Olivelle
(1993) for a discussion on how the life of a brahmacårin became incorporated
as the first of the four stages of life represented by the åßrama system (the
other stages are: married householder, retired householder and renouncer).
22. In the introduction, I briefly mention that Upanishadic dialogues represent real life situations and situate philosophy within everyday social practices. How do we then account for the appearance of Prajåpati, Indra, and
Virocana? As I have mentioned, these mythical characters connect the Upani∑ads
with the authority of traditional Vedic figures. These examples show how the
composers of the Upani∑ads use legendary figures from Vedic folklore to add
legitimacy to new doctrines. For the most part, however, Upanishadic characters are based on humans rather than on gods. Even in this scene, except for the
exaggerated life span of Indra, the words and actions of all the main characters
are consistent with depictions of humans in other dialogues.
23. This myth also appears in other places in the Upani∑ads. In the
Chåndogya Upaniƒad (1.2.1), the devas and asuras compete with each other over
the udg¥tha (the chanting of the Såmaveda).
24. Prajåpati also appears as a teacher in the B®håra£yaka Upaniƒad (5.2.1),
where he instructs devas, asuras, and humans.
25. The Lokåyatas, also known as the Cårvåkas, were a materialist school
of philosophy who accepted only sense perception as a valid means for acquiring knowledge. Although perhaps originally one of the branches of Vedic
learning, in post-Upanishadic times the Lokåyatas were often represented by
Hindu philosophical doxologies, along with the Buddhists and the Jains, as
one of the main rival positions to the orthodox darßanas (See Mohanty 2000;
King 1999, 16–23). Chattopadhyaya claims that in the Chåndogya Upaniƒad (1.12),
Baka Dålbhya expresses views associated with the Lokåyatas (1959, 76–79).
For other references to the Cårvåka school see R. Bhattacharya (2002).
26. This practice of treating the body of the deceased is similar to how
the Buddha’s body is treated in the Mahåparinibbåna Sutta: “Then the Mallas
ordered their men to bring perfumes and wreaths, and all the musicians, and
with five hundred sets of garments they went to the sål-grove where the
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Lord’s body was lying. And there they honoured, paid respects, worshipped
and adored the Lord’s body with dance and song and music, with garlands
and scents, making awnings and circular tents in order to spend their day
there” (DN 16.6.13 tr. Walshe).
27. Roebuck translates ativådin as one who “speaks boldly” (see 2003,
425 n.27). Olivelle, who translates ativådin as a man who “out-talks” (1996,
353n), agrees that this term can be used both positively and negatively.
Radhakrishnan translates ativådin as “excellent speaker” ([1953] 1992, 483n)
and Hume renders this term as “superior speaker” ([1921] 1975 passim).
28. O’Flaherty suggests that this story may have been inspired by §gveda
10.135 (1981, 56).
29. The fact that this episode in the Ka†ha Upaniƒad appears almost exactly
as it does in the Taittir¥ya Bråhma£a has led most scholars to think that this
adhyåya is one of the older portions of the Upani∑ads. Also it is commonly
assumed that this dialogue was originally part of the Kå†haka Bråhma£a. Passages 1, 2, and 4 of the Ka†ha Upaniƒad are exactly the same as passages in the
Taittir¥ya Bråhma£a. In the Taittir¥ya Bråhma£a his wishes are (1) to return to his
father, (2) to learn the durability (non-decaying) of sacrifice and rituals acts (‘na
+ kƒit’: a play on words of Naciketas. He not only is named after a fire altar, but
also is one who does not decay), and (3) to learn how to ward off death.
30. Another meaning of naciketas is “I do not know.” Although Whitney
demonstrates the linguistic foundation for this rendering, he himself is skeptical of this interpretation: “This, though not entirely without parallels, would
be an irregular and an odd thing in Sanskrit derivation” (Whitney 1890, 91).
However, there is no reason to assume that only one meaning was intended.
Considering that Naciketas plays the role of the student in this dialogue, his
name as one who does not know is quite appropriate.
31. This metaphor continues throughout the Upani∑ads as well. For example, the Taittir¥ya Upaniƒad states that the puruƒa in a man and the puruƒa
in the sun are the same (2.8). See also Chåndogya Upaniƒad (1.7.5).
32. Another section in the Chåndogya Upaniƒad states that only a man
with knowledge could carry out a sacrifice (2.24.1).
33. O’Flaherty comments briefly on this story, suggesting that this episode
expresses the theme of the son who emerges as better than his father, which she
argues is an important motif throughout Vedic literature (1985, 43–44).
34. The aspects of the sacrifice mentioned are the offering (iƒ†a), the
protracted sacrifice (sattråya£a), the vow of silence (mauna), the period of fasting (añaßakåyana), and also the way of the forest (ara£yåya£a).
35. Here, we see the symbolism connecting initiation with procreation.
The brahmacårin is considered the embryo of his teacher, his initiation representing his second birth.
36. As we will see, Satyakåma leaves his student in his house for a
prolonged period of time as well.
37. As part of his first wish, Naciketas also wants his father’s anger to
subside and wants his own death to be symbolic rather than actual. In his first
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wish we see that Naciketas desires to reestablish his connection with the world,
thus illustrating the importance of family lineage. Although the dialogue with
Satyakåma, as we will see, suggests that the lineage of teachers is more important than the lineage of families, the Upani∑ads nevertheless place importance
on the relationship between father and son.
38. å må yantu brahmacåri£a÷ svåhå / vi må yantu brahmacåri£a÷ svåhå /
pra må yantu brahmacåri£a÷ svåhå / damåyantu brahmacåri£a÷ svåhå / ßamåyantu
brahmacåri£a÷ svåhå // TU 1.4.2. The meaning of this passage is unclear (see
Olivelle 1998, 573n). What does seem clear, however, is that this passage represents a teacher’s plea for students.
39. yaßo jane ’såni svåhå / ßreyån vasyaso ’såni svåhå / TU 1.4.3.
40. A man should not steal gold, drink liquor, kill a brahmin, or sleep
with a brahmin’s wife (CU 5.10.9).
41. . . . åcårya÷ p¶rvar¶pam // antevåsy uttarar¶pam / vidyå sandhi÷ /
pravacanaμ saμdhånam / TU 1.3.2–3.
42. See Grinshpon for a detailed survey of the interpretations offered in
the scholarly literature (2003, 45–56). Although I think Grinshpon overinterprets
this story in suggesting that Jabålå is a ß¶dra (member of the lowest class), he
makes some interesting speculations about the possible conflict between mother
and son.
43. It is quite possible that the text is supposed to be ambiguous. Although this story opens up the possibility that Satyakåma does not originally
come from a brahmin family, his mother’s family name already appears in
earlier texts. On two occasions in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a, we see the character
Mahåsåla Jabålå. The texts give no indication, however, what the relation is
between Mahåsåla and Satyakåma. On one of the occasions where Mahåsåla
appears in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a, he is one of the five wealthy householders
that approach Aßvapati for a teaching about åtman (10.6.1). Curiously, in the
version of this dialogue that appears in the Chåndogya Upaniƒad, all the names
of the householders are the same except that Mahåsåla is replaced by
Pråc¥naßåla Aupamanyava. It seems possible that as the editors of the Chåndogya
Upaniƒad want to emphasize the uncertainty of Satyakåma’s family lineage,
they omit the one other Vedic character who shares his family name. Indeed,
if there is a relation between Mahåsåla and Satyakåma, then Satyakåma was
perhaps already a brahmin. The B®håra£yaka Upaniƒad (4.6.1) mentions a similar name, Jåbålåyana, in one of its genealogies.
44. There are several other examples of students who take care of their
teachers’ cows. The Íatapatha Bråhma£a (3.6.2.15) tells us that a student should
guard his teacher, his teacher’s house, and his cows. Also Yåjñavalkya instructs his student to take care of the cows that he claims before his debate
with the Kuru-Pañcåla brahmins (BU 3.1.2).
45. Here I am following Roebuck in taking magdu as cormorant (2003, 419n).
46. Another example of this exchange of work for teaching occurs in the
Aitareya ‹ra£yaka (3.1.6). In this episode Tåruk∑ya guards his teacher’s cows
for one year just for the sake of learning a secret teaching (upaniƒad).
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47. This point is also part of Uddålaka’s instruction to Ívetaketu (CU
6.14.2).
48. Here, I am following Roebuck’s rendering of sådhiƒ†haμ pråpati as
‘attains the best.’ See Roebuck (2003, 420n).
49. . . . ha na kiμ cana v¥yåyeti v¥yåyeti . . . // CU 4.9.3.
50. Satyakåma’s teaching is closely related to the discourse of the five
fires, which we will discuss in more detail in chapter 3.

CHAPTER TWO. DEBATES BETWEEN BRAHMINS
1. See Renou and Silburn (1949), Brereton (1999), Thompson (1997,
1998), Houben (1998), and Johnson (1980).
2. Witzel points out that the brahmodya was usually part of large-scale
soma rituals and the aßvamedha (1987a, 385).
3. Both brahmodyas begin with the same question: who is it that walks
alone. In both cases the answer is the sun. The eighth question in the first
brahmodya is the sixth question in the second (q: who is the tawny one; a: the
night and day). The fifth question of the first brahmodya is also the fifth question of the second (q: what is the first conception; a: the sky). Additionally,
some of the same exchanges that appear in these two examples also appear in
Våjasaneyi Saμhitå 23.45–46. See Thompson for a further discussion of these
types of riddles (1997, 14–15).
4. For a discussion about this dialogue and its relation to the agnihotra
(twice-daily milk offering) and prå£ågnihotra (offering of food to the breaths)
see Bodewitz (1973, 220–29). Another version of this episode appears in the
Gopatha Bråhma£a (1.3.14).
5. The vedi is the sunken area between the fires in the consecration
ground of a Vedic ritual. The area, strewn with grass, was where the gods
were invited to sit as guests, while priests sang hymns and made offerings in
their honor.
6. Elsewhere I suggest that there is a third situation: when one character uses the threat of head shattering to force his or her opponent into
answering a direct question. This characterizes Yåjñavalkya’s warning to
Íåkalya in Janaka’s court, as well as the Buddha’s challenge to Amba††ha in
the Amba††ha Sutta (Black, forthcoming).
7. Bodewitz describes chariots as the luxury cars for the Vedic elite
(1974, 90).
8. Witzel points out that a gold coin is given in a similar dialogue in
Gopatha Bråhma£a (1987a, 367).
9. The B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad further portrays Yåjñavalkya as an inventive figure by the language used in the sections attributed to him. As Fi∞er
argues, the style of the Yåjñavalkya sections is more innovative, and a number
of new words are coined: “Yåjñavalkya’s individuality is documented by his
language” (1984, 60–61).
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10. Yåjñavalkya discusses the agnihotra with Ívetaketu, Såtyayajñi, and
Janaka (ÍB 11.6.2.1); he is quoted as an expert on the agnihotra (12.4.1.10;
2.3.1.21).
11. In the Íatapatha Bråhma£a he is known only as Yåjñavalkya, whereas
both names are used in the Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a and the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad.
12. As Fi∞er explains, “In most cases the stock phrase ‘as to this/ point/
however, Yåjñavalkya said’ (tad u hovåca yåjñavalkya÷) introduces a new idea
that implies, at the same time, an objection to what was said immediately
before” (1984, 59 n.10). There is a similar episode where Yåjñavalkya’s views
are presented in contrast to Íaulvåyana’s (ÍB 11.4.2.17). In this case Yåjñavalkya’s views are again presented last and predicated by the same phrase
(tad u hovåca yåjñavalkya÷).
13. In the Bråhmaˆas, attributing views to a ®ƒi is often a way of quoting the §gveda.
14. Íåˆ∂ilya is quoted and no one else is mentioned (7.5.2.43); he teaches
the Kat¥yas (9.4.4.17); Íåˆ∂ilya quotes Tura Kåvaßya (9.5.2.15); he disputes
with his student (although this exchange is contentious, this dialogue is presented as a teacher/student dialogue) (10.1.4.11); Íåˆ∂ilya teaches about åtman
(10.6.3.2).
15. The compilation of the Íatapatha Bråhma£a suggests a personal rivalry between Íåˆ∂ilya and Yåjñavalkya. While Yåjñavalkya is mentioned
more than anyone else in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a, his appearances are almost
entirely limited to the sections of the text ascribed to him. In sections six
through nine, attributed to Íåˆ∂ilya, Yåjñavalkya is not mentioned at all.
16. Grinshpon interprets this tournament as describing Yåjñavalkya’s
“self-transformation from a person who does not know into a sage who does”
(1998, 381). Although an interesting reading, this brahmodya, as we will see,
seems to be much more about how Yåjñavalkya uses his knowledge, rather
than about what he learns during the process of the debate. In fact, this is a
key difference that distinguishes the brahmodya from the upanayana, which
does describe the process of learning.
17. Brereton argues that the debate in Janaka’s court is a ring composition that is similar in structure to the framework of the Vedic sacrifice (1997,
3). Although my own analysis of this debate is more concerned with the
unfolding of the narrative and the interaction between the characters, I generally accept Brereton’s argument. I believe that these two approaches do not
contradict each other, and that, in fact, the text operates on both levels. Furthermore, both approaches are similar in the sense that they attempt to read
the Upani∑ads as “coherent composition[s]” (1997, 3n.7) rather than merely
the gathering together of diffuse fragments.
18. Witzel suggests that “there may have been a sudden movement of the
Aitareyins towards the east” (1987a, 404). That the §gveda had an established
presence in Videha is suggested by the fact that the only priest other than
Yåjñavalkya who is specifically associated with Janaka is the hot® priest Aßvala.
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19. Bhadrasena ≈jåtaßatrava does not appear anywhere else in Vedic
literature. Eggeling speculates that he was the son of King Ajåtaßatru ([1882–
97] 1994, Part 3:141).
20. The Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a (1.58–9) version of this discussion does not
mention Uddålaka ≈ruˆi. See Bodewitz (1973, 183) for further discussion.
21. In this case Uddålaka’s name only appears as ≈ruˆi, yet he is addressed as Guatama. Yåjñavalkya is referred to as Våjasaneya.
22. Bu∂ila ≈ßvataråßvi also appears in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a (10.6.1.7)
and as a student of Janaka in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad (5.14.8).
23. The Jain sources claim that Chandragupta Maurya, the first Mauryan
emperor, was a patron of the Jains and that he converted to Jainism towards
the end of his life by giving up the throne and joining a monastery. His son
Bindusåra, is associated with the ≈j¥vikas, but is thought to have been a patron of brahmins as well as of Parivråjakas (religious wanderers). Aßoka, who
is known to have favored the Buddhists, also supported the ≈j¥vikas and
Jains. See Thapar (2002, 164–65; 1994, 11–25). See also Basham for the doctrinal
differences between the Buddhists, Jains, and ≈j¥vikas (1951).
24. Fi∞er points out that of the three occasions where Yåjñavalkya is
quoted in the fourth book of the Íatapatha Bråhma£a, twice his views are cast
into doubt (1984, 69).
25. . . . / sa eƒa neti nety åtmå / ag®hyo na hi g®hyate / aß¥ryo na hi ß¥ryate
/ asa‰go na hi sajyate / asito na vyathate / na riƒyati / BU 4.2.4.
26. That Yåjñavalkya wins his arguments by means other than his philosophical knowledge is similar to Socrates, who does not always win arguments
according to their logical consistency. Many of Socrates’ arguments are “fallacious or unsound” (Beversluis 2000). Or as Vlastos points out, Socrates “wins
every argument, but never manages to win over an opponent” (1971, 2).
27. Olivelle points out that these terms have a double meaning in this
passage: “Within the ritual, graha refers to the cup used to draw out soma and
atigraha refers to the offering of extra cupfuls of soma. Within the context of the
body, graha is a sense organ and atigraha is the sense object grasped by it. The
passage attempts to show how the grasper itself is grasped by what it grasps,
i.e., the sense object” (Olivelle 1996, 309n).
28. Additionally, this teaching is different from those given by other
Upanishadic teachers. Both Ajåtaßatru and Prajåpati offer teachings that suggest that the breaths do depart from the body at the time of death.
29. . . . / yatråsya puruƒasya m®tasyågniμ våg apyeti våtaμ prå£aß cakƒur
ådityaμ manaß candraμ dißa÷ ßrotram p®thiv¥μ ßar¥ram åkåßam åtmå . . . kvåyaμ
tadå puruƒo bhavati / BU 3.2.13.
30. . . . / åhara somya hastam årtabhåga / åvåm evaitasya vediƒyåvo na nåv
etat sajana . . . / BU 3.2.13.
31. In the upanayana in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a (11.5.4.12), the teacher
takes the student by the right hand. Also Ajåtaßatru takes D®pta-Bålåki by the
hand when he receives him as a student (BU 2.1.15).
32. Eggeling translates aμsala as “tender” ([1882–97] 1994 Part 2: 11).
Fi∞er offers “juicy” or “fleshy” (1984, 69).
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33. I would like to thank my friend and colleague Steven Lindquist for
pointing out Yåjñavalkya’s pragmatic attitude regarding ritual (pers. comm.,
Nov. 2002).
34. This brahmodya is based on a similar episode in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a
that also takes place in Janaka’s court and features both Yåjñavalkya and
Íåkalya. However, in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a, Íåkalya is the only challenger.
Similar to Svaidåyana he debates with Yåjñavalkya on the behalf of a number
of other brahmins (11.6.3.1–11). A similar account is in the Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a
(2.76–77).
35. It is interesting that in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a (11.6.3.2) version there
is no mention of Yåjñavalkya’s student Såmaßravas, whose name suggests
that he is connected to the Såmaveda. Indeed, this is the only occasion where
Yåjñavalkya is depicted as having a student and his very brief appearance
illustrates that Yåjñavalkya is much more known for his participations in
debates than he is as a teacher. That Yåjñavalkya asks Såmaßravas to drive
away the cows is not surprising, as we saw in the previous chapter that taking
care of a teacher’s cows was an important duty for students.
36. . . . / namo vayaμ brahmiƒ†håya kurmo gokåmå eva vayaμ sma . . . /
BU 3.1.2.
37. Witzel argues that there are three conditions for the splitting of the
head during a philosophical debate: (1) insufficient knowledge and lack of
admission of this, (2) perpetration of forbidden actions, and (3) asking a forbidden question (1987a, 375). Insler points out that this is one of just two
occasions where this threat is used in response to improper ritual procedure
(the other is in ÍB 3.6.1.23). Rather than head shattering, the usual threats for
not performing the ritual correctly are the ruin or death of the sacrificer and
his family (1989–90, 100).
38. There are exceptions to this. Insler, however, agrees that although
these instances are not all brahmodyas, the topics are “phrased in this narrative
with the prevalent terminology of theological disputes” (1989–90, 101).
39. Both Hume and Radhakrishnan translate this phrase as the “head
will fall off”; Roebuck’s rendering is “your head will split apart”; Olivelle’s
translation is “your head will shatter apart.”
40. For a more detailed study of this episode in the Amba††ha Sutta, as
well as other parallels with the Upani∑ads, see Black (forthcoming).
41. sattadhå muddhå phalissati.
42. sacâyaμ Amba††ho må£avo Bhagavatå yåva tatiyakaμ sahadhammikaμ
pañhaμ pu††ho na vyåkarissati etth’ ev’ assa sattadhå muddhaμ phålessåmi.
43. “And at the sight, Amba††ha was terrified and unnerved, his hairs
stood on end, and he sought protection, shelter and safety from the Lord”
(DN 3.1.21 tr. Walshe).
44. Insler explains: “the vocabulary of the JB tales is quite distinct from
that of the other Brahmanic stories concerning theological discussions. Where
the latter employ the uniform collocation m¶rdha vipatati and the like, the JB
narratives appear with the verbs praharati and prajaghåna (m¶rdhånam)” (1989–
90, 105). Although it is clear that the Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a story is a different
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kind of story than the narrative accounts of the brahmodya, it is not necessarily
the case that this is also true of the Amba††ha tale. In fact, the Amba††ha tale
has a number of features that indicate similarities with Upanishadic stories
(Black, forthcoming).
45. Part of Insler’s argument is also based on the similarities between
the head shattering incidents and an episode in the §gveda (4.9) where a
young poet loses his concentration while trying to compose a poem in front
of his father.
46. Brereton argues that the shared details from the Íatapatha Bråhma£a
version of the story frames the entire B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad episode (1997).
This seems quite likely, especially when we take into consideration the importance of embedding and framing within ancient Indian literature (Minkowski
1989; Witzel 1987b). My point here, however, is that the change in the narrative between the Íatapatha Bråhma£a and the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad accounts
of Íåkalya’s death highlights the threat of head shattering and presents
Yåjñavalkya as responsible, at least on some level, for Íåkalya’s death.
47. In Bhujyu Låhyåyani’s account, Patañcala Kåpya’s daughter is possessed by a gandharva and the identity of the gandharva is Sudhanvan ≈∫girasa.
We will discuss the issue of gandharva possession in more detail in chapter 4.
48. . . . / tac cet tvaμ yåjñavalkya s¶tram avidvåμs taμ cåntaryåmi£am
brahmagav¥r udajase m¶rdhå te vipatiƒyati / BU 3.7.1.
49. . . . / tad eva bahu manyedhvaμ yad asmån namaskåre£a mucyedhvam /
BU 3.8.12.
50. Witzel points out that Íåkalya’s name is a double entendre. One of
the meanings of his name is “the clever one.” This is appropriate as Yåjñavalkya’s victory in the debate is more meaningful when Íåkalya is cast as a
strong opponent. However, his name can also mean “burnt up,” “cremated,”
or “decomposed,” all of which foreshadow his eventual fate in this brahmodya
(Witzel 1987a, 405).
51. ßåkalya . . . tvåμ svid ime bråma£å a‰gåråvakƒaya£am akratå u . . . // BU
3.9.18.
52. . . . / taμ tvaupaniƒadaμ puruƒaμ p®cchåmi / taμ cen me na vivakƒyasi
m¶rdhå te vipatiƒyati . . . / BU 3.9.26.
53. Rather curiously, after recounting his death, the text adds that his
bones were later stolen by thieves, who mistook them for something else.
Witzel discusses this cryptic detail (1987a, 380).
54. As discussed in the previous chapter, there are a number of criticisms of sacrifice in the early Upani∑ads. Most of the Upanishadic teachings
generally, and especially the dialogues, take the position that discursive knowledge is more important than ritual activity.
55. Heesterman (1985), Tull (1989), and Biardeau (1994) all emphasize
the continuity of the tradition, especially the notion that the sacrifice was
internalized. Thapar (1984) argues that the sacrifice declined because of economic factors.
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56. Although Yåjñavalkya is associated with his desire for wealth in the
B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a he is contrasted with
Aupoditeya, who explicitly asks for cows. Here it is Aupoditeya who is depicted as seeking the material rewards of the sacrifice, and Yåjñavalkya is cast
as the more traditional brahmin who strives for the correct performance of the
ritual. Yåjñavalkya says, “For at this indeed the brahmin should strive, that he
be a brahma-varcasin (illumined by the brahma, or sacred wit)” (ÍB 1.9.3.16 tr.
Eggeling). By the time of the Upani∑ads, however, Yåjñavalkya is the brahmin
most associated with material wealth.
57. . . . / kim artham acår¥÷ paß¶n icchanna£vantån . . . / BU 4.1.1.
58. Initially, the steward cannot find Raikva, but Jånaßruti instructs him
to search again “in a place where one would search for a non-brahmin” (CU
4.1.8). Here we see an example of someone who is not a brahmin by birth, but
who is treated with the respect of a brahmin because of his reputation for
being knowledgeable.
59. This is the only instance in the Upani∑ads where land is given in exchange for an Upanishadic teaching. In fact, Jånaßruti’s gift to Raikva resembles
the brahmadeyya as described in the early Buddhist literature. These were tracts of
land given as “royal gifts” from the king to eminent brahmins. Gokhale describes
these dwellings as villages “predominantly inhabited by Brahmanas . . . designed
in a proprietary way for the residence and maintenance of learned brahmins”
(1994, 28–29). Additionally, the marriage represented in this dialogue resembles
the practice of bride price. As Witzel points out, this type of marriage is extremely
rare in the Brahmanical textual tradition (1996, 164). For more discussion on bride
price in ancient Indian texts, see Jamison (1996, 213–15).
60. In response to Aßvala at the brahmodya in Janaka’s court, Yåjñavalkya
shows he knows all the other priestly duties.
61. Madeleine Biardeau also emphasizes the continuity of the tradition,
especially the notion that the sacrifice was internalized: “[After the Bråhmaˆas]
sacrifice is not abandoned, but instead of offering it to the gods, in real fire,
it is offered to one’s åtman, in the fire of breath. All the outward observances
are thus, partially at least, internalized” (1994).
62. Some might suggest that Pravåhaˆa’s teaching of the two paths of
the dead (BU 6.2.15; CU 5.10) also indicates a renunciate culture, as the king
distinguishes between those who live in the forest (ara£ya) and those who
perform sacrifices and give gifts. It seems clear that these passages are contrasting the kind of brahmins that we see in Upani∑ads with the paradigmatic
Vedic ritualists, who are ridiculed on many occasions. However, it is far from
clear that the people living in the forest, as mentioned in this passage, are
necessarily renunciates. Additionally, Pravåhaˆa states that there are two kinds
of people who can avoid repeated death: those who live in the forest and
those who know about the five fires. Thus, even if those who live in the forest
are meant to be renunciates, the king’s teaching inidicates that one need not
be a renunciate to know and benefit from this teaching.
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63. . . . / etam eva viditvå munir bhavati / etam eva pravråjino lokam icchana÷
pravrajanti / BU 4.4.22.
64. . . . / te ha sma putraiƒa£åyåß ca vittaißa£åyåß ca lokaiƒa£åyåß ca vyutthåya
atha bhikƒåcaryaμ caranti / BU 4.4.22.
65. same ßucau ßarkaråvahnivålukåvivarjite ßabdajalåßrayådibhi÷ / mano ‘nuk¶le
na tu cakƒup¥¿ane guhånivåtåßraya£e prayojayet // SU 2.10.
66. In the Chåndogya Upaniƒad Satyakåma is quoted after an account of
the battle of prå£ås, whereas in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad he is quoted after
the mantha rite.

CHAPTER THREE. KINGS AND BRAHMINS
1. . . . / yatheyaμ na pråk tvatta÷ purå vidyå bråhma£ån gacchati / tasmådu
sarveƒu lokeƒu kƒatrasyaiva praßåsanam abh¶d . . . / CU 5.3.7.
2. Bodewitz also has a more recent article (1996a) in which he explores
the development of the pañcågnividyå, again demonstrating that this teaching
originally appeared in texts without the frame narrative. Additionally, Killingley
analyzes the connections between the pañcågnividyå in the B®hadåra£yaka
Upaniƒad and the Chåndogya Upaniƒad with similar passages in the Íatapatha
Bråhma£a and the Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a (1997).
3. A similar teaching appears in the Aitareya ‹ra£yaka (2.1.3), and the
five fires appear as a secret teaching of the agnihotra in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a
(11.6.2.6–10).
4. Olivelle comments, “It is naive, therefore, to accept the literary evidence of the Upani∑ads regarding their Kƒatriyas authorship at face value and
as historical fact . . . The most we can say is that some segments of the
Brahmanical community must have perceived it as advantageous to present
doctrines they favored as coming from the royal elite” (1996, xxxv).
5. ‹tman vaißvånara means the “self of all people.” For further discussion see the section about Aßvapati in this chapter.
6. This is especially true of Janaka, as we will see in the following
examples. Also, Aßvapati gives the brahmins who have come to study from
him as much as he pays priests to perform a sacrifice (CU 5.11.5). Similarly,
Ajåtaßatru offers Gårgya one thousand cows but then ends up teaching the
brahmin himself (BU 2.1).
7. It is interesting that in this episode brahmins such as Yåjñavalkya,
Ívetaketu, and Såtyayajñi are all depicted riding chariots. As we have seen,
Uddålaka ≈ruˆi also appears in a chariot when he is riding around the northern country of Madras (JUB 3.2.4.8; ÍB 2.4.1.6). Bodewitz has challenged
Heesterman’s suggestion that the connection between chariot driving and
theological discussion might relate back to older ritual practices. Instead, he
argues that there is no ritual connection and that chariots represent the luxury
car of the Vedic elite (1974, 90). When we recall that brahmins commanded
high rewards for their teachings, then it is not surprising that they traveled
around on chariots. This tendency of brahmins to conspicuously display their
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wealth becomes the subject of ridicule in the early Buddhist texts. For example, in the Amba††ha Sutta the Buddha accuses the brahmin Amba††ha and
his teacher of indulging in luxurious pleasures such as riding in chariots drawn
by mares with braided tails (DN 3.2.10).
8. Bodewitz argues that this episode does not imply a chariot race
(1974, 89). This is likely to be true in the sense that there is no reason to take
this episode as a description of an actual or a ritual race. Nevertheless, metaphorically, the fact that both king and brahmin are featured on chariots undoubtedly adds competitive symbolism to their verbal dispute.
9. Here Yåjñavalkya resembles other reluctant teachers such as Prajåpati
and Yama.
10. . . . / atha ha yaj janakaß ca vaideho yåjñavalkyaß cågnihotre samudåte /
tasmai ha yåjñavalkyo varaμ dadau / sa ha kåma praßnam eva vavre / taμ håsmai
dadau / taμ ha samrå¿ eva p¶rvaμ papraccha // BU 4.3.1.
11. . . . / so’ham bhagavate sahasraμ dadåmi / ata ¶rdhvaμ vimokƒåya br¶hi . . . // BU
4.3.14; 15; 16; 33. Many translators have assumed that Yåjñavalkya is teaching
Janaka how to attain final liberation (mokƒa). Radhakrishnan, for example translates this line: “Sir, please instruct me further for the sake of my liberation”
([1953] 1992, 259–60). Taking into account the reference to the Íatapatha Bråhma£a,
my understanding of this dialogue is as a confrontation between priest and
king, where Yåjñavalkya is attempting to release himself from the wish he
had granted to Janaka. Olivelle (1996, 316n) maintains that the terms mokƒa and
vimokƒa, both of which mean ‘release’ in a general sense, are not used in the
early Upani∑ads specifically in connection with final liberation.
12. . . . / atra ha yåjñavalkyo bibhayåμ cakåra medhåv¥ råjå sarvebhyo måntebhya
udarauts¥d . . . // BU 4.3.33.
13. As compared with the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad account, the Kauƒ¥taki
Upaniƒad version provides more information about Gårgya, describing him as
a man who is learned (an¶cåna) and well-traveled.
14. It is significant that the number of cows is the same amount that
Janaka offers to Yåjñavalkya. However, unlike the cows offered to Yåjñavalkya,
the cows offered to Gårgya are not adorned with gold.
15. Ajåtaßatru’s attempt to achieve a status on par with Janaka not only
shows the political importance of Upanishadic teachings, but further brings to
attention the particular rivalry between Kåßi and Videha, a rivalry that is also
articulated by Gårg¥ Våcaknav¥ when she is debating against Yåjñavalkya in
Janaka’s court. As we have seen, when she questions Yåjñavalkya on the
second occasion, she compares her challenge to that of a warrior from Kåßi or
Videha (BU 3.8.2). Although the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad generally describes
Yåjñavalkya’s opponents as brahmins from Kuru-Pañcåla, Gårg¥’s challenge
suggests that she herself might be from Kåßi. As Gårg¥ presents her own
challenge as representing a fight between Videha and Kåßi, she indicates that,
as Yåjñavalkya is associated with Videha, she is a warrior from Kåßi. That
Gårg¥ perhaps has a connection to Kåßi is interesting because her name suggests that she is related to the Gårgya, who is teaching Ajåtaßatru, the king of
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Kåßi. Witzel proposes that Gårg¥’s name makes her a member of the Gårga
family, indicating that she would “represent the (originally) more Western
schools like the one to which Uddålaka belonged” (1987a, 403). Although her
family may have originally come from the west, these two examples bring up
the possibility that this name is associated with Kåßi.
16. In the Chåndogya Upaniƒad their names are Pråc¥naßåla Aupamanyava,
Satyayajña Paulusi, Indrayumna Bhållaveya, Jana Íårkaråk∑ya, and Bu∂ila
≈ßvataråßvi. In the Íatapatha Bråhma£a, Mahåsåla Jåbåla appears instead of
Pråc¥naßåla Aupamanyava. It is pertinent that the Chåndogya Upaniƒad specifically designates these brahmins as householders (mahåßåla), a point that we
will explore further in the next chapter.
17. Both Olivelle and Roebuck render åtman vaißvånara as the “self of all
men.” Roebuck suggests that this term is not meant to refer to a specific
doctrine of the self, but rather to a general understanding of the self: “Later,
the term is specialised to refer to just one form of the åtman (e.g., ManU
[Må£¿¶kya Upaniƒad] 3) but here it seems to be used of the self in the widest
sense” (Roebuck 2003, 421–22n). As we will see, the primary reason for specifying what kind of self Aßvapati teaches about, is that it is in contradistinction
to a similar dialogue in the Íatapatha Bråhma£a where he teaches about the
agni vaißvånara.
18. This is following Eggeling’s rendering that samiyåya should be taken
impersonally to mean that there was no argument among them. Såyaˆa, however, interprets this passage to mean that Aruˆa was unable to instruct them.
See Eggeling ([1882–97] 1994, 4:393).
19. . . . / na me steno janapade na kadaryo na madyapa÷ / nånåhitågnir
nåvidvån na svair¥ svairi£¥ kuta÷ // CU 5.11.5.
20. See Chakravarti (1996, 150–76), Gokhale (1994, 110–20), and Tambiah
(1976).
21. See Black (forthcoming) for a comparison of the structure of this
story with that of the Amba††ha Sutta in the D¥gha Nikåya.
22. The three narrative sections are pointed out by Söhnen (1981, 179).
23. Actually, in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad his name appears the other
way around, as Jaivali Pravåhaˆa.
24. Olivelle argues that the grammatical form of pari-car as paricårayamå£am refers to serving food, yet also has sexual connotations (1999, 58).
25. The particular reception described in the Chåndogya Upaniƒad is part
of the traditional way of receiving guests as outlined in the G®hyas¨tras: the
‹ßvalåyana G®hyas¶tra 1.24.7 and the Påraskara G®hyas¶tra 1.3.1. See Olivelle for
further discussion (1999, 60–61).
26. . . . / upaimyahaμ bhavantam . . . / BU 6.2.7.
27. . . . / tam etam åtmånam eta åtmåno ’nvavasyante yathå ßreƒ†inaμ svå÷ /
tad yathå ßreƒ†h¥ svair bhu‰kte . . . / K∑U 4.20.
28. In the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad version of this dialogue the word åtman
does not occur. Rather, puruƒa is described as the site where the prå£ås gather
together, a description often associated with åtman.
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29. There is a similar passage in Íatapatha Bråhma£a (10.5.2.11), where
the loss of consciousness during sleep is presented in explicitly sexual terms.
The persons of the right and left eyes are specifically gendered as male and
female, and during sleep these two persons unite together within the cavity
of the heart. The bliss (ånanda) that they experience through their union is
linked with the loss of consciousness that one experiences during sleep. See
Olivelle (1997b).
30. Throughout Vedic literature, the moon is depicted as where people
go when they die. As we will see in Pravåhaˆa’s teaching, those who go to the
moon and make it become full are not released from the karmic cycle, but
return to the earth again as rain. Thus, knowing the mantra not only brings
death to one’s enemies, but further ensures that they do not escape the karmic
cycle to become immortal.
31. Similarly, in the Taittir¥ya Upaniƒad (1.6.2), the puruƒa within the heart
is compared to a king. When puruƒa obtains sovereignty (svåråjya) over the
other organs of sense, it becomes lord (pati).
32. This myth appears at Chåndogya Upaniƒad 5.1.6–5.2.2; B®hadåra£yaka
Upaniƒad 1.5.21, 6.1.1–14; Kauƒ¥taki Upaniƒad 2.13, 3.3; Praßna Upaniƒad 2.1–4;
and Íå‰khåyana ‹ra£yaka 9.
33. Bodewitz (1992, 54) further claims that the kingship of prå£a was
originally a theme of the Såmaveda that was then developed in the B®hadåra£yaka
Upaniƒad.
34. For a further discussion see Smith (1990). Also, we will discuss this
metaphor in the section about Pravåhaˆa and the teaching of the five fires.
35. According to the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, when a man knows that
breath is food, nothing he eats is considered improper food (6.1.14). Similarly,
in the Chåndogya Upaniƒad (5.2.3) Satyakåma teaches that breath is food. See
also Taittir¥ya Upaniƒad 1.5.
36. Here the prå£ås are called devas.
37. Several scholars have attempted to define the institution of the court
in Upanishadic times (Rau 1957; R. S. Sharma 1999b; Drekmeier 1962). However, connecting the Upani∑ads with a specific conceptualization of the court
is difficult because the terminology employed by the texts to describe the
residence of the king is inconsistent. For example, all three versions of the
story of Uddålaka, Ívetaketu, and Pravåhaˆa/Citra use different terms to
refer to the residence of the king. The B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad uses the word
pariƒad, the Chåndogya Upaniƒad uses samiti, and the Kauƒ¥taki Upaniƒad uses
sadas. Furthermore, the Chåndogya Upaniƒad (8.14.1) refers to Prajåpati’s court
as the sabhå. Although we do not have enough information to understand the
specific nature and workings of the court during Upanishadic times, it is clear
that the myth of the prå£ås shows a courtly orientation.
38. Killingley points out that this part of Pravåhaˆa’s teaching, which
he calls the “Two Paths pericope” has a different set of antecedents in Vedic
literature than his teaching of the five fires. The allegory of two paths was first
used in the §gveda (10.88.15), and there are a number of passages parallel to
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Pravåhaˆa’s presentation of two paths in the Bråhmaˆas and Upani∑ads (1997,
13–16). According to Killingley, one of the most important innovations of
Pravåhaˆa’s teaching is that, as it appears in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad and
the Chåndogya Upaniƒad, it is the first teaching that combines the five fires with
the two paths of the dead, both of which are themes found in older Vedic
material (1997, 17).
39. Killingley rightly points out that this part of Pravåhaˆa’s teaching appears slightly differently in its two versions (1997, 7–8). In the Chåndogya Upaniƒad,
the two groups of people who avoid repeated death are those who have knowledge of the five fires and those who venerate faith as austerity (tapas).
40. We might assume that Uddålaka fits into the first category as well,
as the dialogues suggest that he is frequently the guest of kings.
41. See the Aitareya Bråhma£a (8.25) and the Íatapatha Bråhma£a (11.5.6.9,
10.4.3.9). Bodewitz (1996b, 36) argues that repeated death is more of an argument against anti-ritualists than a belief. In other words, not only is the ritual
effective against death, but it would be effective against multiple deaths. See
also Olivelle (1997a).
42. tasmåd vå etasmåd annarasamayåt / anyo ’ntara åtmå prå£amaya÷ /
tenaiƒa p¶rna÷ / TU 2.2.
43. Gårgya’s name is also D®pta-Bålåki, which can mean “the proud
Bålåki.” Olivelle comments that it is unclear whether d®pta is part of his name
or merely an epithet (1996, 302 n.).
44. . . . / må maitasmin saμvadiƒ†hå÷ / BU 2.1.2–13. Olivelle equates this
phrase with modern vernacular quips like “Give me a break!” (1999, 66).
These remarks resemble the verbal exchanges of a brahmodya.
45. ye vai ke cåsmål lokåt prayanti candramasam eva te sarve gacchanti /
teƒåμ prå£ai÷ p¶rvapakƒa åpyåyate / tån aparapakƒe£a prajanayati / etad vai
svargasya lokasya dvåraμ yac candramå÷ / K∑U 1.2.

CHAPTER FOUR. BRAHMINS AND WOMEN
1. This phrase is borrowed from Findly (1985), whose work on Gårg¥
we will discuss later in this chapter.
2. The vision of a woman that indicates a successful ritual performance
is also mentioned in the Íå‰khåyana ‹ra£yaka (9). Bodewitz suggests that the
vision of a woman is sometimes connected with kingship (1992, 59).
3. . . . kathaμ nu måtmana eva janyitvå saμbhavati / hanta tiro ’sånti / BU
1.4.4.
4. This is similar to the Puranic creation myth of Puru∑a and Prak®ti
where Prak®ti is the active and dynamic force in creation. In this passage, as
well as the Puranic myth, it is the woman who puts creation in motion.
5. . . . ahaμ våva s®ƒ†ir asmyahaμ h¥daμ sarvam as®kƒi . . . / BU 1.4.5.
6. tasyå vedir upastho lomåni barhiß carmådhiƒava£e samiddho madhyatastau
muƒkau / BU 6.4.3. The word vedi is feminine and is often homologized with
masculine words in the Brahmanical ritual literature. The feminine dimen-
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sion of the vedi is further highlighted by the fact that its hourglass shape
is often compared to a woman with large breasts and full hips, and a slender waist.
7. Another example appears in the Jaimin¥ya Bråhma£a (1.45–6) where
agni vaißvånara is compared to both the male and female body. The male is
defined in terms of the five sense capacities, while the female is defined in
terms of the sexual organs.
8. upamantrayate sa hiμkåra÷ / jñapayate sa praståva÷ / striyå saha ßete sa
udg¥tha÷ / prati str¥μ saha ßete sa pratihåra÷ / kålaμ gacchati tan nidhanam /
påraμ gacchati tan nidhanam / etad våmadevyaμ mithune protam // CU 2.13.1.
9. Indeed, defining and controlling the process of birth within a maledominated discourse is characteristic of a number of religious and mythological traditions. There are many religious myths that attribute the act of giving
birth to men. For example, in Greek mythology Athena is born from the head
of Zeus. In the Torah, Eve is created from Adam’s body. For a discussion
about the male appropriation of birth in the Western philosophical tradition
see Jantzen (1998, 141–43).
10. Similarly, in the Chåndogya Upaniƒad (1.5.2), Kau∑¥taki teaches that
one can manipulate how many children one has according to how one venerates (upa ås) åtman.
11. . . . / sa yadyanena kiμ cid akƒ£ayå k®taμ bhavati tasmåd enaμ sarvasmåt
putro muñcati . . . / BU 1.5.17.
12. . . . / punar måm aitvindriyaμ punas teja÷ punar bhaga÷ / BU 6.4.5.
13. Similarly, the Chåndogya Upaniƒad states that one who knows the
våmadevya såman as woven upon sexual intercourse reaches a full life-span,
lives well, has many children and cows, and achieves great fame. He should
not hold back from any woman (2.13.2).
14. . . . / a‰gåd a‰gåt saμbhavasi h®dayåd adhijåyase / sa tvam a‰ga kaƒåyo
’si digdha viddhåm iva mådayemåmam¶μ mayi . . . // BU 6.4.9.
15. See, for example, the Íatapatha Bråhma£a (10.3.5.12–14) and the
Taittir¥ya Upaniƒad (2.2–5). For more examples, particularly those that equate
ånanda with åtman/brahman, see Olivelle’s seminal article (1997b).
16. The texts do not tell us explicitly that Yåjñavalkya does not have
sons, but this is suggested not only by what he teaches, but also by the fact
that he settles his inheritance between his two wives.
17. . . . / na vå are ’ham mohaμ brav¥mi / BU 2.3.13.
18. Brian Smith makes similar observations: “Although the Veda was
certainly composed by the priestly and intellectual class (i.e., the Brahmins),
the ideology propounded in it is shot through with the martial values ordinarily associated with warriors (i.e., kshatriyas)” (1990, 178).
19. . . . / yad idaμ sarvam apsv otaμ ca protaμ ca kasmin nu khalv åpa otåß
ca protåß ca . . . / BU 3.6. Ota and prota are technical terms that refer to the back
and forth movement of the shuttle in the process of weaving. As Roebuck
points out, the traditional interpretation takes water to be the warp and weft
threads, with the air as the loom (2003, 402n). This metaphor is also used in
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the §gveda. Findly (1985, 29) suggests that Gårg¥’s familiarity with this metaphor illustrates that she is generally familiar with Vedic discourse.
20. . . . / gårg¥ måtipråkƒ¥÷ / må te m¶rdhå vyapaptat / BU 3.6.
21. . . . / bråhma£å bhagavanto hanta aham imaμ dvau praßnau prakƒyåmi /
tau cen me vakƒyati na vai jåtu yuƒmåkam imaμ kaßcid brahmodyaμ jeta . . . / BU
3.8.1.
22. Although the Mahåbhårata comes much later than the early
Upani∑ads, there are a number of similarities regarding the representation of
female characters.
23. Gårg¥ merely talks like a man, but as we will see, a number of
female characters actually assume a male identity. This tactic can also be seen
in the §gveda (10.39.6) where Gho∑å speaks to the gods as a son rather than
as a daughter.
24. . . . / ahaμ vai två yåjñvalkya yathå kåßyo vå vaideho vå ugraputra÷ ujjyaμ
dhanur adhijyaμ k®två dvau bå£avantau sapatna ativyådhinau haste k®två upottiƒ†hed
evam evåhaμ två dvåbhyåm praßnåbhyåm upodasthåm / tau me br¶hi . . . / BU 3.8.2.
25. The metaphors that Gårg¥ employs are not merely explicitly male,
but more precisely they are associated with a particular kind of male: a kƒatriya.
As we have seen, a number of brahmins invoke imagery associated with
kƒatriyas as a way to make their interactions more combative and competitive.
Additionally, as we have seen in chapter 3, metaphors associated with kƒatriyas
are often used to frame innovative teachings. From this perspective, it is possible that Gårg¥ depicts herself as a kƒatriya in order to associate herself with
the kinds of doctrines taught by Pravåhaˆa and Ajåtaßatru.
26. . . . / yad ¶rdhvam yåjñvalkya divo yad avåk p®thivyå yad antarå
dyåvåp®thiv¥ ime yad bh¶tam ca bhavac ca bhaviƒyaccetyåcakƒate kasmiμs tad otaμ
ca protaμ ca // BU 3.8.3.
27. . . . / namaste ’stu yåjñavalkya yo ma etaμ vyavoco’ parasmai
dhårayasva . . . / BU 3.8.5.
28. yo vå etad akƒaraμ gårgyaviditvåsmiμl loke juhoti yajate tapas tapyate
bah¶ni varƒasahasrå£y antavad evåsya tad bhavati / yo vå etad akƒaraμ
gårgyaviditvåsmål lokåt praiti sa k®pa£a÷ / atha ya etad akƒaraμ gårg¥ viditvåsmål
lokåt paraiti sa bråhma£a÷ // BU 3.8.10.
29. . . . / bråhma£å bhagavantas tad eva bahu manyedhvaμ yad asmån
namaskåre£a mucyedhvam / na vai jåtu yuƒmåkam imaμ kaßcid brahmodyaμ jeta /
. . . / BU 3.8.12.
30. Thompson argues that there is a close connection between the
brahmodya and the satyakriyå: A brahmodya (utterance of brahman) “is a means
of self-display, on the one hand, of one’s mastery of the esoteric lexicon and,
on the other hand, of one’s personal authority or power. It therefore provides
an area also for the performance of a satyakriyå” (1997, 20).
31. This dialogue was discussed in chapter 2.
32. The heavenly voice in Íakuntalå’s story is implicitly male, suggested
by Du±∑anta’s use of the masculine noun devadh¶ta.
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33. Here Findly is referring specifically to Sengupta and Altekar, who,
according to her, perpetuate the traditional view of women as “silent and
invisible bearers of culture” (1985, 37).
34. The final section of the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad indicates that it is
familiar with this tradition: “Get up Vißvåvasu. Go find some other young
woman. Leave this wife here with her husband” (BU 6.4.19). This passage is
similar to a passage in the §gveda (10.85.21).
35. Jabålå explains that when Satyakåma was conceived, she was young
(yauvana) and was traveling around as a maid-servant (carant¥ paricåri£¥). Jabålå
implies, at least, that she had several relationships, and it is clear that Satyakåma
was born out of wedlock.
36. . . . / naitad abråhma£o vivaktum arhati / samidhaμ somya åhara / upa
två neƒye na satyåd agå . . . / CU 4.4.5.
37. . . . / nåham etad veda tåta yad gotras tvam asi / bahv ahaμ carant¥
paricåri£¥ yauvane tvåm alabhe / såham etan na veda yadgotras tvam asi / jabålå tu
nåmåham asmi / satyakåmo nåma tvam asi / sa satyakåma eva jåbålo bruv¥thå . . . //
CU 4.4.1.
38. . . . / tapto brahmacår¥ kußalam agn¥n paricacår¥t / må tvågnaya÷
paripravocan / prabr¶hy asmå . . . / CU 4.10.2.
39. . . . / tapto brahmacår¥ kußalaμ na÷ paryacår¥t / CU 4.10.4.
40. . . . / bahava ime ’smin puruƒe kåmå nånåtyayå÷ / vyådhibhi÷ pratip¶r£o
’smi / nåßiƒyåmi . . . // CU 4.10.3.
41. For the purpose of this discussion we will refer to B®hadåra£yaka
Upaniƒad 2.4.1–14 as the first version and B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad 4.5.1–15 as
the second version. Reinvang offers the explanation that most probably each
of the two recensions of the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad at one point adopted the
Upanishadic section of the other recension so that both recensions came to
include two versions of the dialogue between Yåjñavalkya and Maitrey¥ (2000,
146–47). Hock, however, suggests that these two versions frame what he calls
the “Yåjñavalkya core,” “producing a highly visible ring composition” (2002,
283). Although his argument is not conclusive, it seems to me that this is the
more likely explanation as to why this same dialogue would appear twice within
the same Upani∑ad, especially when we take into consideration the importance
of framing and embedding in other texts such as the §gveda, Bråhmaˆas, and
Mahåbhårata. See Brereton (1997), Minkowski (1989), and Witzel (1987b).
42. . . . / ud yaßyan vå are ‘ham asmåt sthånåd asmi / hanta te ‘nayå
kåtyåyanyåntaμ karavå£i . . . // BU 2.4.1. That Yåjñavalkya intends to divide
his estate between his two wives, indicates that women could own wealth
and property. This is in contrast to earlier Vedic texts that not only deny
women inheritance rights, but claim that the wife did not have her own
possessions, and indeed did not even own herself. Findly argues that this
passage “casts Yåjñavalkya as an early champion of economic rights” (1985,
46). Witzel cites numerous texts that explicitly deny a woman entitlement to
inheritance (1996, 165).
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43. Radhakrishnan, for example, comments, “Yåjñavalkya wishes to renounce the stage of the householder, g®hastha and enter that of the anchorite,
vånaprastha” ([1953] 1992, 195).
44. That a wife can be the student of her husband is also suggested by
the Månava Dharmaßåstra (The Law Code of Manu), which equates marriage
with the upanayana for women (MDS 2.67).
45. Most scholars agree that these additional details in the second version are an interpolation. See Reinvang (2000).
46. . . . priyå vai khalu no bhavat¥ sat¥ priyam av®dhat / BU 4.5.5.
47. Reinvang attributes these narrative differences of the second version
to the addition of a number of interpolations in Yåjñavalkya’s teaching:
“Maitrey¥’s objection has been reformulated from the original remark that she
does not understand there is no saμjña [awareness] after death, to a more
general statement saying that she does not understand ‘this’ (idam).” He argues that consequently, Yåjñavalkya’s teaching in the second version does not
fit together: “the substantial edition of the latter part of the text ends up
presenting the reader with a less coherent exposition of the nature of immortality” (2000, 191–92). Hock, however, suggests that the different details in the
second version can be explained by the fact that they provide “a stronger
closing” to this entire section of the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad, which he suggests
is a ring composition (2002, 281).
48. . . . / atraiva må bhagavån mohåntam åp¥pipat / na vå aham imaμ
vijånåmi . . . / BU 4.5.14.
49. Fi∞er points out that managing the household of Yåjñavalkya must
have been a considerable task when we take into account the wealth that he
amasses: “She was probably thought of as having been in charge of Yåjñavalkya’s household which must have been at least for those times, an establishment of considerable size—provided that we are to accept the hints of
large royal donations bestowed on Yåjñavalkya” (1984, 84).
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adhvaryu: The name of one of the four priests associated with the
large-scale Vedic sacrifice (yajña). The adhvaryu, a specialist in the
Yajurveda, is the officiant priest who is responsible for carrying out
most of the ritual actions.
agni: The Sanskrit word for fire, which was an essential component of
all Vedic sacrifices. Agni is also the god of fire and is associated with
the sacrificial priests.
agnicayana: The name of a particular sacrifice (yajña) that consists of
building a fire altar. The performance of the agnicayana is strongly
linked to the mythology of Puru∑a and Prajåpati. For a detailed study
of the agnicayana see Staal (1983).
agnihotra: The twice-daily milk offering. For a detailed study see
Bodewitz (1976).
am®ta: Literally meaning ‘not-dieable,’ am®ta is the Sanskrit word for
immortal. At the time of the Upani∑ads, am®ta was understood in a
number of different ways, including being preserved in the social
memory, becoming one with the essential being of the universe, and
surviving death in the heavenly world. For a detailed study of this
word and its various meanings see Olivelle (1997a).
apsarå: A class of female divinities; the female counterpart to gandharva.
årya: A cultured person who knows Sanskrit and behaves according to
the sensibilities of orthodox Brahmanism. In this sense, årya is a term
denoting a particular cultural and social identity and does not imply
a racial identity.
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åtman: In the earliest Vedic material, åtman was a reflexive pronoun
meaning ‘self.’ The word continued to be used as a pronoun, but by
the time of the late Bråhmaˆas and early Upani∑ads, åtman also became a philosophical term that could be associated with a wide range
of meanings including body and soul, and could sometimes refer to
the ontological principle underlying all reality.
åtman vaißvånara: The self of all people. This is an Upanishadic reformulation of Agni Vaißvånara, who is invoked in the very first hymn
of the §gveda.
brahmacårin: A student of the Vedas.
brahman: Originally meaning ‘sacred speech,’ brahman also can refer to
the power or essence of the priestly class. In the Upani∑ads this meaning is often extended to designate the underlying reality of all things.
brahmin: The Anglicized form of the Sanskrit word bråhma£a, the name
of the priestly class, the first of the four classes (var£a).
brahmodya: Debate or verbal contest.
ekatrika: The name of a particular type of one-day soma sacrifice.
gandharva: A class of male divinities; the male counterpart of apsarå.
hot®: The name of one of the four priests associated with the largescale Vedic sacrifice (yajña). The hot®, a specialist in the §gveda, is the
invoking priest who is responsible for praising the gods and inviting
them to the sacrifice.
kƒatra: The power or essence of the kƒatriya class.
kƒatriya: The name of the second of the four classes (var£a). Originally
referring to warriors, the term kƒatriya came to designate members of
the aristocracy. In the Upani∑ads kings are members of the kƒatriya
class.
mantra: A sacred verse, formula, or series of sounds. Often used to
refer to verses from the Vedas.
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mokƒa: In the early Upani∑ads mokƒa tends to mean ‘release’ in the
everyday sense of the word. Subsequently, mokƒa developed the connotation of final emancipation, which was considered the soteriological
goal for a number of Hindu traditions.
pañcågnividyå: Literally meaning ‘knowledge of the five fires,’ the
pañcågnividyå refers to the first part of the discourse that King Pravåhaˆa
Jaivali delivers to Uddaka ≈ruˆi in the B®hadåra£yaka Upaniƒad (6.2.9–
14) and the Chåndogya Upaniƒad (5.3.4–9).
prå£a: The most general meaning is ‘breath,’ but it can have different
connotations in different contexts. In its plural form, the prå£ås refer
to either the bodily winds or to the five vital functions.
®ƒi: Literally meaning ‘seer,’ ®ƒi refers to the divinely inspired poets
who composed the Vedas.
såman: The melodic chants of the Såmaveda.
saμsåra: The cycle of life, death, and rebirth. This term is not used in
the early Upani∑ads, but became a central idea in later Brahmanism
and Buddhism.
Såvitr¥ (also called Gåyatr¥): The Såvitr¥ is a verse from the §gveda
(3.62.10) dedicated to Savit®, the sun. In later texts such as the Månava
Dharmaßastra, reciting the Såvitr¥ is considered to be one of the most
essential aspects of an initiation ritual. The verse is divided into three
parts, each of which is considered to contain the essence of one of the
three Vedas. See Roebuck (2003, 389) for a translation and discussion
of this verse.
soma: The food of the gods and a symbol of immortality. Made from
a sacred plant, the preparation and consumption of soma is a central
feature of many Vedic sacrifices.
ß¶dra: The name of the fourth social class (var£a). In the Upani∑ads
ß¶dra is considered the lowest class.
udgåt®: The name of one of the four priests associated with the largescale Vedic sacrifice (yajña). The udgåt®, a specialist in the Såmaveda, is
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the chanting priest who is responsible for singing the melodies during
the sacrifice.
upanayana: The initiation ceremony of a brahmin student (brahmacårin).
var£a: Literally meaning ‘color,’ var£a refers to the social classes, of
which there are traditionally four: brahmin (priests), kƒatriya (warriors, kings), vaißya (farmers, merchants), and ß¶dra (laborers). The var£a
system is famously articulated in the Puruƒas¶kta hymn of the §gveda
(10.90), where the four classes are derived from different parts of the
body of the cosmic man. Var£a can also refer to the hierarchical system that organizes all the components of the universe under one basic
structure (see Smith 1994).
vedi: The sunken area strewn with grass between the fires in the consecration ground of a Vedic ritual, where the gods were invited to sit
as guests. The word vedi is feminine and is often homologized with
masculine words in the Brahmanical ritual literature. The feminine
dimension of the vedi is further highlighted by the fact that its hourglass shape is often compared to a woman with large breasts and hips,
and a slender waist.
yajamåna: Literally meaning ‘sacrificer,’ the yajamåna is the sponsor of
the sacrifice. He must be a member of one of the first three social
classes (var£a) and he must be married.
yajña: The Vedic sacrifice.
yakƒa (yakkha in Påli): A class of divinity often associated with nature and
wealth. Yakƒas appear in both the Brahmanical and Buddhist traditions.
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